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AsSTRACT

Throughout the history of phílosophy, philosophers have commented

(often v/ith disnay), at the state of cognitive discord and lack of

consensus which seenr-ingIy characterizes their di-sciplÍne. As David

Hume observed: "There is nothing which is noÈ the subject of debate,

and in which men of learníng are not of contrary opínions. The mosË

trivíal questíon escapes not our controversy, and ín the most momentous

\^re are not able to give any certain decisíon" (Hume, 1960, p.xviii).

If Hume is right, then the question should be immediately asked: fis

the trrlestern tradítion in philosophy a degenerating "research prograrune"?t

Alternatively: thow can philosophy as a cognitíve enterprise be con-

sidered to be both pz,ogressiue a¡d rational in the face of the problem

of perenniaL phiLosophicaL dLsputes?' (Kekes,1980). The conflicting

vÍews of the philosophers, formed part of tt'e rationes dubitandL of

scepticism in antiquity (Rescher, L978, p.2L7). The scepticsmaintained on

this basis, that philosophical knowledge was impossible. This view is

held today ín a variety of forms (Rorty, L979), (Unger, 1984). It is

the aím of this work to suggest a resolution to Èhe problem of perennial

philosophieal disputes and show that philosophy ís both a rational and

progressive enÈerprise. Unless this can be shown, then, as I have

argued ín my book Reductionism øtd CuLtural Being (Srnith, l9B4), the

rationality and progressiveness of a large portion of the social sciences

is also threatened.
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1-. STATEMENT OF THE ARGUMENT: IS PHILOSOPHY A

DEGENERATING RESEARCH PROGRAMME?

1. THE PROBLEM

Principles taken upon trust, consequences lane]y deduced from
them, want of coherence in the parts, and of evidence in the
whole, these are everlnvhere to be met with in the systems of
the most eminent philosophers, and seems to have drawn disgrace
upon philosophy itself . tElven the rabble without doors
may judge from the noise and clamour, which they hear, that
aII goes not well within. There is nothing which is the not
subject of debate, and in which men of learning are not of
contrary opinions. The most trivial question escapes not our
controversy, and in the most momentous we are not able to give
any certain decisions (Hume, 1960, PP. xvii-xviii).

The first to present his case seems right, till another comes

forward and questions him (Proverbs, 18:17)

If Hume's description of the state of cognitive discord of the

discipline of philosophy is correct, then the question shoul-d be immediately

asked: ris the I¡lestern tradition in philosophy a degenerating research

programme (or research tradition) (Laudan, 1-977)?' Alternatively: 'in the

face of tlne pz,obLem of perenniaL phiLosophicaL disputes (PPPD), how can

philosophy as a cognitive enterprise be considered to be botin progTessiÐe

and rAtiOnA,L?t This is a major problem for anyone who understands

philosophy as that discipline which attempts to formulate and justify

WeLtanschquungs, that is, world views (Kekes, l-980), (Smith , Lg84).I Such

WeLtanschauwl.gs attempt to give an account of the furniture of the

universe, a view of human nature and an outline of the place of human

beings in the scheme of the world. Philosophy unlike most literature and

poetry, ïWSt support its conclusions by reasoned argument. It is not

enough merely to describe the world, the description must be justified and

shown to be more satisfaclory and preferable to other competing descriptions,

with respect to various cognitive standards such as truth, consistency,
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comprehensibility and simpticity, amonçt others (Rescher , L979 (a) ) . If philosophy

is a rationat enterprise, it shoutd give us l"noULedqe' If philosophy is

a cognitively progressive enterprise, it should give us increasingly more

knowledge over time. Yet the existence of perennial philosophical disputes

seems to indicate that in its 25oo year history, philosophy has produced

no knowledge and not a single philosophical problem has been satisfactorily

resolved. Not only does the history of phitosophy seem to be little more

than the successive refutation of previous philosophical I'ÌeLtansehduungs,

but in more recent times when the bulk of pr:blished basic research in

philosophy has appeared in specialized journalsr it is not uncommon to

find criticisms of an author who has published a paper in a particular

journal, criticized in the very issue in which the target paper appeared'

From an anthropological perspective, philosophy may be seen as a discipline

torn by unending disputes, agonized by pluralism and unachieved consensus,

and humiliated by the success of the natural sciences. The disagreements

and failures of the past and presenl, shouLd weigh like a nightmare on the

brains of the present generation of philosophers'

The probtem of perennial philosophical disputes is almost as old as

philosophy itself, being discussed very early in philosophy's history

primarily by the Sceptics. Sextus tnpiricus in his OutLines of Pyz'z'honism

(l-933, bk L¡ Sect.l-78) discussed the problem in antiquity, and the

'unreliability of philosophical opinion as indicated by the disagreements

of the philosophersr, appears as the first tt'opoí of Agrippa's five

z,ationes &,bitandi (Rescher, L978, p. 2]-7). For the Greek Acadernic

Sceptics, (PPPD) indicated that the philosophical enterprise itself was

bankrupt and that there was llo phitosophical knowledge; for the Pyrrhonists

the assertion of even the bankruptcy of the philosophical enterpriser wâs

itself a knowledge claim upon which judgement must be suspended, with

the attainment of a blissful state of atatanía (Popkin, 1960). Almost
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two thousand years later, Benson Mates (,1981-) has also argued that all of

the major problems of philosophy are incapable of either solution or

dissolution, si.nce the reasons given on both sides of, the debate can be

equally good. But for Mates, this situation hardly leads to a blissful

state of atarania¡ if anything it indicates the strong existential

absurdity of the human condition. Problems such as of the nature of

freedom, goodness and justice, questions of ttre teLos of the world (if any)

and the structure and origin of the universe, must be solved if human life

is to be rich, meaningful and fully flourishing. For Mates such problems

cannot be solved by philosophy and human life is all Èhe poot.t.2

In these introductory remarks I cannot adequately explicate the notion

of. phiLosophíeaL unsoLuabíLity (it is not crucial to the analysis at this

point in any case), and so the topic is d,eferred for discussion until

chapter 7. At this stage of the discussionr my account of perenniaL

phíLosophieal disag?eements and the thesis that philosophy is a degenerating

resedîch progrøwfle remains metaphorical, and whilst more detailed explica-

tions are promised for later in the work, some further guiding remarks may

be added here. My use of the term 'degenerating research programrner,

whilst obviously taken from Lakatos' famous work (Lakatos , 1,970) is once

more metaphorical; I could just as easily used Laudanrs term 'research

tradition'. To be explicit however, in investigating the issue of whether

or not philosophy is a degenerating research prograrune/tradition \^¡e are

asking whether or not philosophy is a progressí,ue discipL'Lne in the sense

of pnouíding a rap¿d soLution to pz,obLems uhieh the diseipLine ínuestigates.

The concept of a disciplin¿ is taken as a prirnitive here; the reader with

a university education shoutd have an intuitive grasp of this notion. The

notion of the progressiveness of a discipline will be discussed more fully

in chapter 3. For the moment I wil-1 maintain that 'progressiveness' in

philosophy is best understood in the realist sense of providing increasingly
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more truths or truth-l-ike proposiÈions.3 If however philosophy is riddled

with perennial disputes - that is, d.isagreements that have existed not

merely for decades, or hundreds of years, but possibly millennia - then

it ís extremely difficult to see how it could be maintained, with rational

justification, that philosophy provides a rapid solutíon to the problems

found in its domain, supplying humanity with a constant or even an

accel-erating flow of truths or truth-like propositions. It is a remarkable

scandal- that philosophers who generally pride themsel-ves with the virtues

of rigorous analysis and argument and the systematic examination and

criticism of all knowledge claims, have devoted littl-e of their logical-

energies to an examination of the rational- status of their own discipline.

Something should be said now about what the unit of progress is in

philosophy if there is such a unít. This question has seldom received

any discussion in the literature dealing with perennial philosophical

disputes; in Kekes' detailed discussion of this problem (Kekes, 1980)

for example, we are left wondering whether it is philosophy as a whole,

selected parts of philosophy, world views or philosophical theories which

are said to be progressive or degenerative. This is no trivial question

because Kekes introduces our problem, as I have done, globally - as a

problem for philosophy as a discipline (ibid, Chp.1). However much of

his discussion of the problem of perennial philosophical disputes is

concerned wii-h uorLd uieus. The precise relationship between the

diseipLine of philosophy and phitosophical world views is not explicated

in detail. Yet if he is to solve the problem which he set himself, it is

precisely these sorts of questions which must be addressed.

In this work, iuhe unit of philosophical progress is taken to be a

philosophical theory. A philosophical- theory is a non-null set of

propositions which responds to a philosophical problem. In the next
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chapter I shall give a formal model of this. Philosophical theories are

the basic units that are either progressive or degenerative. The issue

of expliciting the notion of the progressiveness or degenerativeness of

a theory is a complex issue that will also be dealt with in a separate

chapter of its own. Now world views or philosophical systems can be

simply explicated as being sets of philosophical theories. A world view

usually is a set consisting of a finíte nr¡nber of philosophical theories'

For example Russell's world view in the last twenty five years of his

Iifeconsisted of the theories which he held on aesthetics, logic,

epistemology, ontology, ethics, and so on. It is intuitively reasonable

to say that a world view Vü1 Ls mOz'e paogresliùe l]narl a world view V'I2 if

g'Luen that theg both av'e eoncerned uith the sØne ph¿LosophicaL pnobLems '

IrIl contains more progressive theories that vü2. If they both contain the

same number of progressive theories then w1 and w2 will be said to be

equally progressive. If W1 contains more progressive theories than üI2'

then !f2 shall be said to be degenerative relative to vl1.

Is it reasonable to propose that all of the theories accepted by a

subject at some time t constitute the world view of the subject at that

time? Isnrt this characterization somewhat counter-intuitive? I do not

believe that it is. A world view is just that - a ?no?Ld uiew ot a view

of the world. Now if theories are conceptual entities which explain

pvzzLing events in the world and describe the structure of reality,

theories must therefore give us a view of the world. My basic idea is

that a subjectts theories are the various "picturest', "vievts" or "ideas"

of parts of the world. A subject's aesthetics for example is his/her

view or idea of the nature of aesthetic value. Put atl of these "points

of view" together and one has a global picture of the world - a world

view. This world view may be incomplete or inconsistent, Yet it is
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still a broad picture of the nature of the world. I therefore reject

the claim that my characterization of a world view is counter-intuitive.

philosophy as a discipline can be analysed into sets of world views-

The discipline of philosophy witl be said to be progressive relative to

the discipline of say physics, bioJ-ogy, chemistry, socioJ-ogy and so on'

if when we obtain the ratio of solved problems to unsolved problems

(where the number of unsolved problems is non-zero) in philosophy' this

ratio is greater than the ratio of solved to unsolved problems in the

other discipline. If the ratios are the same then both disciplines will

be said to be equally progressive, and if the ratio of solved to unsolved

problems in a discipline is less than the ratio of solved to unsol-ved

problems in another discipline, then the former discipline will be said

to be relativety degenerative. This definition enables us to compare

disciplines which not only may have totally different numbers of solved

and unsolved problems, but which, obviously enough, have problems concerned

with a totally different subject matter. These definitions are based upon

the rationally appealing intuition that a mature and progressive discipline

is a good problem-solver, whitst a degenerative discipline is not.

The above remarks have been made to clarify the notion of the unit

of philosophical progress and also to show that it is not logically

absurd to compare the progressiveness of disciplines. It i.lnetefore does

make sense to state the problem of perennial philosophical disputes by

claiming that the discipline of philosophy is a poor problem-solver

relative to any of the natural sciences. This account can be challenged

on Kuhnian/Hegelian grounds and we wilI consider such objecÈions shortJ-y

in section 3 below. Nevertheless for the moment the only other serious

objection that could be made here is that the idea of a philosophical

problem itself is too vague. Little can be said to reply to someone with
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such high standards of precision. such a person must also dismiss

discussions of scientific, moral and social progress as being

unsatisfactorily vague as well. Therefore the vagueness objection is not

one which I find particularly bothering.

Equally obvious, if we wish to compare different disciplines as a

whole, then we must accept that the compared disciplines share lL]:le sØne

concept of progressiveness - otherwise comparison is meaningless' Now

part of the intuitive formutation of the problem of perennial philosophical

disagreements relies upon a comparison between the allegedly weak problem-

solving ability of philosophy and the allegedly strong problem-solving

ability of mature sciences such as physics. My definition permits such a

comparison even though it would be laborious to actualty work out any taluíos

of progressiveness. But is is not necessary to do this to see the challenge

of the problem of perennial philosophical disagreements. This is so

because the extreme lack of consensus in philosophy about which problems

are solved at alt makes it reasonable to take philosophy's progressiveness

ratio to be zeto. an absofutely minima] degree of progressiveness'

The above analysis assumes, as I have already said, that philosophy

shares with the sciences the same basic concept of progressiveness- This

means that there are strong elements of similarity between the structure

of scientific theories and philosophical theories. Both scientific and

philosophical theories are answers to, or explanations of problems.

Darwin's theory of natural selection for example, is a set of propositions

attempting to correctly answer the question 'how did species arise?'

Hnpiricism is an epistemological theory attempting to correctly ansv¡er

the question 'what is the nature, scope and limits of human knowledge?'

These exanples indicate that it is not unreasonable to suppose that

phitosophical and scientific theories have a conmon LogícaL structure'
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However it does not fo1low from this that there is a methodological unity

between phitosophy and science. In this work and Reason" Scienee and

Pa.radoæ (Smith, 1986) I shatl- attempt to show that philosophical theories

are not a special type of scientific theory. There are philosophical

methods of argumentation not generally found in the sciences, showing that

there is no strict methodological unity between philosophy and the sciences.

Philosophy is distinguishable from the sciences by these methods. AIso

both philosophical and scientific theories may be ideological. In an

appendix to Reduetionísm and. CuLtunaT Bei,ng (Smith ì L984) f argued that

the characteristic quality of ideology is not falsehood but its use by

agents in justifying the legitimacy of the status quo. It is therefore

1ogically possible, although unusual, to find true phiJ-osophical and

scientific theories, being used to justify the ruling position of some

pol^¡er elite. According to the view of theory-progress to be defended in

this work, an ideology is not the sort of entity which can be said to be

progressive or degenerative.

It is the aim of this work to offer a defense of the progressiveness

and rationality of philosophy in the tight of the probì-em of perennial

philosophical disagreements, rebutting Èhe metaphilosophical scepÈic's

challenge. This is a project which I deal-t with only very sketchily in my

previous book Reductì,onism and CuLtunaL Being (Smith , 1-984), and this work

will- correct the omissions, and transcend the l-imitations of the former

work and my earlier research papers on (PPPD). The project will break new

ground in a field which is extremely underd.eveloped: the methodology of

philosophy. For example, as we sha1l see in chapter 3, discussions of

cognitive progress have been centred primarily upon the natural sciences

and little work has been done.on developing models of cognitive progress for

a philosophical srrbject matter. In this work both the questions of progress

in philosophy and science wil-I be addressed,, and a model of cognitive
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progress developed which avoids the d.efects of existing models.

In the remaining space of this chapter I sha1l explicate my principal

thesis in more detail, and give an overvíew of the structure of the

argument of the work.

2. R.ESPONSES TO THE PROBLE}'I OF PERENNIAI PHILOSOPHICAL DTSAGREEMENTS

There are, elaborating onRescher (1-97A,p.219), four basic alternative

explanaÈions of (PPPD) :

(A) ELiwLnatiue EæpLanations. Eliminative explanations d.ismiss the

entire discipline as cognitively bankrupt. Philosophical

questions are either outrightly incapable of sofution

(soLuabiLíty scepticism) being proper pseudo-problems, or

alternatively such problems are meaningful, but simply incapable

of solution. Eliminative explanations may also take a weaker

pragmatic bent. Philosophy is seen as a waste of energy and

mind-power, human resources which could and should be channelled

into alternative pursuits such as: (1) science, especially the

natural sciencesì (2) management science, conmerce or businessi

(3) hedonistic pursuits such as gross sexual and drug encounters

or (4) the practical business of simply living one's life-

(B) CausaList EæpLanations. Causalist explanations see perennial

philosophícat disagreements as either a purely sociological,

psychoanalytical or sociobiological phenomena. They are consequently

fully explicable with respect to either sociological, psycho-

analytic or sociobiological causal mechanisms without recourse

to an examination of the arguments canvassed in any philosophical

disagreement.
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(c) MethodoLogical ErpLanations. Methodological expJ-anations seek to

explain Èhe phenomena of perennial philosophical- disagreement as

due to the lack of appropriate philosophical methods. This may

be because of either the complete absence of such methods or

because the methods have not been sufficiently developed, and

have existed only in a primitive form. With careful refinement

and development of philosophical methods (PPPD) can be

dissofved.

(D) Intey,qalist EæpLanations. Internalist explanations maintain

that perennial philosophical disagreements are the modus openandi

of philosophical inquiry itsetf; it is the natural and healthy

state of the discipline itself and is not to be taken as a ground

for wretched lamentations. The ground of perennial philosophical

disagreements are traceable to either: (1) the problems of

philosophy; (2) the methods of solving philosophical problems;

(3) the structure of philosophical argument; (4) the extreme

complexity of the reality which beings of finite inteflectual

po\^Iers seek to grasp, or in some combination of all four

variables.

These explanations are not mutually exclusive and may be combined in a

nr¡riber of metaphilosophical models of perennial phitosophical disagreements.

An attempt at a more finely structured taxonomy which I gave previously is

as foflows (cf. Smith, 7984, chapter 2) :

(1-l-) Metaphi losophical Nihilism (MN)

(a) stz,ong thesís: The diversity of opinion with respect to

philosophical.issues iflustrates the bankruptcy of the

philosophical enterprise itsetf. Philosophical problems are

either (i) pseudo-problems, incapabte of solution because of
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their cognitive meaninglessness and obscurity or

(ii) cognitively meaningful, but nevertheless outrightly

unsolvable. Philosophyr as trad,itionally conceived, is

incapable of resolving its central problems and is in need

of replacement by some other discipline, such as physics,

sociology, history or hermeneutics. (PPPD) is best understood

causally, rather than rationally.

(b) üeakez, thesis: !ùhilst phitosophical issues may be capable

of resol-ution, the task is not worth the effort. Such a

resolution is not in any uiay of value, and resolves none of

the pressing problems of the human qondition. Concern should

therefore be d.irected elsewhere.

Metaphilosophical Trratíonalism (MI )

(a) strong thesis: It is never reasonabLe for any human subject

to accept any philosophical theory or lleLtanschauung, or to

believe that any philosophical theory resolves any
¡l

phiJ-osophícal problemron purely epistemic Arounds. Reasoned

argument, that beloved tool of the Rationalist, is subject

to the tu quoque argument: a defence of Rationalism must

appeal to argr-unent and experience, and as such must be

viciously circular. Just as Kant produced what he believed

were antinomies of reason, which he directed against the a

prioti metaphysics of his time, so we must conclude from

(PPPD) that philosophy as conceived in the !{estern tradition,

is itself subject to antinomies, thus constituting an

effective reductio ad absuydwn of the ütestern tradition.

(b) ueaker thesis: rt is never more rea,sornbLe for any human

subject, on purely epistemic grounds, to bel-ieve that any
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philosophical theory or WeLtansehauLulg satisfactorily resolves

any philosophical problem, than it is to bel-ieve the denial

of this claim.

(1-3) Metaphilosophical- Scepticism (MS)

It is noL knotin by any human subject whether any philosophical

theory resolves any philosophical problem.

(1-4) Metaphilosophical Relativism (MR)

There are no criteria of assessment of world views independent

of those internal and peculiar to the various considered world

views i

(4a) This situation is cognitively intolerable, therefore the

strong thesis of metaphilosophical nihilism is true, or

(4b) This situation il-Iustrates something fundamental about

phitosophical argumentation, namely its inherent

inconclusiveness. Perennial disputes thus cannot be

avoided, being part of the nature of philosophy itself;

1ac) This iLlustrates something fundamental about the nature of

reality and the objects of philosophical- inquiry; either

(i) there is no such realiÈy, therefore disagreement

exists because there is nothing to agree about;

(ii) there is a reality but it consists of a multitude of

incommensurable "werlds";

(iii) there is a real-ity, but it is either unknowable

(epistemologicaL sceptíeism), or not apprehendable

by any'rational and evidential means, but only through

art, drugs, sex, yogic consciousness or divine

revelation (tv'anscendentaL irrationaLism) .
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(l_- s ) ¡letaphi Iosophical Anarchism (MA)

(1-6)

The l¡testern rationafist ideal of the pursuit of the Truth by

reasoned argUment is an utterly obscure and mistaken ideal, and

the problems facing rationality and progress by (PPPD) are

illusions based upon totally misconceived notions. we should be

free to choose theoretical, metaphysical and logical principles

to suit our tastes and desires, as well as our political and

axiological orientations. The question of the conflict of

arggments, theories and world-views, begs important political

questions: in a free society such a pluralism should be encouraged,

not crushed under the foot of the Rationalist's jackboot.

Metaphitosophical Monism (MM)

(1-7 )

There is only one correct system of philosophy;

1Oa) This system 51 exists at present and all competitors

Sz, S¡, S¡¡ êr€ demonstrably inadequate.

(6b) S1 is accepted fideistically as being the correct

philosophical system.

Metaphilosophical Monism may also be formulated as a position

with regard to philosophical theories, as welf as specific

philosophical arguments advanced to solve a specific problem.

Metaphil-osophical Perspectivism (MP)

( 7a) Orientational Perspectivism (OP)

One and only one position is right from a given orientation,

but there exist a plurality of perspectives, none of which

is uniquely correct. This position accepts Metaphilosophical

Relativism only between systems: from the perspective of
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some probative orientationr further reasoning is possible.

These perspective are value orientations, arisi-ng from

cultural and personal intetlectual experience. one can

reason about these evaluative attitudes, but to do so, is to

already adopt an orientation from which onets oh¡n orientation

is retrovalidated. Therefore the existence of pluralism in

phiJ_osophy is inevitabl-e and with regard to any philosophical

issue there will also exist many equally reasonable and

incompatible solutions.

(7b) Monistic-Systemic Perspectivism (MSP)

V'Ihite most positions grasp at least some of the truth about

reality and the objects of philosophical inquiry, virtually

all positions at p?esent suffer defects. It is possible, in

principle, to produce an ideal cognitive system which

possesses a1t the merits of each system (consistent \nrith

various systematization constraints such as consistency) and

none of the defects. It is at feast possible to approach

this ideal system by the piecemeal construction of a series

of less problematic systems. Philosophical progress cannot

be merely that of agreed achievement of solutions to problems:

it must also invofve in its final explication the

increasingly sharper definition of problems, the exposure of

error and the seaÌing off of blind alleys.

The aim of this work is to produce a response to the problem of

perennial philosophical disputes, consistent with the Monistic-Systemic

perspectivist víew of knowledge discussed in Reductionism and Cultuv'al

Beíng. To condense the discussion somewhat, the organisation of the

chapters of this work will- not follow precisely my older classification of
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the responses to (PPPD). Rather I shatl modify the classification as

follows. Metaphilosophical scepticism, relativism, anarchism and nihilism

will be discussed in chapter 4, along with the Orientational Perspectivism

of Nicholas Rescher. Chapter 5 discusses objectivist responses to (PPPD)

within the framework of the programme of a naturalized epistemology. This

is a more comprehensive category than Rescher's Causalist EæpLanations for

objectivists not only attempt to erpLain why perennial philosophical

disputes exist, but Èhey also are concerned with commenting upon the

philosophical significance of perennial philosophical disputes with respect

to the progress and rationality of philosophy as a cognitive enterprise.

Chapter 6 díscusses Internalist responses to (PPPD), a category which

corresponds approximately to Rescher' s MethodoLogieaL EæpLanations of

(PPPD). These three chapters as a whole present a comprehensive discussion

of the modern literature on (PPPD). Chapter 7 explores the implications

of some recent work in decision theory and mathematical logic to (PPPD).

The conclusions of chapters 4 to 7 are exceedingly negative: I argue

Èhat none of the considered material presents a satisfactory response to

(PPPD).

I shall now state explicitly the pz'ineipaL thesis of this work, and

proceed immediately to explicate it:

(PT) The work wi]l attempt, consistent with (I{SP): (1) an

explanation of uhy perennial philosophical disputes

exist; (2) a critique of the major metaphiÌosophicaÌ

and scientific responses to (PPPD) showing that they

faif to secure the progressiveness and rational-ity of

philosophy as a cognitive enterprise. and fail as well

to produce satisfactorily general explanations of the

existence of perennial philosophical dispute; (3) to
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show that despite (PPPD) philosophy is both a

progressive and rational enterprise, capable of

generating knowledge-claims.

The idea of a perennial philosophical dispute has not yet been

satisfactorily clarified (despite the remarks given towards the close of

section 1 above), and chapter 2 will be exclusively devoted to this task.

Nor has any detailed discussion of the notion of philosophical progress

been given. There is a very good reason for this: no satisfactorily

detailed account of this notion is currently availabl-e. Indeed, we do not

have even a non-problematic notion of scientific progress available. Any

realist account of scientific progress must face the conceptual

difficulties and paradoxes facing the notion of uerisimilitude (Tichf,

1,974). This issue will be discussed in chapter 3 and resol-ved (at least

I bold1y propose) in chapter 9.

It is an assumption accepted by all parties to the dispute, that a

justification of knowJ-edge cLaims may be made by an appeal to an estabfished

consensus between ideal thinkers, most usually experts in the field under

consideration, whose judgement is not swayed by non-ratj-onal factors such

as personal power and academic status. Disagreements between ideal

thinkers is taken to be impossible if such thinkers are purely rational'

and Lehrer and Wagner (1981') have attempted to demonstrate this

mathematically. In chapter 7 I will reject the proposal that it is

impossible for ideal thinkers to rationally disagree. I shall go on to

establish that the idea that there are no unsolvable problems in philosophy

and the sciences is quite mistaken, and will reject the claim that a

justification of knowledge claims may be made by an appeal to an

established consensus. This gives us both an explanation and response

to (pppD) Ay dissoLuing t1¡e problem. Explaining the existence of
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philosophical disputes is not particularly pressing if the progressiveness

and rationality of philosophy is not at stake. In fact, we have no good

reason to believe that any (satisfactory) unified account of the

'existence of perennial philosophical disputes can be given, as f attempt

to show in chapters 4 - 7 of this \^¡ork.

Despite the existence of perennial disputes I shall try to show that

the following traditional view of philosophy, given by Brand Bl-anshard

(1980, pp.211-212) is basically correct:

Philosophy, broadly conceived, is a persistent raising of the
question V,lhy? It may be objected that this is a description
that does not define, that the same is done in many other
disciplines also - in the formal and natural sciences, in
religion, indeed in the making of countless everyday decisions.
Philosophy so conceived would infiltrate every department of
life. Ialell, so it does, and so it shoufd. Philosophy is not a
special subject J-ike geology or history; it is rather a special
kind of activity. Taken at its loftiest, it is the attempt to
understand the world. But the world is inexhaustibl-e in its
extent and its variety, and the work of understanding can proceed
only by the sol-ution of numberless more specific problems that
Iie along the way. Philosophyr âs I conceive of it, is a
continual effort, made by individual minds but sustained by a
congenital and racial drive, to render its worl-d intelligible.

The aim of philosophy is to present truths about reality. How this is

possible, is discussed in chapter l-0, and in more detail in my Reason,

Scíence and Paradoæ (1986).

The project will conclude with an image of cognitive life. Vlhilst we

are encul-tured beings (Smith, L984), \de stand alone epistemologically,

and cannot with justification reJ-y upon social consensus as a criterion

of truth. Vühilst I shall cite other supporting explanations of (PPPD),

the rejection of the consensus view of knowledge is my prime target in

this work. To reinforce this attitude f shall in the course of this work

attack some almost universalJ-y accepted knowledge cl-aims in mathematical-

logic and other areas. This inquiry shall be furthered in Essays on

ULtimate Suestions (Snittr, 1986) and, Reason, Science and Panadoæ (Smith,

1986) which wilt criticize the consensus position on a number of basic
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issues in contemporary physics, Iogic and metaphysics. My

dissatisfaction with mainstream social theory and theoretical

biology has already been recorded (Smith' L984)-: this work

supplements my previous views.

3. ATTEMPT TO DISSOLVE OUR CENTRAL PROBLEM: TV'IO POST-EMPIRICIST

PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE OBJECTIONS AND A HISTORICAI REPLY

I nov/ wish to consider two further objections to the problem

of perennial philosophical disagreements which derive from post-

empiricist philosophy of science. These objections attempt to

dissolve our central problem by showing that there are no

perennial philosophical disputes. These objections will now be

outlined, and after doing this I shall try to show that both

replies are unsatisfactory on historical grounds.

The first objection LooseLy derives from the work of Kuhn

(1970) although some may wish to caII this criticism the Hegelian

response. According to this view problems and standard.s are

historically variable, hence philosophical solutions and their

adequacy are alsohistorically variable. As a result, perennial

philosophical disputes do not really occur. Philosophers living

in different contexts may use the same words, but they mean

quite different things by them. Stated more formally this

argument is as follows:

(Kf) Philosophical problems and standards of adequacy

change over time.

Therefore,

(KZ) Solutions'to philosophical problems and standards

of adequacy change over time.
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Therefore,

(Kg) Perennial philosophical disputes do not occur'

À second objection which is a variant of the above argument has been

given by Ruth Barcan Marcus (1985). llarcus argues that on historical

grounds we can see that most past philosophies are displaced, so there

must be substantial agreemenÈ about which philosophical theories are

rejected. Philosophical theories do not endure (ibid, p'325):

"There are more than 7oo !Ùestern phitosophers judged worthy
of notice in PauI Edwards' EncyeLopedía of Ph¿LosophA.
Many of them had a period of substantial recognition. MosÈ

have ceased to be studied or read except for occasional
recondite scholarship. Very few will even fleetingly be a

continuing part of any philosophicaf canon- Far from
never having suffered rejection, most wane and are largely
ignored. They fare no better than abortive or rejected
scientific theories. Nor is the eclipse due to their
failure to achieve the fullness and richness of holistic
speculative systems as is sometimes claimed. A perusal of
the literature falsifies the suggestion. f am reminded
that my first awareness of speculat.ive philosophical systems
was through happening upon some imposing volumes by John
EIof Boodin with titles IIke The ReaLístie uniuerse, Iime
and Reality. In the early years of this century Boodin
was seriously studied. His post-humous papers were
published as late as 1957 by the University of California
Press. I,rlhere is he no\n¡? "

Boodin is of course dead, but it does not follow that the issues

which he dealt with, such as the problem of realism and the nature of

time are dead. The sort of historical argument employed by Marcus is

insufficient to show that there are either no, or very few, perennial

philosophical disagreements. vfhat must be shown is iLtlat aLL

philosophical problems, or all of the most important philosophical

problems, change over time, along with the standards of adequacy. This

qualification needs to be added to the argument cited above before it

can be regarded as being valid. It is the soundness of this argument

which I wish to question by questioning the truth of its premises.
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First I shall show that there is an example of a philosophical

problem which has been discussed since the dawn of Vrlestern philosophy in

Greece - the problem of formulating a consistent view of change in the

light of Zeno's paradoxes - which whilst changing in formulation over

two thousand years remain with us still. As Vtesley Salmon has put it

in his introduction to a volume of essays on zenots paradoxes (Salmon

(ed), 1,970, pp.43-44\ z

"It would, of course, be rash to conclude that we had actually
arrived at a complete resolution of all problems that come out
of Zeno's paradoxes. Each age, from Aristotle on down, seems
to find in the paradoxes difficulties that are roughly
conmensurate with the mathematical, logical, and philosophical
resources then available. lfhen more powerful tools emergef
philosophers seem wiJ-Iing to acknowledge deeper difficulties
that would have proved insurmountable for more primiÈive
methods. we may have resolutions which are appropriate to
our present leve1 of understanding, but they may appear quite
inadequate when we have advanced further. "

According to this point of view even though Zeno's originaL formulation of

his paradoxes makes these paradoxes seem like little more than sophisms,

the paradoxes have been reformulated over time to escape previous

solutions and revive the difficulties which Zeno first saw with the

concept of change and plurality. This means that a problem may very well

change over time, as might the standard.s of adequacy by which sol-utions

to the problem are judged, and yet enough continuity exist between the

original problem and its reformulations to say that we are considering

either 1clr'e same problem, or the same fanrt'Ly of problems. This means

that the mere fact that philosophical problems are reformulated,

modified and rethought does not show that there are no perennial

philosophical disagreements or disputes. This fact is consistent with

phitosophical problems becoming more diffieuLt over time, as if we have

opened one door and found a thousand before us. The problem of the

nature of the self has been complicated by a century of neurophysiological
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d.iscoveries; the semantical paradoxes such as the Liar paradox which

puzzled most great philosophers from the dawn of Western philosophy'

have been supplemented by an array of powerful logical paradoxes

discovered by modern formal logicians and arguments such as the

ontological argument for the existence of God have been revived through

the use of new formal systems of modal ì-ogic. It would require a

discussion which would be more lengthy than necessary to fully document

my case by considering aII of these philosophical problems. Hence I

shatl concentrate on the example of Zenot s paradoxes to make my point.

Zenot s paradoxes are a particularly good example to choose because

they enable us to deal- with this objection on its most favourable

grounds: that philosophers in different contexts may use the same

words, but they mean quite different things by them. Certainly concepts

of space, time and motion have radically changed over the last two

thousand years. But Zeno at no point attempted to define rmotion' or

'change'. He devised paradoxes which he thought, rightly or wrongly,

would threaten any conceivable general metaphysical theory of motion or

change. To see this I shall concentrate my discussion uPon the best

known of Zeno's paradoxes: AchiLLes ortd the Tortoíse.

Aristotle in his Physics VI, 9, 2396 formulates Zeno's paradox of

Achilles and the Tortoise in the following fashion (paraphrased):

Achilles can never beat the slow Tortoise in their race, for given the

Tortoise's lead Achilles musÈ first reach the place from which the

Tortoise started. But by then the Tortoise has a further lead, so that

the slower Tortoise must always be in advance, however small. If this

is so, then there can be no occasion when a body can reach its

destination, for after any distance there will- always be another

distance to cover. Henie motion is impossible. This argument is based
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upon the premise that space and time are cont'inuous and thus is

explicitly advanced as an attack upon continuous theories of space and

time. Another of Zeno's paradoxes, the so-called Stadium, attacks the

notion of discontinuous or atomistic space and time. Given that space

and time are either continuous or discontinuous, Zeno concludes that

realíty is unchanging. Zeno is certainly not unaware that it appears

to our senses that chançte occurs and that Achilles passes the Tortoise-

He has taken the criterion of logical argument to override the evidence

of the senses. This then is the first response which can be made to

zenots paradox: accept the conclusion and deny the possibility of

motion and, change. This view has only been opted for by a handful of

western philosophers: F.H. Bradley's Appearance and ReaLity (1930), whilst

making no exp1icit textual reference to Zeno, uses Eleatic arguments to

establish that space, time and motion are contradictory appearances'

Another solution which a few philosophers have taken is Èo accept

that Zeno's arguments are sound, and also that moÈion is possible, so

that reality is seen to have inherent contradictions. This position was

taken by Hegel in his Lectu.tes on the Historg of PhiLosophy (L892'

pp.261,-278) when he rejected the universal- validity of the law of non-

contradiction. This position has also been taken by modern dialectical

Iogicians such as Graham Priest. The dispute between Priest and Zeno

could only be resolved by examining the question of the validity of the

law of non-contradiction: differences in viewing the validity of this

law account for the radically different meÈaphysical positions of these

philosophers, even though both groups accept Zeno's arguments as being

valid, and in fact sound.

other philosophers attempted to use Zeno's paradoxes to prove

particular speculative metaphysical theses. Henri Bergson in CreatiUe

Etsolution (191-L) for example accepts that change or becoming is
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continuous, but denies that either mathematical analysis or logical

reasoning are capable of enabling us to understand motion and change.

This style of solution, if it can be called that at aI1, is certainly

not the most common solution to zeno's paradox. Many philosophers have

felt that Zeno's paradoxes, especially Achilles and the Tortoise rest on

simple mathematical errors. Russell (1929, pp.182-l-98) and V'thitehead

(Lg2g, p.107) were both critical of various paradoxes of Zeno on

mathematical grounds. It is worthwhile considering their respective

views on the problem with Achilles and the Tortoise'

Russell reformulates the Achilles paradox mathematically and'

attempts to show a mathematical ftaw in the argument. If Achilles

overtakes the Tortoise it must be after an infinite number of instants

have elapsed since the beginning of the race. Russell accepts that this

is true. He then argued that Zenots view that an infinite number of

instants must make up an infinitety 1on9 time is not true, and so zeno's

conclusion is refuted. RusseII at no point shows that this proposal -

that an infinite number of instants add up to an infinitely long time -

is either accepted by Zeno or is essential to his argument. It is

hardly tikely that zeno accepted RusseII's proposal, since in Zeno's

paradox of plurality he considers what he might describe today as the

difficulty of constructing the extended linear continuum out of

unextended elements. Nor is Russell's reconstruction of Zeno's argument

satisfacÈory in so far as it makes the source of the difficulty of the

Achilles p1ain. Vüe shall see the real source of this difficulty after

examining Whitehead's resPonse.

Whitehead argues that the Achilles should be analysed in the light

of the modern mathematical theory of convergent series. By use of these

series v¡e can show, given the appropriate distances and times, when and

where Achilles overtakes the Tortoise. According to Peirce, ". this
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silty little catch presents no difficulty at all to a mind adequately

trained in mathematics and in togic (Peirce, l-935, 6.777). Not aII

philosophical minds trained in mathematics and logic have agreed with

Peirce. Max B1ack (1950-l-951) has argued that the notion of a limit

shows that these distances and intervals of time may approaeh zero buÌu

that they do not become zero as Zeno' s original paradox seemed to

require. The mathematical solution is fundamentally irrelevant.

Max Black's paper is very interesting for its attempt to show that

the expression "infinite series of (performable) acts" is self-

contradictory by means of the notion of an infinity machine. It may be

thought that there is no logical impossibility, but only a medical-

impossibility in performing an infinite number of tasks and in fact

motion consists in the performance of an infinite number of tasks.

There is never a time at which we are ending our motíon, but there is

a time at which we would have already reached our destination. The

infinity machine is used to show that this proposed solution to Zenors

Achilles paradox cannot succeed. The following example comes from

James Thomson (1-97Or pp.94-95):

"There are certain reading tamps that have a button in the
base. If the lamp is off and you press the button the lamp
goes on, and if the lamp is on and you press the button the
lamp goes off. So if the lamp was originally off, and you
pressed the button an odd number of times, the lamp is on,
and if you pressed the button an even number of times the
lanp is off. Suppose now that the lamp is off, and I succeed
in pressing the button an infinite number of times, perhaps
making one jab in one minute, another jab in the next half
minute, and so on, according to Russellts recipe. After I
have completed the whole infiniÈe sequence of jabs, i.e. at
the end of the two minutes, is the lamp on or off? It seems
impossible to answer this question. It cannot be on,
because I did not ever turn it on without at once turning
it off. It cannot be off, because I did in the first place
turn it on, and thereafter I never turned it off without at
once turning it on. But the J-amp must be either on or off.
This is a contradictioir. "
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The extensive literature dealing with infinity machines (SaLmon

(ed), L97O) shows that Zeno's Achilles paradox is far from being

trivialr and far from being satisfactorily solved if space, time and

motion are accepted as being continuous. I have now supplied an

example of a phitosophical problem which is perennial - being discussed

by many great philosophers since the dawn of Vtestern philosophy - and

which through recent reformulations, has become even more difficult.

So a philosophical problem can change over time, yet still be perennial.

I¡lhat is important is the sort of change. I have considered internal

changes in a problems formulation in my attempt to refute this objection.

I now wish to consider the view that perennial philosophical dis-

agreements d,o not exist because .entire problems are abandoned..

It is true historically that many philosophical problems were the

product of the interest and acceptance of certain philosophical systems,

and once theywe::eabandoned, the problems went with them. A good example

of this, is the problem of the nature of the Absolute: when absolute

idealist philosophical systems \4¡ere abandoned at the turn of this

century this problem ceased to be of central interest to philosophers.

But the problem of the Absolute is not a "grand" philosophical problem

arising from speculation about the basic fabric of reality and the

fundamental concepts involved in understanding, such as the problem of

universals, the nature and justification of knowledge, the nature of

causation and the freewill problem. In what follows I shall- give one

example of a philosophical problem which has not changed in its

formulation since the dawn of Western philosophy, and where contemporary

philosophers usually begin their discussion of this problem by citing

and relying upon the ancient formulation of this problem.

Sextus Empiricus in OutLines of Pyrrhonism, 1r, chap.rv gave a
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precise outline of the diaLLelus problem of justifying a standard of

truth, justification or knowledge (sextus Empiricus, 1933, PP.163-165):

,,. in order to decide the dispute which has arisen about
the criterion, \,ve must possess an accepted criterion by which
we shall be able to judge the dispute; and in order to
possess an accepted criterion, the dispute about the
criterion must first be decided. And when the argument thus
reduces itself to a form of circular reasoning the discovery
of the criterion becomes impracticable, since \ñIe do not
allow them [the Dognnatic philosophers] to adopt a criterion
by assumption, while if they offer to judge the criterion
by a criterion we force them to a regress ad infinitum"'

This argument attempts to establish that an adequately justified

standard of knowledge is impossible. Given that there can be no

particular knowledge claims without some general standard used to

justify or show that what is claimed to be knowledge is in fact

knowledge, it follows that there is no knowledge at aLl unless the

diaLLelus can be escaped.

Richard Popkin (L964, p.xi) points out that the Pyrrhonic form of

scepticism was unknown in the vfest untit the rediscovery of the

manuscripts of sextus Empiricus in the sixteenth century. Popkin's book

The HistorA of Seepticism from Erasïas to Descartes i-s a detailed

historical treatment of the impact of sextus Empiricus' arguments upon

theology and philosophy during the period, 15oo-L650, which we can draw

on here to develop a critical historical argument against this objection'

popkin points out that the full impact of sextus Empiricus'

diaLLeLus argument was first felt in the dispute over the proper standard

of religious kno\ârledge. The problem of finding a criterion of truth'

reinforced by Sextust argqmentr was later raised regarding natural

knowledge provided by the new natural sciences of the day. This led to

what Popkin describes as 1jne cz'ise pAvrhoniervte of the early seventeenth

century (ibid, P.1).
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The conflict between Martin Luther's views and his quarrel with

Erasmus illustrates the difficulties raised by the diaLLeLus in a

theological context. In writings such as The AppeaL to the Gerrnart

NobíLity and. The BabgLonish Captiuita of the Chtæeh, Lul.t,er denied that

the Church is the criterion of religious knowledge and at the Diet of

Iùorms, pleaded that the correct criterion of religious knowledge is

conscience conditioned by a reading of the Scriptures. In outlining a

new criterion of religious knowledge, Luther directly challenged the

authority of the Church. This challenge was met by Catholic theologians'

particularly Erasmus of Rotterdam, by a scepticat defense of the faith.

Erasmus ín De Libero Arbitrio argued that Scripture is not as clear and

uncontroversial as Luther had supposed: theologians have argued about

the meaning of certain Scriptural passages and the correct solution of

certain theological problems for centuries without any sight of solution.

Now Luther claims l.tral' he has within his grasp È}:le trae meaning of

Scripture: but how do L)e krrow this? This whole debate is too difficult

to resolve Erasmus maintained, so it is best to accept in good faith the

traditional teachings of the Church. Luther replied to Erasmus in De

SEnso Arbittio arguing that scepticism was inconsistent with Christianity

as the Scriptures are not composed of unjustified hopes, but of God-given

truths. Some of these truths may be difficult to know. but there are

basic truths which are clear and evident. These truths serr¡e to

illu¡ninate the meaning of "darker" passages (ibid, PP.5'7). Nevertheless

Luther left it unclear as to why that which our religious conscience

convicts us in believing as true when reading the Scriptures, is in fact

true rather than false. Ca1vin attempted to answer this problem by

maintaining that our inner persuasion (if we are a Christian!) about what

is true and false in religious matters is given to us by the Holy Spirit'

an all-knowing and all-po$¡erfu} entity who would not deceive us.
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Nevertheless the Catholics argrued in reply that Calvin did not escape

thre diaLLeLus as the criterion of religious knowledge is inner

persuasion, and this is authentic because it is caused by the Holy

Spirit, and we know this because of inner persuasion (ibid, P.9) '

The rediscovery of the manuscripts of Sextus Empiricus extended the

diaLleLus problem from theology to philosophy. Gian Francesco Pico della

ltirandola ín Eæam Vanitatís Doctz,inae Gentiu¡n first made use of Sextusr

arguments to destroy the foundations of rational philosophy which he saw

supplying philosophical justification for various pagan world views- He

hoped to lead the sceptically-devastated pagans to rest with the

Christian revelation. This course of action was also recommended by

Francisco Sanchez ín Quad nihiL scitur and by the better known Michel de

Montaigne in his ApoLogie de Raimond Sebond. Montaigne gave a

restatement of tlne diaLLeLus problem which has been a particularly

influential statement of this problem. Here' for example, is a para-

phrase of Montaigne's French given by Roderick chisholm (1,973, P.3):

"To know whether things really are as they seem Èo be, we

must have a proeedure f.or distinguishing appearances that
are true from appearances that are false. But to know
whether our procedure is a good procedure, we have to know

whether it reaÌly suceeeds in distinguishing appearances
that are true from appearances that are false- And we

cannot know whether it does really succeed unless we

already know which appearances are true and which ones are
faLse. And so \de are caught in a circle. "

Montaigne's version of the diaLLeLus was accepted by P. Coffey in

EpistemoLogA or The Theoz,y of f'nouledge (1958), part I, a work first

published in 1917. Montaigne's essay is thus a crucial link between

the seventeenth century considerations of the dialLelus problem and

twentieth century considerations. It is hardly possible here to discuss

tloe diaLLeLus problem in tt¡e work of all major philosophers from the

seventeenth century onwards, and nor is this necessary to rebut this
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objection and historically illustrate the perenniality of a major

philosophical problem. Rather all that we need to show is that the

diaLLeLus problem was discussed in both the seventeenth century and the

twentieth century. Even if it was not given the same intensive

discussion in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, it does not

follow that the diaLLeLus problem is not a perennial philosophical

problem. All that this shows is that at certain times phiJ-osophers do

not discuss certain problems: it does not show that the problems have

been either rationally resolved or rationally abandoned.

coffey. felt that tt'e diaLLeLus argrament was based upon an

equivocation, although he by no means felt that this problem was a trivial

one. The argument assumed that the criterion of truth must always be

extrinsic to the judgement the truth of which it is the test, but (ibid,

p.L44) z

". since we have the power of reflecting on our judgements,
whaÈ if we find that some judgements contain in themseLues
and insepaz,abLe fz,om themseLues, a characteristic which is
the test. or criterion, of their own truth: so that by one
and the same intuition vle see tt',e tzath of the judgement, and
simultaneously, - not antecedently, or subsequently or by a
distinct judicial act, - Et,e uaLídíta of the criterLon?"

Another philosopher, Leonard Nelson, writing a few years before the

publication of Coffey's book, \¡ras not confident that tlne díaLLeLus

argument could be solved in this fashion. Arguing before the Fourth

International Congress for Philosophy at Bologna in 1911, Nelson

maintained that it was impossible to give reason to believe that our

knowledge is objective. He gave the following version of the diaLLeLus

to show this (Nelson, t973, p.6) :

"In order to solve this problem, we should have to have a
criterion by the application of which we could decide whether
or not a cognition is true: I shall calf it briefly the
"validity criterion". This criterion would itself either be
nor not be a cognition. If it be a cognition, it would fall
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within the area of what is problematic, the validity of which
is first to be solved with the aid of our criterion.
Accordingly, it cannot itself be a cognition. But if the
criterion be not a cognition, it would nevertheless, in
order to be applicable, have to be known, i.e. r wê should
have to know that it is a criterion of the truth. But in
order to gain this knowledge of the criterion, we should
already have had to apply it. In both cases, therefore, we
encounter a contradiction. A "validity criterion" is
consequently impossible, and hence there can be no "theory
of knowledgtett. "

The above statement of the di,aLLeLus argument is virtualty a paraphrase

of Sextus Empiricus' ancient formulation, although Nelson nowhere

acknowledges this. The only difference is Nelson's use of the term

'cognition', which means rtrue judgement' or 'true proposition'.

In the writings of Chísholm (l-973) and Rescher (1973(b); 1-979(a) ¡

1980(a)) tt¡e formulation of ttre díalleLus also follows the classical

sources of Sextus Empiricus and Montaigne. Both authors, who have

considered the dialLeLus problem in more detail- than any other modern

philosophers, also add refinements to the classical argument to make the

argrn'nent clearer. This, as vüe shall now see, does not materially change

the probi-em, but rather makes the difficul-ties posed by the diaLLeLus

argument more evident.

Rescher in The Cohenence Theory of Ttuth (l-973 (b) gives the

following analysis of the diaLleLus argument after citing Sextus'

formulation. This clearly indicates that Rescher believes that he is

dealing with the søne problem that Sextus dealt with. A criterion of

truth (or knowledge (Rescher, l-980) ) is of the form: whenever a

proposition p meets the requirement R, then p is true:

(c) (vp) (n(p) * r(p) ).

Now to establish the truth of p is to give a deductiveJ-y sound argument:

c & R(p) + r(p). Now if.this argument is sound, then it must be both

formally valid, and have true premises. Consequently, if C c R(p) is to
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be established as true, we must establish T(C). To give a deductively

sound argument for T(C) by taking C to be self-applicabl-e, is to give

an argument of the form C & R(C) + T(C). To establish T(C), it is

necessary that the truth of C is established, i.e. T(C), and we thereby

fall into vicious circularity. If C is not self-applicable, then T(C)

is established by use of another criterion C1 by an argrment

Cr & Rr(C) + T(C). For this argument to be accepted, it must be

estal¡lished to be deductively sound. To do this, we must establish

that T(Ct). To appeal to another criterion Cz leads us into an infinite

regress.

Roderick Chisholm (l-973) also begins his discussion of the diaLLeLus

by citing a classical source, this time l"lontaigne. He then adds the

following analysis of the problem. We may distinguish between two

fundamental epistemological questions: (A) What is t'}:,e eætenú of our

knowledge? hlhat do we know? and (B) What are ttre criteria o1. our

knowledge? How are !ìre to d,ecide uhethez, in fact we do know? Methodists

claim to be able to answer question (B) and on the basis of this provide

an answer to question (A). ParticuLaz"Lsts cl-aim to be able to answer

question (A) , and on the basis of this ans\¡¡er question (B). Sceptics on

the other hand argue that (1) it is necessary to fiz.st solve the question

of the extent of our knowledge in order to solve the question of the

criteria of our knowledge and (2) it is aLso necessary to finst solve

the question of the criteria of our knowledge before we can solve the

question of the extent of our knowledge. This however is a vicious circle.

Consequently, the sceptic concludes, knowledge is impossible.

Chisholm and Rescher both supply elaborate responses to the scepticrs

diaLLeLus argument. It is too much of a tangent to consider their

solutions here, just as tt is an unacceptable tangent to detail the
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importance of the criterion problem for other leading philosophers in

this century such as Russell and Popper. our aim has been to outline

one alleged perennial philosophical dispute and show that this problem has

been discussed since the dawn of Western philosophy in much the same form

as it was originally stated. Whitst I do not pretend to have written a

historical treatise on this issue, the reader should be abre to see a

broad historical l-ink between figures such as Sextus Enpiricus, Montaigne

and Rescher and chishorn. This places the burden of proof upon the

critic to show that despite the use of conmon formulations of a problem

which they believe is the same, these thinkers are really dealing with

different problems. Therefore I conclude on the basis of these

historical exampres of "deep" philosophical problems, that the Hegerian

argument for the non-existence of perennial philosophical disputes, fails.
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1

1. NOTES

The metaphilosophical question 'what is philosophy?' arises at this
point, and I have no wish to explicitly answer it ímmediately,
although chapters 11 and 12 will outline mg own metaphilosophy,
what .r take philosophy to be. Here I offer a very broad conception
of philosophy which is particularly troubled by (PPPD) i no attempt
is made to present anything approaching a comprehensive and coherent
definition of 'phiJ-osophy' which might be applicable to all schools,
capturing the essence of philosophical inguiry. It is difficuft to
see what could possibly be the essence of any discipline which would
unite the writings of Zen Buddhists and Logical Positivists, Bernard-
Henri Lévy and Quine, Heidegger and Dummett.

This leaves us in a position which can only be a generalization of
Sartre's plight in his Being and Nothingness (1956r pp. 38-39):

As a being by whom values exist, I am unjustifiable.
My freedom is anguished at being the foundation of values
while itself without foundation ... I do not have nor can
f have recourse to any value against the fact that it is
.r who sustain values in being .

The notion of progressiyeness in philosophy is very difficulÈ to
und.erstand in any other sense but a realist sense, involving the
provision of increasingly more truths or truth-Iike propositions.
It is difficult for me to see how any pragmaÈist or instrumentalist
account of progressiveness could satisfacÈorily operate for very
general metaphysical and epistemological theories. This objection
will be developed in my criticism of Kekes' (1980) extremely
interesting solution to Èhe problem of perennial- philosophical
disputes to be discussed in chapter 6 bel-ow.

2

3
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2. DTALECTICS CONTROVERSY AND PHILOSOPHICAL DISAGREE¡4ENTS

1- STATEMENT OF THE ARGUMENT

In the previous chapter an introductory sketch of the principal

thesis of this work was given. In this chapter I attempt to clarify

key terms of the principal thesis. I shall do this by analyzing the

question 'What is a perennial philosophical dispute?' This analysis

I take to be comprised of two sub-tasks: (1) to state what a philo-

sophical dispute consists of and (2) to analyze the noÈion of peren-

niality.

Previous works on the problem of perennial philosophical disagree-

ments such as (Rescher, L978), (Kekes,1980) devote little space to

any analysis of 'perenniality' and 'philosophical dispute', seemingly

taking these expressions to wear the clariÈy of their meaning upon

their fu..e".1 Kekesrwhilst saying fittte about what a philosophical

dispute consists of, on the matter of perenniality. in a brief passage

has this to say (ibid., p. 20) ¿

though perennial arguments may be exÈernal or
internal, what does it mean to say that they are
perenniaT? Perenniaf carríes the suggestion of being
endless, long-standing, recurrent, enduring; and' I do
mean that the arguments I am concerned with are endless
and recurrent, But I want to underplay the implication
that perennial arguments must have a long history. For
the life-span of perennial arguments depends on the l-ife-
span of the ideal- which is argued about. Some of the
ideals are very old indeed; knowledge, morality' Iogical
consisÈency, and rationality have at Ieast as long a
history as our civilization. But others, such as
culture, scientific understanding, or freedom are quite
recent. tn my use of perennial I do not want to exclude
relatively recent ideals. Therefore, it is not their
duration, but their lack of finality and recurrence which
I take to constitute their perennial aspects.

I agree with this characterization of the notion of 'perenniality', and

hope to be able to say more about this notion than has been said by

Kekes. Surely the first step in solving a problem is to be clear
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about what the problem is. Thus tet us now turn to the explication

of the expression 'philosophical dispute'. In sections 2 and 3 I will

consider some logical formalizations which significantly clarify the

expression 'philosophical dispute'. This is not a case of format

precision for the sake of formal precisíoni as I have argued elsewhere,

in a paper on the relevance of games theory to the problem of perennial

philosophical disputes (Smith 1983 (a) ) , such formaf models are needed if

we are to examine the rel-evance of mathematical theories to our

principal problem. on this matter Ishallhave more to say in chaptet 7.2

The structure of my argument in this chapter is as forrows. rn

section 2 I sha11 outline in some detail Rescher's theory of dialectics

as d.eveloped in (Rescher , !977 (a) ) . This exposition is given not merely

because Rescher's theory is of interest in itserf (and that a compre-

hensive treatmenÈ of my subject matter requires its mention), but

because this theory is the best answer to the target question 'what is

rationar disputation?' The critic who feels that even this cannot

satisfy his/her demands for clarity, will find the burk of this work

objectional¡le in íts methodology and. choice of subject matter. such

a critic woul-d also find Èhe bulk of standard philosophical discourse

objectionabl-e because of its ul-timate obscurity. This critic can

however be refuted by a tu quoque argument: the critic him/herself is

arso using terms which are very far from precise, the term 'vague' for

example is iÈsel-f vague. If the critic's own position is infected with

the same cognitive defectras allegedly our own position isthought to be,

then we need not bother further with this criticism. other reviewers

seem to find that ar1 expositions of other writer's positions are of

l-ittre varue, and no doubt they will find this problem again here. rn

my defense Ishall point out Èhat if the attitude that expositions of
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other \^/riter's positions are of little value is taken as a serious

objection to the structure of the argumentation, then the critic seems

to have committed him,/herself to the necessity of arguing through every

point first hand, and to have eliminated in one swoop, an important

academic preoccupation. Against this view I maintain that it is of

value to distil relevant and worthwhil-e material from other authors.

Wtry? Because what they say may be substantially correct and satisfac-

torily answer a question of interest. Non-trivial interesting truths

are well worth hearing.

After outlining Rescher's theory of dialectics, and thus answeringt

the question'what is a philosophical dispuÈe?' I add a further refine-

menÈ to this analysis by discussing some maÈhematical models of

dialogue. The motivation for this discussion is as follows. First it

can be very easily shown that Rescherts dialectics can be reconcil-ed

with the to-be-discussed mathematical models of dial-ogue. The point

seems to be worth making and is surely relevant to our interest in

dialectics. Having said this, however, I must also point out that I

am not committed to operating with such formal models at any other

point in this work. To do so would be to introduce unnecessary

technicalities and. formalism. I choose only to show how some of the

basic concepts of my topic may be clarified. This point leads me

immediately to the second motivation for my exposition: Isha11 use

concepts from the mathematical models of dialogue to explicate the

notion of perennialitg in section 4, which cornmits me to presenting an

exposition of the required and related concepts.

I alight then from the dock and begin my study of Rescherrs theory

of dialectics.
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2. RESCHER ON DIALECTICS

Rescher (],977 (a) has presented a theory of dialectics, the theory of

rational disputation, debate and. controveïsy, and has argued that this

topicrneglected by contemporary epistemology, can have profound impli-

cations for the theory of knowledge. Rescher attempts to develop a

dialectical model for the rationalization of cognitive methodology,

specifically scientific inquiry. Included in his work is a dialectical

criticism of epistemological scepticism. Our interests here remain with

Rescherts account of disputation, rather with more controversial matters,

such as his theory of petitio ptincipii.3

Disputation is taken to involve three parÈies, the ptoponent and

Ehe opponent, two disputing adversaries, and iLhe detetmjner who judges

the dispute. The proponent is to defend a thesis T, and opens the

debate by advancing T and offering grounds G. in support of T. The

opponent advances counterarguments in rebuttal of these grounds R, ' t

and the proponent in turn offers a rebuttat *rjO of the opponent's

R. .. This exfoliating tree process of the continuing ela-boration of
rl

reasons pro and con for T, is shov¡nby a connectedgraph. A connected graph

consists of a set of points known as nodes, with branches (line

segments) between certain pairs of nodes such that a path can be

traced out from each point to every other point. connected graphs with

no closed loops (i.e. crossing branches) are called trees, whilst the

graph of a game is called a game tree.n ,n" isomorphism between the

structure of Rescher's model of formal disputation and that of the

games tree is quite suggestive of the relevance of games Èheory as a

mathematical model of processes of formal disputation. lrle wiII con-

sider this matter in chapter 7. Rescher's account of formal disputation

is diagrammatical-ly represented in figure 2'1'
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FIGURE 2. ]-

RESCHERIS MODEL OF FORMAL DISPUTATION

Figure 2.I represents only one branch of the exfol-iating tree

process of disputation, and thus is an oversimpJ-ification. Compli-

cations will- also arise once we recognize that for some node, the

opponent may need to argue for some sub-Èhesis T* as one part of his/

her general attack on T.5 tfri" results in a branch arisinÇ from any

of the opponent's nodes in figure 2.1 This situation results in a

structure which is 3-dimensional, tike a neural net or cellular system.

Since we permit exfoliation trees to arise from any of the nodes of

this tree, it is convenient to represent disputation by a game

tree in n-dimensional space.

Rescher allows three basic types of moves to the proponent:

(1) categotical assertionr'!P) for'P is the case', or'it is main-

tained (by the assertor) that P'; (2)cautious assertion, '¡p' for

T

G¡

*t¡

*tzGt

*ttt:*tr-

*tttz

*tttt
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'P is the case for alr that you (the adversary) have shown' or
fP's being the case is compatibre with your argument'; (3) provisoed

assertion, 'P/Q' for rp generally obtains provided that e', or ,e

constitutes prima facie evidence for p?6 Moves of the !-t1pe can

be made only by the proponent, and those for the f-type onry by the

opponent. rf P/Q is made, then either !e orte must arso be made.

since P/Q is consistent with .r,p(e &R), and arso because neiths¡ modus

ponens nor transitivity hord as principles of diarectical logic, p/e

is not an implication relation. rt is a much weaker reration, that

of presumption (ibid., p. 8).

Rescher in chapter 4 of dial-ectics states that in dial-ectical

rogic the raw of non-contradiction is "abandoned", or ',fails,' (ibid.,

pp. 61-68). Rescher goes on (pp. 69-12) to locate his position within

d.eviant logics, such as paraconsistent rogics. s.E. Hughes (private

communication) has argued that Rescher is mistaken in doing this. rf

a relationship is defined between propositions, such as the srash

rel-ationship, which is a weaker rerationship than irnplication, then

logical laws such as modus ponens are noÈ strictly speaking expressible

in the system, and so can hardl-y fail. Hence diarectics does

not presuppose any particular type of deductive logic.

some other properties of the sl-ash-rel-ation are now listed.

Transitivity does not"hold"for the srash-reration. rf p hords in most

cases where Q does, and R hol-ds in most cases where p d.oes, it is not

necessarily the case that R holds in most cases where e does. The raw

of non-contradiction, excluded middle and double negationralso do not hol,d

(ibid.r pp. 62-68). vlhilst we do not have both prze and ruplQ (at the price

of generating a "dialectical anÈinomy") \^/e can have both p/Q and Np/(e e R).

In such a situation, the evidence at our disposal- is too strong (ibid.,

p. 66) and the law of non-contradiction does not hold. The law of excluded

middle does not hold in dialectics allowing information underdetermination.
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The principre of d.oubte negation is rejected as beíng a principre of

dialectics because negation is not viewed in dialectics as the mere

denial of a thesis, but "[when] p/e is succeeded by,up/(e & R), there

is not just the displacement of the transition from p to tup, but also

the refinement (amprification, improvement) of the transition from e

to (Q & R) " (ibid., p. 66).

Rescher supposes for simplicity of exposition that the disputants

cannot make erroneous claims regarding purely evidential relationships.

Ttrus an exchange such as:

opponent

!P

P/Q & !Q

tuple&te

is ruled out by Rescher. To do so however severely limits his accounÈ

of dj-alectics in any philosophical domain, especialty in the philosophy

of logic and phirosophy of science, where arguments about such purely

evidentiar relationships do occur. Thus we have no need for such a

restriction.

Finally we note various d.ialectical countermoves to fundamental

moves. rn repry to !P, the opponent may (l_) make challenge or cautious

deniar t t P or (2) make a provisoed deniar rv p/g & te for some e. As

a forma] disputation arways begins with !p by the proponent, a formar

disputation always opens with one of the forlowing patterns:

Pattern I Pattern II

proBonent opponent proponent opponent

proponent

1

2

1

2

!P

P/Q e !Q

+tup ID tuPlQ&fp
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Countermoves to tP are (1) categorical- counterassertion ! tu P or

(2) provisoed counterassertion ru P/e & !e for some e. Rescher compiles

a long and complicated list of other countermoves which will not be

summarized here (ibid., pp. 1l--l-7).

This system of dialectics readily yields a definition of a philo-

sophical dispute. rn a phirosophicar dispute, T* is an element of Èhe

set of philosophical theses and this situation occurs:

proponent of T* opponent of T*

1 !P

P/Q & !Q2

or this situation occurs:

proponent of T* opponent of T*

ID tuPlQ&rQ

A ground of d.isagreement which I have expressed with Rescher

(Smith,l-983(a), p.13) is elrsï' his assumption that disputation involves

a determinet. There is no determiner of a philosophicar dispute,

unress trivially we take the determiner to be the ideal entity

<proponent, opponent>. To this one may reply that the determiner of a

dispute is a judge who is not actualry a debating party at the disputer

but studies the dispute and makes an adjudication. Whilst this seems

plausible for legal debate, it is not so prausible when appried to

philosophicar disputation. The determiner is simpry a part of the

philosophical dispute accepting either !p oralp, ! tu p or,!! tu pr or

sceptically t^(!P v ! '., p). The determiner is an element of Rescher's

ttp
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dialectics which can be el-iminated when we consider philosophical

disputations.

This completes my survey and suggested modifications of Rescher's

theory of dial-ectics, and the first question which we set ourserf to

ans\^rer in section 1is answered. This model- captures, r berieve, the

formal structure of philosophical disputation. The model is however

capable of further refinement, by embodying it in a general mathemaÈical

model of dialogue. Rescher has made no step towards doing this, and an

inquiry into the possibility of extending the theory in this direction

is of varue. rn overview then, sections 2 and 3 of this chapter will

provid.e a formal ans\^¡er to the first question asked in section 1 above

'what does a phirosophical debate consist in?' r shall say nothing in

this chapter about the nature of philosophical argument itself, add.ressing

this issue in chapter !2 bel-ow where I argue for the raÈionality of the

philosophical enterprise. The second question, asking us to analyze

the notion of perennialityrwilr be addressed in section 4 below.

3. TTAMBLIN AND MACKENZIE ON THE LOGIC OF DIALOGUE

Attempts to provide a formalism for the analysis of dialogue have

been made by both Hambl-in (1-971-) and Mackenzie (r979(a) , (b); 19gi-).7

Not all aspects of these positions are of interest to us here, so the

following description will be selective. Hamblin takes as primitive

the notions of participants and locutions. Let P be a set of participants

and L a set of locutions, then a Locution-act is a member of p x L,

<P_, L_>. A dialogue is a member of the set:nn
(2-:r) o = (.,/ (e x L)n (n e N)

of dialogues of any Jength. The length n of a dialoque is a member

of the set (P x L)n of sequences of n l-ocution acts. Thus a diarogue
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maybe representedby the triple (rtr Pr0> I¡¡here n s N, p e Prl, e L.

The set E = N x P x L is the set of focution-events. A dialogue is a

set of locution-events such that the first members of the various locution

events are in consecutive numerical sequence. The notions of monofogue,

subdiaTogue and submonofogue of p are defined as follows:

(2-2) Mon^ = ur V ({n} xt¡n
P

(2-3) Subd = df {x, (3¿ e o)(xlì d = o. xu d e D)}

(2-4) Submn = df Subd fl {*' (3y e trlonn) (x¿ y) }

A contribution of p to diaTogrue d is defined as follows:

(2-5) cont = df subm 4 a fì {x' (Uy e d) t(y e Subm-. *C y)
P'd P P

2 x = yl ].

Hamblin uses a possible world semantics for the semantics of locu-

tions. If W is the set of possible worlds, then a statement is a member

t?
of Èhe set S = ls,s4llJ-hand the negation of s, the conjunction of s and

t and the disjunction of s and t are the sets hI-s, s fl t ana 
" 

tJ t

respectively. A set of statements I is said to imply s if fì I4s. If

v'Io is the actual world, s is true if wo e s, and false if wo / s. A

question is a member of the set Q = {q:5,4 5} - {o} , and s is an ans\^/er

to q if s e g. The presumption of a question q is the disjunction of

its answers or equivalently tJq, and a verisumptive question q is one

with true presumption h7o eUS. Vnre write tfu Den z' for '[ denotes z',

where 19" is a locution and z is any member of the set S LJ g of state-

ments and questions. Hamblin assumes that each locution denotes at

most one semantic entity.

Within D there is a subset K of Tegral diaTogues. Hamblin defines

rules as setsofprohíbíted dialogues r lì K = o. The seÈ R of rules

applicable to a particular system can be used to define K as follows:

K = D -Un. Corwnitments are taken not necessaríly to be beliefs, but

rather a function of the locution-events which have occurred. A commit-
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ment-stateC. where d e Dr ¡ ÊNandp eP, isa setof locutions,
drhrP

representing the current commitments of a person p aftel the nth locu-

Èion of dialogue d. A system of dialogue then is quintuple

<P, L, K, W, Den).

An example of a system of dialogue given by Hamblin (l-970, p. 265)

is the'llhy-Because-System-with-Questions' (WBS!VQ). There are t\^¡o

participants, each of \^rhom has a corunitment-store containing a f inite

number of statements, and each participant must add or delete commit-

ments according to rules of commiÈment-store operaÈion. Let

51, 52, ... S' be variables of the metalanguage of WBSVüQ ranging over

statements. Locutions then may consist of the following types of

statements: [st.t.*"nÈs S,, s2,
n

(2) fNo commitment

for one or more of S, , 52, Srr, (3) Guestion

for one or more of S, , 52, . .. Sr,, (4) Guhv s*el for

(1)

s.ìn

s-1
n

e

"2t

s2'

s1 '
s1'

any statement SO other than a substitution-instance of an axiom and

(5) ÊR.sol-.r" ñ.1 . Five -locution rufes and f.lve commitment-stote

operations may then be stated; here it is sufficient to cite one

example of each by way of illustration. Corresponding to locution

type (4) is the locution rule:

(LR4) ftirv sol must be followed by fstatement *skl v

fNo commitment Q v Gtatement s; where

So = df s" v fstatements SL, sL * t¡ for anY S".

Corresponding to locution type (4) is the commitmenÈ-store operation:

(cso4) fwttv soal places So in the hearer's store unless

it is there already, or unless he,/she replj-es

Gt.t.*.r,t tSJ or 6o commitment sa .kk
Mackenzie (t979(a) , (b); 1981-) in defining the notion of a sgstem

of diaTogue accepts Harnblin's primitives, the notion of 'Iocution-act',

'dialogue of length n', tdialoguet and tlocution-eventst. He defines
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a system of dialogue as a triple (P, L, R> (or given a semantics,

(P, L, R, W, Den>) by contrast to Hamblin's (P, L, K) (or given a

semantics <P. L, K, !û, Den>). Mackenziets account of l-ocutions also

differs from that of Hamblin's. Rather than taking L to be the union

of various sets, Mackenzie takes L to be grenerated from the set S of

statements of the propositional calculus, comprising: (a) the

negation N's of any statement s e S; (b) 1l-h'e conditionaf Crcs, t>

of any s, t e S and (c) the atphabeÈically ordered conjunction KrT

of any non-empty set of statements T€S, where T = {s}, KtT = s.

lulackenzie also extends Hamblin's systems by explicit use of locution

modifiers,' a k-adic focution modifier with k locutions forms a

locution. In the system DT, a locuÈion modifier is an expression

which with a statement forms a locution other Èhan a statement. The

set L of l-ocutions for DT are specified in figure 2.2.

FIGURE 2.2

LOCUTIONS FOR DT
(Mackenzie, 1979 (b) , p. 7O7)

FORM READINGNAME FUNCTION TO S

Statement S

V'Iithdrawals

Questions

Resolution d.emands

tpt

lwl
p

t?
p

tr I

p

tpt

'Irm not sure that pr

'Is it the case that p?'

'Resolve whether pr

I

v,r

a

R

L=df sU{[' (3ses)(lwsvles vl,Rs)]

There is a commitment function, defined inducÈively by specifying

the initial commitment of each participant and the effect of each kind

of locution event on its speaker's commitment and on its hearer's

commitment, fromN x P to the power set P(L), This assigns a set of locutions
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as the corunitment Cn(p) of each participant p at each stage n of each

dialogue d e K. These coÍìmitmenÈs are used in stating the rules R of

DT. These rules are formulated also by reference to other syntactical

relationships such as 'immediate consequencer, which we have not

summarized here to simplify exposition. The first meriber of R is this:

R- : No legal dialogue contains an event (n, A, 1>
Gram

unless I e L.

The only rule restricting the use of statements in DT i-s:

R- : No legal dialogue conÈains an event (ri, A, s),
Repstat

s e S, such that {s}é c-(A) f\ c-(B)
nn

The commitment rule for statements is:

CR : After (rI , Ar s)r s e S:
c

c.r+t(A) = cn(A)t/t"]

cr,+r(B) Cn(B) u t"]
According to this rule, a rule also found in Mackenzie's system DC, tp'

is included in B's commitment after A says 'p'. This, whilst seeming

counterintuitive is nothing more than a formalization of the intuitive

principle that sil.ence means assent, and in any case B can immediately

withdraw the statement if he,/she does not want to be committed to it.

This leads us to the commitment rule for withdrawals:

CR,: Af ter (D, A, W' s):
W

cn+1(A) = cn(A) - {s}

crr+t (B) = c'. (B ) '
with the following restriction on the withdrawals:

R-_-_^_: No legal dialogue contains an event
rncom

(fl, A, !v's) where " r), \ being the

set of logicians' conditionals.

Mackenzie maintains that DT has a clear advantage over Hanblin's systems,

insofar as he can solve Carrolf's problem of the tortoise and Achilles
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(carror, 1895). This is done by use of a rure of resorution demand.s

which Hambrinrs system racks. For simplicity of exposition we shalr

say no more on this matter except to note that the tortoise problem can be

simpry answered by arguing that if Èhe tortoise is committed to ,p,

a¡rd 'pJ qt, then refusing to accept 'g', Ítây be viewed as being

committed to 'q' through CR" and immediately withdrawing 'q'. But

since S Ê \ the tortoise violaa"" *irr"o^, so that Carroll's problem

is dissolved in DT.

It is evident that Rescher's theory of dialecliqs can be fused

with current mathematical models of dialogue. Philosophical disputes,

which are nothing more than cognitive disputations about philosophical

matters are diafogues about some philosophical problem pp where

p = {proponent, opponent}. The point to be made is not the trivial

one that because philosophical disputes are dialogues, then dialectics

can be readily fused with current mathematical models of dialogues.

Rather, it seems that systems of dialogue such as Mackenzie's DT, are

more appropriate for the study of philosophical diarogues then they

are for natural language d.ialogues about mundane topJ-cs. Resolution

demands, 'tpr, the principre that sirence means assent, and the whole

matter of talking about the assertion and withdrawal of theses and

commiÈment to assumptions, are character:-zj-ng properties of phiro-

sophical debates. Natural language dialogues with their metaphorical

aspect do not satisfactorily fit the current mathematical models of

dialogue.

Researchers in this fieldrhave in general, only developed their models

to analyse a particular concept of informal logic and metaphilosophy, the

petitio ptincipii. There are t\^/o greneral approaches to understanding

this faltacy, both of which prace this research squarery in the field

of dialectics. The first approach considers the fallacy in the environ-
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ment of contentious debate, where one participant assumes a premise

which is the subject of the dispute. This is clearly a dialectical

conception. The epistemic approach says that a person begs the question

by using a circular argument to defend a controversial thesis. Here as

well petitio principii is a pragmatic notion which must also be under-

stood by reference to disputations. If the target thesis was not

controversial, if there \^tas no question to beg, then this fallacy

could not occur. Hence contemporary mathemaÈical models of dialogue

in the Hamblin-Mackenzie-!{oods and Walton tradition are more

appropriately viewed as a study of philosophical dialectics.

Enough has been said for the purposes of this work to character-

ize philosophical disputes in a formal way. The nature of philosophical

argumentation will be discussed in chapter 12. In this chapter I have

merely attempted to demonstrate the relevance of a field of research

which metaphilosophers have seldom discussed. I shall now discuss and

analyze the concept of perennialitg. This concept can also be

clarified by the formal tools now at our disposal.

4. THE IDEA OF PERENNIALITY

The citation in the text from Kekes (1980' p. 20), rejects the

notion that perenniaTitg involves the notion of historical longevity.

Certainly there are philosophical problems which are quite ancient:

the problem of universals and abstract reference, the definition and

criteria of truthr and the problem of the criterion. Further, even

though many ancient philosophical problems are restated today in Èhe

light of contemporary theories, at Ieast some oldphilosophical problems

are discussed by modern authors. For example, the problem of the

criterion or diaLl-e-Zus as formulated by Sextus Empiricus and Montaigne,

appears in the work which Rescher has done on this problem (e.9.
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Rescher,LgTg(a), pp.9l--93) virtually unchanged' The criterion argument is

both simple, powerfut - and extremely difficult to refute (Srnith, 1-982(a)).

Nevertheless, many philosophical problems are of quite "recent"

origin:theGettierproblem,theprefaceandlotteryparadoxesbeing

uncontroversial examples. However one feelS on the basis of current

controversies, that is, if there is still a world where such topics can be

discussed, that debate on such topics will be endless and recurrent'

The games trees for such debates oo not have Lesninal nodes ' Even

if some argument sequence 41, A2' ... A' is taken to be refuted by even

the proponent, nothing prevents these arguments from being restated by

some other proponent, perhaps with more forcer in the light of results

from some other subject field. Philosophy then is a non-cumulative

enterprise par exceffence. The idea of cumulativenessris that in a

cumulative system, once a proposition is estal¡tished it remains so.

Woods and lValton (1978) give a definiÈion of cumulativeness in terms

of a set of points, ti E W' an ordering rel-ation < on the W., ê

Ianguage L with A, B, C, e L for statements A, B, C, ... and a

function f Èhat maps <\^¡., A> onto {1, O}. A system <w, 1, L, f> is

cumulative if and only if for any two poj-nt= ti, w. e !V, for any

statement A, if A has a given value e {1, 0} at w., then A has the

same value at w. if w. < w. . A system is non-cumufative if and only

if this condition d.oes not hold. 'VlI is taken to be the stages of

the dialogue, r<r as the relation'occurs before" 'L' as the set of

statements, and f as the commitment function for one participanÈ. An

ideat model of philosophical disputation is a strong non-cumulative

system such as Mackenzie's DD (Mackenzie, L979 (a) ) which is non-

cumulative with respect to both statements and challenges.

Pererurial argtmenÈs then are non-cumulative (argumentative) dialo gues,

or potent.ially ínfiníte exfoliating games Èrees; Ëhis ís the fírst

element which I take to characterize perennial arguments. From an
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intuitive perspective, a cumulative system is one where once a pro-

position is estabtished as being reasonable tobe believed to be true

it remaj-ns so. Philosophical- disputes are non-cumulative because any

thesis in philosophy, no matter how rigorousty defend.edralways

motivates a rejoind.er by another phirosopher, who attempts to under-

mine the arguments given in defense of the target thesis. phiro-

sophicar theses are fike sand castres built on the shorel-ine of

cognitive criticísm : eroded by each nev¡ \^¡ave, crushed by the forces

of Èhe inevitable tide.

The second element constituting perennial arguments is contto-

versg. The work of Kuhn and Feyerabend, despite strong criticar

response to their more extreme statements, indicates that empirical

science is not as cumulative (in the intuitive sense given above)

as the logical empiricist metascientist believed that it was. Never-

theless, scientists still work within 'paradigms', and such paradigrms

exhibit consensus about basic theoretical assumptions of the field,

research strategies, scopes of problems and methodorogies. rf

controversy occurs in the empirical sciences then it is not as inÉense

and as comprehensir¡e as controversy in philosophy. This is at least

a widely held position on this matter. It is difficult to operation-

alize 'intensity of a debate' and tcomprehensiveness of a controversy',

and l am not aware of any substantial research on this topic. But this

much can be said by way of clarification of these expressions; a

debate is certainly intense if in some time period \, there are a

large number of papers both supporting some thesis T and arso a rarge

number of papers criticizing T, i.e. supporting tuT. A debate is com-

prehensive if there are a wide range of types of supporÈing arguments

given for T, as well as criÈicar arg-uments advanced against r. we take

a 'paper' to be simpJ-y a pubricly avairabre expression of someone's
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point of view.

These characterizations do not tell us precisely how many pro-

ponent papers and opponent papers are needed to make a dispute

intensive and/or comprehensive, but nor do we need such a-l¡soluÈe

quantities. Our characterization is advanced only to give us a rough

estimate of the intensity and comprehensiveness of a debate, as \^/e11

as a relative measure of the intensity and comprehensiveness of dis-
.8putation.- For example, suppose that we consider two debatesrP, in

philosophy about problem ó, and S, in molecular biology about problem

V. Vte then can give a rough estimate of the intensity of the debate

within each discipline by calculating the number of papers for T and

multiptying this figure by the number of papers against T, and likewise

for an estimate of the comprehensiveness of debate. Note that if there

are 0 papers against T, then we obtain an intensity of disputation

value of 0, as we would expect. A relative measure of the intensity

of disputation between P, and S, is obtained by calculating the

absolute value of the difference between the intensity of disputation

scores for each field, and likewise for the corresponding notion of

relative comprehensiveness.

Philosophy then is seen to be characterized by non-cumufative

(argumentative) d.ialogues and by intensity and comprehensiveness of

disputation greater than that found in the empirical sciences. If

this is actually the case, then how can philosophy make any justifiable

claim to be a rational and progressive cognitive enterprise? The

exploration of this problem is the principal thesis of this work.

5. CONCLUSION: STATE OF THE ARGUMENT

This chapter has attempted to clarify key terms in the principle

thesis of this work, as stated in chapter 1. Hardly any attempts have
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been made by researchers interested in the problem of perennial philo-

sophical disputes to offer more than metaphorical accounts of key

expressions such as 'philosophical dispute'and tperenniality'. Here I

have attempted Èo improve upon this state of affairs by outlining

what a general theory of disputation consists in, as presented in

Rescher's theory of dialectics, and showing how the theory may be

enriched by augmentation with current mathematical models of dialogue.

Í,fhilst this discussion may be dismissed by some as irrelevant, I object

that in today's Anglo-American philosophical climate, any topic which

cannot be treated by the tools of mathematics and formal logic, whilst

perhaps not being viewed with the same degree of academic suspicion

which the positivists viewed such fields, is viewed nontheless with

suspicion. Metaphilosophy is however quite open to being examined

in a formal way, and my subject matter quiÈe open to mathemaÈical

treatment. Further development of the theories treated here must be

Ieft to others; sufficient background material has been given here for a

consideration of some mathematical responses to the problem of

perennial philosophical disputes in chapter 7.

In the following chapter an investigation of some outstanding

problems in the theory of cognitive progress will- be conducted. After

all, if philosophy is to be shown to be a progressive enterprise, then

we must outline a theory of progress. Standard "realist" accounts of

cognitive progress face a very serious problem which has yet to be

solved. Further, the problems which the perennial nature of philosophical

disputations raise for any justified claim of the progressiveness of

philosophy must al-so be examined.
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2. NOTES

1- For a discussion of Rescherts views on the probrem of perennial
philosophicar disputes c.f. chapter 4 berow; for a discussion of
Kekes' views on this problem c.f. chapter 6 below.

2. No discussion of the vast l-iterature centred around Ch. perelman
and L. olbrechts-Tytecats Traitê de l,argumentation: La Nouvefre
ahêtorique G97O) is given here. Perelman and Otbrechts-Tyteca do
not set for themselves Èhe task of giving generaT characterizations
of argumentation, dispute and other dialecticar concepÈs. For a
d.iscussion of their work c.f. (Apostet, I979(a), (b)) (Kluback,
and Becker, L979), (Maneli, 7979), (Van Noorden, LgTg), (Zyskind,
L979). For a discussion of the general notion of argumentation
c.f - (Hamblin I r97or pp. 224-252), (!{ood.s and lrlarton, a977) .

3- For a criticism of Rescher's theory of petitio principii c.f. (Vüoods
and !{alton, 1,982(a)). lgoods and V,Ialton object to Rescherrs
diaLectical account of petitìo principii on the grounds that he
has formulated no "blockage rules" to stop circular reasoning such
as:

proponent opponent

!P
P/g &

Q/P a
!Q
!P

tn,p
fre

4

!{oods and. warton object to the diarecticar systems of Hamblin and
Mackenzie on precisery the same grounds, and in addition criticize
these authors for fairing to state what is wrong with arguing in a
circle (ibid., p. 592). Now a satisfactory response to this
objection is to deny that such dialecticar systems need blockage
rules which prevenÈ such circles from arising. If dialectics
seeks to model actual argumentative practice, then we must arrow
such sequences to occur. Nevertheress in a situation where the
proponent does commiÈ the fallacy of petitio principii, he/she
has not succeed.ed in defendirg p. phirosophical systems are, to
use a term to be defined in chapEer 2, section 4, non-cumuLatÍve.
Thus r do not be]ieve that the systems of Rescher, Hambrin and
Mackenzie are rendered probtematic by vtoods and vnlaltonrs objection,
and thus \^re are free to use this work for our present purposes.

rt may be objected here that if Rescher followed the responses to
the objection to his account of petitío principii given by woods
and lvalton as d.iscussed in note 3 above, then formal disputation
could not be modelred by a game tree because we wourd immediately
have closed. loops. But this is not so. 'cl-osed loops' in games
trees are crossing branches. There is no necessity to moder even
circul-ar reasoning by a crosed roop. Rather, in circular reasoning,
we have a branch R- * R. -t R^ * R- -à ... + R + R where r->r is a
relation of epistefiic sripporÉ, .tå where R^,tR., R^, ... R are
reasons,such that the terminal node and, ÈhE initi.f node ale
identicar. !{e can mathematicarry model circurar reasoning by
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making use of the metaphor that in such reasoning, the sequence of
justificatory responses Toops back to the vetg point ftom which it
started.

5. This point is not explícitly recognized by Rescher-

6. Nothing of course prevents the proponent and opponent in Rescher's
model of formal disputation being groups of argruers, or even ideal
(fíctitious) arguers (Smith' 1983 (a) 

' 
p.L3)

J. îor further discussions of formal model-s of communication c.f.
(Vaina and Hintikka (eds.) ' l-984).

8. I speak of an estimate here, because both the concepts of the intensitg
of a disputation, and L]rIe comprehensiveness of a dísputation are
quite vague. The best which can be achieved here, is to make these
concepts less vagrue than they are when found in their natural environ-
ment of contemporary debates in metaphilosophy.
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3. THE PROBLEMS AND PARADOXES OF COGNTTIVE PROGRESS

1. STATEI'IENT OF THE ARGU¡{ENT

Science, we are told, is distinguishable from other cognitive enter-

prises by its "progressiveness"; scientific knowtedge by contrast to

philosophical and theological knowledge (if these latter subjects are

taken to make cogniÈively meaningful knowledge claims at all), exhibits

"continued growth" (Popper, 1963, p. L25) . Science is taken to be

cumulative regardless of crisis and revolution and hence "capable of

unrestricted growth towards universal coerciveness of argument and

evidence" (Quay, 1974, p. I54). Few deny that science is in some

sense "prog'ressive" - even Paul Feyerabend cl-aims aùa fri" epistemo-

Iogical anarchism "helps to achieve progress in any one of the senses

one caïes to choose" (Feyerabend, L975, p. 21) -1- For Feyerabend it is

the metascience of contemporary philosophy of science, which if consis-

tently adhered to, would evaporate or stagnate scientific progress

(Feyerabend, 1979).

Various philosophical questions can be asked about the concept of

scientific progress. First is the semanticaL and conceptual question

of how the expression 'scientific progress' is to be explicated. Second

is the epistemoTogical question of how, given an explication of the

expression 'scientific progresst, are we to identify progressive theories

in science? lr7hat are the criteria by which progressive scientific

theories are d.istinguished from non-progressive or degenerating

scientific theories? The logical empiricist answer to these questions

has been considered and rejected elsewhere (Smith , 1'984)2, .rrd I shall

not flog dead horses here. If the logical empiricist account of

scientific progress is inadequate, then mutatis mutandis so must be

their views of philosophical progress, for such views are premised upon

their metascience (Snith ' 7984, chap " 2) .
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Philosophical writi-ngs on the subject of cognitive progress have

been concerned primarily with the phenomenon of scientific progress.

This is so because sciencer most notably the natural Sciences, have

been taken as the progressive enterprise par q(ceTLence. Howeverr not

only are there grave philosophical and logical difficulties in

extending most of the models of scientific Progress to philosophy and

even the social sciences, but it is no news to state that contemporary

metascience is in a state of severe "epistemological crisis". This is

nowhere seen more clearly in the challenges facing any realist approach

to scientific and cognitive progress in arguments which estalclish that

tÌ¡e notion of truth-Iikeness of verisimilitude is incoherent. As I

wish to understand philosophical progress as consisting in the

production of theories which are more verisj-rnilar than previous

theories, the problem of verisimifitude must be solved. I shal-I attempt

to solve this problem in chapter 11. The bulk of this chapter wiII

consist of an exposition of the inadequacies of received viev/s on the

nature of verisimilitude, and it wíll be argued that the principal

contemporary accounts of verisimilitude suffer from major logical

defects. Note thaÈ even though my principal concern in this work is

with phitosophical progress, this negative concl-usion has immediate and

vitaf relevance for such a concern, so that no specific examination of

the applicability of any specific account of verisimilitude to any

philosophical data is needed here. It is obvious that if we cannot

even offet a satisfactorg explication of the concept of verisimiTitude,

then a Tealist account of cognitive progress ir2 genetal- | and hence of

phiTosophicaT progress jn particuTart is JogicaTTg clippfed.

It may tlen be argued that this is so much the worse for realist

accounts of cognitive progress, and that alternaÈive non-realist theories

must be examined. I shal-l now argue that the leading alternative
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approaches which may be made to the issue of philosophical progress

are guite unacceptable. No discussion is given here of the structuralist

account of progress, associated with the work of Sneed (I97L), Steg-

rnüIler (7976) (L979) and others (cf . (Przeleckí, 1974); (Feyera-bend,

L977), (Ranta1a, L978¡ l-980); (Dilworth, 1981, chap L1), as I have

criticized this approach elsewhere, (Smith I L984, chap, 3). The

approach to cognitive progress adopted by the "Sydney neo-Althusserians"

(Chalmers , a978ì L979); (Curthoys and Suchting, L977 ) is discussed

elsewhere (Smith, 198+(b) ).

The non-realist accounts of scientific progress which are in my

assessment generalizable to the subject matter of philosophy are

Lakatos' model of scientific progress, which is a part of his general

methodology of scientific research programmes (Lakatos , L97Ol, and

Laudan's theory of progress (Laudan, L9l7). Both accounts of scientific

progress have been strongly criticized (e.9. Lakatos is criticized by

(Suppe (ed), L977, pp.664-670); (Laudan, L977, pp. 17-18)¡ (Newton-

Smith, 1981-r pp. 77-LOl); (Derr, 1981); (Stove, 1-982) and Laudan by

(Krips, 1980); (Newton-Smith, 1981¡ pp. 185-l-95); (Baigrie and

Hattiangadi, 1981); (Doppelt, 1981); (Feyerabend, L98l-) ) , which under-

mines onets confidence in Èhese metascientific positions as evell presenting

a satisfactory account of scientific progress, l-et alone philosophical

progress. It is instructive to consider here however the problems

which arise in the application of Lakatos and Laudan's respective

models of progress to philosophy.

According to Lakatos (1-970, p. 1-18) a series of theoríes

IL, T2, T3, ... Tn is said to be theoretically progressive, or to con-

stitute a theoretically progressive problem-shift if each new theory

has some excess empirical- content over its predecessor by predicÈing
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some novel, hitherto unexpected fact. If some of this excess empirical

content is corroborated, then the theoretically progressive series of

theories is also said to be empirically progressive or to constitute

an empirically progressive problem-shift. A problem-shift is said to

be progressive if it is both theoretically and empirically progressive,

and degenerating if it is not. Whilst LakaÈos takes his "sophisticated

falsificationism" to shift the focus of theory appraisal from the single

theory to a series of Èheories, he nevertheless accepts that a single

theory may be falsified, so long as our appraisal recognizes that the

theory is an outcome of a specific historical d.evelopment (ibid., p. l-16).

Lakatos' theory is classified as being non-realist because it does not

depend upon the notion of truth; corroboration is understood in

Popper's sense (Popper, 1-968, p. 251,), that the theory has demonstrated

it.s fitness Èo survive by standing up to critical tests.

To apply Lakatos' theory of scientific progress to philosophy, it

is necessary to specify that the content of the examined theories does

not involve the prediction of some unexpected. fact, but rather the

expJanation of some problematic aspect of experience, or the solution

of some problem or paradox which its predecessor does not solve.

Abandoning talk of the discovery of new facts must also involve us

collapsing Èhe distinction between the theoretically progressive and

empirically progressive problem-shifts for philosophical theories. I

do not anticipate that this in itself wiII cause any significant

problems.

There is however a major problem with this account of philosophical

progress. In philosophy it is intuitively plausible to propose that even

if philosophical theory P, solves philosophical problems and paradoxes

which P- does not solve, if P^ in turn faces conceptual or philosophical
I¿
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problems (which may or may not face p, as well) then p, is unaccepta-ble

as a rational theory, even if it is progressive in Lakatosr sense. A

sequence of theories P1, P2, P3... Pn may be progressive in Lakatos'

sense, even if each theory of Èhe sequence is untenal¡re. The point of

the problem of perennial philosophical disputes is a sharp one: aII

philosophical theories from the perspective of at least one other theory,

are taken to suffer from conceptual or logical problems. Hence if we

accept the Lakatosian account of philosophical progress, we may be able

to show that philosophy is a progressive enterpris€r and a significantry

large number (how large?) of present theories are more progressive than

previous theories, but we cannot show that presenÈ theories are more

rational (in an intuitively understood sense).

A further difficulty which faces the Lakatosian account of philo-

sophical progress is that new problems which P2 may weII solve, may

be taken by the proponents of P, as being spurious- p2 may be a

comprehensive theistic creationist view of the world, which has solved

many major problems in the philosophy of religion - such as the paradox

of omnipotence and. the problem of evil. But proponents of a physicalist

position P will be unimpressed. A transcendental God is not an object^p
of their ontology and they witl not regard the solution of the problems

of religion as impressive conquests at aJ-l-, although they may regard the

failure to provide satisfactory sorutions to such probrems as sound

points against theism. Thus it seems that the solution of excess

problems ay Pz compared ao nn is not a good reason to believe that p,

is (intuitively) more progressive than pn. To d.o this we need to show

that the problems solved by pZ and not ,O nn are not spurious problems

or pseudo-problems. To do this requires a demonstration of the

rationality of Pr, and to the perenniar debate about the existence or

non-existence of God. Hence the Lakatosian theorg of phiTosophical
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progress coul-d onl-g give us intuitivelg satisfactorg progress rankings,

if first the probJem of perenniaT phiTosophicaT disputes were sol-ved.

Thus it is useless for our purposes.

Laudan (1,977, p. 13) has claimed that his general model of

scientific progress is applicabl-e, with some qualifications, to all

intellectual disciplines. Ptogress and |ts Probl-ems attempÈs to analyze

scientific rationality without recourse to ttre concepts of truth and

verisimilitude, through viewing science as a problem-solving activity.

Both conceptual and empirical problems face scientific theories. In

applying Laudan's model to a philosophical subject matter our interest

is with conceptual problems. ConcepÈual problems are taken to arise

for a theory T, in one of two ways: (a) through internal conceptual
,L

problems involving eiÈher the inconsistency of T, or the vagueness,

obscurity or circulariÈy of definition of central concepts, or (b)

through external conceptual problems involving the conflict between

T- and. some other theorv T , the l-atter of which is taken to be al- ' r'
reasonable theory (ibid., p. 49). For scientific theories, the overall

problem-solving effectiveness of such theories is determined "bg

assessing the number and importance of the empirical probLems which

the theorg soTves and deducting thereftom the number and impottance of

the anomal-ies and conceptual probTems which the theorg genetates"

(ibid., p. 68). For philosophical theories, concerned primarily with

conceptual problems, I propose that the problem-solving effectiveness of

such theories be determined solely by the number of anomalies and

conceptual problems that the theory solves.

On Laudan's model of philosophical progress, the problem of

perennial philosophical disputes raises problems for any attempt Èo

warrantly assert that either philosophical theories themsel-ves, or philo-

sophy as a discipline,is progressive. !{hat is precisely raised by ttris
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problem is whether a philosophical theory P1 can be correctly said to

have solved some problem P* when there are other philosophical theories

P2, P3, P4, ... Pn such that P1 n P2, n1 n P3, P1 & P4r... P2 & P3'

,Z u rqt ... Prr_l_ & Pn are all contrary-conjuncts, that is for any P.'

POr both P. and Pn are false, or only one of Pi' Pk are true. From the

perspective of P2, P7_ does noÈ solve P* at alf its problem-solving

effectiveness is zera. But the same applies to any other conjunct.

Generalizing for all philosophical problems ,T,, ,5, Pä, .. . P* it

follows that in the light of the problem of perennial philosophical

disputes, that the problem-solving effectiveness of philosophy as a

discipline is zero. If Laudan's model is to give us intuitively

satisfactory progress rankings, then the problem of perennial philo-

sophical disputes must first be given a non-negative solution.

The criticisms which have been made of the considered non-

realist accounts of philosophical progress render these approaches

untenable in my opinion. If sense is to be made of the idea of cognitive

progress, then we are best to operate with the traditional realist

notion of increasing verisimilitude. The remainder of this chapter

will document the equally grave difficulties facing all major theories

of verisimilitude. Unless these difficulties can be resolved then it

seems that this work cannot be regarded. as more than an inquiry into

a pseudo-problem.

2. TTIE PROBLEMS AND PARADOXES QF VERISIMILITUDE

A realist account of scientific and philosophical progress proposes

that the ans\^rer to i:he semantical and conceptual question of scientific

and philosophical progress is Èhat jf scienÈific and philosophical

progress is taken to occur between the theories Tr, .td Trr_1r T' is
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?
closer to ttre truth than Trr-r.' That ís to say, Tn has a highet

verisimifitud.e than T This is the view of progress which I wishn-I
to defend in this work.

The idea of verisimilitude was introduced by Popper to explicate

the intuitive idea, that a theory T^, even though it was strictly

speaking falser may still be closer to the truth than a competitot Tl_.

Tn Conjectures and. Refutations Popper wrote (Popper, 1963' p. 235):

Ultimately, the j-dea of verisimilitude is most
important in cases where we know that we have to
work with theories which are at best approximations
- that is to say, theories of which we actually
know that they cannot be true. In these cases
we can still speak of better or vtorse approximation
to the truth (and we therefore do not need to
interpret these cases in an instrumentalist
sense).

However, as is now weII known, the results of Pavel Tichf (L974). John

Harris (1974) and David Miller (L914, (a) r (b) ) , (henceforth denoted by

the expression 'the Miller-Tichf-Harris Theorem') establish that a

theory T, could be closer to 'the truth' than another theory T, on

Popper's qualitative theory of versimititude only Lf T2 contains no

false sentences. This result has been universally taken to demonstrate

the inadeguacy of Popper's qualitative theory of verisimilitude.5

Since it has been proposed by Chris Mortensen (l-978), (1983(a)), that

the Miller-fichf-Harris Theorem can be escaped while retaining Popperrs

original theory of qualitative verisimilitude, by modifying the classical

logical base on which the results depend., a more general formulation of

tl.e Miller-tichf-uarris Theorem is required. The present proof follows

that of Mortensen (1978). Consider a first order formal system L, which

may have a denumerabte number of constants, predicates and variablest

such that the set of wffs of L are closed under conjunction r&r, dis-

junction 'vt, negation tn,t and implication r+t. The usual syntactical
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formation rules are presupposed, as is a rich metalanguage containing

set-theoretical signs of a standard set-theory (e.g- Zermelo-

Fraenkel set-theory). L mag also contain modal operators, various

t)rpes of functors and any number of special predicates - whether it

does or does not will not be of interest to our argument here. The logic

L of L is a subset of the set of wffs of L closed under the rule of
o

uniform substitution.

L

TfóeL
o

then d is said to be a theorem of Lo,

ø'- Lo is said to be an implication logic if andwritten as I

only if:

(3-1) rr

o

la d .tta l= ø + P, then 
I

oo L

Lo is said to be an Lo-theory relative to logic Lo if and only if both

(3-2) and (3-3) hold:

(3-2)rf Ar:Land.ó e Aandl" ó-B,thenßea.
o

(3-3) If AÇL anð. fi e A and ß e A, then d c ß e e.

6If L is classical logic, then A is said to be a cfassicaT theorg.
o

A

ís inconsistent if and only if for some 6, ó e A and t' $ e A. A is

triviaTTy inconsísXent if and only if A = L. A is incomplete if and

only if for some ó, boEh ó ú A and'v ó é A and is complete if and only

if it is not incomplete. the rule f holds for A if and only if ó e A

and NóVß ea, then ß eA. Aisprime iflholds and,non-prime if

it does not.

Let A and B be classical Lo theories and let T be the set of true

sentences of L and F the set of false sentences of L and T U F = L.

A, is the set of true sentences of A, and B, is the set of true

sentences of B. AU is the set of false sentences of A and B, the set

of false sentences of B. Then Popper's qualitative definition of

verisimilitude is as foLlows:

ß

o



(PQDV) A has a greater verisimilitude than B, i.e.,

A ,u 
" 

= df . (BT-- AT) c (ArG BF) v (BT€ AT)

(AF-_ BF).

The Miller-fichf-Uarris Theorem is now stated and. proved:

(MTHT) If A is false (i.e. (1d) (d e A) (d e r)) then

tu(A >V B), i.e., A >U B then P.€-f .

Lemma l-: If A and B are classical L -theories and (acb)+a
o L

Proof of Lemma 1:

and if a e F then a & b e F, then if (BTC, AT) &

(AF<.. BF) then A <-:T.

Suppose that A<É'T for reductio ad absurdum. Let

f e A and f e F and let a e Ar-Br, so that â Ê Ar

a e T and a I B. Since a e A and f e A, Èhen

a & f e A as A is an Lo-theory. Since f e F,

a & f e F and a & f e Ar,. But since a I B, then

a & f I B and hence a & f lBr. But as a & f I BF

and a ç f e Ar, we obtain a contradiction from the

assumption that A= T, for (Af€"r) * ((a c f e Ar)

(a c f e Br) ). Hence there is no (f e A) & (f e F).

Hence A a: T.

If A and B are classical Lo-theories and

l; a + (a v b); (2) I notas for A; (3) if a e T
o

then a v b e T, then if (BTSAT) & (AF<-- BF) then

A <-T.

Suppose that A é T for teductio ad absurdum. Let

f e A and. f e F. Let b e BF-AF so that b e B, b e F

and b d A. Since b e B, tf v b e B. Since f e F,

then'\,f v b e T, hence .r,f v b t BT. But b e A and

&
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Lemma 2:

Proof of Lemma 2:
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Proof of (MTHT):

f eAsotuf vbl,A. Hence¡,f vbúAt. But

'uf v b d A, and f v b e B, contradicts Bií-Ar.

Hence the assumpÈion that A *'T leads to contra-

diction and there is no f e A and f e F. Hence

A r:T.

The proof is immediate from Lemmas 1' and 2,

The result is, as I have said, devastating for Popper's original

account of verisimilitude. I shall discuss in Èhis chapter the aÈtempts

of Tichf, Tuomela andNiiniluoto, Perry, Mott, Bunge, lrrójcicki, Krajewski

and Rosenkran1z, Mortensen, Newton-Smith and AgassiT, to avoid the diffi-

culties facing Popper's original notion of verisimilitude. Each of

ttrese accounts, it will be argued, is seriously defective in a number

of ways (many being open to straightforward counter-examples).

3. TICHÍ'S ACCOUNT OF VERIS]MTLITUDE

pavel Tichf, in criticizLng Popper's proba-bilistic theory of verisi-

militude, considered an elementary weather language L* containing no

predicates and only three primitive senÈences, 'it is raining', rit is

windy' and 'it ís \rrarm', abbreviated as tp', 'q' and 'r' respectively

(richí, L974). tichf proposed. for a simple language like L, based only

on propositional logic, that the distance bet\^/een two constituents be

defined as the number of primitive sentences negated in one of the con-

stiÈuents, but not in the other. The verisimilitude of an arbitrary

sentence'.'.u.r, be defined as the arithmetic mean of the distances between

the true constituent t and the constituents appearing in the disjuncÈive

normal form of a.

David Miller (7974(a)), criticized Tichf's proposal for being

"language-dependent". Stated more precisely, Tichlí's proposed orderings
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by truthlikeness can be reversed by simple linguístic reformulations.S

In Tichí's exampler pr g and r are three independent sentences of L",

all of which are true. There are eight maximally consistent sentences

of the sentence algebra of L*, only one of which p & q & r is true.

According to Tichf, the maximally consistent sentence tup & q & r is

closer to the truth than is tup & tuq & tur. But ferÈ d = P++q and

e - p<->r. Consider the sentence algebra of the maximally consistent

sentences generated from {p, d, e}. Then the true maximally consistent

sentence is p e d. C e, with the first false maximally consistent

sentence nov¡ as tup & tud, & tuêr and the second as tup & d & e, which reverses

tichlí' s verisimiliÈude ordering.

Stated more generally, Popper's definition of verisimilitude is not

invariant in its orderings with respect to togically equivalent ways of

representing the two theories A and, B. A simple argument for this,

formulated by Chris Mortensen is as follows. Let A = {-1, .l_, ...},

" 
= {bt, b2, ...}, \={-r, d2, .-.}, Bt={br, b2, ---} and ret A >u B

just in case A, tV 
"l_. 

Consider the claim that if o tu 
"+ 

(Brc-Ar) &

(AFÇBF). Then Ar)u 
"r* 

("r-< A- ) & (A- Ç "a-). 
rf Ar(:T, then

there exists an f e A, . ar"o l. . ^l*r, "ot.n.. ir- = rr, ]t , d2,
t1

-i, ...]. Then AT = {f & -i, .l_, ar,}.-- . Hence At and Al are logically

equivalent. But iÈ is provable that t[(B. a- A.n *) c (4o, *<-- Bo )J,
'1 '1 '1 't

since by the Miller-Tichf-Uarris Theorem, f & .i . AF but f e a. I er.

Miller is correct in my assessment in criticizing Tichf's initial

proposals for their failure of invariance of verisimilitude orderings

with respect to logically equivalent representations of theories. Ideally'

if the concept of truth is invariant with respecÈ to logically equivalent

representations of theories, so ought the concept of verisimilitude, and

an account of verisimilitude which does not preserve this intuition is

to be regarded as defectíve.
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A second line of criticism of Tichf's proposal was given by Karl

Popper (!976), who presented what he took to be counter-examples to the

position. Consider once more Tichf's elementary weather language. In

order to determine the distance of a sentence a from the truth, i.e.

dr(a), we first put a into disjunctive normal form, count the negation

signs and divide by the number of conjunctive constituents of the dis-

junction, i.e., the number of the disjunctive signs plus 1. If we

consider a = (p a q e r) v (tup & ruq 6 tr), b : a v (p & S & tur)r

c = b v (p &.r,q e r) and d = c v (np & q & r), then we obtain

dr(a) = 1.5, dT(b) = L.3, dr(c) = 1-.25 and dr(d) = I.2O- The

distances from the truth of these statements declines with declining

logical strength, although according to Popper's intuition, they ought

to increase.

fichf's account runs into further difficulties. The sentence p is

true. Hence its distance from the truth is zero. But 1et us suppose-

that p <--+,vh. Hence nh is true and dr(ruh) = Q. But tuh is a degenerate

disjunction of a degeneraÈe conjunction. Hence dT(tuh) = a/7 = L. Also

p +-+ T,np, where n is an even natural number, and we may repeat this

argument. It is no good arguing here that since p <_>'r,'vp, this claim

collapses, Íror we may simply replace tup by d and repeat the first argu-

ment. This of course, is an example of the variance of TicÏíy's

verisimilitude ordering with respect to the relation of logical equivalence-

Considerastatemente= (pe ¡ìp) v (qe tq) whichhasdt(e) =2/2=L'

We would expect given classical logicat intuitions that e would be of

maximal distance from the truth. However for a statement f, such that

f = (rup & tuq & tur) v'r,("r,p & ^Jq & tur), dT(f) = 7/2. Hence a logical

truth may be further from the truth than a contradiction, whish is

strongly counter-intuitive. TichlÍ will no doubt regard logical truths

as uninformative, having zero information.9 Nevertheless, they are true

statements, and their distance from the truth must be zeto. For

g = p v tup, dT(g) = l/2 so even the distance from the truth of various
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tautologies varies.

rn a later paper (Tichí, 1-976), Tichí responds to MiIIer's

criticism of the failure of invariance of verisimilítude orderings by

translation into logically equivalent languages (ibid., p. 35). In the

case of Tichfts weather language with sentences Pt 9, r and where

m = p9q and a = por, Tichf denies ÈhaÈ p & m & a and p & q & r are

equivalent theories. His counter-argument is as follows. Two statements

are equivalent if they have the same affirmative force. The affirmative

force of a statement is the range of a statement, i.e. , Èhe class of

possible states of affairs in which the statement holds true. Two

statements are equival-ent just in case they have the same range. A

'possible state of affairs' is a function which maps aÈomic propositions

to truth-values and the totality of such functions is known as the

Iogical space of the tanguage. Tichf claims that {p, 9, r} and {p' m' a}

are two distinct sets of propositionsrso no function on the former seÈ

can be identical with one defined on the latter (ibid., p. 35). tichf's

claim here is a petitio principii against Miller, since there is no

demonstration of the claim that {p, m, a} is in "another language".

Thus whilst l{iffer was quite right to point out in his rejoinder to

richlí (Mill-er, 1,976) that Tichf 's argu*ent does not show that sentences

in different languages may not have the same assertive power (ibid.,

pp. 364-365) , a more direct rejoinder is in order. VrIe need only present

a formalized metalanguage for Tichf's weather language and reformufate

Miller's argument in our metal-anguage. Alternatively r¡/e rna.y grant Tichy

his point and simply construct another language in which {p, m, a} does

feature in our object-language. Either of these sÈrategies will refute

tichf's later rejoinder to l{iller, that Miller's argument involves a

surreptitious shift from the object-language to the metalanguage of L*

(tictrf, 7918
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ble \^ritl now turn to a consideration of Tichf ts mole extensive

account of verisimilitude. To do so we will first need to define a

nunber of concepts. Consider a first-order language L*, with a finite

vocabulary v. Then a wff of ¡*, wi is said to be of depth d if its

largest string of nested quantifiers (this in turn being a sequence

whose every member stands within the scope of each of its predecessors)

is of depth d (Hintikka, 1973). Formulas of fevel o are those atomic

formulas constructible from nothing but the members of V. Atomic

formuf as constructible from meûibers of V and variables *L, *2, x3, ... *.!*r,

none of which are of the levets o, 1, "' n,^'"called formulas of levet

l, * t Let s(f) ¡e the number of formulas of level i. A conjunction of
r"ì

level I i" .rry S(?) way conjunction whose i-th conjunct is either the

i-th formula of level I in the lexicographic ordering of formula of

lever fl , ot its negation. The m = 2q(9) .orritrr.tions of level ,Q .t.

referred to as ßi?, Ur', ß?in lexicographic order (with the negation

sign last in the alphabet).

Any formula of level d is called a d-subttee of level d. A d-sub-

tree of level O is called a d-tree. Such formula are capable of being

given representation in a tree-diagram. Any formula represented by a

d-tree is catled a d-constituent. A node of hevel.R of a d-tree, is any

c
occurrence of ß1 in a d-tree.

I

Let c be a d-constituent, then the worlds in which c is true are

known as c-worlds, and for any world w*, there is a unique d-constituent

c such that w* is a c-world. lf F is an arbitrary consistent formula of

depth{d, then there are consistent d-constituents 
"LY "2 

V c, V... V c*r

which is the distrjlcutive normal form of depth d of F. F asserts in

effect, that the actual world is a cr-world or a c2-worfd, or a ck

worId.
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The measure l,(nr, ñr) is the number of formulas of level.l which

appear unnegated in one of the nodes and negated in tÌ¡e other. Let c

and c' be d-trees and C and C' be the respecÈive classes of their nod,es.

A Tinkage reJ-ation -t between c and c' exists if : (1) C is the domain

and C' the range of L; (2) '- tlf and n, are arbitrary members of C

(resp. C') such than fì, is directly subordinated ton, and ôl"ñt(resp. nl,nr)r

then Èhere is an Â2 ' such Ëhat nrLr'rt (resp n, I Ln, ) and nr' is directly

subordinated to ñr'; (3) there is no subreLation S of L which satisfies

(i) and (ii). The .breadÈh of L is the ratio of Èhe number of actual

divergences between linked nodes and the number of all possible such

divergences. The distanceÇ(c, c') beÈween two d-trees c and c', is

Èhe breaclth of the narrowest linkage between c and c'. If T is a con-

sistent theory of depth less than or equal to d., and c, Y c, V ... ck

is the distrjlcutive normal form of depth d of T and c* is a true

d-constituent, then the d.-distancs Â.(T) of T from the truth is:
k

(rDV) 
t E(c*,cr).
./
Lj
i=1

Consider a propositional language LO with three prinitive symbols

h, r and w, such that h is true in the actual world if it is hot, r if

it is raining andw if it iswindy. Thus forA =h & r &w,

A.(A) = O,/3 = O. For D = -h 6, -r &-w, 
^,(D) 

= 3/3: L. The truth-oct
likeness of a sentence Ø, m(ø) is l- - Au.ø1, so that M(A) = 1 and

M(D) =0. NowAVDhowever= (h e rcw) V (-h &-r&-w) and

A-(e V o) = 0.5. On ttris account however A-.(A V-A) = 0.5, whereas'd' o

for a contingent statement B = h e r &-\n¡, Ád(B) = O.33. rhis is strongly

counter-intuitive. Further the measure 'AU' violates what one would

take to be an intuitive criterion of adequacy for a verisimilitude

ordering: if l- p-t q, then Ad(p)( AU(A). This is to say that q may

be equal to, but not closer to,the truth than p. In the case of
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d
A

dl-- A)AVD,A (A) = 0 and (A V D) = 0.5 which is satisfactorY.

But for l- a v D ) (A v D) v B, Ad (A V D) = 0.5, whilst

This is also stronglY counter-A (A V D V B) = O.44 and 0.5> O.44.
d

intuitive.

Tichf's response to Popper's alleged counter-examples to his

position (Tichf, l-978(a), p.189), indicate that he would not find that

the failure of verisimilitude orderings to be invariant wiÈh respect to

the relations of either logical equivalence or implication, to be at all

problematic. However the exampl-e which he offers in reply to Popper,

does not at all challenge our intuitions (ibid. r P. 189). Tichf asks us

to consider three statementsr Pr 'Snow is white'r 9, tGrass is green',

and r, 'the Moon is made of gïeen cheese'. Then from p V (9 e r) we

can infer p V q. On my positionA.(n V(S & r)) = A¿ ((p V S) &

(p V r) ( AU(e V ø). Now it may well be taken to be counter-intuitive

to ctaim that AU(f V(q & r) ) < áU(n V q) , but the claim that

AU(n V(t & r)) = Au(n v ø) is not. In the propositional logic, if p

and q are true, then the falsity of r makes no difference lo the truttr

value of the whole disjunct, and if this is so, it is quite plausible to

cfaim that under these conditions ÁU(n v(q & r)) = Ad(p v s).

It is concluded that Tichf's position stands open to a nurnber of

counÈer-examples, which indicate the inadequacy of his position.

4. TUOMELA AND NTTNILUOTO ON VERISIMILITUDE

The approaches to the problem of explicating the notion of

verisimilitude adopted both by lkka Niiniluoto (1978(a); 1978(b) i L982)

and Raimo luomela (1978(a); 1978(b)), make use of Hintikka's notion of

constituents to define a quantitative distance between constituents,

which is used in turn to define the notion of verisimilitude. These

approaches will now be outlined.



Consider a first order language r,* with a finite vocabulary, buÈ

no individual constants. Each generalization 9 in L* can be expressed

as a finite disjunction of mutually exclusive constituents at depth d.

L^ is a monadic language with logically independent primitive

predicate= 01, 02, ... Ok. ConstituenÈs C. of Lnq are expressions of

the foll-owing form:

(3-4) ci= tll <f"l ctr(x) &...& (-llx) Ctn(x),

where '(l)' is Èo be replaced by the negation sign ( tu ) or else by no

sign at alr, and where K = 2k. The constituents are sentences which

claim that certain Q-predicates are empty, whilst others are non-empty.

The Ct-predicates of (3-4) are conjunctions of the form:

(3-5) ct, (x) = (t)or(x) &...& (t)ok(x)'

Assume that the language L^ is interpreted in a domain D*, which

represents the actuar worrd. Then only one of the constituents c
I

true in D*; let this constituent be C*.

Niiniluoto defines E}:.e Cl_ifford-measure (cf (Jevons, l_958r pp. L43-

l-45) ) for the distance between monadic consÈituents C and C.
J

as follows:
I

]-S

(3-6) d. (ci, aj, = lCr.aCrjl
K

where'A' denotes the relation of symmetric difference, rK' is the total-

number of Q-predicates ir "r*, 'CTitdenotes the set of C.ts Q-

predicates, and '"tj' d,enotes the set of C.'s Q-predicates. Given the

(C, , C. ) between two constituents C. and C . , the distancel- I l- I'
of a generalization g from C* is d.(9,

verisimilitude M(9, C*) of g is 1 - d"

rf we take account of the errors made by c. with respect to c. weIJ

distance d
c

C*) and the truthlikeness or

(9, c*) .

have:

(3-7) M(g,co) = l- (Yro(g,c*) + (1 -f )*o(g,c*)
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where '1 - ** (g, C*)' denotes the measure relative to C* of the degree

of truth ir g, '1 - m* (g, C,k)' denotes the measure of Èhe degree of

information about the truth in g, and ü is a weight parameter for these

Èwo factors, such that O. X . t.

To outfine Tuomela's position, we will still operate with the

language L*. Consider two sentences T1 = C1 V C, Y ... V Cn and
o1-

T2 = cI v c2 v ... v crr-. Then d. (T1 , T2) is defined as foll-ows:
2

(3-8) rz) ={+ wcard ((crl^ cr2)) +dc (Tt 
'

1dr-É 1
mn

(

ri9-{

(crí, crj ) + +>----{ dc (cri, crj ) ) ) +
i,i=l

c

*rrå(#
k !.

rrJ =

., ti"-
dc(cri,crj) . ¿ïÌ_r- d"(cri,crj))) +

a t J= I

(L- 
P )(wcard CT A.t )

)(wcard (CTl' CT2

In (3-8) 'wcard' means 'weighted cardinality', these being weights

associated with each Ct predicate, representing the importance of that

Ct-predicate for theory distance, and summing up to K; 'Ú' is the name

of a parameter O -< l< 1 reflecting the relative importance of the whole

error-factor in the characterization of theory-distance. The parameters

sum up to one, i.e.rU+ cl, *o 2*o3 = 1, and. O -.ßa t.

number of Ct-predicates in CTr.r, 
"rr.,I 

the number in CT

In (3-8) m is the

,andrands2

those in CTr.r, CT, and CT, respectively; k, L , t and v give the

cardinalities of cti t CT;, cT;t CTit' cTf and CTL resnectively. The

distance d (cT , CT. ) = L/k consists of a weighted number of predicates
ccl

0., i=1, ... k which have a different sign in Ct. and Ct., assigned on

the basis of the importance of O, for the comparison of disÈance. The

concept of verisiniilitude is defined as follows:
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(3-e) v (r

where C

=1-d
(d) (d)

T ,c t
(a

c
(d)
t is the constituent of LTN at depth d representing the

truth.

The proposals of Niiniluoto and Tuomefa are based upon the

intuition thaÈ the truthlikeness of some theory can be determined by

distance comparisons within the theory. However the language-

relativity (which is fu1ly conceded by Niiniluoto (L978(a), p. 255)

renders these accounts less than adequate. Let L, and L, be two

essentially different first-order languages, and 1et C*1 and c*2 be

the true constituents of L, and L2 respectively. If g and g- are

generalizations in L, and L, respectively, then it is possible that
1-1)')

M(9, c*') < tut(g', c*'), even if M(g, c*') , (M(g-, c*') - rf 9 and

g' respectively, are not expressed in L, and L, resPectively, then it

is impossibte for distance comparisons to be made at all in any non-

problematic fashion. The suggestion that we consider a common extension

of L, and Lr, namely L, with vocabularV À, = À, U À, also meets

d.ifficulties, if T1 and. T, are confl-icting and mutually inconsistent'

for either we would outrightly fait to obtain a true constituent C*,

or else the overall verisimilitude of Ta will be quite low due to the

Iarge numbers of inconsistent sentences in it. Any satisfactory

account of verisimilitude should avoid this problem: Tuomela and

Niiniluotots accounts do noÈ.

To conclude this section, I shall advance some counter-examples to

the accounts of Tuomel-a and Niiniluoto. Let us consider the situation

whereX= 1 and cl, = o2 = o3 = O in Tuomela's model. Then his measure

of theory d.istance is equivalent to Niiniluoto's. Consider a simple

language L", which has only 2 predicates {oL, 02} in its vocabulary,

and one varj-able, x. Then the Q-predicates or CT-predicates will be:
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(3-10) (t)o

(t)o

cr, (x) =

ct, (x) =

(x)

(x) & (t) 02 (x) .

1

1

The constítuents of L
S

are expressions of the form:

(3-11) ci (t) (J x) (t) o, (x) & (t) (: x) I (t)0, (x) (t)02 (x) l.&

Consider C* = (Ìx) Or(x) c (:x) tOr(x) & 02(x)1, which is taken to be true-

Then d, (C*, C*) I "t* 
A CT* lt*. Novr CT* ís the set of Ct*-PredicaÈes

of c* which is {or(x), or(x) e or(x) }. Now cr*O cr* = {or{x), o1(x) &

o2(x)Ì and (cr*n cr*) / = {ø}, i.e. cr* ¡ cr* = ip} and I ct* A cr* | = o.

Hence d. (C*, C*) : O. Thus M (C*, C*) = l- - 0:1. This is as we would

expect. But for a counter-example we need only consider a C. such that

CT. has the same elements as CT*, e.9. Ci :'v(fx)or(x) s, tu(fx) lor(x) &

Or(x)J. C. and C* differ only by virtue of the external negaÈion signs,

although their Q-predicates are identical. Hence I "ti- 
A cT* | = O, and

Ui ("i, C*) = 0 and t (ci, C*) = 1. This is strongly counter-intuitive,

and a defect in the proposal.

5. VERTSIMILITI]DE AND SHARED TESTS

Clifton Perry (1982) has argued that the Mill-er-Tichli-Harris

Theorem may be questioned if the claim that the comparability of truth

and falsity contents with respect to empirical content is in turn

questioned. If the comparisons between two theories with respect to a

given variable is to be meaningful, then both theories must be measured

in terms of that variable. He continues (ibid. r pp. 608-609) :

It may therefore be suggested that although competing
theories may be coÍìmensurate, it does not follow that,
taken as a whol-e, the truth and falsity contents of a
theory with greater empirical content are compara-ble to
the truth and falsity contents of a theory with less
empirical content. Insofar as the Èheory with greater
empirical content has potentially more true or false
logical consequences which are not also consequences of
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the theory wittr less empirical content, reference to
differences in empirical content between theories in
the ascription of verisimilitude would fail to compare
adequately only those consequences which were relevant
to both theories. Reference to the differences in
empirical content in the ascription of verisimilitude to
two theories shall be referred to as ascriptions of
'absolute' verisimilitude. Appraisals of verisimilitude
which are restricted to those test situations which
are applicable to both theories in question and
consequently obviate reference to the different degrees
of empirical content in the comparison of truth and
falsity contents shall be referred to as ascriptions
of 'relative' verisimiliÈude. It may be said, therefore,
that theory B possesses more relative verisimilitude than
theory A if and only if B's falsity content is a sub-set
of A's falsity content, Ars truth content consequently
being a sub-set of B's truth content. The above
formulation d,iffers from Popper's in that reference to
the difference in empirical content in the comparison
of truth and falsity contents is omitted .

Following the conventions adopted earlier in the paper, we shall

represent Perry's definition as follows:

(PDRV) A)*uB = df (AFC- BF) & (BrcAr)'

This weakened view of verisimilitude is also subject to a variant of

the Miller-Tichf-uarris Theorem:

(MTHT)* A )RVB _) Ac r.

Lemma 1: (AF¿Br) + AcT.

Consider Or a 
", 

and suppose for teductio ad

absurdum that A4 T. Let f e A and f e F. Let

a e A--B- so thaÈ a e A, ê e T and a Ê B. SinceTT
aeAandf e Arthena&f EA. Alsof EF'so

a & f e F. Hence a & f t Or. Now since a É B,

Proof of Lemma 1

thena6,f É8. Hencea&f ÊBt.

and a & f É B contradict A C P' F F ,F.

i.e. AC T.

Buta&fto,

Hence '!(A ø T) ,
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Lemma 2: (BrCAr) + ACr'.

Consider 
"r- 

O, and suppose for reductio ad. absurdum

that ArCT. Let f e A and f e F. Consider b e BF-AF,

be BrbeFandblA. Sincebe grtuf VbeB.

Since f e F, tuf e T, so tuf Vb e T, so tuf V b t BT.

But.r,f Vb I AT, as b I A, but f e A, so tuf V b e A.

Now .r,f V b e B, and ^,f V b É A, contradicts BTC AT.

Hence t(A ÉT). Therefore A¿ T.

Proof of Lemma 2:

(MTHT)* follows ímmediately from Lerìmas 1 and 2. Perry's definition does

not escape a variant of the Mill-er-Tich5í-Harris Theorem. It too is

inadeguate.

6. VERISIMILITUDE AND SHORT THEOREMS

Peter Mott ( a978) has proposed that since the Mil-1er-fichf-Harris

Theorem relies upon sentences that are not 'genuine' theorems in the

sense of being characteristic of the theory, then this limitation theorem

may be avoided by use of the notion of tshort theorems'. The notion is

based upon the idea of organicitg: an axiom is organic with respect to

a first-order system X if it contains no segment which is in turn a

theorem of X, or becomes a theorem of X as soon as open variables are

bound by any type of quantifier so that a wff of X is prod.uced (Sobocilski,

1955-56, p. 65). Mott however offers the following definition of short-

ness: "a disjunction of prime formulas, A, is short in X produced there

is no disjunction A' in X obtained from A by replacing throughout, P by

.r,P or .r,P by P" (Mott, a978, p. 256) .

There are in the first-order system X denumerably many sentence

Ietters P., ... P_-, ... and. the usual logical connectives. For any sentence
,Lm

letter P. , P. and ruP. are prime formulas in P. . The verisimilitude of Y
l-' l- l- - l-
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is greater than X just when it preserves the short Èruths of X and adds

new short truths, i.e. X< Y iff (XSTC Y) & tu(ys' e X).
Pv

Mott recognizes that his account of verisimilitude only preserves

transiÈivity orderings for a set of theories S which j-s a chain with

respect to the relatíon of C._ . on this failure for sets of Èheories S*

which are not chains, but may we1ì- be given an intuitively correct

verj-sj-militude ordering he states (ibid., p. 263) z

Intuition wou]d have it that verisimilitude is transitive
- but then intuition might be conditioned by nothing more
substantial than the phrase tnearer the trutht. On
reflecÈion there seems to be no prima facie reason why
verisimilitude should not be more like '... is indis-
tinguishable from ...' than '... is identical to ...'.
Perhaps as theories evolve they gradually drift apart,
so that though each improved upon its predecessor, the
Iast is not comparabl-e with Èhe first. Perhaps an early
cosmology might contain aII mixed up together religious
and cosmological truths. Later theories may preserve the
secular while forgettj-ng the divine insights. The very
subject matter of the theories may gradually drift finally
rendering the first and the last about al-most entirely
different things, though each hand.Ies the problems, or
most of the problems of its predecessor. In sum, it may
be that there are decisive arguments to show that veri-
similitude is transitive, but if so they are not known
to the writer .

Such an argument for the plausibility of taking the relation of veri-

similitude to be transitive may be either based on the transitivity of

truth assessments, or else upon considering the transitivity of Popper's

original definition of verisimilitude. Insofar as this account captures

many of our intuitive beliefs about verisimilitude (not withstanding of

course the Miller-Tichlí-Harris Theorem), the transitivity of verisimilitude

orderings is quite marked. If (A>V B) & (B>V C), then it is provable

that A >,, C) If we expand out t(A >,, B) & (B >., C)', we obtain:V-VV

(3-12) {ctr- nrl

{<crc nr)

(AF=, BF)& v (BF\) &

v (CrË Br) &

(AFc BF)i

(BF- cF)J6, (BrÊ a,&
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which by use of distribution rules gives:

( 3-13) { (Br < Ar)

v{ (Br Ç Ar)

v{ (Br É o*)

v{ (Br ç Ar)

n (Ar Ç "r)
u (ArC BF)

c (Ar ç_Br)

n (Ar.- 
".)

n (crcBr) &

n (Cr a- BT) &

n (cr ÉBr) &

n (CrÇBr) &

(4, <= cr) Ì

(BF GcF) Ì

(BF <-cF) Ì

(Br l- cF) Ì.

Now ( 3 - 13 ) can be read.i1y shown to imply:

(3-14) (Cr<-Ar) n (ArC-Cr) u (Crl:Ar) c (Ar.-ar)

i.e. At V C. Hence Popper's original verisimilitude relationship is

transitive. I¡le should note that such a relationship concerns the relation-

ship between the sets of true and false consequences of theories. Mottrs

remarks about cosmological theories "drifting apart" wiII either mean

that many of tJ:e religious cl-aims of the early cosmology will be taken

to be false (e.9. tJ. e world was created less than l-0r000 years ago) or

else the two cosmologies cannot be compared. Mott requires that sub-set

relationships still hold bet\^/een the respective sets of short theorems,

but if the theories are incomparabfe , then Èhis relationship will not

hold i.e. Y wil-I not preserve some of the 'short religious truths of xl

as such truths will not be theorems of Y. In conclusion, Mott's

rejection of the transitivity of verisimilitude is not supporÈed by a

satisfactory argument, and this is all the r¡¡orse for his account of

verisimilitude.

Mottrs account of verisimilitude also faifs to avoid one horn of

the Miller-fich-y-Harris Theorem, this being the claim Èhat if

(erC:Ar) s (ArÇBr) then AÇT. The proof of this can be readily given

bytakinga€.AT-BTandf eAandf eF. Theproblemis thata & f.O,

but a & f d B- which contradicts A- Ç B-. Vte can read.ily let a be a- F F- F

short theorem. As long as f e A and f e F this resul-t will follow. Ivlott's
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original motivation for his account was based upon the view that if b e X,

then.r,a V b is logical baggage. This is of course a product of the rule

of inference a + a V b. But Mott's claj-m ignores one part of the

Miller-Tichli-Harris Theorem as it has been stated and proved here, where

reliance is placedupona &b+ a. Since f is not a short truthofA as

f 6. F, Mott's programme is beside the point. Jt fails to resolve the

problem posed by the Miller-Tichli-Harris Theorem.

7. BUNGE'S TTIEORY OF PARTIAL TRUTH

Mario Bunge has argued that the noÈion of 'degree of truth' is

extensively employed in applied mathematics and factual science (Bunge,

L963, A974). David Miller (1977 (c)) has established the untenability

of Bunge's earlier account. After briefly reviewing Mill-er's criticism

of Bunge's earlier position, his more recent Èheory of partial truth

shall be reviewed, criticízed and rejected.

Bunge writes 'V(p) = r' for the degree of truth of the proposition

P; if p is true, then V(p) :1, if p is false V(p) = -1 and if p is

either meaningless or undecidable, V(p) = 0.38 V is, we shall suppose,

a real valued function satisfying the following axioms:

(Ai) -1( v(p) S 1.

(tz¡ v(*P) = -(v(P)

0 if V(P) = -v(q) = 0

-r if v(p) = -v(q) # o

v3(p) + v3(q)

v2(p) + v2(q)
if v(p) # -v(q)

On this account if t is a tautology, V(t) : 1. Consider now V(p & t),

which should equal V(p) . If V(p) I -1, then

(nr; V(p & t) = V(p) = y31p¡ + r

(43) V(p & q) =

v2(p) + r
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(81) is satisfied onry if v(p) = l-. Hence if v(p) + -r, then v(p) = 1.

Hence Bunge's theory of partial truth only permits at mosÈ two degrees

of Ëruth.

Bunge al-so sets out some presystematic ideas, which pray the rote

of desiderata to be fulfilred by the theory of partiar truth. Among

these are:

(b) If p<-+q then V(p c q) = V(p v q) = V(p).

(c) V(p &*p) - -1, V(p v .r,p) = 1.

Consider the foll-owing contradiction p<->tup, which should receive value

-1. Then by (b) above V(p e rp) = V(p v rup) = V(p). But V(p) may we1l

be in the range 0 < v(p) -< 1 or -1 < v(p) < o. consider also a conditional

p+-+p such that V(p+-p) = 1. Then by (b) above, V(p*p) = V(p & p) =

v(p v p) = V(p). Now v(p++p) is surely 1, but v(p) need not be 1at al1.

Compare these resul-ts with the results which can be obtained from Bunge's

Theorem 3, which asserts that:

(r3) v(p êq)

Here v(p+-+rup) = 0, which is the claim that a genuine contradiction is

meaningless or undecidable. This is also strongly counter-intuitive.

v'Ie wirl now review Bungets more recent Èheory of partiar truth.

Consider the structure B = < g, SD, [S], tl E rU ,fi,-, V>, where S is

a non-empty set, to r subset of S, tsl the quotient of S by the relation

+ of logicat equivalence, ll and El distinguished elements of [s], U ana iì

binary operations on [S], - an unary operation on tS] and V a value function

on So. B is a metric Booleanalgebra of statements if and only if V is a

Boolean argebra with null element(J, universat element Û , and v is a

real valued function on sDCs, such that for any elements p and q of so:

[^t- 
tt utnl = V(q)

fo otrr.tr:-""
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(3-15) (a)

(b)

(c)

(3-17 ) r

V(p & q) + v(p vq) = V(p) + V(q)

v(p) = 0 for all p tÜ

V(p) = I for all p €- [Ï

Further, for any p t 9,t t in S:

(3-r_6) Iãl = [p] iff -p*-*qt is a Èautology

tSl U trl = tpl iff l-p++q v r-t is a tautology

tsl A trl = [p] iff rp<->q & i is a tautorogy,

and:

LI

(
t
i

1
L

(pt-s) & (qt-s)

(pe s) & (qes)

\o*0, -r\
lo <=ìq"-n]

The function 6_:5o x So+ [0, ]-l assigns to each pair of propositions

pr e e SO a real number between 0 and 1-, such that ô (p, q) =

I V(p) - v(S)l ; this is to be known as the horizontal- distance. The

distance function ô satisfies the following axioms:

(3-r.8) (r) ö_ (p, e) = 6_ (q, p )

(2) Fj- (p, q) * ö- (q, t))-õ- (P' r)

(3) ô- (p, q) = 0 iff v(p) = v(q), for any

p, q and r ín SO.

ô defines a topology in the space S

p e SO is the set:
D. An open e-neighbourhood of

(3-i-e) U. foi = þr rol I v(p) -v(q)l . ' ] ror oS¿l r.

AII statements that agree with p to within the toLerance error Ç are in

(J tpl. As the distance beÈween equivalent statements is nil, equivalent
c

statements agree with one another.

A second. distance function 61, So * SD t [0, 1], which to each pair

of propositions pr g e So is assigned a reaL number between 0 and 1 such
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that 6r(p, q) = lv(p .r s) - v(p e q)l , is known as the vertical- d.istance.

A second topology in So is defined such Èhat an open e-neighbourhood of

p e So is now:

(3-20) L)¿{r) =[oasD\8,(r,e,aa_\ ror oSt-1 r.

The two truth spaces< Sorô_> and <SDrôlt are separable, that is for

any two propositions p, q e SD, there are open sets G and H in So such

that p is in G and q is in H, and G and H are disjoint. Further:

(T1) If p, L So, then 0, (n, e) à O (p, 9).

A number of consequences may be derived from these assumptions:

(1) foranypr 9e SD,V(pvq)> v(p&q); (2) foranype SD'

V(rup) = | - V(p); (3) for any p, q e SO, if V(p+q) = 1r then

v(p) = V(9). Result (3) is not, Bunge claims, restricted to formally true

biconditionals.

The following theorem is also of importance:

(T2) For any p, g e SD, if V(p+ q) = 1, then:

(1) v(P s. q) = v(P)

(2) v(P v q) = v(q).

Let pt n e So with V(p) + O- Then the truth-value of q relative to p is

defined as:

v(p c s)
(3-27) v (p/q)

v (p)

IÈ is said that p is aJethicalTg independent of q if and only if V(q/p) =

V(p), and is alethically dependent upon q otherwise. Alethic dependence

subsumes logical dependence. Note that since V(p) I 0, the truth-va1ue

of q relative to a contradiction cannot be made; this is inevitable

given the mathematical form of Bunge's definition.
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A further theorem is of importance:

(T3) If p and q are al-ethically independent statements in SO then:

(1) v(p c s) = v(p).v(s).

(2) v(p v q) = v(p) + v(s) - v(p).v(q).

!{ith this logic machinery Bunge proceeds to define the degree of

truth of a scientific theory: the degree of its initial assumptions,

provided that these are independent. If T ís a scientific theory with

n independent assumptions 4., then: (1) the degree of truth of the

axiom base equals the product of the partial degrees of truth:
nlì

(,3_22) v (AAí) = Tl v(Ai);
i=l i=l

(2) the degree of truth of an assumption conjoined with any of its

logical consequences equals the former:

(3-23) rf A. l- t, then v(4. & t) = v(4. ).

On this basis, the concept of verisimiliÈude may be explicated as follows:

theory T, has a greaÈer verisimilitude than the theory T1 if and only if

the degree of truth of T, is greater than the degree of truth of Tr.

I shall now outline some logical defects in Bunge's position. First

however let us note that Bunge claims that V(p) = O for all p e l---l , such

thaÈ p is a contrad.iction, and V(p) = 1 for a1I p e D, such that p is a

tautology. However truth-values V(p) are in the real interval- [0, ]-1 .

This leaves Bunge with the option of either stating that both truths and

tautoJ-ogies have value 1, and that both falsehoods and contradictions have

value O, or efse to arbitrarily assign complete truth and complete falsity

to some values in the interval [0, 1]. In either case, in what follows'

let us agree ttrat a contradiction has value 0, and a tautology has value 1.

Bunge claims that if V(p*+ q) = 1, then V(p) = V(q). Consider

v(p*+p) = l-, and v(p) = 7/2 as p is a contingent partial truÈh. BuÈ also
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V(p *(p*-*p)) = 1. Now V(p) = 1/2 from assumption and V(p**p) = l-' But

given that v(p<-+ (p**p)) = l-, v(p) I v(p*-p) as I/2 I I. It is difficult

to see how this resuft could be avoided, since Bunge claims that his

account is not merely restricted to formally true biconditionals-

A second defect is with T. Consider the claim:

(3-24) For any pr 9 e SD if v(p + q) = 1r then v(p c q) = V(p).

For a counter-example consider the classical tautology, P & tu p + q. Then

V(p & tup+q) = l. Consider V(p) -- L/2, so that V(rup) = L/2. No\nr p and

tup are alethically independent statements if the logic of the system

containing them is consistenÈ. Hence V(p O ru p) = V(p) & V(tup) = 1/2.L/2 =

a/4. But since p & tup is a classical contradiction V(p c l,p) = 0'

Hence O = I/4, which is absurd. Therefore Bunge's principle is absurd-

A parallel difficulty arises with the claim that for any pr g e so

if V(p + q) = 1r then V(p v S) = V(q). Consider the classical tautology

q-+ pvtup¡ suchthatv(q+ pvrup) = 1. ThenV(q-+ (pv'up)) =v(pvtp).

h7e consider now V(p v rp) where p and tup are alethically independent and

V(p) = I/2 and. V( n,p) : I/2. Then: V(p v rup) = V(p) + V(rup) - V(p).V(tup) =

L/2 + I/2 = 1-/2.L/2 = 1,-l/4 = 3/4 # I. Once more we obtain a contradiction.

According to Bunge, if p and q are alethically independent statements

in So, then:

(3-2s) v(p c s) = V(p).v(q).

Substitute 'tup' for 'q' in (25) to obtain:

(3-26) v(P e tP¡ = v(P) .v(s)

Since VG,p) = f - V(p), we obtain:

(3-27) v(p &-p) = v(p). (r - v(r)) = v(p) - v2(p) '

Now V(p 6, tp) \^/e assume to be O. Ho\¡¡ever consider V(p) = L/2. Then by

(3-27) V(p o rup¡ = 1/2-(l/2)2 = 1/4 t o.
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Finally, according to Bunge, if p and q are alethically independent

statements in S_, then:
D

(3-28) v(p v q) = V(p) + v(s) - v(p) .v(q).

Consider a tautology V(p v tup) = 1. Suppose V(p) = t/2. Then as

V(tp) = l-V(p), V(1,p) =t/2. By (3-28), V(pvrup¡ =V(p) +V('i,p) -V(p).

V(rup)=l-L/4-3/4t

These results indicate that Bunge's Èheory of partial truth is badly

inconsistent. Therefore the position is severely defective.

8. KRAJEWSKI AND ROSENKRANTZ ON VERISIMTLITUDE

Krajewski (L977 ¡ I97B) distínguishes between relative and absolute

truths. Qualitative facts include event-facts (e.g. Vtorld V'Iar II occurred),

facts about states of affairs (e.9. people die without food) and relational

facts (e.9. a left hand is on the Left side of a human body). Qualitative

factual statements are not relatively true or false, but are either

alcsofutely Èrue, or absolutely fal-se. Krajewski also recognizes other

absolutel-y true statement types, including existentiaL statements (e.g.

there is more than one object in the world) and q,uaJi tative Law staxements

(e.g. all metaLs are good electrical conductors). By contrast many other

statements such as the sÈatement of the gas laws and cosmological state-

ments about recession velocities are only tapproximater, holding only

wiÈhin some margin of error. Krajewski attempts an explication of the

notion of approxj-mate or relative truth by means of the notion of relative

errors. The mechanics of this account shalt now be examined.

Let p be a guantitative fact-statement, and the truth-content of p

be written 'Tr(p)', and let the relative error made by p be E(p). Then:

(K1) Tr(p) = | - E(p).
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E(p) is never known exactly, but ttre possible maximal error on the basis

of a given measurement usually is. If a, is the result of such a

measurement, and Aa is the maximal absol-ute error, then E(p) = Aa/aL.

The case of defining Tr(L) for a quantiÈative law L is more complex.

The degree of inadequateness (DI) of a law L with respect to a para-

meter B contained in it, is equat to Èhe Supremum of relative errors

mad.e by using L to predict values b. of B. Let 'DIB. (L)' designate the
T

DI of L with respect to B, and,'Eb.(L)' designate the relative error
l-

made in the prediction of b. of B, then:

(K2) DI- (L) = SuPlE. (L) luoi

and the truth-content of L with respect to a parameter A, TrCA(L) is:

(K3) TrCo(L) = I - DIA(L).

Let tjt designate any of the parameters contained in L, then:

(K4) TrC (L) = Min . [Trc . (L) ]

= | - Max, {Sup, tE..(L)l}.

Finally, if a theory is held to be a conjunction of law-statements,

then the truth-content of a theory T may be defined as the minimum of the

truth-content of aII laws L, contained in it:
t

(K5) Trc(L) = Min, Trc(L. )'

Krajewski takes it for granted in his account, that all the inaccuracies

of scientific theories are due to experimental errors. This project has

some rather unacceptable counter-intuitive consequences if his proposals

are taken to present a general theory of verisimilitude. These shall now

be detailed.

Whilst Krajewski only defines the concept of truth-contenÈ of a

single factual-statement p and 1aw L, a natural extension of this idea
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is to suppose that if some theory Tl- = { P1, P2t

'nrrt denote the logical consequences of Trr

T, is as follows:

... PrrÌ where 'nr_' , 'Pr' .

then the truth-content of

nL (1-E(rr)).

(1 - E(ør) ). SupposeNow if T, = {Ar, l,r, ... Qr}'

TrC(p.)

í
then TrC(T

(K6) * rrc (Tr)

(K7)* TrC(T

)
i=1

that r> > n. Then it is possible for a theory Tr, which had only

absol-utely true consequences, to nevertheless be of less truÈh-content

than a theory Tr. This would mean ttraÈ the truth-content of T, could' be

much higher than that of Tr, even if each of qlr q.2r ..- qr had quite high

relative errors. T1 may say tmore' than Trr but what it says is quite

inaccurate. InÈuiÈively however, T2 seems closer to the truth than Tr.

To avoid the rejoinder that the previous definition puts words into

Krajewski's mouth, consider now (K5). A theory T1 is taken to be the

conjunction of laws contained in it, i.e. T1 = 
"1 

n 
"2 

& ... n Lrr. The

truth-content of T, is d.efined as the minimum of the truth-content of

aII laws of Tr. If we interpret this statement to mean that the truth-

content of T, is only as good as its weakest law, then a theory T1 \^/ith

only one completely false law is no better than a totally inadequate

theory with all its laws false. AlternaÈively, \¡¡e may interpret

Krajewski's requirement to be this:

- ) = Min { (l- - Max. [Dr. (L"
1- I I r

+ ... + (1 - Max. [DIj

)l +(1-Max

)l ).

IDI )r)
m 2

Ll
L
rr

Suppose TrC(Tr) is such that n is guiÈe small relative to r, buÈ that its

laws are highly accurate. Then ftC(Tt) > TrC(T2) even if the laws of

T, are extremely inaccurate. For example TrC(Tr) : Min { (f - O'fl +

(1 - 0.1) + ... + (1 - Max. tDIj (Llo)l = 0.9] = 9. on the other hand,

rrc(Tt) = Min {(r- - 0.9) + (L - 0.9) + ..- + (1 - Max. tpr. (Mt,ooo)J} =

0.1. But 100 > 9 .
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R.D. Rosenkrantz (1980), has offered a probabil-istic analysis of

the notion of verisimilitude. h7e will say that the support which an

observation E accords a hypothesis H is measured by the likeLihood

P(EIH), i.e. by the probability that H accords E. For K = Kl r ... vKn

.J
and Ptr<fnl =4 p(Ki | "), 

we have by Bayes' Theorem:

(3-2s) p(KlE) = p(K) f+ P(ElKi). P(Ki)f
l/t

p(E) li=l P(K) 
-ln

where ' )--.. P(EIK, ).P(K. ) letrl' is the average likelihood with
i=l-

P(K.)lP(K) as a weight factor. The expected weight of evidence of a

true hypothesis H* with respect to H is for outcome x of an experiment

X is:

(3-30) r(H*, H) elxln*).loge
Jnr"t ".rl
t""h" J

xe X

and verisimil-itude is defined as follows:

(3-31) Ver(H) < Ver(K) = df I(H*, H) > I(¡1't, K).

This account is open to a very basic objection. Likelihood is taken

by RosenkranLz to be the likelihood that a hlpothesis is true. For a

theory which is actually refuted, the weight factor in (3-30) may render

I(H*, H) undefined as (p(x/¡r) = O for O < P(xlH*)-< 1. The very point

however of a theory of verisimilitude is to be able to make truthlikeness

comparisons between actually false theories, or actually false hlpotheses.

The model of Rosenkrant-z is not designed to do this, and consequently it

fails to be a satisfactorì-Iy general accounÈ of verisimil-itude.
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9. V.IOJCICKI I S ACCOUNT OF APPROXIMATE TRUTH

R. Wójcicki (L973), has produced a definition of approximate truth

of a set A of sentences of a first-order language lt .= part of his

project of developing a formal methodology of the empirical sciences.

Before we can examine this definition, a number of other formal concepts

must be discussed.

First, a set-theoretical model of an empirical theory is an ordered

set:

(s) < [L ,l- ,Ao, K )

such thaÈ K is a seÈ of strictly similar operational empirical systems,

LL i" . Ianguage conformed with the set of alt quantitative systems

simil-ar to idealizations of the systems in K, Ao is a set of sentences

of |.L, an¿ F is a derivability relation defined on the set of sentences

or[l . A number of further concepts no\^¡ reguire explication, beginning

with the concept of a quantitative system.

By t<t, a)r we denote that denoted by the sentence 'the object a

taken at the time t', and shall view every ordered pair of the form

(t, a) as a thing-slice. The set ob(U) is the set of empirical objects

and the set U is the set of thing-slices of objects in Ob(U). !'le say

that a exists at time t if and only if (t, â> eU. The interval

i--(a) = {t: ( t, a> e U}, is called the periodofexistence of the object
U

a in U and the union: i(U) = U{iU(a) t a e ob(U)} shall be called Èhe

period of existence of U, the universe . If U and V are two universes,

and if V-gu, then V is a subuniverse of U. The symbol 'u(n)', where n

is a natural number àL, denotes the set of n-th limited Cartesian powers

of U:

(3-22) u(t) ={< t t aa, ar, ... .rrt | <t, ar_> , ... < t, ar.r> e u}
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and themapping: F: u(t) * Re for real numbers, is a n-ary numericar

parameter on U; the number n is the aritg of F. By the symbolization

'F < t, d.-, ... an ) = xt it is meant that the magnitude F measured on

the objects ar, d2r... an at time t, takes the value x- on this basis,

a quantitative structure defined on U is a structure x =<x, Fl_' ... Fn>

if and only if U is a universe, X is a subuniverse of U and Frr ... Fn

are numerical parameters defined on U. Any two structures, X andþ
such that x = 'x, F1 r .-. tn> and'þ: <Y, Grr --. 

"rrt, 
not necessarily

d,efined on the same universe, are similar if and only if for every i,

1 -< i .< n,the parameÈers F. and G. are of the same arity- If F1 , ...

are s, f ... srr-ary parameters respectively, then the simil-atitq tgpe

of the structure X is a S= ( 51, 52 | ... trrt. Two structures X ana 1þ

are of the same similarity type if and only if the similarity type of

both structures is S = < Srr Srr Srrt. If for every i, Fi = Gi,

/,then X ""1) 
L are said to be sXrictlg simifar.

The second concept requiring explication is that of an operational

structure . Let F be a k-ary quantity defined on a universe U. An

operational measurement of F is an operation p which transforms F into

a function pF such that:

F
n

pF: u(k) -+ Re, and

ñ(t,â1,..."k) )t(< r¡a1:..."t) t u(k)

J F <trâ1r..."k) t- pF ( r¡ê1,...aU) l.

Consider a quantitative structure X =(X, Fl, ... F> defined on a universe

U with p =<p1r ... prrt, where'prt, tnrr' denote operational measures

of Fr, ... F' respectively. Consider a set i = <X, 0l_, ... Qrrt. If

there exists a p =<p1, ... pi such that for every0i,0i = PiFi, then

Í is said to be an operational-structure defined on U and px =<X' P1F1,

(3-33) (1)

(2)

oF-nn > is an operational sgstem corresponding to X. If an operational
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ì

structure x corresponds to a quantitative structure f'L <i.e. they are

strictly simj-tar), thenþt" an idealization of x'
rl

Consider now a language Ll conformed to a set K of aII quantitative

systems of a given similarity type, and let X be an operational system

corresponding to a structure X in K. Then a sentence d of the language

LL i" true if and only if it is true in every idearization of x. A

sentence ó of L is false in X if and only if it is false in every

idealizatíon of I. A senÈence d oflli" indeterminate in X if and only

if it is neither true nor false for every ideafization of i. A set of

sentences A of LL ís apptoximateTg ttue in X if and only if there is an

idealization X of X such that every sentence ó of A is true in X.

This account of approximate truth has little to offer as an account

of verisimilitude. Note that if it is the case that not every sentence

ó of A is true in some idealization J, then the set of senÈences A of

J is not approximately true. For the operational structure I to h..te ttt

idealization J, it is sufficient that J be a quantitative structure, and

that X and J be strictly similar. Let I = 'x, Õ1, Q2, t.rt and

J =(Y, G., ... G >. Then if X and J are strictly similar, then-l-n
r'1t1o, =cr) n (oz =G2) &... & (02 ="rr)'is true. Now since strictly

similar structures may differ only as to the sets of objects they involve'

it may be assumed, given the condition that every sentence d of A is true

in J, that Xc Y. Hence it is possible that there is a y such that

y e Y but y I x. Thus trc-ya and tt.,ot may differ in truth-va1ue, in
i' r-

particular, Èhat -"rO- may be true, whilst -ar/ is false. But if it is

the case that 10, = G.) is true, then if every sentence ó of A is true

in J, then trC.rrl ana G.rt.rrr.rot differ in truth-value. Hence X = Y.- i' -L-

But if X = Y, then by the axiom of extehsionality of sets, Í = J. This

means that i is approximately true if and only if every sentence of J is
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true, that is, that J is true. But this result is parallel to the Miller-

TicLíy-Harris Theorem and renders wójcicki's concept of approximate truth,

theoretically unworkab le .

10. RELEVANCE LOGIC AND VERISIMILITUDE

Chris MorÈensen in his paper entitled. "A Theorem on Verisimilitude"

(l-978), argued that the Miller-Tichi-Harris Theorem is dependent upon the

classical logical assumption A = if cr e A and tuov ß e A, then [3¿4.

This principle however fail-s for large classes of theories based on

logics other than classical logic. Mortensen argued that there exist

two RM3-theories, A, B (RM3 being but one system discussed by Anderson

and Belnap in Entaifment (fgZS) ) such that the verisimilitude of B is

greater than the verisimilitude of A, i.e. e t .,, O, and B has at least

one false consequence i... BF # { ø}. A brief review of this result will

be given, and its limitations in turn outlined.

Consider a language L* which has a denumerable number of constants,

Pa, P2, ... pn' closed under negation and conjunction. The RM3

matrices are as f ol-lows:

& T N F T N) F

F

F

*T

*N

F

N

*T

*N

F F F F T F T T T

We take A = {o lvo{o) = T or Vo (cr) = N}, where if o is of the form

ß&Xrthenvo (a) is determined from the RM3-matrix for '&' and if o

isoftheformrn(ß &l) forsomen) L, then V
A

(o ) is also determined

nfrom the RM3 matrix for 'n,t. Further, for all n >- O, (tu p
l_

FNN

FNT

NT

FT

"^ 
(.t pZ) = N and for all n ) O and m, 3, VA (.2n

V
A

P^) =Tand
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uo(t "*tn*, =F. vrlearsotakeB ={ol : v"(o) =TorV" (cx) =N},

where cr is of the form B al, then V" (o ) is determined from the RM3-

matrix for '&', and ifo is of the form nn(ß C I I for some n7 1,

then V" (o ) is also determined from the RM3-matrix for rî,r . Further, fot

v"{rn er) =Nandforalrn> oandmT 2,v,o(t2tp*) =faII n 7 0,

and V"( t 2n+l-
P*) -r

Now it is possible to construct a theory B-, such that B- = {o I V"-(a)

=Torv"_ (q,) =Nlandforalln> Oandm2l,vB- (", ) =Tand
m

""- 
( tu "*tn*, = F; if q is of the form ß e l, then v"- (rr) is

determined from the RM3-matrix for '&' and if u( is of the form

^,tlg e /) for some n 7 1r then V"- (q) is also determined from the

RM3-matrix for '.\,'. The principal theorem follows from the following

five lemmas:

(3-34) Lemma 1. A, B, B- are RM3 theories.

Lemma 2. B_ CB (;A.

Lemma 3. A is nontrivial.

Lemma 4. B- is a classical theory, which is negation

consistent and comPlete in L*.

Lemma 5. Let T = B-r then Aô T = B nT = T, and

Blì F I {ó}.

Since a large class of relevant logics are weaker than RM3, E-r R-, EM-,

RM-, etc. are also suitable logics for the establishment of the resulÈs

of the principle theorem.

The rejection of the principfe l: if çx 6 A and tu cx v ß e A,

then g e A, only serves to block one part of the Miller-Tichf-ttarris

Theorem, as MorÈensen is well aware. Leruna 1of the proof of (MllIIT)

given in secÈion 2 of this chapter, d,oes not depend upon X, and the argument

can only be bfocked from a strictly logical point of view, by rejecting

2np
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either: (1) f e B and. b g B, then f & be Bt (2) f e F, then f & b e F,

or (3) f & b s A, then b e A. None of these principles are rejected by

any standard relevance logic. Hence Mortensen's hlpoÈhesis that the

I'1i1ler-Tichf-Harris Theorem can be avoided by a change to relevance

1ogic, is falsified. Relevance logic gives no general solution to this

problem.

More recently Mortensen (1983(a) ) has establ-ished that the Miller-

tichf-Harris Theorem cannot be avoided by using a relevance logic as a

logic for scientific theories, since a severely limiting theorem can

be proved for Popper's definition in even weak relevance logics.

Consider a theory A. Then A is prime if and only if, whenever a v b e A,

then at l-east one of a, b e A. Mortensen has shown that the Miller-

Tichf-Harris Theorem hol-ds for aII consistent prime theories. Tn

addition he has established the following limitation theorems:

(3-35) (MT1) If A, B and L-theories, and L is prime, then

then T ÇA.if BTÇ A, and Or- 
"r,

(MT2) If A, B and L-theories, and L is prime, then

if A >v B, then AÇT or Te A.

(MT3) If BTé- A, and orÉ B, and A is complete, then

n-mA - r.

(ivtT4) If A, B are classical theories and A is

consistent and complete, then if o tr, 
"

then A = T.

It is the case that if an Lo-theory is consistent and prime, then

/ frofas for it, for suppose a e A and tua v b e A, then since A is con-

sisÈent rad A, but ifA isprimeat leastoneof a, b€ A, sobt A.

Thus most of Mortensen's limitation theorems are only directed against

cfassical L -theories, Hov¡ever, (MTl-) is applicable to theories which
o
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may be paraconsistent (although non-trivial), as shall now be demonstraÈed.

Assume that BTç A- and orC B, and ÈlnaL T4.A for reductio ad absurdum.

Let te Tand t- ÉA andbt BF -AF sothatbe B, be F andbl A- Then

sincebe B, tvbe B andsincete T, thentvbe T- Hencetvbt 
"r.

Butt la andb ÊA and sínceA isprime, tvbl A. Hence tvb Fo.,

thus contradicting BTÉ AT.

I"Iortensen has also considered the possibility of avoiding the Miller-

tichf-Harris Theorem by intensionatizing the metalançJuage. He has shown

however that if the intensional verisimilitude relation holds between

sets, then so does Popper's extensional rel-ation, since it is a theorem

of all the standarcl relevance logics thatt (dx) (Fx -> Gx) + Mx)

(rx ) cx) .

These results establish that the relevance progranme contributes

nothing towards avoiding the Miller-Tichi-Harris Theorem. Indeed, as I

pointed out earlier, Mortensen's progralnme \^Ias doomed from the outset,

since one part of the limitation theorem went through making use only of

(a C b) + a and some plausible set-theoreticat principles. It is of

course true that l-1 (X & Y) + X is rejected in connexive logic. To

produce a unified solution to the verisimilitude Iimitation theorems by

a change of logic witl then require a more radical regimentation of logic

than has yet been anticipated. The loss of provability power may prove

to be too great a price to pay in restricting the logic of science, merely

to save Popper's theory of verisimititude. A solution should first be

looked for elsewhere.

1]-. NEWTON-SMITH ON VERISIMILTTUDE

Newton-Smith (1981-) has recently attenpted to defend the thesis of

verisimifitude (TV) on grounds quite different from those already considered

here. He takes the thesis TV to state that "the goal of the scientific
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enterprise is to be understood in terms of progress towards increasing

verisimilitude, and that we can have reasons (on occasion at least) for

believing that we have indeed made progress" (ibid., P' 195) ' Newton-

Smith proceeds in his argument, by making use of a style of argument

frequently used ín the natural sciences: an inference to the best

explanation (cf. (Harman, Lg'73, pp. 130-135)). In his justification

of TV Ne\^/ton-Smith takes as an explanadum the fact that for mature

sciences, contemporary theories provide us with better predictions about

the world than their predecessors and, have enabled us to have a more

extensive degree of technological manipulation of Èhe worfd than such

predecessors. If TV was true, then I^/e have an answer to the problem of

explaining how iÈ is that contemporary theories are more useful

predictively and technologically than their predecessors. But, Newton-

Smith asserts, we have at hand no better explanation than TV, therefore

it is reasonable to believe that TV is true (ibid., P. 196) '

This argument, apart from making use of an unanalyzed concept of

verisimilitude, also requires the following crucial premises:

(pL) In a typical mature science such as physics, there has

been a significant improvement in the predictive power

of theories;

(p2) If a theory T 2 is a better approximation to the truth

thanatheoryTt,thenitislikelythatTrwiflhave

greater Predictive Po\^ler than Tr.

Of these premises (PZ) is the most controversial and is defended by

Ner^rton-Smith by developing an account of verisimilitude. In developing

such an account, Newton-Smith must demonstrate that greater verisimilitude

entaiTs the likelihood of greater observational success, fot TV fails if

the premise (pZ) merely asserted a correlation between higher verisimilitude
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and a greater observational success. TV fails because \^ie cannot correlate

an inductive degree of verisimilitude and a degree of observational success

without a dirçct access to the relative verisimilitude of rival theories.

This is precisely what we lack. On the other hand, Newton-Smith musÈ guard

against establishing that gireater observational success entajJs greater

verisimilitude, as this simply constitutes an uninteresting definition-

Newton-smith correctly observes, that any materially adequate

definition of verisimilitude must satisfy this constraint:

(Cf¡ Îf '1 2 has greater verisimifitude than Tt, then T,

should have at least as much content as T1.

He restricts his attention to first order recursively axiomatized theories,

whose deductive closure is recursively enumerate. Thus, the theoreÈica1

postulates or auxiliary hypothesis statements can be mechanically produced

in a sequence, and in turn assigned a positive integer corresponding to

their position in such an enumeration. The existence of such recursive

enumerability is crucial for Newton-Snith's analysis of what it means

for a theory T to answer a question '?p'. To answer a question r?p', T

must contain as a deductive consequence either tpt or ttup'. T is thus

said to decide '?p'.

Consider two theories T., and T, which either have the same vocabulary,

or in which the vocabulary of one, includes the vocabufary of the other-

Let t, and t, be enumerations of the deductive consequences of T, and T,

respectively, such that atf logically true and equivalent formulae have

been deleted. For any positive integer n, Èhere exists a ratio of the

number of sentences among the first n of t, which are decided bY Tr.
1

Consider R', the infinite sequence of such ratios, and R- Èhe infinite

sequence of ratios generated by considering this time the random sequence

of T¡r. The content of T, and T, is approximately equal if for a
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sufficientty large n, the absolute value of the difference between the

corresponding terms of the two sequences of ratios is smal-I and constant, and

if the terms of one sequence tend to be larger than the corresponding terms of

the other sequences, then the theory from which this sequence is generated

thus has a greater content than its rival-.

This explication of relative content is as it stands merely

qualitaÈive. Further, as is wel-I known from the theory of infinite

sequences, whether an infinite sequence has a limit depends upon the

order of terms in the sequence. If we attempt to attach a measure to the

content of T, relative to the content of T, r¡re run into the difficulty,

of arbitrary changes in enumerative order altering the convergence or

divergence of a sequence of ratios. To avoid this difficulty Newton-

Smith restricts his definition of relative content to what he calls

"respectable. " theories for which the sequences of absolute d.ifferences
I

of the corresponding terms in the ratios R1 and R2 has a limit ins.ensitive

to reasonable place selection on t, and t, (ibid., p. 2O2) .

To explicate the notion of relative truth, NewÈon-Smith defines a

new sequence of ratios called truth-ratios. The n-th term in the

sequence gives the ratio of the number of truths in the first n terms of

t, to the number of truths in the first n terms of

theories are such that the truth ratio of tt and T

t-2. "Respective

,oroft2aotl

It

2

has

a limit, and any infinite sequence of the original sequences of sentences

obtained by reasonable place selection, has the same timit.10 This

limit is the truth-ratio of the poorer to the better theory.

Due to difficulties with the transcendental notion of truth (ibid.,

pp. 53-54), Newton-Smith suggests thaÈ the truth-ratio of T, and I, ís

determined retative to some theory Tr, which night most plausibly be

regarded as a current theory t ot less plausibly as a total theory of

nature in the Peircean sense. This results in the fol-Iowing two
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definitions (ibid., p. 2O4) z

(ncr¡ T, has a greater truth relative to T, than T, = df'

the infinite sequence of ratios giving the ratio of

truths in T, to the truths in T, judqed by reference

to T, has a limit greater lJnan 1-/2 which is unaffected

by reasonable Place-selection-

(DGV) T, has a greater verisimilitude than T, = df' both

conditions (1) and (2) hold:

(1) the relative content of T, is equal to or greater

than that of Tr;

(2) T, has greater truth relative to Tt than Tr '

Now let us first ask how Newton-Smith's account of verisimilitude

is a defense of premise (P) in his argurnent for TV. His argument here

is well worth citing in full (ibid. r P. 2O5) z

(P
3

For one theory to be nearer to the truth than another
it must have greater content and more of its content
must be true. The definition of relative truth means

that less of its content will be false. It follows
from this definition that if one theory has greater
verisimilitude than another it is likeJ-y to have
greater observational success. For the greater relative
truth of. T2 means that an arbitrary consequence of T2

is more tikely to be true than an arbitrary consequence
of T.. Furthermore, this cannot be true of T2 simply
becaüse T1 ís the weaker theory- For by the first
clause in the definition T, has more content than T1'
If one wants both to say mõre about the world and to
say more true things in doing so, T2 is the theory to
adopt. The fact that an arbitrary consequence of T2

is more likely to be true than an arbitrary
consequence of T1 means that an arbitrary observational
condition in T2 is more likely to be true than an
arbitrary observational condition in T1

This passage has been cited in ful-l, to illustrate the fact that Newton-

smith's argument for (P^) is quite obscure. !{hat precisely is t}re
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is that 'greater observational success' may be definitionally cashed in

as follows: "Being observational just means being a sentence of the

sort \^/e feel we can test for truth and be confident in our results"

(ibid. r p. 205) . This however seems to lead Newton-smith into a viofation

of a condition which he set out earlier, namely that observational

success is not defined by means of the concepts of truth and verisimil-

itude. But fet us accept that T, has more verisimilitude than T, via

(DGV): why must it follow that T, has therefore a gleater observational

success and predictive po\^Ier than Tr? No argr.ment for this concl-usion

seems to exist in Passag" (P¡).

we may be more successful- in our search for such an argument if we

turn to Ne!,¡ton-Smith's accounÈ of observational- nesting (ibid.r PP.206-

2O7). He states here that a moïe successfut theory T, observationally

nests a less successful theory T1 if for some prediction Ø of T, for

the value of a parameter Vr, for some intervat i represenÈing the current

l-imits of experimental accuracy, T, Predicts a value of Vt within the

limits of i. vühere T, and T, both have Èhe same observational content,

T2 may make corroborated predictions on matters which T, remains silent.

In this case, T, is said to have co¡ltent-incteasing predictive success.

If T2 is observationally more successful than T, then: (1) 
'Z

observationatly nests T, and (2) T, displays content-increasing pred,ictive

success over T1. Is it the case that the required entailment of (PZ)

foll0ws? Once more I do not betieve that this is the case.

To establish that the entailment claimed by (Pr) fails, it is

sufficient to establish that it is logically possible for T, Èo be of

greater verisimilitude than T, and yet lor I, not to be observationally

more successful than Tr. Let the antecedental condition be satisfied''
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It is sufficient to establish that the entailment of (P) fails, to

estalcfish that condition (2) of content-increasing predictive success

fails. That is to say, \^re must show that iÈ is logically possibfe for

T, to be of greater verisimilitude than T, and yet it is not the case

that T, displays content-increasing predictive success over T1. If it is

not the case that T, disPlays content-increasing predictive success

over Tr, then T, maY make corroborated predictions on matters on which

T2 is síIent. It is I maintain, logically possible for this to occur

even though TZ has a greater relative truth and relatíve content than

T-, when T- is such that for some small range of phenomena it does make
.LI

novel predictions which are in fact cofroborated. Likewise, the

condition of observational nesting may be violated by a series of local

predictions which T, makes which T, does not, where Tt is in a

restricted range, more accurate. But ín generaf lZ may generate more

accurate predictions than Tr. Hence the required enÈaifment of (P2)

fails. This is a crucial premise in Newton-Smith's defence of TV' It

follows that his defense of TV also fails -

The second line of criticism wil-I be concerned with Neh/ton-Smith's

account of verisimilitude. Note that according to (DGT) the limit of

the required sequence of ratios must be greater L1rlan 7/2. Consider

however two theories T

r23a, = t), iuL, l'l, t

and T with associated sequences of consequences

Ï and t, 2tz 3E2'

ratio is, we recall, the number of truths in the first n terms of tt to

the number of truths in the first n terms of 1cr. Consider also a theory

7 2 . t3, . Now let it be the case thatT3, such that t3 = t3, tr, tr, 
n

none of the consequences of t, are true so \^re have a sequence

al = o, o, o o, . Thus T, is a strictly false scientific

theory. Suppose that t, and t, are strictly true (and perhaps

l_ 2

1

2
L;,t The truth-t
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extensionally identical) so that we have t2 = a, 1, L, . . . !, and

t3 = 1, I, a, ... L, . fale obtain a truth of 0 for each term of the

truth-ratio sequence. The l-imit of the sequence is 0, and is totally

unaffected by the ordering of sequence terms. Thus we have an

intuitively clear case where T, is of greater truth relative to T, than

Tr, but the required limit fails to be greater t.}:ran I/2. Hence (DGV)

also fails.

The second major problem with (DGV) is that if '12 happened to be

a strictly false theory, then immediately our truÈh-ratio sequence

contains undefined terms. Newton-Smith attempts to avoid divergencies

by taking relative content to be only satisfactorily defined for

respectable, theories, these being theories where the sequence of

absolute differences of the corresponding terms in the sequence of

ratios R1 and R2 actually is convergent. This immediately means that

his account of verisimilitude fails, as we have seen , for cases of

divergency. AIso since Ne\^7ton-Smith set out to defend TV we wiff

require good reason to bel-ieve that at least some actual theories are

respectablea- He admits that he has no actual examples, but claims that

he is in no worse boat than the frequency theory of probability (ibid.,

p. 2O2). Perhaps Newton-Smith and frequency theorists are shipwrecked

together.

The third major defect with this account of verisimilitude is that

we can no longer strictly speak of the greater truth of T, to Tr. Rather

we must introduce the idea of 'I, having a greater truth rel-ative to T,

than Tr. If T, is a strictly false theory, then once again we wiLl fail

to esta.blish convergence if t, = 0, 0, 0, 0, . So for this

account to be of interest T, must be a theory which more closely

approximates the truth Èhan either 12 or Tr. If we have such a theory
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already, to establish verisimiritude estimates we seem faced by the

prospects of a vicious infinite regression, as both the verisimílitude

and content of T3 can only be decided by first making recourse to

another 'truthlike' theory Tn, and rikewise in turn for Tn before we

can even ascertain the verisimil-itud.e of Tr. rf on the other hand we

already know that ra closery approximates the truth, as realists, our

interest in two less successfur theories T, and T, is minimal.

Verisimilitude estimates in this situation seem mereJ_y redundant.

üIe are thus l-ed to the conclusion that Newton-Smith's account of

verisimilitude, whilst not subject to the l,lil1er-richf-Harris limitation

result, faces logical difficulties of its own which vitiate its use as

an intuitively satisfactory account of verisimilitude.

72. AGASSI: VERISIMILTTUDE UNSAVED
11

Joseph Agassí (1981) has attempted a reformulation of popper's

theory of verisimilitude. popper developed this theory, Agassi points

out, to overcome problems facing his theory of corroboration. popper's

earrier view in his classíc Logik d.er Forschung was that scientific

progress occurred when all extant crucial evidence favours the new

theory Tr, and none of which favours the ol-d Èheory Tr. The term

'crucial evidence' j-s tal<en by both popper and Agassi to mean (and r

paraphrase): the evidence refuting the older theory Tr, which "forlows

from" (presumably in the sense of d.eductive consequence, although this

is left unclear in Agassi,s paper) the newer theory T, (ibid., p. 576).

The difficulty with this account of scientific progress is that crucial

evidence may exist unbeknown to us, pointing in the other d.irection.

That is to say that it is not merely logicalry, buÈ empiricarry possible

thaÈ there may also exist crucial evidence which refutes T, but which
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corroborates with Tr. In such a situation the degree of corroboration

of T, and T, is the lowest possible. Let us call such evidence

'mutually refuting evidence' (MRE) .

It is precisely at this point that Agassi begins his repair job.

As a criÈerion of verisinilitude increase it is maintained that there

is no such MRE known or unknown, procurable by today's means.

'Empirical content' is defined as a cfass of evidence procurable today.

Agassi then examines a definition of verisimilitude, which has it that

verisi.militude increase is "the combination of an increase of true

empirical content and a decrease of false empirical content" (ibid-,

p. 577). Whilst this definition ensures that there is no crucial

evidence going the "wrong way", Agassi is right in rejecting it

because this definition precludes the possibility of refuting the new

theory T, with evidence not relevant to the old Theory Tr, and anY

adëquate theory of content increase of scientific theories requires

this. This immediately leads us to Agassi's own account.

Here two definitions and two propositions taken to describe Popper's

earlier and later views are advanced. The definitions are these:

(A) a theory is more empirically successful than its predecessor

if and only if all known crucial evidence concerning the two

goes its way;

(B) a theory is more verisimilar than its predecessor if and

only if all crucial evidence concerning the two goes its

way (ibid. r p. 578) .

The two propositions, taken by Agassi to describe Popper's earlier and

Iater views respectively¿ are these:

(E) Progress is ernpiricaf successi

(L) Progress is verisimifitude increase.
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It is alleged by Agassi that the following thesis, thesis (QI) , follows

from (A) , (B) , (E) and (L) .

(QI) Vrlhen crucial evidence repeatedly points one way it is

unlikely that it also points the other way.

These definitions are theses which constitute Agassi I s attempt to save

the theory of verisimilitude. The remaining part of Agassi's discussion

is concerned with interpreting and d.efending (QI). One of the difficulties

in accepting (E), is that there may, as $/e have said, be crucial evidence

existing unknown to us, Yet procura-ble today which "points the other

way". (eI) says that such evidence is not likely. Agassi offers various

reasons in support of (QI) aII of which, as I shall argue below, are

inadequate.

I isolate three rather unclear and sketchy arguments for (QI) in

Agassi's paper. First, he maintains, we take (QI) as true as a "matter

of course" (ibid., p. 579) , and if we do find crucial evidence going

the other \^/ay we simply reverse our judgements. The defenee is

unconvincing. To take (QI) to be true as a "matter of course" is to

simply assume that it is true. It is not to offer any non-question

begginq good reasons for betieving that (QI) is true. What is needed

is precisely an argument which shows that it is unlikely that we will

need to reverse our judgements .because it is unlikeTg that crucial-

evidence wi77 point the other wag. This is not shown by Agassi's first

argument.

The second argument is also unsatisfactory. He tells us that no

one expects any crucial evidence to turn up which could support Galileo's

mechanics. But why? The reason appears to be that such evidence would

refute all later theories of gravitation and would therefore constitute
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a major scientific upheaval. This is a strange argument for a neo-

Popperian Iike Agassi to advance. lve should recall, to put it clearly

and simply, that for Popper faLsifiabiTitg is the quality which

distinguishes scientific theories from non-scientific theories. Major

scientific upheavals in the field of the theory of gravity, evolution,

the origin of society, may in fact be argued by a falsificationist,

to be epist.emically virtuous rather than epistemically damnable. In

major scientific upheavals much is learnt about the defects of now

questioned scientific theories. Many bold conjectures will be made,

and there is generally a fast turnover of such conjectures, being

falsified by other members of the scientific community. Agassi's

argument is in my opinion inconsistent with some very basic insights

which Popper has given us, and in any case does not constitute an

argument for (QI) even if it is taken on an independent basis outside

of a strictly Popperian viewpoint. To do this, Agassi needs some

argument to show that it is unlikely that major scientific upheavals

will not occur in the future. No argument is given and it is difficult

to see what any such non-question begging argument would be fike without

a solution to the problem of induction, a problem which is in any case

insoluble, or so Popperians tell us.

The final argument which Agassi gives in support of (eI) is that

there may be metaphysical arguments which support (eI). He says (ibid.,

p. 579) z

... Popper's theory of verisimilitude does not judge
things from the viewpoint of any specific scientific
theory; rather it is both meta-scientific and ontic.
This fact, I suggest, blocks the way to any anstrer to
our question, why is (eI) true? For, meta-science with
no metaphysics precludes al1 ontology

After careful examination of this passage, I have concluded that if it is

not simply nonsense, then it contains no intelligible arguments. Being
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told that it is possible that there are good "metaphysical argluments"

(perhaps in the form of transcendentaL arguments)', will not convince

any rational thinl<er, let alone the critics of verisimilitude. the

arguments must be put before one to examine. It is evident that this

has not been done. Hence Agassi has not saved verisimifitude.

13. CONCLUSION: STATE OF THE ARGUMENT

This chapter has outfined the problems facinq both realist and, non-

realist accounts of philosophical progress in the light of the problem

of perennial philosophical disputes. In section 1 of this chapter the

main problems with non-realist viev¡s of philosophical progress '

especially the theories of Lakatos and Laudan were considered. Vühil-st

neither author has explicitly considered the applicability of their

respective models of scientific progress to a philosophical subject

matter, an extension in this direction is not illegitimate and I have

indicated the most plausible Line of development that I am a\^¡are.

Ho\n/ever both the Lakatosian and Laudian accounts of philosophical

progress \^/ere found to be untenable, and we turned immediately back to

a consideration of a realist accounts of cognitive progress. After

a1I, if one \¡¡ishes to argue that philosophy is a progressive enterprise,

then one must explicate the notion of progtess. The key notion of the

realist theory of cognitive progress, verisimilitude, is subject to a

trivia1izing result. Therefore no satisfactory account of philosophical

progress can be based on this notion. After conducting a detailed

examination of the major theories of verisimilitude, this negative

conclusion has been reinforced. A realist Èheory of cognitive progress

is thus in a state of epistemological crisis.

My research strategy will be to shelve Èhis problem until Chapter 11,
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where my own definition of verisimilitude will be given. The chapters to

follow will present a critical examination of various responses to the

problem of perennial philosophícal disputes, beginning with sceptical,

relativist, anarchist and nihifist responses in Èhe next chapter- Let me

note once more however, that unless the problem of verisimifitude can be

satisfactorily deaLt \^/ith, the principle thesis of this work can in no

matter be considered to have been rationally supported. !,te do not know

what we are talking abouÈ when we say that philosophy is a progressive

enterprise giving us increasing guantities of truth-like or verisimilar

information.
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1

3. NOTE

V'te should be on gruard though in regarding this proposition as
something which Feyerabend believes to be ttue, for one of his
favourite pastimes is inventing fairy tales to confuse gullible
rationalists (Stove, L982) .

c .f.. also (Suppe (ed. ) , 1'977), (Dil\^¡orth, 1981) -

For a discussion of realism and scientific Progress c.f. (smith,
1981) .

The thesis of the progress of science through an increase in
verisimilitude, is to be distingruished from the first thesis of
convergent reaLism as stated by L. Laudan (1980r PP. 233-234) z

2

3

4

(R1) scientific theories (at least in the rmaturel
sciences) are typically approximately true
and more recent theories are closer to the
truth than older theories in the same domain...

5

6

Thesis (R-) is quite problematic, and this situation has not been
improved åven uy c.L. Hardin and A. Rosenberg's (L982) response
to Laudan. Thesis (R.), as it originally occurs in R. Boydrs,
"Scientific Realism aåa Naturalist Epistemology" (manuscript),
makes use of the notion of a 'mature science' tO rule out counter-
examples of reference - failure made by recourse to any 'arbitrary
chosen scientific theory' . Boyd takes 'mature scientific
theories', to be those which have passed a take-off point. This
concept in turn, insofar as it is explicated at all, is
explicated by reference to the concept of truth, or approximate
truth of certain background theories. This however leads us
straight into a vicious infinite regress, as the concept of a

'mature science' was initially introduced to rule out corrnter-
examples of reference-failure, and in turn defend the convergent
realist's idea of approximate truth. Boyd's explication only
serves to lead us back to the very idea of truth and approximate
truth.

We have argued elsewhere (Goodwin, !{ebter and Smith' 198+) ' that
(R-) is empirically false: a 'mature science' such as the neo-
Oa*winist account of evolution is not closer to the truth than an

older position such as Rational Morphology. The realist thesis
to be defended later in this work is |jne cond.itional cfaim, that
Íf cognitive progress occurs, then an increase in verisimilitude
of the compared theories will occur.

The present chapter is primarily concerned with qualitative
accounts of verisimilitude, and the difficulties in presenting a
quantitative account of verisimilitude must be addressed elsewhere'

A source of possible confusion should be disarmed at Èhis point.
It mighÈ be argued, as is suggested by some remarks of R' Harré
(1980r pp. 2g2-2g3), that the present "logicist" conception of
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7

I

the nature of scientific theories is responsible for the Miller-
fichf-Harris Theorem. This theorem might be taken to constitute
a reductio a¿l absurd.um of. such a conception of scientific theories-
(For this style of argunent c.f . (garr6, L7TO) .) Ho\^rever. little
of significance is at stake in our present use of the term 'theoryr
it may be replaced by another Èerm such as tset', and the Mil]er-
f-ichf-Harris Theorem will sti1l stand., as long as Popper's original
qualitative definition of verisimilitude is upheld and as long as
\^re can sti1l meaningfully form the set of logical consequencès of
theory.

References to the respective \¡¡orks of these authors arecited below-

The fail-ure of verisimilitude orderings, with respect to the
relation of togical equivalence, is a criticism which Graham
Oddie (1978) has successfully advanced against Miller's own

account (Miller, 7977 (a) ¡ (b) ).

It is strange that someone \^/ho accepts J. Hintikkars (l-973) notion
of depth and his account of distributive normal forms in first-
order logic would choose to take this exit' since Hintikka is a

sharp critic of the thesis that tautologies are "uninformative".

Newton-Smith (1981, p. 2O3), speaks of the ratio of T1 to T, and
of t^ to T-. But hle have not been presented by any Iögical-
machlnery åapable of explicating the notion of the tatio of
theories. f assume that he is speaking here of truth-ratios.

11. Material in this section first appeared in (Smith,7984 (a)).

9

10.
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4. SCEPTIC ISM AND RELATIVISM, ANARCHISM AI{D

NIHILISM IN METAPHILOSOPHY

1. STATEMEI{T OF THE ARGUI{M{T

sceptical, relativistic, anarchist and nihitist responses to the

problem of perennial philosophical disputes will now be considet"d''1

As the reader wiII recall, these positions were defined in chapter 1.

WhilsÈ I recognize that my categories are not discrete, this will not

cause any major logical problems. All of these posiÈions deny that

philosophy is a cognitive progressive enterprise and that genuine

philosophical truths are accessjlcle to kno\,üing subjects. I oppose all

of these positions. If the bordertines between,say,metaphilosophical

scepticism and metaphilosophical nihilism are very fuzzy,(Richard Rortyrs

phiTosophg and the Mirror of science \,rrould seem to be classif iable as

both according to my definitions), then it is not unreasonable to

suppose that positions in the fuzzy area would also be refuted if

successful critical arguments were advanced against both metaphilo-

sophical nihilism and metaphilosophical scepticism. My principal concern

here is with refuÈing these positions, rather than with complete taxo-

nomic precision. For stylistic reasons I will not consider Benson

Mates' (1981) work in this chapter, deferring its discussion until

chapter 7. Mates' position of solvabiTitg scepticism is the view that whilst

the traditional problems of philosophy are cognitively meaningful' and

certainly are not pseudo-problems, they ate absofuteTg unsol-vabl-e.2

Whilst I believe that there are at least some unsolva-ble philosophical

problems, and thís accounts for a minor part of philosophical disaqree-

ments, I wiII reject Mates' claim that aLL philosophical problems are

unsolv¡hle. But to do so, wiII first require an independent discussion of

the solvability of philosophicat problems, which will be given Iat-er-
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I¡'Iith these quatifications made, I no\^¡ outl-ine the structure of the

argument Èo folrow. The largest part of Èhe argument of this chapter

will consist of a criÈique of cognitive and. Protagorean relativism. If

eiÈher of these positions \^rere accepted, then it would be easy to account

for the problem of perennial philosophical disputes. This is so because

this problem presupposes an objectivist account of truth in its

formulation. If this notion of Èruth is rejected, as the cognitive

rerativist and Protagorean relativist propose that it shourd, then

philosophical positions which were thought by the objectivist to be in

conflict, are noÈ. The positions P, and p, may be said to be true,

false or perhaps undecidable, from some perspective W, but neither

position is objecxiveJg true, false or undecidable. Cognitive and

Protagorean relativism propose a very economical solution to our

principal problem. Unfortunately it is unacceptable, I will argue,

because both cognitive and Protagorean relativism are self-referentiatly

inconsistent.3

Richard Rorty (1-982, p. L67) says that the relativist who can be

refuted by such self-referential arguments "is just one of the Platonist

or Kantian philosopher's imaginery playmates, inhabiting the same realm

of fantasy as the soripsist, the skeptic, and the morar nihilist". rf

the argument of this chapter is correct, then Rorty himself will be shown

to be an inmate of the Pl-atonist's playpen. I will employ the same

t11ge of argument against Unger (1984) and. Rescher (1978) as well as

advancing specific criticisms of these works. The conclusion of this

chapter is thus strongly negative: scepticism and relativism, anarchism

and nihilism in metaphilosophy are rejected and cannot therefore provide

a satisfactory answer to the problem of perennial philosophical d.isputes.
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2. THE SELF-REFERENTIAL INCONSISTENCY OF COGNITIVE AND PROTAGOREAN

RELATIVISM

Jack W. Meifand (1980) has recently argued that the thesis that

cognitive relativism ("the doctrine that truth is relative rather than

absolute" (ibid. r P. 115) ) is self-refuting, and thus internally

inconsistent, j-s a thesis tacking adequate justification- We will

call this thesis, following Meiland's terminology, "The Paradox of

cognitive Relativism". However, I shall argue here in reply to Meiland,

that he fails himself to make good this charge. cognitive relativism

remains a paradoxicaf doctrine.

First we need a statement of "The Paradox of Cognitive Rel-ativism".

The following statements of the paradox are cited by Meiland and will

serve as our explication as wefl:

(A) If someone declares thaÈ truth is not objective but only
relative to societies, he may very well claim 'there is
no such thing as "objective truth"' or 'truth is refative
to societies'. Both assertions, however, clearly purport
to be objectively true, and intended as truths about afl
societies. There would not be much point in the relativist
uttering them if he did not wish to convince someone

else of them. He thus has to accept that sentences which
sÈate his thesis are apparently inconsistent with it
(Trigg, 1973. PP. 2-3).

... relativistic theories presuppose the very concept of
objective validity which they allegedly destroy, and

without such presupposition they lose all meaning' For
if they do not themselves claim to be objectively val-id
and true, we have no reason for taking any of the state-
ments in the theory seriously, but if they do make such

claims, then it is evident that certain kinds of state-
ments and theories (e.S. at least Èhose of the retativists)
must be exempt from d,etermination by non-rational, non-
Iogical, situational factors, and thus it is not true
that aft of man's knowledge and truth is relative
(Kaufman, 1_960. p. 9). lKaufman himself defends a modified.
form of cognitive relativism-l

(B)

Meiland takes the self-referential argument of these authors to

present the foll-owing destructive dilemma: (1) either the coqnitive
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relativist's thesis applies to itself, in which case it too is only

"relative", (2') or if it does not apply to itself, then there is

according to the relativist, something which is absolutely and

objectively true.

(A) l4eiland attempts to escape the second horn of this difemma as

follows. Cognitive rel-ativism may be absolutely and objectively true,

and yet not internally inconsistent if \^/e recognize that cognitive

relativism is a meta-philosophical thesis and not just an ordinary

object-Ianguage philosophical thesis, such as a Pl-atonistic account of

abstract reference. Meiland to be suref does not fínd this form of

cognitive rel-ativism "interesting", but he certainly believes that it

is a consistent position.

Meiland we have seen attempts to escape the problem of the self-

referentiaf inconsistency of cognitive relativism by treating cognitive

relativism as a second-ot,dez, meta-philosophical thesis rather than as a

fit:st-orden epistemological thesis. In doing so he has certainly presented

to us a consistent position free from self-referential inconsistency, but

this is done at the expense of making an a.d hoc move largely to save

cognitive relativism from refutation. I believe that Meiland's strategy

in treating cognitive relativism as a second-order meta-philosophical

thesis is ad hoe because he makes no attempt to show that treating cognitive

refativism in this fashion is a correct, informative or interesting way to

view cognitive relativism. No reasons are given for us to view cognitive

relativism in this way independent of the need to save cognitive relativism

from self-refutation. Given that virtually all treatments of the problem

of cognitive rel-ativism by philosophers and anthropologists involve viewing

cognitive relativism as a first-order epistemological thesis, l"leilandrs

strategy for defending cognitive relativism would be of little interest to
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the "working cognitive relativist" in philosophy or anthropology.

Meiland then can escape the charge of the self-refutation of cognitive

relativism, but onty by making cognitive relativism an uninteresting

doctrine.

(B) Meiland believes that horn (1) can be escaped even more easily.

It would be inconsistent for the cognitive relativist to say both that

all d'octrines are relatively true and that cognitive relativism is not

relatively true but rather, absolutely and objectively true. However

aII the cognitive relativist need say is that all doctrines, including

cognitive relativism are only relatively true. And this is consistent.

Let us take up point (B) first. If the cognitive relativist

thesis is that aLJ- doctrjnes including cognitive relativism are only

rel-atively true, then rt/e may represent this doctrine as follows:

(Pf) No doctrines are absolutel-y or objectively true.

Now to generate a self-referential paradox, let us ask whether proposition

(Pf) is relativistically true. If (Pf) is absoluÈe1y and objectively

true, then (Pf) stands open to the immediate generatíon of a liar-style

antinomy if the scope of the quantifier is realLy universaT. But if

(Pf) i-s relativistically true, then it follows that from the cognitive

relativists' own standards, that there must be a position, absolutism,

which the cognitive relativist can only claim is relatively true. By

the standards of truth of absol-utism however, (Pf) is absolutely and

objectively false. But if (Pf) is absolutely and objectively false,

then it is false sirnpLiciter, false universally from anyone's perspective,

Hence if cognitive relativism is relatively true, then it is absolutely

and objectively false, and hence relatively false.
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This point also applies if cognitive relativism is taken to be

a-bsol-utely true. Then the liar style antinomy is generated as follows.

If (p-) is taken to be absoluteLy and objectively true, then (P.) must
LI

include itself within the scope of its quantifier, becaus" (Pf) is a

doctrine. But if (P1) is objectively true, then (3 x) Or(x). But (P1)

is the statement: ru (3x) oT(x), so that by the conjunction principle

we have fallen into contradiction: (fx) oT(x) & tu (¡x) ot(x). The

familiar Tarskian metalanguage/obiect-language distinction does not

dissolve this paradox as Meiland seems to think. The problem is that

cognitive relatívism is noÈ a meta-philosophical doctrine. It is not

a position which seeks inanyway to make comments about the nature of

philosophical doctrines in general. Rather it is an epistemological

theory of truth. It says that truth is relative to one's culture'

historicaf era and,/or perspective. This is a comment a'bout the nature

of truth, even if it is not a conceptual explication of the term rtruet.

To be sure, the cognitive relativist may be a coherencer pragmatist or

correspondence theorist when it comes to presenting a conceptual

explication of the term 'true', but the fact remains that doctrines

about the nature of truth are no more 'meta-theoretical' than doctrines

about the nature of universal-s, abstract reference and value' Truth is

one thing, among others, that philosophers discuss' This being so'

Meiland fails to rebut the standard self-referential argument against

cognitive relativism.

The paradox of cognitive relativism is generated in a way quite

similar to that in which many logical and semantical paradoxes are

generated: including too much within its scope. This excessive

generality however is unavoidable if cognitive rel-ativism is to stand
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as a non-trivial doctrine at all. From the cognitive relativist's o\,rrn

standards of relative truth, absolutism/objectivism must be regarded

as being rel-ativel-y true. This is so because the only plausible account

of cognitive rel-ativism is that aI1 doctrines, including cognitive

rel-ativism are onfy rel-atively true. Hence absolutism is true by its

o\^/n standards and unigue perspective. But absolutism is a position

which takes cognitive relativism to be false simpTiciter. If a d'octrine

is false simpliciter, then it cannot even be relativel-y true, because

if it was, there woul-d exist some perspective from which absolutism/

objectivism rdas fatse absofutel-g (fot it takes only one genuine

counter-example to refute a universal generalization) and this is incon-

sistent with the thesis that by the absolutist's own standards,

a-l¡sol-utism is absol-ute1y/objectively true.

It may be objected here that my self-referential argrment fails

because the absolutist's standards of truth operate only for the

absolutist and not for the cognitive rel-ativist. Could it not be that

there is some perspective from which a-l¡solutism/objectivism was false

absofutefy where this perspective is in fact that of the cognitive

relativist's? f do not believe that this is the case for the following

reason. If the cognitive relativist claimed that there was a perspective

from which absolutism/objectivism was false absoluteLg, then (Pt) is

once again contradicted as there is at least one thesis which is

absolutely true: that there is a perspective from which absolutism/

objectivism is absolutel-y false. To cfaim that even this is a relative

truth is to say that from the perspective of cognitive relaÈivism,

al¡solutism/objectivism is absolutely fa1se, and this the cognitive

relativism cannot say because their claim is that alosolutism/objectivisrn
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is onJ-y reJ-ativeTg true. If the absolutist's standards of truth

operate at aII, then they operate absolutely, and if they operate

a-l¡solutely, then they operate for all positions including the cognitive

relativistr s .

I turn now to a critique of Protagorean relativism. Tn criticizing

protagorean relativism I shall- attempt to perform two tasks; first to

defend James Jordan's ,1}T]-) self-referential arguments for the incon-

sistency of Protagorean relativism from the criticisms of Jack Meiland

(1979), and, second to contribute towards the cause of undermining

protagorean and conceptual relativism by criticizing Meiland's own

explication of the notion of relative truth (Meiland, L977).

Jordan gives the following explication of the position of Prota-

gorean relativism: ". . . the truth of a proposition is a function of

being believed, and that whatever seems true to anyone is true 'for

him"' (Jordan, I97I, p.1) and: "AlI propositions are true for those

who believe them" (ibid. r P- L2) . This doctrine is, Jordan alleges:

(1) simply inconsistent, in implying contradíctions and (2) self-

referentially inconsistent, in saying contradictory things about

itself.

Jordan begins his first argument by noting that the Protagorean

relativist is committed to the following line of argument:

(A) (a) what seems true to anyone is true for him to whom it

seems so.

(b)

(c)

Proposition (a) is true for anyone to whom it seems so.

The denial of (a) is true for anyone to whom it seems

so.
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(d)Propositions(b)and(c)aretrueforanyonetowhom

they seem so.

(e)Thedenialsof(b)and(c)aretrueforanyonetowhom

they seem so.

Novù Protagoras' theory may,Iike any other allegedly cogniÈive1y

meaningful theory,be affirmed or denied, and is true in a relativist

sense for those who accept it, and false in a relativist Sense for those

who do not accept it. But if nothing is objectively true, but believing

for the believer makes it true in a relativist sense, then the same must

be said for claim that there is something to believe. However that there

j_s ang cfaim to affirm or deny is held to depend on affirming or

believing Èhat there is, involves a plainty impossible state of

affairs, since such an affirmation or befief would require the very

object which it is supposed to conjure up. The cfaim that 'There ís

something to affirm, is true in a relativist sense if and only if

affirmed, but that object which is affirmed cannot on Protagoras'vie\^/

be anything apart from my affirming. If 'There is something to affirm'

was true in a relativist sense independentTg of this, then Protagorean

relativism woufd be inconsistent. But on the other hand if the Protagorean

relativist denied that there were even objects of beliefs that one may

befieve or disbelieve, there would seem to be nothinq to believe at all,

mere empty "believing" or nothing of the sort (ibid', p' 25) 
=

Again, if man is the measure of tJ:e being of things that
are and of the not-being of things that are not, then there
is something for one to affirm or believe if and only if
one affirms or betieves that there is. The consequent of
this implication comes to: "there is something for one to
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affirm (viz., the proposition 'there are propositions') and

one affirms it". But it is apparent that, if this were true,
there would be nothing to affirm. There being something to
affirm is made to depend on a condition that coufd not
possibly be fulfill-ed because it is self-contradictory. In
affirming, there must already be something (Iogically dis-
tinguishabl-e from affirming) to affirm, but on Protagoras'
theory there is nothing to affirm - no proposition - untif
one affirms that there is, i.e., affirms the proposition
"there are propositions"

Meiland.'s criticism of Jordan's arg'ument is that Jordan makes

use of a quite ontologically probtematic entity - a proposition - to

carry his argument through. It is relevant to cite in full Meilandrs

rejoinder (l,leiland, 7979, p. 65) :

... the cl-aim that propositions are the objects of belief
(or are some ingredients in beliefs in some way or other)
is a theory which has been much disputed in the literature.
I grant that thís theory has its attractions; that is
why it remains alive today. But it has engendered fierce
opposition too, the opponents holding that bel-ief-contexts
and other situations can be analyzed without referring to
or postulating propositions. Jordan has not shown that
the protagorean must analyze belief-contexts in terms of
propositions. At most, Jordan's first crj-ticism proves
Èhat the Protagorean relativist must not embrace an
analysis of beliefs in terms of propositions or 'meaningst'
But this is a far cry from showing that such an analysis
is required or entail-ed by his relativism .

Meil-and is quite correct to point out that Jordan has made an

uncritical use of the notion of a proposition. This however is not

sufficient to refute his argument, for Meiland would need to show that

the use of the notion of a proposition is essentjal to the argument,

and that the argument would not succeed without it. This he hasn't

done. The argument merely needs the notion that beliefs have an object'

and this is quite unproblematic. l\Je may catl this object of a belief a

cl-aim to avoid making reference to propositions if they offend one's

ontological tastes. A claim p in the belief sentence Bsp need not be

an abstract entity as a pïoposition is standardly taken to be, for p

may be taken to be some physicalty respectable enÈity such as a sentence-
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token. Jordan's point then becomes, as I have outlined above, that on

Protagoras'theory there is nothing to affirm, i.e., no claim, until

one affj-rms that there is - but this one cannot do, for there could never

be anything with respect to which one may consider whether and why one

may affirm it, if the above argument of Jordan's is correct.

Meiland however may wish to make the more radical claim that an

intensiona-2. account of belief is incorrect, not merely that propositions

or meanings are problematic abstract entities. If relativism must

reject any intensional account of belief, then if we are to retain belief

talk, such talk must be treated in an appropriate extensional fashion.

I do not believe that such an extensionafist position is satisfactory

because the extensionalist prograrnme is open to decisive objectj-ons

(cf. (Routley, 1980) ) .

Jordan's second argument is as follows. Consider the following

statements:

(J) (p*p) n 'u (p* t P)

(B) a believes that J.

4

Jordan argues that (J) must be true in an objectivist or refativist sense

of (B) simply for (B) to be an affirmative claim at all: otherwise

Protagoras' theory would not state anything true even for him without

stating what was also false even for him. Thus (J) must be "true"

prior to and independently of the relativist truth of (B); hence the

"truth" of (J) cannot be dependent on the affirming of (J), that is, on

(B). Since Protagorean relativism requires that the "truth" of (J) depend

on the affirming of (J), that is on (B) , Protagorean relativism is self-

referentialty inconsistent.

MeíIand's reply to this argument is to point out that the claim

that one cannot believe a statement which implies its own negation is
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quite problematic. Ivleiland coufd make a quite powerful case for this

by appealing to the wel-I known semantical and logical paradoxes and

various systems of dialectical and "paradoxical" logic which reject the

various'spread laws' such as p & tup+ q.5 Neverthefess, there is a

point to Jordan's critícism. The point is Èhat Protagorean relativism

is not an outrightly Iogical anarchist position where "anything goes",

but rather certain basic logicat principles must be presupposed if it

is to be formulated coherently. For example, if a statement is in fact

true only for those who believe it, it is true for those who believe it,

and not fafse for them or of a paradoxical truth-value. The Protagorean

relativist could accept this, and weaken his/her position accordingly.

But to do so, is not to avoid Jordan's first criticism, a criticism

which is sufficient to refute Protagorean relativism.

t sha1l now turn to the issue of understanding the relativist's idea

of "relaÈive truth". There is, apart from Jack Meiland'S o\,r¡n !'/ork,

surprisingty little discussion of this notion. This is surprising

precisely because the tenalcility of Protagorean and conceptual reLativism

hinges upon the provision of an acceptable explication of this concept.

I shall argue that lleil-and's own attempt does nothing to eliminate the

problematic nature of this concept.

For Meiland, the concept of "absolute truth" is a two place relation

between statements or propositions on the one hand, and facts or states

of affairs on the other. The concept of "relative truth" is a three

placed relation between statements, the world and a third term which is

either persons, world views, or historical and cultural- situations

(Meiland, 7977, p. 571). Thus 'P is true relative to W' is explicated

by 'P corresponds to the facts from the point of view of !'I', where 'P' is

a statement or proposition and 'Vü' a person, world view or historical or

cultural situatíon.
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Edmund Husserl in his LogicaT Investigations (1970) has given a

number of criticisms of the notion of relative truth. Here two such

criticisms wil-l be discussed. One argument seems to be this: what does

the term'true' mean in the expression 'Ø is true for ül'? It cannot

wiÈhout either circularity of definition or vicious infiniÈe regression

mean trefative truth'. Thus it seems that if the term has a meaning at

all, it means 'absolute truth' - and this commits the rel-ativist to the

notion of absolute truth, even though the non-triviality of the position

requires its denial. fndeed Meiland's style of analysis as we have seen

gives rise to a further sel-f-referential inconsistency: Iet '!rl' be the

perspective of a set of ideal truth seekers who uphold an absoluÈe

concept of truth, then according to the refaÈivist concept of truth,

relativism is absolutely false even if it is only relativistically

true. But if relativism is aþsoluteTg fa7se, how coufd it even be

rel-ativistically true?

Meil-and's response to Husserl's criticism is to point out that the

relativist is not talking about 'truth', but rather 'truth-for-üI' and

one can no more ask what 'true'means in the expression rtrue-for-IVr,

than one can ask what 'catr means in the word 'cattle' (I4eiland, 1.97'7,

p. 574). This response however betrays a logical confusion. The word

tcattfe' is a word and is thus a special type of expressionr one in which

particles of the word such as the sequence of signs 'cat' do not have a

meaning which in any way contributes to the meaning of the word 'cattle'.

The term rtrue' in 'true-for-Wr is not a meaningless sequence of signs.

To show this, change the focus of this discussion and consider the expression

ttrue-in-Iogistic system Lt or 'true"'. Now according to Meilandts argu-

ment we cannot meaningfully ask what 'truer means in this expression.

But surely v¡e can, and according to Tarski's theory of truth we can be
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given a definite answer. A sentence Q in a Togistic sgstem L is true

just in case it is satisfied bg a77 sequencesi more precisely Lf. Ø is

of the form 'F(xrr xrt ... *rr)' then Ø is satisfied by the sequence

.OI, 02, 03, 0rr, Orr+lt just in case it is satisfied by the first n

members of the sequence. I have no wish to address the question of

whether Tarskits theory is an "objective" or a "non-objective" account

of truth, and nor is it necessary to do this to devefop my objection to

Meiland. Rather I have sho\^/n that the term'truer in the expression

'true-in-logistic system L' is not like the term rcat' in rcattle'. In

my emphasized sentence the term rtrue' is not a meaningless sequence of

signs Iike 'mil-' is in 'smile' in English. Likewise there is no reason

for us to say that the term'true' in the expression'true-for-W' is

like the term rcat' in 'cattl-e'. Husserl's objection to Meilandrs type

of analysis of the concept of relative truth, is in my opinion substan-

tially correct.

Husserl- has a second objection (1970, p. 1-42) z

On a relativist view, the constitution of a species might
yield the 'truth', valid for the species, that no such
constítution existed. Must we then say that there is in
reality no such constitution, or that it exists, but only
for us? But what if all men, and all species of judging
beings, were destroyed, r^/ith the exception of the species
in question? We are obviously talking nonsense. The notion
that the nonexistence of a certain constitution shoufd be
based on this very constitution, is a fl-at contradiction...

Meil-and responds to this objection as follows: Husserl's objection

shows at best that relativism ís fal-sifiabl-e in principle. This, Meiland

believes is a virtue and not a vice of a theory. Quite so. But the

question not addressed by Meiland is: 'lVhat does falsifiable mean here?r.

We have seen after all, that Meifand is attempting to analyse L}:.e meaning

of the notion of relativíst truth, rather than present those criteria by
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which we judge a statement to be either relativistically true or false'

Thus 'falsifiability' here could only mean 'absolutely falsifiable''

The relativist then thereby finds out that his/her own theory of truth

is fal-se for him/her, whilst at the same time expressing this fact in

terms of this very theory by saying what is false for him/her. Thus to

avoid Husserl-rs contradiction, the relativist must both assert and deny

the theory at the same time.

I'Ieiland alleges that a statement such as (P) :

(P) There is no constitution of the human species

could conform to the criteria of truth used by the relativist, so that if

the relativist retains the criteria of truth, then the theory of truth

must be changed, so that (P) will- come out to be absolutely true (Meiland,

1977, p. 576). But this is once more a contradiction. The criteria of

truth for a relativist are criteria for refatìve truth. It is logically

impossible for (P) to come out as absolutely true by a set of truth

criteria tailor-made to say when a statement is relativel-y true: this

is simply outside their domain of applicabiliÈy. This being so, Meiland's

rejoinder collapses.

I have attempted to defend James Jordan's recent self-referential-

a?guments for the inconsistency of Protagorean relativism from Jack

trdeilandts criticisms. Second, I have argued that Meil-and's own account

of relative truth does not escape objections which have been presented

by Edmund Husserl-. Therefore relativism in metaphiTosophg cannot be reached,

if mg arguments a-re sound, from the roads of cognitive and Protagotean teLativism.

3. AGAINST ORIENTATTONAL PLURALISIVI IN METAPHILOSOPHY

I turn now to an examination of Nicholas Rescher's (1978) position

of Orientationaf Pl-ura7ism, which Rescher explicitly advances as a

solution to the problem of perennial philosophical disagreements.

¡
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In Chapter 1, three broad explanations of the existence of perennial

philosophical dísputes were stated: (1) socioTogical explanations,

(2) nethodotogícal expTanations and (3) etjmjnative expTanations- Opposed

to these three views, Rescher takes the source of philosophical discord

to lie in the very modus operandi of philosophical inquiry itseff.

Perennial disagreement is a feature of the very nature of philosophy and

is not a ground for cognitive despair or scepticism about the intellectual

value of the discipline as a whole. The source in turn of this diversity

and discord lies in both (1) the problems of philosophy, (2) the

solutions to such problems and (3) the arguments used to defend these

solutions. Rescher states (ibid. ¡ p. 22O) z

(*r- the root cause of diversity lies in a combination
of these three factors in that philosophical issues ate
aTwags such that arguments of substantiaf ptima facie
cogencv can be buiTt up for a cfuster of mutuaTTg
incompatibl-e Xheses. Philosophical argumentation is
accordingLy nonpreemptive.' the existence of one cogent
resolution of an issue does not block the prospect of
an equalÌy cogent basis for its alternatives; by
posiÈive argumentation an excellent case can be buil-t
up in substantiation of each of several. mutually
incompatibl-e theses. It is the virtually characteristic
feature of phiJ-osophy that its problems are such that
eminently plausible arguments, arguments that strike
the doctrinally uncommitted ear as having more or less
equal cogency, can be built up on mutually incompatible
sides of the issue.

In philosophy, supportive argumentation is never
alternative-precluding. Thus the fact that a good case
can be made out for giving one particular answer to a
philosophical question is never to be considered as
constituting a valid reason for denying that an equally
good case can be produced for some other incompatible
answers to this question. The diversity of philosophical
doctrine is rooted in the pervasiveness of such aporeÈic
cLusters, as one may call them. Every philosophical
problem thus admits of a variety of mutually conflicting
solutions on whose behalf an impressively cogent case
can be made out .
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The passage (Rf) might strongly suggest that for any philosophical

thesis T-, a substanLial prima facie case can be built up for tuT-' a
R'n

claim which does seem plausible. Ho!"ever other passages in Rescher's

paper suggests that not merely a prima facie case can be built up for

incompatible theses, but a de facto case. He states for exampJ-e, that

philosophical probl-ems are much like the various solutions to the

logical and semantic antinomies: each proposed sofution must do violence

to at least some of our fundamental intuitions concerning the subject

matter at issue (ibid. r p. 223) .

An attempt to etiminate some of the inconsistent n-ad of propositions

that comprise an aporetic cluster of philosophical theses by eliminative

argumentaÈion, does not improve matters Rescher befieves. The ãccept-

ability of overall philosophical argumentation depends upon the accept-

ability of the concl-usions reached. If however one cannot evaluate the

strength of a philosophical argument independently of assessing the

acceptability of its consequences, then we must already be in a position

to assess the relative merits of the theses at debate in the controversy

(ibid. ¡ pp. 224-225) . Rescher proposes that an "essentially evaluative

methodology" for the cost-benefit assessment of doctrinal positions

eliminates the above circularity problem. The modus opetandi of this

method consists in a consideration and weighting of the various alter-

natives vis-à-vis parameters of cognitive merit and demerit - such as

consistenqy. comprehensiveness, economy, explanatory adeqUacy and so on-

Ho\^rever, whilst Rescher is quite right to point out that such metho-

dological orientations are not theories and doctrines, insofar as they

are taken to embody judgements of plausibitity in the assessment of

arguments, they must still be viewed as being arguments. This is so

because judgements of plausibility made in the assessment of arguments
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are arguments about arguments, they are sets of reasons evaluating other

sets of reasons. To judge on the basis of cognitive parameters of merit

or demerit is to argue. If this is not what one is doing in making

judgements on the basis of cognitive parameters, then Rescher has left

the notion of such judgements unacceptaJoly vague. If so, then the

evaluative argument is open to Rescher's above circularity objection.

hence generating a vicious infinite regress. The regress is vicious

because if Rescher's cost-benefit assessment of doctrinal positions by

reference to various cognitive values involves argumentation, then the

acceptalcility of thís verg argument must, he tells us, depend upon the

acceptability of the conclusions reached. The acceptability of the

evaluative conclusion here is clearly dependent upon the acceptability

of the cost-benefit premises. This is so because if we are to make a

conclusion about the cognitive vafue of any position, then we must argue

from premises which must consist of cost-benefit facts about a position.

yet if Rescher's views are accepted we must already be in a position of

being able to independently assess the acceptability of the conclusion

(about the cognitive vafue of some position) before appealing to the

premises of the argument (consisting of cost-benefit facts about a

position). This is a contradiction. Hence the regress, which Rescher

believes is harmless, is vicious. Therefore I find Rescher's view about

the assessment of phitosophical positions totally unacceptable.

The case which I wish to now build up here against Rescher' is that

contrary to his der:ials. he is committed to Protagorean relativism in

matters metaphilosophical. Before detailing his position of Orientational

pluralism, I wifl cite one further piece of evidence for my interpretation

of (R- ) : Rescher himself draws the same parallel between his own
.L

position and, Protagoras' contention that every issue can be disputed
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with equal validity on either sid.e, including this issue itself (ibid.,

p. 25I).

Orientational- Pl-urafism Rescher defines as the metaphilosophical

position "that there are different and ... equally eligible alternative

eval-uatj-ve orientations which underwrite different and mutually incom-

patible resol-utions of philosophicaf issues" (ik,id., p. 229) . On this

view there is no such thing as a uniquely correcÈ answer to a philo-

sophical problem, rather,the best that one can do is to esta-lclish

optimal tenabil-ity against a pre-estabfished probative-value orientation.

Likewise for the concept of philosophical truth. One cannot occupy more

than one of these "probative-value orientations" at once, and unless two

debaters agree on such methodological first principles, Sational argument

and the possibility of uftimate consensus will not occur. This ensures,

Rescher believes, that a variety of incompatible solutions to any philo-

sophical problem will exist, and that pluralJ-sm in philosophy is

inescapable.

With regard to metaphilosophical matters, Rescher accepts an

inevitabl-e pluralism. However from any orientational perspective there

is only one "correct" solution to a philosophical problem. "Correctness"

here is a term defined within the meta-Ianguage of the particular

orientational- perspective. This combination of doctrinal unique

correctness, with metaphilosophical pluralism or refativism is taken

by Rescher to constitute a quiÈe attractive position (ibid., P. 241') t

Orientational pluralj-sm enables us to have it both ways,
so to speak. For on its teachi-ng \^/e can and should work
out our own ans\^/ers to philosophical problems (in a way
that is rationall-y sound. and altogether cogent relative
to our own methodoloqical perspective of consideration),
but neverthel-ess we need not thereby feel compelled to
dismiss as mistaken and misguided,the work of colleagues
whose conscientious fal¡ors fead them to other solutions.
lrie can be fervent in our attachment to our own position
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without writing off as altogether worthless the work of
our competitors in the field .

Despite Orientational Pluralism's happy liberalism, I shall argue that

the position is demonstrably unsatisfactory as a view of metaphilosophy.

As one woul-d expect, Rescherts o\n/n position rests upon various philo-

sophical theses. First is Rescher's claim that whilst in the sciences,

the acceptability of a conclusion depends ultimately on the merits of the

presented argument, in philosophy the strength of a philosophical argu-

ment cannot be judged independently of an assessment of the acceptability

of the conclusion of the argument. We saw previously the conclusion

which this very argument led us to, a rejection of the very possibility

of arguing for any philosophicat thesis at all. The very point of

advancing philosophical arguments is to argue for specific concfusions.

ff however we must aTreadg be in a position Èo assess the acceptability

of such conclusions before advancing our premises, then such argumen-

tation involves us in a vicious circle. This circle I argued previously,

is not broken by Rescher's o!,¡n methodological considerations. If

philosophical arquments ca¡:not be assessed independently of an assess-

ment of the acceptability of the concl-usion of the argument, then

philosophical argumentation is otiose because no premise set could

ever convince one of the truth of a concfusion that one judged to be

false (recall that it is sufficient to show that an argument is valid

and has true premises, to show that its conclusion must be Èrue).

Rescher's own conclusion is extremely implausible, and we should in

accordance with his position, reject his own argument. Fortunately we

can do this for good reasons. In philosophy, as in science, we do assess

arguments through the acceptability of the principles that constitute

the termjnus a quo of its argumentation. This is a sociological fact

and the reader can convince him/hersel-f of this from studying journal
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articles in ?he Journal- of Critical- AnaLgsis, Mind, Analgsis, The Review

of Iuletaphgsics and, so on. Rescher's descriptions of philosophical

inquiry do not conform to philosophical practice. It is however true

that frequently the consequences which afford the termjnus ad quem of

an argument may lead us to reject the argument - only however by leading

us back to its premises, with which we must find faufts, or to its logical

form which may be seen to be invalid. Arguments are not rejected by

honest and rational philosophers merely because they have unacceptable

conclusions; they are rejected because they are unsound. Therefore

Rescher's argument is unsound, and. cannot be reasonably cited in

defense of Orientational Pluralism.

The second argument in support of Orientational Pl-uralism is (R1).

Here we must claim that a substantial de facto case can be built up for

both Tn and ruTn if we are to support Rescher's own metaphilosophical

position. Earlier I gave textual reasons for this claim, no\^/ I advance

an argument. Merely to claim that prima facie reasons can be given for

both theses Tn and r,Tn is a rather trivial and uncontroversial

observation. This proposal is consistent with the position that there

is a uniqueJ-y correct solution to each philosophical problem, for the

prima facie reasons may after debate be shown to be quite illusory. It

is only if the Protagorean claim that every issue can be disputed with

equal validity on either side, including this issue itsel-f, that we have

anything approaching an argument for Orientational Pluralism. If we do

cl-aim to have such an argument, then we need good reason to believe that

this thesis is true:

(PRT) Every issue can be disputed with equal val-idity on either

side, including the issue as to whether (PRT) is true or

false or indeterminate in truth value.
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Now we require as I said good reason to believe that (PRT) is true.

Thus suppose (Af) is an argument for this claim. Then if (PRT) is true,

there exists an argument (AZ) which establishes with equal validity the

invalidity of (Af). This one would take to establish that (PRT) cannot

be befieved with good reason to be true. But let us think more care-

fully. There will- also exist another argument (43) against (Ar), an

argument (44) against (A,3) and so on. Proceeding in this \^/ay we reach

a point where we must throw up our hands in despair, and admit that we

do not know how to classify (PRT) in truth-vafue. Surely to say that

(pRT) is even indeterminate invites the rebuttal that there must be a

d.e facto counter-argument against even that claim! If this is so, then

we cannot cfaim that (PRT) is true, or false, or make any satisfactory

affirmative claims about it at aII. Not even that it supports

orientational Pluralism.

This then seems to me to rebut the two arguments which Rescher

advances in defense of his position. Still, the question remains, are

there good reasons to accept Orientational- Pluralism? I will no\^l argue

that Orientational- Pluralism is unsatisfactory because like aII

affirmations of cognitive relativism it is both triviat and self-

referentially inconsistent.

Rel-ativism in its cognitive form proposes that either "truth",

"correctness", "rationality" or some other cognitive standard is

framework-internal and contextually relative. In Rescher's Orientational

Pl-uralism in metaphilosophy for example, orientational perspectives cannot

be judged in an "objective" framework independent way. If this is the

claim that in the very act of judging and arguing one must presuppose

various things such as the coherence of reasoning, Rescher is quite

right, but the thesis is then trivial-. Even if one knew what the non-
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refative truth is, one would at 1east need a language to communicate

this. To make a substantial claim Rescher must rule out the validity

and satisfactoriness of cognitive objectivism, the metaphilosophical

position which according to its own probative-vafues claims that

Orientational Pluralism is invalid and unsaÈisfactory.

Tal-k of "validity" and "satisfactoriness" here must not be under-

stood in a question-begging objectivist fashion. Virtuatly aII self-

referential arguments against relativism have failed in the past because

of their viciously ci.rcul-ar implicit acceptance of objectivist accounts

of truth, rationality and so on. So l-et us then speak entirely of

validity and satisfactoriness in an orientational perspective. This is

harmless neutral talk because validity and satisfactoriness for the

objectivist is precisely the denial of the relativist's account, and we

can readily conduct the appropriate translation when the time reguires

this.

According to the relativist, in this case the Orientational

Pfural-ist, there is a plurality of perspectives with no one of them

objectively right. One of these perspectives is objectivism. According

to Orientational Pluralism, objectivism is a perspective to which its

own claims of relative-validity apply. According however to objectivism,

Orientational Pluralism is objectively false, invalid and unsatisfactory.

But the Orientational Pluralist must accept this: "yes, according to

that perspective, my position is unacceptable". This confession leads

however to the conclusion that Orientational Pluralism must be objectivelg

false, invalid and. unsatisfactory. Let us spell out why this is so more

clearly.

For Orientational Pluralism, the denial that there is a uniquely

correct position involves treating all positions of equal epistemic worth.
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To avoid obvious self-referential inconsistency, this cl-aim must also be

made of Orientational- Pluralism itself. If it is made, then objectivism

cannot without inconsistency be ruled out of equal epistemic worth to

Orientational Pl-uratism. This in fact means that Orientational Pluralism

has no good context-d.ependent arguments against objectivism. If it did,

then objectivism would not be of equal cognitive worth to any other

orientational perspective, and this would contradict the very definition

of "orientationaf Pfuralism". Ho\^¡ever without such excluding arguments.

we have equally good context-dependent reasons for accepting objectivism

over Orientational- Pl-uralism. Unfortunately objectivism entails the

falsity, inval-idity and unacceptability of Orientational Pluralism.

Hence Orientational Pluralism alfows objectivism to survive as a live

option, and it is this very option which once alive strangles the very

acceptability of orientational Pluralism.

4. UNGER'S HYPOTHESIS OF PHILOSOPHICAL RELATTVTTY

Peter Unger (1984) has attempted to cast doubt upon the thesrs

that the traditional problems of philosophy have definite objective

answers. Perhaps there are reall-y no objective answers to most philo-

sophical problems, neither "commonsensical" nor "sceptical", Unger

suggests. If this was so, then it would explain the lack of progress

which has been made with respect to the solution of the principal problems

of philosophy (ibid., pp. 4-5) . This position readily solves the problem

of perennial philosophicat disputes, because if it is "correct", then

there have never really been any genuine philosophical disagreements at

all. Nor is there any objective philosophical knowledge. This at least

seems to be his position as stated in chapter l- of PtLílosoptticaf Refativitg.

Ho$¡ever fater j-n the book (ibid., p. 115) Unger qualifies his position.
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"philosophical relativity" exists only in areas whose key terms generate

disputes between contextualist and invariantjsÈ theories of semantics-

To outline Ungeï's hypothesis of philosophical relativity and the principal

thesís of hís book, some basic terms must now be explicated.

Accord.ing to the hypothesis or thesis of philosophicaf relativity

" [o] ne position on a philosophical problem is to be preferred only refative

to assumptions involved in arriving at its answer to the problem; an

opposed position is to be preferred only refative to alternative

assumptions; there is nothing to determine the choice between the

diverse assumptions and, hence, between the opposed positions" (ibid.,

p. 5). Situations of philosophical refativity typically arise because

of semantic rel-ativitg: "[one] set of assumptions leads to one semantic

interpretation, another set leads to another, and there is nothing to

decide objectively in favor of either set" (ibid., p. 5) .

Unger argues for semantic relativity by arguing that two general

semantical theories, contextualism and invariantism, conflict. Context-

ualism is a thesis about the interpretation of predicates and terms in

a language: Èo say that x is F means that x is F according to contextualTg

relevant standards. A surface x may be said to be fLat if according to

contextuallyrelevant standards the surface is sufficiently close to

being absolutely flat. The thesis of invariantism states that the

interpretation of predicates and terms in a language only involves

contextually relevant standards in the evaluation of d.emonstrative subject

terms rather than predicates. The uttered sentence 'that surface is flat',

means for the invariantist, that such a surface is sufficiently close to

being absolutely flat, that nothing could be flatterr but it could be

equally as flaÈ. According to the hypothesis of semantic relativity,

there is no objective fact of the matter about which general semantical-
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theory is true, so that neither position is correct to the exclusion

of the other.

philosophical relativity arises because "for each problem studied,

an invariantist can assign a semantics to the philosophically important

terms that is comfortable to a skeptical view on the problem, and a

contextualist can, with equal propriety, assign a semantics that is

comfortabfe to the commonsense position on the problem, antithetical to

the skeptic's position" (ibid., p. 46). It is Unger's position that

philosophicaf relativity exists in any area, whose key terms involve a

dispute between the contextuafist and invariantist (ibid-, P. 115) - As

an exampfe of philosophical relativity vle consider the statement 'S

knows that the drug is safe; a drug tester told S'. In another context

someone else may say: 'S does not kno\¡¡ that the drug is safe; the drug

tester could be lying because she is after aI1 employed by the company'.

Are these two statements contradictory? For the contextualist they are

not because the context of the statement of the denial of Srs knowledge

claim probably has a higher standard for what al-ternatives must be

excluded for a knowledge cl-aj-m to be warrantly asserted, whilsÈ the

context of the knowledge claim probably employed a lo\¡¡er standard. But

for the invariantist there is a genuine contradicÈion here, for surely

S has knowledge or S does not. On Unger's relativity hypothesis neither

epistemological position is correct at the expense of the other.

It may be thought that there is indeed a decj-dable issue between

scepticism and commonsense epistemology. A commonsense epistemology seems

to most of us intuitiveJ.g more satisfactory than scepticism. Intuitions

seem to many to be a fact of the matter which gives one more reason to

believe that commonsense epistemology is true than ít does to believe

that a sceptical epistemology is true. Unger in reply argues that for
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a subject to have an intuition he/she must have a belief and that belief

must be true or correct. If this is not so then there will be no genuine

intuition to which the theory must conform. If one has an intuition that

a surface is flat, then it must be true that the surface is in fact flat.

But the question of whether or not the surface is flat is precisely the

issue at debaÈe here. This objection amounts to a mere denial of Ungerrs

relativity hypothesis, not an argument against it and so commits the

fallacy of reason , petitio principii.

The first argument to be given here against Unger is an argument

from self-referential consistency. Let us ask whether or not there is

an objectively right ansv/er which may be given to the philosophical-

problem of philosophical rel-ativity? Is there a fact of the matter

about the truth of the thesis of philosophical relativity? There would

not be if the thesis of semantic relativity was applicable to any of the

key terms involved in this question. It seems to me that the debate

between the contextuafist and the invariantist is quite relevant here.

The terms 'relativity' and 'fact' are open to be same relativity which

prima facie faces the terms 'knowledge' and 'f1at'. The contextualist

will find the thesis of philosophical relaÈivity quite counterintuitive

and incorrect, involving unreasonably high standards of objectivity and

evaluation. The invariantist will opt for a sceptical view of these

standards of objectivity and evaluation. The consistent philosophical

relativist must claim that there is no fact of the matter enabling us

to not only rationally choose through considerations of versimilitude,

philosophicaf relativity or philosophical objectivity (the negation of

the thesis of philosophical relativity) , but as we1l, there is no fact

of the matter about the truth of the thesis of philosophical relaÈivity,

and no fact of the matter by which the thesis of philosophical relativity
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may be taken to be true.

If there is no fact of the matter about the truth of the thesis of

philosophical relativity. and no fact of the matter by which the thesis

of philosophical relativity may be taken to be true, then Unger's book

is deal-ing then with a pseudo-probl-em. This no doubt undermines his

position, for it makes nonsense of his attempt to criticize opposing

semantical- theories such as causal theories (ibid. r pp. 77-1,04) - Unger

seems to slide back into the position of a traditional philosopher at

this point. However it is clear that if the thesis of philosophical

relativity is upheld, then there is also no fact of the matter about the

truth or falsity of causal- theories of meaning and reference. This is

so because the concept of causation suffers from semantical and hence

philosophical rel-ativity (ibid., pp. 58-60) . Unger falls into incon-

sistency in presenLing objections to causal- theories of meaning and

reference. Yet if he does not, his own position remains unjustified.

IÈ would be a mj-stake to conclude that Unger's position is incorrect.

First, ít may wel-l be that the thesis of philosophical objectivity is

also inflicted by philosophical relativity as well. Unger in reflection

upon the possibility that his thesis of philosophical relativity is

infected by philosophical relativity has this to say (ibid., p. 44) z

As far as I can see, any lack of determinacy, or of objectivity,
in our account of compatible elasticities will only mean eyen
more relativity than we have so far articulated, not no
relativity at aII. Statements that our language has such and
such a range of allowable semantic interpretations, with such
and such a range of correlative pragmatic employments, with
themsel-ves be true only rel-ative to certain higher-order
explanatory posits, each (group) of which will exclude the
others. From a relativistic perspective, we can then say this:
There wil-I be nothing objective to decide matters between any
two such higher-order alternatives

It thus seems that the thesis of philosophical relativity leads to "an

infiniÈe hierarchy of arbitrary assumptions", that must be made "in
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order to resolve conventionai-Iy an infinity of compatible elasticities"

(ibid., p. 45) . Thus we cannot even say that the thesis of philosophical

refativity is indeterminate in truth va1ue, for there is no fact of the

matter about which the thesis of philosophical refativity may be taken

to be indeterminate in truth value. This I take as a reductio ad

absurdum of the position itself and a decisive argument in favour of

philosophical objectivity. Unger may object here that my argument' much

like the appeal to intuitions, begs the question against the thesis of

philosophical relativity. However this can hardly be the case. For

someone to beg the question in a debate there must be a determinate

question to beg. If the thesis of philosophical relativity is upheld,

then this cannot be so, because the very thesis itself entail-s that

there is no fact of the matter by which a truth value may be assigned

to this thesis.

If the thesis of philosophical relativity is rejected, then how can

the thesis of philosophical objectivity be upheld? How can the dJ-spute

between the contextualist and the invariantist be resolved,? I do not

believe that there is a genuine dispute between the contextual-ist and the

invariantist. The contextualist theory will at most apply to certain

expressions and the invariantist theory will apply to certain other

expressions. The hypothesis or thesis of philosophical objectivity asserts

that there is no situation where the two posítions will apply with equal

justification to a single expression. The support which can be given

for this thesis can only be inductive because I know of no way of demon-

strating any inconsistency in the thesis that there is (at l-east) some

expression for which no rational choice can be made for either contextualism

or invariantism. However neither can Unger supply such a demonstration.

It is for this reason that I have used the terms 'hypothesis' and'thesis'
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interchangeably. The 'thesis' or position of phíIosophical objectivity

is open to rational justification, it is not a conjecture in Popper's

sense. It remains however hgpothetical, a position which cannot be as

rigorously supported as we would demand most positions in philosophy

to be open to.

My refutation of semantic relativity ironically proceeds along the

same lines as Unger sketches as a refutation of Quiners thesis of the

indeterminacg of transfation (as outlined in chapter 2 of Quine's WoId

and ObjecÈ (1960)). Unger seems to accept Quine's point that there wifl

be indeterminacy of translation not onJ-y for cases of tadical trans-

Lation, but also in our own attempts to state in English or some other

natural J-anguage N, the semantics of English or N. Behaviour itself is

an inadequate ground for the rational- choice of alternative behaviourally

equivalent translation manuals; indeed as this thesis has been stated

this cl-aim appears tautological. So let us grant this to Quine. However

as Unger notes "[o]ur translations, in effect our semantic theories, must

accord with the rest of what we hofd true, not only psychology but

neuroJ-ogy, information theory, sociology, and more" (Unger, 1984, P. 19) .

Semantics then is not an isolated field of research. Other scientific

and metaphysical theories stand. as aids in semantical research. But if

this is so, then Unger's entire book can be un.lermined: the debate

between contextualists and invariantists is not unsolvable or indeter-

minate, because the truth of these positions in their application to

expressions wil-I depend upon arguments and theoretical- considerations made

on the basis of our best scientific theories. The very same criticism

which Unger has made against Quine can be made against his own position.

Let us itlustrate this soluÈion to Unger's problem of philosophical

relativity by some examples. Invariantism is the correct semantical
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position to take for many terms of science. A togistic system L is said

to be trivial- if an arbitrary wff W* is prova-b1e' But a logistic system

L* even if it is a logical extension of L, cannot be mote trivial than L,

if L* is trivial. This is so because in both L and L* every wff is

provable. (To avoid some technical objections l{e assume that L and L* have

the same syntax and semantics, the same signs and formation rules, but

not necessarily the same axioms for non-natural deductive systems.) The

same argument can be repeated for other terms such as 'complete', 'theorem',

'argument', 'justified' and so on- these are clearLy absoTute tetms.

I cannot however agree with Unger when he takes the termtflatr to

be an absolute term that is equally open to an invariantist treatment as

a contextualist treatment. It is worthwhile stating my reasons for

believing this, as Phj-l.osophical ReLativitg consists in the best part of

a discourse on the semantics of 'flat'. If'ffat' is an absofute term'

without special context-sensitive semantic features, then it is incon-

sistent to say that something is flatter than something that is said to

be flat. Yet we do say this. To preserve consistency of common usage,

we must reject the cfaim that 'fl-at' is a semantical term without special

context-sensitive semantic features. A surface can be flatter than a

flat surface, just as an object can be larger than a large object, if

'flat' is analyzed contextually rather than invariantly. Such an analysis

is preferable because it is intuitively correct and saves conmon usage

from what would be a serious inconsistency. To adopt an analysis that

leads to inconsistency, and which conflicts with intuition, seems to me

to not only beg the question against commonsense semantics, but to be a

perverse insistence to see tragedy and misery where none need be seen

at afl.
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It is not necessary to d.ebate with Unger the semantics of terms

such as 'knowsr, 'truth' and others of relevance to philosophy. Here I

have attempted to cast dou-l¡t upon his claim that no rational- choice can

be made between the semantical theories of contextual-ism and invariantism.

I have argued that the very same criticisms which Unger has made of

Quine's indeterminacy of translation thesis undermine his own position.

Further, I believe that Unger's thesis of philosophical rel-ativity leads

to a trivializing indeterminacy that cannot be rationally viewed as

other than a reductio ad absurdum of his position. I therefore reject

his position.

5. RORTYIS METAPHTLOSOPHICA], SCEPTICISII

Richard Rorty's book, PhiTosophg and the Mirror of Nature (L979)

is an attempt to undermine our confj-dence in the traditional view of

philosophy and its problems incl-uding: ""the mind" as something about

which one shoul-d have a "philosophical-" vie\,rr, in knowledge as something

about which there ought to be a "theory" and which has "found.ations",

and in "philosophy" as it has been conceived since Kant" (ibid., p. 7) .

The key to understanding this book is Rorty's "metaphilosophy": the

problems which phiì-osophers have been concerned with throughout the

history of philosophy are pseudo-probl-ems, resting upon false assumptions.

The point is not to provide new philosophical- theories to solve these

problems, but rather to reject the tacit claim that these problems are

in fact coherent and capable of solution. In the case of the mind/body

problem our difficulties are generated by an intuition about the nature

of the mentar which is in fact, "no more than the a-bility to command a

certain technical vocabulary - one which has no use outside of philosophy

books and links up with no issues in daily life, empirical science, morals
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or rel-igionr' (ibid., p. 22) -

In this section I will approach the task of criticizrng Rorty's book

through examining his "metaphilosophy", this being the material in part

three of his book. ff this material proves to be a fabric of illusions,

as I shaÌl argue is the case, at best, Rorty has only managed to criticize

a limited area of philosophy. He will- thus fail to undermine our

confidence in the traditional view of philosophy and its problems-

Rorty rejects three central themes which he takes as representative

of mainstream philosophy. First is the Platonic doctrine of truth and

knowledge, according to which, truth is correspondence with "nature" or

the "world", and. knowledge is a matter of possessing accurate represen-

tations. Second is the Cartesian doctrine of the mind as a private inner

mirror which "mentalizes" and represents outer reality. Third is a

Kantian conception of epistemology, which takes the proper task of

epistemology to be to set universal standards of rationality and

objectivity for all actual and possible cl-aims to knowledge. If one

rejects these three central themes of mainstream philosophy what enter-

prise does one place in the intellectual vacuum now existing?

Strictly speaking Rorty does not wish for any enterprise to fil-I this

space, and takes hermeneutics as "an expression of hope that the

cuftural space left by the demise of epistemology will not be filled"

(ibid., p. 315) . Epistemology must assume that al-I discourse is

commensurabfe - that is, brought under a set of rules which will tell

us how rational agreement can be reached. Hermeneutics is an explicit

struggle against this assumption (ibid. r p. 318) :

Hermeneutics sees the rel-ation between various discourses
as those of strands in a possible conversation, a conversation
which presupposes no disciplinary matrix which unites the
speakers, but where the hope of agreement is never lost so long
as the conversation lasts. This hope is not a hope for the
discovery of antecedently existing conmon ground, but simpTq
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hope for agreement t Qî t at least, exciting and fruitful dis-
agreement. Epistemology sees the hope of agreement as a

token of the existence of common ground, which perhaps,
unbeknown to the speakers, unites them in a common rationality.
For hermeneutics, to be rational is to be willing to refrain
from epistemology - from thinking that there is a special
set of terms in which all contributions to the conversation
shoul-d be put - and to be willing to pick up the jargon of
the interlocutor rather than translating it into one'S ov¡n.
For epistemology, to be rational is to find the proper set
of terms into which all the contributions should be trans-
lated if agreemenÈ is to become possible. For epistemology,
conversation is implicit inquiry. For hermeneutics, inquiry
is routine conversation. Epistemology views the participants
as united i¡ what Oakeshott calls an univetsitas - a group
united by mutual interests in achieving a common end.
Hermeneutics views them as united in what he calls a societas
- persons whose paths through life have fallen together,
united by civility rather than by a common goal, much less
by a common ground .

This position which views hermeneutics and epistemology as ideal

opposites is supported by considerations of the "hermeneutic circle".

According to the idea of the hermeneutic circle, understanding of a

culture, language, theory or whatever is impossible unless we understand,

already, if only vaguely, the totality or "whole" of the object of

understanding. Understanding is a back-and-forward shuffle from the

parts to the whole, where our conjectures are corrected at each stage

of the shuffle. This is much like coming Èo know a person, or acquiring

a ner^/ skill. Epistemology on the other hand, is taken by Rorty to

propose that certain prOceSSeS are "basic" or "foundational". The

general holist line of counter-argument against foundationalism is

evident: alteged basic elements cannot be isolated without already

prior knowledge of the conceptual or theoretical framework in which

these elements feature (ibid., pp. 3l-8-31-9) .

Rorty attempts to generalize Kuhn's well known (and well criticized)

idea of a paradigm, to apply it to discourses in general, including

philosophy. In rejecting totally the idea of knowled'ge involving

accurate representation of realitYr we are left to take philosophy as
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a mod.e of interparadigmatic conversation, where the purpose of

"edification", education or self-formation become key goals. part of

our edification comes from understanding the outri-ght impossiJcility of

"systematic philosophy". Edifying philosophy is not a new philosophical

theory, it is reactive against normal phirosophy, that is systematic

philosophy. Edifying philosophy is a medicine which cures us of the

disease of epistemology. Among its most notably general practitioners,

Rorty incrudes De\,"ey, lvittgenstein and Heidegger (ibid. r pp. 367-369) .

Al-l- three thinkers have cal-Ied into question the tradiÈional Vüestern

philosophical notion of philosophical truth because all- three thinkers

have called into question the idea of knowledge as accurate represen-

tation.

The implications of such an orientation are rad.ical- indeed. Strictly

speaking good and consistent edifying philosophers must reject the notion

of being committed to, and. defending a phirosophical position at arl.

To do this, one may well propose that to say something is not necessarily

to express a view about something, or to claim that some proposition is

true. A conversation may no more represent externar rearity than a

casual sexual affair may represent long term emotional satisfaction.

For the edifying philosopher what is important is cotmnunication, not

necessarily communicating the truth.

This completes my summary of Rorty's metaphirosophy. r berieve that

the book PhiTosophg and the Mirror of Nature can only be satisfactorily

understood by first understanding RorÈy's overalt metaphilosophy. For

the purposes of critique we may isolate the fol-lowing propositions, which

if they were demonstrably unreasonable, would demonstraÈe the unreason-

abreness of Rorty's overall- metaphirosophicar orientation:

(R1) Mainstream philosophy is fundamentally flawed.
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(R2) Mainstream philosophy, and in particular epistemology, is

irreconcilabte with hermeneutics.

(R3) Rejecting the ideas of mainstream philosophy is in general

a good thing, an edifying and satisfying thing to do.

Let us briefly outline why Rorty must accept (R1), (R2) and (R3).

(R1) is something which he has explicitly stated. (R2) is something

which he has impliciÈty stated in contrasting epistemology and hermen-

eutics. (R3) is something which Rorty must accept under the pain of

having his proposal-s made in his book dismissed as irreLevant. Yet in

stating that Rorty is making "proposals" $re seem to be engaged from the

outset of our inguiry in a petitio principii. Let us first add,ress this

question.

If Rorty claimed to be actually arguing for the proposals which we

have cited above in section I, then PhiTosophg and the lulirror of Nature

would be outrightly incoherent. Even if one claimed to be able to

perform a grand reductio ad absurdum of epistemology, one is sti1l in

fact arguing. But Rorty we have seen rejects the ideal of philosophy

as a discipline which has as its chief activity the presentation of

rational arguments. Thus it seems that Rorty's criti""6 hu.lr. grossly

misunderstood Påilosophg and the Mirror of Nature by presenting counter-

arguments to what they in fact take Èo be Rorty's arguments. Rorty's

text must, if it is to be consistent, be edifying rather than analytical,

sysÈematic and cognitive. This text Èhen must not be concerned about

metaphilosophical truths, such as the alleged problems of mainstream

philosophy, but must itself be a conversation, a matÈer of hermeneutic

sounds, which may or may not be aesthetically pleasing. Hence if

Rorty is making truth-c1aims, and cfaims in some way to be accurately

representing Ehe state of mainstream philosophy, then he is inconsistent.
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Suppose that Rorty is consistent. Then he must claim that Phil-o-

sophg and the Mirror of Nature is a non-epistemological book. Rather

it seeks to edify, educate and express in literary form certain values,

ideas and dreams of iÈs author. This in itself does not mean that

Rorty's text is not without value. Ivlany would agree that it is a fine

piece of writing. But this does nothing to cure the systematic phito-

sopher from the epistemic d.isease which Rorty believes that he suffers

from. Thus if Rorty argues with the systematic philosopher - even to

produce a reductio ad absutdum of systematic philosophy, he is incon-

sistent. If Rorty does not argue with the systematic philosopher, then

no critique of systematic philosophy is presented, and his hermeneutic

sounds are at best irrelevant to the epistemologist.

Does this style of argument from seLf-referential consistency beg

the questj-on againsÈ Rorty? I think that this is not the case. To

speak of "begging a question", presupposes that there exists an argu-

mentative framework from which questions may be begged. Thus if pro

begs the question against Con, Pro is advancing a thesis T which Con

woufd reject and Pro has no satisfactory independent argument to demon-

strate that Conrs criticism or rejectj-on of T is unreasona-b1e. fhis is

not a rigorous definition of the expression "begging the question", but

serves to ill-ustrate the view that such a definition would already

presuppose the idea of an argument. If however the very basic act of

thc giving of arguments is abandoned, so too must go ascriptions such

as petitio principji which presuppose an argumentative framework.

Rorty's position suffers from inconsistency in another d,imension as

well. Here the problem is Èhat one would expect an edifying philosopher

to have abandoned metaphysics: Rorty is however not strong enough in

will to surrender his eliminative materialism and determinism. He states
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for example (ibid., p. 354).

(p1) To sum up what I want to say about the "irreducibility"
of the Geisteswissenschaften, then, let me offer the
following theses: Physicalism is probably right in
saying that we shall someday be able, "in principle", to
predict every movemenÈ of a person's body (including
those of his larlmx and his writing hand) by reference
to microstructures within his body

This passage as far as the present author is concerned, can only be under-

stood as a tacit acceptance of the notion of philosophical truth -

otherwise Rorty's own physicalism must be undersÈood non-cognitively

and the above passage becomes incomprehensilcle. But if this passage is

a tacit acceptance of the notion of philosophical truth, then PhiTosophg

and the Mirror of Nature is inconsistent. Passage (P1) is not a mere

isotated fragment of Rorty's text, but clearly sums up the structure

of a very major argunent of the text, so the inconsistency cannot be

regarded as a local one, nor one which is trivial.

lrle turn now to a consideration of the propositions (R1), (R2) and

(R3) which we shall assume are propositions which Rorty should have

defended by reasoned argument. The argument for (R1) consists of three

parts. The fírst part is an historical argument which catalogues the

failures of systematic phitosophy to solve its basic problems, and hence

to arouse our scepticism a-l¡out the cognitive valj-dity of the perennial

problems of philosophy. lrfe should recall , that Rorty equates epistemol-

ogy with the attempt to achieve universal commensurability, and, the

existence of pcrcnnial phitosophy disputes does as such, threaten the

rationality of philosophy.

If philosophy, and especially episÈemology l^ras committed to the idea

of commensurability, then Rorty has by appeal to the history of philo-

sophy, a strong argument for (R1). But the epistemologist need not

accept that progress in a discipline consists of agreed solutions to
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problems. For one thoroughly immersed in the Platonic ideal of knowledge,

it may simply be the case that agreemenÈ is nothing more than agreed

ignorance or the agreed acceptance of falsehoods, and extensive dis-

agreement nay mean that many parties at a díspute are simply l^/rong.

progress in philosophy is a much richer notion than that which Rorty

woul-d have us accept. Plausible solutions Èo philosophical problems

may require more sophisticated answers than those which have been yet

given. Philosophical questions are not easy and test the human mind to

its cognitive limits. Progress must Èhen occur when problems are defined

more sharply, and irrelevant issues removed from debates. To seal off

blind alleys and expose errors, if taken to be part of an account of

philosophical progress, Ieaves philosophy in a much better state than

Rorty woul¿ have us believe. After all, who defends Descartes' version

of the ontological argument today? Defenders of Èhe ontological

argument Èoday have the critical- reaction to Descartes' argument as

data from which they may depart in building a more challenging onto-

logical argument. These proposals are developed in more detail- in Later

chapters of this work. ft is concluded that Rorty's historical argument is

less than comPelling.

A second argument advanced by Rorty generalizes upon Kuhn: philo-

sophy cannot articulate and. validate the universal- standards of

objectivity and rationality for aII human discourses or paradigms as

there are no such commensurating grounds for differenÈ paradigms'

Rorty here has cited a major difficulty facing philosophy in the

systematic tradition, and it is not immediately solved as Kim

believes (Kim, 1980, p. 595) by viewing philosophy as intrapatadiginatic

inquiry into the foundational aspects of a given paradigm. such

foundational inquiry frequently involves asking whether a given paradigrm

is in fact satisfactory, regardless of whether it has a competitor or
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not. Christopher Clarke, himself a physicist has asked this question

of current high energy physics (Clarke (et al), l-980), and an increasingly

Iarge nurìber of biologists have come to criticize the entire orientation

of the neo-Darwinist synthesis (Ho and Saunders, 1979), (Webster and

Goodwin , ag}2); cf (( smith, L984) for a survey) '

Two points may be now established. Intraparadigmatic inquiry does

not escape the issue that the rationality and objecÈivity of paradigms

themselves are in need of establishment. Second this is a need felt by

practitioners of sciencer it is especially a need felt by social

scientists (Sztompka, a979), (Smith' L984). Now how can Rorty as a

consistent edifying philosopher tell scientists how to do science? To

do so, is nothing more than to allow the Kantian concepÈion of philosophy

entrance from the back door. Thus Rorty faces a major dilemma: on the

one hand he asks us to al¡andon metaphysics and epistemology' on Èhe other

hand after abandoning them and becoming either social or natural

scienÈists, it is found that we do not escape philosophical problems,

even if we wish to call them by some other name such as "foundational

problems". This leaves Rorty only with the option of either claiming

that the scientists are not really doing science at such times, or to

accept inconsistency by both accepting and simultaneously rejecting the

Kantian conception of philosophy. To opÈ for the former horn of the

dilemma also leads to inconsistency, because if there is one thing which

an edifying philosopher does not do, it is to criticize the "forms of

life" such as the sciences. But to say that one is only concerned to

criticize a philosophical component of the sciences is just as problematic:

(1) it is still a "foundational" criticism of a form of life; (2) it

presupposes thaÈ a sharp philosophy/science distinction can be drawn, and

Rorty has done nothing to establish this.
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Rortyrs third argument against systematic philosophy stems from his

rejection of Platonic realism and any account of knowledge as accurate

representation. The argument here is simply that systematic philosophy

accepts Platonic realism, Platonic realism ís wtong, therefore systematic

philosophy is wrong. What however does it mean to speak of Platonic

realism being "wrong'"? It cannoÈ mean that it is false or irrational,

as these are concepts which Rorty has little use for. It is unclear

what this term could in fact mean, and this unclarity erodes the

credibility of Rorty's posiÈion.

Suppose however that we díd accept that Platonic realism is false,

and the whole notion of accurate representation a myth. Does this

establish mereTg the incoherence of systematic philosophy? I thinl< not.

Rorty's proposal is nothing short of an outright rejection of any

correspondence,/referential use of language, ancl to see sentences as

cohering with other sentences rather than with the world. This must in

fact mean that no discourse has a representational function. But how

in fact could this conclusion be established on the basis of true

premises? Any attempt to do this seems fittle more than self-defeating

for the reason that one has to refer to at least one object of discourse,

namely Èhe non-representational nature of language itself. The very

idea of criticism presupposes the assertorial function of language, and

criÈicism of Weltanschauungs is not something peculiar to systematic

philosophy. As f will argue below, it is a characteristic of hermeneutics

as well.

Thus, to sum up, Rorty fails to support proposition (R1). His

attempts to do this lead him into incoherence. Consequently, it is

PhiTosophg and the Mirror of Nature which is fundamentally flawed,

rather than systematic philosophy.
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Let us now examine proposition (R2). Is it the case that epistemo-

Iogy is irreconcila-ble with hermeneutics? ExplicaÈing the term 'herm-

eneutics' is no easy task (Palmer , L982), but we can appeal to some

generally, accepted views about what hermeneutics in in our criticism of

Rorty. Any hermeneutical approach must be concerned with the reflecti'on

upon the interpretation of texts, or more generally of any object of

meaning, such as human actions (Taylor, 1-97L), (Giddens, L976). Thus we

have 'hermeneutics', whenever we have rules and systems of explaining,

understanding and clarifying. Hermeneutics is not simply textual

criticism, but presupposes it. Further, whilst it is true that some

such as Gadamer (whom Rorty d.iscusses in detail) 7 reject the idea of

"a general method of hermeneutics", others such as Betti have attempted

to formulate a universal method of understanding.S Wtrat this method

in fact is, is noÈ of importance here: we merely note that "gleneral

hermeneutics" stands very close to epistemology and is a friend, rather

than a foe as Rorty would have us believe. Rorty has merely taken for

his characterization of hermeneutics a very narrow and carefully

selected number of authors as representatives of his orientation. In

a more general sense, an hermeneutic circle underlies all acts of

inquiry (Bhaskar, t979r pp. 195-203). I can hardly detail here a

prograrune for the reconciliation of epistemology and hermeneutics, as

useful as this would be, and nor need I do this to effectively

criticize (R2). It is sufficient to cite hermeneutical works which are

not opposed to epistemology, to present an effective counter -example to

(R2). Let us further note that Rorty's sole defense of (R2), apart

from an appeal to Gadamerts work, is to define tepistemologyt and

'hermeneutics' in such a way that they are irreconcilable. Ifhilst he

is free to use such language in any way he wishes, we are not bound to
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accept his non-standard usage-

This leaves us finally with proposition (R3) to consider, that it is

an edifying thing to do to reject mainstream philosophy. once more I

must disagree wiÈh Rorty, especially in the light of my criticisms of

(R2). As I see systematic philosophy, the attempÈ to build comprehensive

theories is a highly edifying thing to do. It educates one in a whole

range of phenomena which Rorty's orientation only leads us to ignore -

such as the refationship between disciplines and fields in both philo-

sophy and the social and natural sciences, and the overall consistency,

coherence and parsimony of our accepted !,Iorld-Views (V'Ieltanschauungs).

Not only does systematic philosophy greatly educate one' but I think

most systematic philosophers will also claim that the activity itself is

both exciting, satisfying, important - and just good fun' Indeed, the

idea of a group of human organisms pursuing questions about the very

fabric of reality, carries with it a great sense of grandeur, and affirms

the dignity of human beings. In a world where human beings are exploited,

degraded, raped, murdered and humiliated, anything which affirms our

worth and dignity, is in my opinion a moralty good thing. Thus, even

ignoring all questions of truth, from a purely edificaÈional perspective,

systematic philosophy has much of value as a medication against the

pains of the human condition. Therefore rejecting systematic philosophy

is not in general a good and edifying thinq to do-

I have appealed in the above argument to intuitions about the value

of philosophy which may be "pumped" from the reader. Perhaps Rorty

would deny that he has any of my intuitions at all.and thus would still

uphold (R3). Now (R3) implies that hermeneutics is a good, edifying and

worthwhile thing. If my criticisms of (R2) are successful, then (R3) can

also be rejected. Rorty presupposes, and does not show, that epistemology
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and hermeneutics are discrete and irreconcilable modes of inquiry. If

the two fields have an important and close cognitive relationship with

each other, then philosophicat inquiry is an edifying and satisfying

thing to do and it is unreasonable to "abandon ship".

A fundamental claim of Rorty is that agreed upon facts can be variously

assessed and the justification of conflicting assessments ca¡¡not involve

appeal to further facts because there are none. The problem of perennial

disputes aLso presupposes that certain agreed upon facÈs can be variously

assessed, often in a mutually contradictory fashion, and the justification

of these confticting assessments cannot be solved by an appeal to further

facts. Here f have not tried to refute Rorty's view of interpretation,

although I believe that he cannot show by reasoned argument that his view

is correct without self-refutation. !{hat I have tried to show is that

Rorty's metaphilosophy itself is unacceptable and that his criticism of the

fundamentat project of modern Western philosophy must fail because his

position is internally incoherent-

This compl-etes my consideration of Rorty's Phil-osophg and the Mirror

of Nature. The book's implicit metaphilosophy is, as I have argued,

outrightly incoherent and the major ctaj:ns of the book are either

unjustified, false or total-ly unreasonable. If there is an end in sight

for systematic philosophy and epistemology, PhiTosophg and the Mirror of

lVature is not an armageddon.
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6. METAPHILOSOPHICAL ANARCHISM

Ttre position of metaphilosophical anarchism is modelled upon PauI

Feyerabend's epistemological anarchism (Feyerabend, 1-975, I97A). this

position has been subjected to extensive misinterpretations as Feyerabend's

Science in a Free Societg (1978) documents. He is not proposing any new

scientific methodology with 'Anything goes!r on its banner, but is

seeking to perform a reductio ad absurdum of the view that there exist

organons of rational criteria which may be used in theory appraisal. As

he states in one section of the 858 'serious'part (ibid., p. 1'25) of

his work (1-915, p. 32) z

One might ... get the impression thaÈ I recommend a new
methodologty which replaces induction by counterinduction and
uses a multiplicity of theories, metaphysical views, fairy-
tales instead of the customary pair theory/observation. This
impression would certainly be mistaken. My intention is not
to replace one set of general rules by another such set: my
intention is, rather, to convince the reader that al-7 metho-
doTogies, even the most obvious ones, have their fimits. The
besÈ way to show this is to demonstrate the limits, and even
the irrationality of some rules which she, or he, is J-ikely
to regard as basic. fn the case of induction (including
induction by falsification) this means demonstrating how well
the counter-inductive procedure can be supported by argument

In particular Feyerabend has attempted to show by detailed historical

studies, that adherance to basic organons of scientific methodology would

have arrested progress in a series of historical episodes which all

rationalists regard as intuitively true cases of scientific progress

(e.g. the Copernican revolution, the success of the kinetic theory, the

rise of special relativity and quantum theory). Thus Feyerabend's point

is that it is reasona-ble (vis-à-vis the rationalist's own organons of

scientific methodology, 'logic of science') to assert that a number of

intuitively true cases of scientific progress will fail to be consistent

with one's organons of methodology. The point is not, as Newton-Smith
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(1981-, pp. l2g-L29) maintains, that the organons of scientific methodology

are taken to be unchangingr so that essentially no ne\^/ discoveries are

made in the area of methodology. The point is, that our best organons of

scientific methodology, such as logicr frêY lead us to conclud'e that

some of our best scientific theories are untenable. As an example of

ttris, consult Richard Routleyrs (1980, p. 957) demonstration that

quantum ttreory is classically inconsistent.

It is traditionally argued (e.9. (Newton-Smith, 1981, p. 128)) that

the fact that inconsistent theories have brought progress in science is

no reason for alcandoning the classical form of the law of non-contradiction,

because progress has come from developing inconsistent theories into

consistent Èheories. This traditional object has recently faced strong

opposition from paraconsistent logicians who believe that the world is

actually (non-trivially) inconsistent (Routley , 1-979 (a). rf the world was

inconsistent, then there would be at Ieast one 'true contradiction'

A & tuA in some field of study F, so that no classically consistent Èheory

could be adequate for F. Now the burden of proof rests upon the

classicist who makes the a-bove objection to show that the world is not

inconsistent.

Feyerabend's problem does not, it seems to me, raise major epistemo-

logical problems for metaphilosophy, so that metaphilosophical anarchism

is a weak position. The reason for this is as follows. The very

existence of the probrem of perennial philosophicar disputes is prima

facie reason for berieving tnat there are no cases of philosophical

proçtress. Hence metaphirosophical anarchism is a quite triviar

position as a response to the probrem of perenniar philosophical dis-

agreements, as the key argument for the position requires intuitively
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true cases of philosophical progress which are ruled out by the very

existence of this problem. Philosophy seems to lack even Èhese.

But this response is unsatisfactory: whaÈ if philosophy was in

precisely the same position as science? Thus, to give a more satisfactory

treatment of these issues, r will now respond to Feyerabendts problem

as it was formulated above. with respect to scientific inquiry.

The choice which Feyerabend offers us is between our organons of

scientific methodology and some intuitively true episodes of scientific

progress, and the answer must be: opt for the organons of scientific

methodology and accept the consequences thaÈ we may be quite wrong about

the alleged progressiveness of some basic scientific theories. Elsewhere

I have argued that this is the case with the neo-Darwinist synthesis

(Smith ' ].984) and have suggested that pre-Darwinian traditions dealt

more satisfactoril-y with basic problems of theoreticaf biology, such as

the emergence of complexity, morphology and the problem of typicar form

(lVebster and Goodwin, 1982). Not to have organons of scientific metho-

dology wil-l mean that we could never establish that received scientifíc

traditions are defective. As rong as reason is a usefur toof (and we

need not claim that it is the only such toor) for theoretical change,

aÈtempts to bring abouÈ theoretic.f cn-nge wiII be weakened.. This follows

because even accepting that 'paradigm-changes' are primarily caused by

arational factors, reason may still have an important part to play: in

convincing the unconverted who are not easily bought off. So, making

all of these concessions to Feyerabend, we still reach the conclusion

that progress in science requires organons of scientific methodology.

Feyera-bend. may respond to this by claiming Èhat the solution is

superficial. It is not that a conflict occurs between 'good method.ology'
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and some tgood science', but that good methodology and good science are

in inevitable conflict. He states (Feyerabend, 1978, p.14):

It is true that two cases do not all rules remove but as
far as f can see Èhey remove basic rules that form an essential
part of the rationalists' prayer book. Only some of these
basic rules have been discussed in connection with case
studies but the reader can easily apply the assembl-ed
material to Bayesean procedures, conventionalism (whether
Poincaré or Dingler) and 'conditional- rationalism' where
rules and. standards are asserted to hold under certain well-
specified conditions only .

The claim that the assembled material- can be applied to the cited fields

of study is quite problematic: Feyerabend has not produced a general

argument by which this could. be done, and not only would outrightly

reject the suggestion, but if he accepted standards of consistency (if

only to confuse rational-ists), then this proposal would contradict his

statement of the position of epistemological anarchism. Thus the claim

that real1y gives epistemological anarchism "intellectual bite", that

'good (general) methodology' and 'grood science' are in inevitable conflict

is not established because only a handful- of historicaL case studies

does not permit us to accepÈ ded.uctively Feyerabend's universal- general-

ization. To argue on the other hand that epistemological anarchism

should be accepted on inductive grounds is sel-f-referentially inconsis-

tent, because the epistemological anarchist position enables us to

advance plausible counter-inductive arguments against epistemological

anarchism itself (under pains of it becoming itself another rationalist

dogrma (Feyerabend, 1975, p. 32)).

Suppose however Èhat it was actually the case that our best theories

of rationality and organons of scientific methodology did conflict with

paradigrm examples of scientific progress. !'lhat shou]d be rejected? To

reject both 'good methodology' and 'good science' wiII only maximize our

problems. Hence one or the other must be rejected. No\^¡ one may argue
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that it is a peËitio principii against tÌ¡e episÈemological scepÈic to

maintain that science itself could not be shown to be methodologically

incoherent. But consider how any standard of 'good methodology' is

itself justified: surely because it preserves a maximally, consistently

large set of intuitive examples of tgood sciencet consonant with more

general prínciples of rational- choice (Nielsen , I974). If the

best theory of methodology conflicted with al.l instances of 'good

sciencer, then it would follow that our methodology is unjustified. But

now, contrary to our initial assumption, both the methodology and the

instances of tgood science' must be regarded as problematic. Fortunately

for the rationalist, Feyerabend has not given any satisfactory sysÈematic

argument for this conclusion. Hence both epistemological and metaphilo-

sophical anarchism are rejected. They may be true in some formul-ation

but they have not as yet been supported by satisfactory argumentation

to show in fact that they are true.

7. METAPHTLOSOPHICAL NIHTLISM

Nihilism is a cluster of positions which have as their general form:

there are no Ø-type objects, or nothing /'s (Routleyr 1983, p. 3). It

is not the position of Kielkopf (L975) who takes it ttat 00e (Rout1ey,

1983). Metaphitosophical nihilism, as it is of relevance Èo the problem

of perennial philosophical disputes, is the position that there are no

correct philosophical positions:

(M{) ( U x) (Px + .r, Cx) .

The term tcorrect' may be conceptually explicated in various ways giving

rise to a number of distinct metaphilosophical nihilist positions. No

phirosophical position may be knowabre, tationar, true or of r¡aJ.ue to
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human life, are some of the forms of metaphilosophical nihilism. I am not

concerned with presenting a neat classification of these positions

(cf. (Routley, 1983) ) , as I will argue that metaphilosophical nihilism is

self-referentially inconsistent. I have criticized the view that philo-

sophy contributes tittle of value to human life in my paper "Philosophy

and the Meaning of Life" (Smith, ]-984 (c) ) .

The most famous argument for (MN) \^tas given by Èhe early logical

positivists who used their verificationist theory of meaning to show

that metaphysical, ethical and aesthetic positions were cognitively

meaningtess, and hence could not be 'correct'. As is well known, the

verificaÈionist theory of meaning fell victim to a tu quoquê argument,

which showed that this theory of meaning could not itself be correct.

FurÈher, as Routley (1983) has argued, many nihilist positions fall

prey to self-referential arguments for their inconsistency. Is (l'0{)

immuned from this charge?

Let us suppose that (¡0{) is a philosophical position. Then by

instantiation and su-bstitution we infer: tu C((¡4l{)), i.e. that (I0{) is

not correct. Now this conclusion only follows if (¡4{) can be shown to

be a phitosophical position. But what is a philosophical position?

There are two broad Èypes of answer to this question: (a) philosophy is

really f 'where 'ø'is the answers' own position); (b) philosophy is

what philosophers do in their social roles as philosophers. The first

response, (a), wilÌ take philosophical positions to be characterized by

r{,r : for example rp may be the property of containing unif ied and

systematic argumenÈs for a posiÈion, rather than mere poetic images of

the human condition. But r! is not sufficient to distinguish philosophy

from any other argunentative discipline (e.9. Iaw, Iogic, dialectics),

so something must be added about the tlpes of arguments. If we say thaÈ
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such arguments are to be 'philosophical', then our explicaÈion is

circular. If we now say that these argumenÈs should have some property

{,r*, then we immediately beg the question against a position which (even if

incorrectty) denies this; this alternative position may be incorrect,

but it is still a 'philosophical position'. Now to turn to aIÈernative

(b), to generate a circularity, we need only ask: 'buÈ what is jË

that philosophers do?' . This leads us back to (a).

The utter diversity of positions which have been put forward as

philosophical positions, makes it conceptually impossible to find some

common essence to aII of them. There is none: some are advanced simply

to eliminate other positions (consider logical empiricism and traditional

metaphysics). Nevertheless, it can be said that if a position or

thesis falls into the field of metaphilosophy, it is still a philosophical

position or thesis. This is not so for metamathematical or meta-

scientific statements. A metamathematical statement about the naÈure

of mathematical proof is not itself a mathematical proof. l,letaphilo-

sophical sÈatements are however philosophical statements, as h/e have seen.

Since (¡,1l{) is a metaphilosophical thesis al¡out the correctness of

philosophical positions, (I'î{) is open to immediate self-refutation. The

familiar Tarskian object language/meta-language distincÈion, useful in

addressing the semantical paradoxes, cannot be used here. Therefore

(I,oI) is incorrect, and hence cannot be a satisfactory solution to the

problem of perennial philosophical disagreements.
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8. CONCLUSION: STATE OF TTIE ARGUI{ENT

In this chapter sceptical, relativistic, anarchist and nihilist

responses to the problem of perennial philosophical disagreements were

considered, and all in turn rejected. The majority of these positions

are simply self-refuting, and all of the considered positions are open

to specific criticisms. I conclude that neither of the positions of

metaphilosophical scepticism, relativism, anarchism or nihilism present

a satisfactory response to the problem of perennial philosophical

disagreements.

It is organizationally convenient to consider Mates' position of

sol-vabiTitg scepticism in chapter 7. In the following chapter I will

discuss an alternative approach to the problem of perennial philosophical

disagreements, objectivist responses, giving special reference to the

relevance of naturalized epistemology to our target problem.
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1

2

4. NOTES

unless stated otherwise. Èhe terms 'scepticism" 'relativism"
'anarchism' and Inihilism' shall refer to the positions outlined
in chapter 1.

Sol-vability scepticism is to be distínguished of course from general
episÈemological scepticism. For recent responses to epistemological
scepticism cf . (Johnson, L978), (Cavell , 19'79), (Cornman, 1980),
(Rescher, l-980(a)) , (Klein' l-981) ' 

(Odegard, ]-982) ' (White, ]-982) '
These works however, with the exception of (cornman, 1980), tend
to ignore the scepticism arising from recent work in the philosophy
of science (Russell, 1981).

The 1iÈerature on the topic of cognitive relativism is vast and
rapidly expanding. For surveys and references to further literature
cf. (Meiland and Krausz, (eds), L982), (Hollis and Lukes, (eds) ,

Ig82). Brief mention shoutd be made here of the alleged cognitive
relativist implications of the so-called strong progralnme of the
sociology of knowledge, for in the next chapter the relevance of
this prograÍtme to (PPPD) sha1l be discussed. Bloor and Barnes
(1982) have argued for the foliowing two theses:

(T1) The balance of argument favours relativism over rationalism;

(T 2) A scientific understanding of the forms of knowledge
(tknowledget meaning any "collectively accepted system of
belief") by anthropotogy, history and sociology, presupposes
a relativist theory of knowJ-edge.

The poputarity of their cited paper demands a response from any
author who criticizes relativism. I shall argue in this footnote
that neither (T1) nor (T2) are justified. In particular Bloor
and Barnes set out to defend a thesis of causaf relativism, but
the arguments in the body of their paper are directed towards
supporting the thesis of cognitive relativism.

First, it is important to be cfear about what precisely a "relativist
theory of knowledge" in fact is. All forms of relativism, they claim,
are committed to these Èheses: (1) the beliefs held by subjects on
a specific topic vary in specific ways (i.e. historically' spatially,,
culturally) and (2) which of these beliefs is found in a specific
context depends upon the circumstances of the users. Relativistic
doctrines also involve a "symmetry postulate" which claims that all
of these beliefs are alike in specific ways. For example it may be
claimed that aII physical theories from Aristotfe's theory of motion,
to Einstein's are alike in the respect that they are all true or all
false, or even truth-valueless as some instrumentalists miqht claim.
Barnes and Bloor do not wish to defend any of these stated views
about the relativity of truth. In an insightful passage (the forth-
coming citation will ptay a vital part in my own rejoinder) they
claim (ibid., p. 23) ¿

3
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(13 ) our equivalence postulate is that all beliefs are on par
with one another with respect to the causes of their
crediJcility. Ît is not that a77 befiefs are equaTTg ttue
or equaTTg false, but that regatdless of truth and faTsitg
the fact of their credibìlitg is to be seen as equaTTg
probTematic. The position we shall defend is that the
incidence of aI1 beliefs without exception calls for
empiricat investigation and must be accounted for by
finding the specific, local causes of this credibility.
This means that regardless of whether the sociologist
evaluates a belief as true or rational, or as false and
irrational, he must search for the causes of iÈs credibility.
In alt cases he will ask, for instance, if a belief is
part of the routine cognitive and technical competences
handed down from generation to generation. Is it enjoined
by the authorities of the society? Is it transmitted by
established institutions of socialization or supported by
accepted agencies of social control? Is iÈ bound up with
patterns of vested interest? Does it have a role in
furthering shared goals, whetJrer political or technical,
or both? What are the practical and immediate consequences
of particular judgements that are made with respect to the
belief? All of these questions can, and should, be
answered without regard to the status of the belief as it
is judged and evaluated. by the sociologist's own standards

This Iong passaçfe makes it unequivocal that Barnes and Bloor's
relativism is noÈ a relativism about the standards of rationality
and of truth. Rationalists are keenly interested in refuting the
Iatter doctrine 'cognitive relativism'. It is prima facie unclear
as to why rationalism and Barnes and Bloor's doctrine of "causal
relativism" should be regarded as inconsistent theses. As Èhe
above citation indicates the causal relativist must seek the causes
of the credibility of a belief regardless of whether that belief is
true or false, rational or irrational-. If Èhis is so, then whg Ls
it inconsistent to propose that a belief might well simultaneously
be socially caused and true and rational? No explicit argument
has ever been given by either Barnes or Bloor for this claim (Smith,
!982), and this omission is not corrected in the target paper.
Indeed ttris claim would seem to outrightly violate Barnes and
Bloorts own slzmmetry postulate. Tlrus, it would be informative Èo
propose a sociology of knowledge style explanation for this
omission.

ff we survey the argumentative structure of the target paper by
Barnes and Bloor we find discussions of the following subject
matters: (1) an argument for the claim that there is no conÈext-
free and, trans-cultural account of rationality (Bloor and Barnes,
1-982, pp. 25-28), (2) an argument for the cultural relativity of
the claims of validity of belief (j-bid. r PP. 28-29), (3) an
argument aS Èo why moderate empiricism does not refute "relativism"
(ibid. r pp. 30-32) ì (4) a critique of proposed context-independent
accounts of rationality, including an argument that deductive
inference is incapable of "justification" (ilcid., PP. 35-47 ) and
(5) a causal hypothesis about why rationalists object so vehemently
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to "relativism" (ibid., PP. 46-47). This exegesis indicates that
Barnes and Bloor realtg wish to defend cognitive refativism. No
further mention of the position of causal reLativism explicated
by (T3) above is made. Hence from a logical point of view the
argument in the body of Barnes and Bloor's paper is strictly at
variance with their stated thesis. !ìte should inquire into the
possible causes of such behaviour. Here I conjecture that whilst
academics may fear "relativism" (i.e. cognitive relativism")
because it tips the bucket on their "moralizing", relativists
fear rationalism because of a fear of criticism and argument: in
short a frustration with the basic process of ÈhinJ<ing! It is so
much easier to curl up inside one's incommensurable little paradigm/
form of life than to face the dark possiJcility that one's position
may be inadequate.

It is concluded Èhat thesis (T1) fails because regardless of what
arguments exist for the position of cognitive relativism Barnes
and Bloor have given no discussion of causal relativism which might
indicate that Èhis position causes any epistemological problems for
the rationalist at all. The question then remains as to wheÈher
(T2) is justified.

Given the thesis of causal relativism, can it be shown that anthro-
pology, sociology and history must presuppose it to be abfe to give
a "scientific" understanding of the forms of knowledge at aII?
This claim is also highJ-y implausible. Consider the possibility that
the slzmmetry thesis is false. Then it follows, as Martin Hollis
(L982) has recently claimed, that "true and rational beliefs need
one sort of explanation, false and irraÈional befiefs anoÈher"
(ibid., p. 75). This means that the sociology of knowledge could
not be as explanatorily strong as both Barnes and Bloor hoped that
it would be. It does not follow that jf Hollis was right then
anthropology, sociology and history are incapable of scientifically
understanding the forms of knowledge. It simply means that their
explanatory scope is limited. It is concluded that Èhesis (T2) is
unjustified. this being so, my own thesis is established: both
(T1) and (T2) are unjustified. (cf also (Vallicel1a, 1984).

The statement (J) in both Jordan and Meiland's accounts is:

(¡) p implies p and not - p.

fhis statement is ambiguous between:

(J*) (p+p) &tu (p*tp)

and:

(.1**¡ p -> (p e n, tu p) .

Clearly (.f*) is the statement which both Jordan and Meiland reguire.

Dialectical logic and (PPPD) wiII be discussed in chapÈer 8.

cf . (Hacking, 1-980), (Kim, 1980) , (PomPa' 1981-) .

5

6
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7

8

cf (Gadamer, \975, 7976). For a critique cf. (Trigg I L982¡ PP' 55-
62).

cf. (Betti , 7967). For other discussions of general heremeneutics
cf . (Coreth, L971-), (Hirsch, L96'7¡ L976), (I{uchterl , 1977) -
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5. NATURALIZED EPIS TEMOLOGY AND EXTERNALIST RESPONSES

1. STATEMENT OF THE ARGI.JMENT

In this chapter Ishal,l investigate the satisfactoriness of

various t'externalistn responses to the problen of perennial philo-

sophical disputes that eíther have or could be advanced fron the

perspective of the programme of "naturalized epistenology'r. Externalist

responses to our principal problern plopose that a satisfactory

explanation of the phenomenon of perennial philosophical disputes can

be given by trexternal" conditions to these debates, the conditions

being perhaps historical, psychoanalytic, sociological, psychological

or biological. A condition will be said to be'texternal" if it is

extrinsic to philosophical debate. Now some feel that the lack of

progress of philosophy, and its failure to solve virtually a1l of

its nain problens requires a replacement of philosophy in general,

or epistenology in particular, by a natuz,aLized epistenoLogg. Indeed

the programme of naturalized epistemology has been offered by a

nurnber of phitosophers as a ïesponse to the challenge of the episteno-

logical sceptic (Bieri (et al), 1979) and no doubt it could also be

offered as a ïesponse to the problem of perennial philosophical

disagreements .

It will be argued here that the principal form of externalist

response to the problem of perennial philosophical disputes,

naturalízed epistenology, fail in all the consideTed versions to

lead philosophy out of the difficulty creaÇed by the problem of

perennial philosophical disagteern"tts.l Section 2 of this chapter

will isolate the principal types of naturalized epistemology. The
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renaining sections will provide a systenatic critique of sorne such

relevant forms of naturalized episternology continuing the critique

of naturalism which I began in Reductionism artd CuLturaL Being

(Snith, 1984). The conclusion of this chapter wilt then be an

exceedingly negative one: leading extelnalist responses to the

problern of perennial philosophical disagreenents through the

progranne of naturalized epistenology aTe unsatisfactory, so that

we must look elsewhere for a solution to our problern'

2. (ENE) AND PSYCHOANALYTIC ELIMINITIVISM

The position of (ENE) is that the traditional epistemological

task of seeking to rationally justify knowledge-claims and provide

an answer to the sceptic who in turn proposes that we know nothing,

is an untenable task. The sceptic cannot be answered. This shows

that the traditional philosophical enterprise is radically unsound,

and should be eliminated in favour of some other cognitive enterprise,

especially sone designated empirical science. In this section and

the following two sections, I will consider some (ENE) responses to

the problem of perennial philosophical disagreenents"

Morris Lazerowitz in his books The sty,ucture of Metaphysics

(1955) , Stu&Les in MetaphiLosophg (1964), Ðd PhiLosophA and rLLusíon

(1968), as well as his more recent article 'ton a PropeÏty of a

perfect Being" (f983) pursues a two part programne in metaphilosophical

inquiry: the first part is to offer a hypothesis to explain the

situation of perennial philosophical disagreements and the resultant

non-existence of established results in philosophy, whilst the
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second part of the prograrnme is to apply this hypothesís to replesent-

ative philosophical problens (Lazerowitz, 1968, p.15). In this

section I will be concerned with refuting the first part of Lazetowitzts

progranne.

Lazerowitzrs central metaphilosophical concern is to resolve

the problen of perennial philosophical disagreernents and explain the

seeming lack of progress in the discipline of philosophy. The

unfruitful history of philosophy indicates that the discipline as

traditionally conceived is cognitively bankrupt and pseudo-scientific.

Philosophical theories do not have a truth-value and philosophical

arguments neither establish theses nor even refute positions.

According to Lazerowítz (1968, p.101):

(L0) It is possible that the greatest philosophers,
fron Plato through Descartes, Kant, Hume and
Russell, to the contemporary linguistic
analysts, have succeeded only in contributing
chimeras to a chimerical subject, a subject
which presents itself in the guise of a
fundamental investigation of the world.
Wittgenstein said that a philosophical
problem arises when language goes on holiday
and it is not unlikely that a philosophical
theory is only the spurious initation of a

theory, that it is merely a piece of re-edited
terminology intended, not for practical
adoption, but only for inner contemplation.
The reality of technical philosophy, its
substance is, according to this iconoclastic
hypothesis, concealed, artificially retailored
language, the superposition of different will-
or-the-wisp uses of the familiar language of
conmon discourse" The illusion of philosophy
is that its pronouncements state theories about
the nature of things and that its arguments are
pieces of evidence for or against the clained
truth-values of the theories.

For Lazerowítz, the philosopher is not using language for the

expression of conscious thoughts, but rather is unwittingly givìng
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expression to unconscious passions and deep fantasies. PhiIo-

sophical theories a1e viewed through the netaphor of a bridge with

three piers, each one in one of the three designated areas of the

ttpsychoanalyticrr view of the mind: the conscious, the pre-

conscious and the unconscious. At the pre-conscious level, philo-

sophical terrninology is introduced, accepted or rejected, cleating

at the conscious leve1 an illusion that a theory about the nature

of the world is being advanced which may be either true or false.

At the unconscious level lurks various obsessions and fantasies

which are given expression (Lazerowítz, 7964, p.217) "

Lazerowitzrs position thus consists of two parts. First is

a thesis about the nature of philosophical theories and arguments;

second is a causal explanation of why philosophizing occuTs. Let

us elaborate on these points" To begin with, Lazerowitz disagrees

with Wittgensteinians that philosophical problems arise frorn a

mistaken use of language, and are ïesolved once one is clear about

the correct use of language. Rather, what the philosopher does is

to unconsciously change language where the 'remendations he effects

are presented in a forn of speech which produces the vivid, if

delusive, irnpression that he is annotmcing a theory about a feature

of reality (Lazerowítz, 1968, p"109). Consequently recoul'se to

linguistic facts of correct us'uage are iïrelevant to the solut.ion

of philosophical problens, for such problems are not a matter of

fact" What occurs in philosophical problens is a re-editing of

language,

To take but one of Lazerowitzts nany illustrations, consider

his rernarks on Hurnets theory of causality (ibid , PP"110-113) "
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Hume's account of causality, which stated roughly is the clain

that causation is nothing more than the constant conjunction of

independent events, is not laboured under a verbal nisapprehension,

as Hume knows as well as any one that tx is the cause of y' does

not mean 'y regularly occurs with x' Rather, Hume is unconsciously

changing language. Further, this move is illegitimate, Lazerowitz

believes, because if the expression 'independent occurTencest

has a use in language, it is only because the expression 'dependent

occurrencesr describes some actual or conceivable state of affairs.

Once Hurne has re-edited language in this way it is evident how in

fact he can pïoceed to criticize the proposition that one thing can

by its action produce a change in another thing - he has defined

his tenninology so that this conclusion follows.

The style of argument employed by Lazerowitz constantly

throughout his works is summarized in the following remarks (ibid,

pp.110-111):

(L1) In general, anyone who says, rx is not real1y
Ø; it only appears to be', irnplies that he
knows what it would be like for x really to
be Ø. Read literally, his words imply that
he can say what it is that x lacks, which if
possessed by x would make it Ø. And in
saying that x only appears to have Ø he
implies that the appearance pictures x as
having what it in fact lacks. Further' he
implies that he can identify what the
appearance pictures that is not to be found
in the reality. If he is unable to do this,
then whatever it is that he wishes to convey
by his words, he is not telling us that x
only appears to our senses to be Ø' He is
using an ordinary form of speech to say
sonething else than what his words naturally
suggest.
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This argument is used against Hume, against the rationalist position

that relations are unreal (ibid , pp.113-118) and against philosophers

such as Zeno, McTaggart and Bradley who have denied that sone conmon

sensical aspect of the world, such as rnotion, exist'

Why should philosophers have argued for such counter-intuitive

positions? Here Lazerowitz advances psychoanalytic explanations,

which involve appeal in one way or another to the obsessions,

neuroses and unconscious fears of individual philosophers. Thus

for example, the clain that change is unreal, defended by philosophers

frorn Parmenides to BradleY, is merely an expression of the need

for security in a world of anxious change (Lazerowitz,1955, p.70);

the philosophy of Spinoza stands as a meTe rationalization of his

unconscious concerns with the nystery of his birth and the reali zation

that his father nay have played some ïote in this (Lazetowitz,7964,

pp"251.-256), and Humers problem of induction is generated by Humesr

own insecurity and rnelancholy (Lazerowitz, 1968, p.257) - The

unconscious underlies all our behaviour and philosophers are not

immune despite their games and play-acting of rationality and cold

logic.

To rebut Lazerowitzrs nihilistic view about the nature of

philosophy requires a two part critique. First,conment upon his

logical criticism of philosophical positions, as explessed in (L1)'

rnust be made. Second, an empirical and scientific rebuttal of

his use of psychoanalysis will be given. Since Lazerowitz devotes

significantly nore space to his psychoanalytic inquiries than a

consideration of possible critical rejoinders I shal1 address the
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second question first. I choose as an exanple for debate, the

claim nade by rationalist ïnetaphysicians from Parnenides to Bradley,

that change is unreal.

Ttvo generat problems exist for Lazerowitz's position. The

first is his use of psychoanalysis, and the second is the scientificity

of psychoanalysis itself. The second criticism is more interesting

and will require an appeal to the secondary literature to state

its case. The first point can be established by examining Lazerowitzt s

own methodology.

Lazerowitz comes to the conclusion that the metaphysical denial

of change is an attempt to ward off anxiety by denying that anxious

causing changes in our lives will occur. If the reader turns to

pages 69 and 70 of The Sty.ucture of Metaphysics and runs his/her

finger under every line, no aïgument for this conclusion will be

found, no suppotting clinical observations cited and no consideration

of alternative psychoanalytic hypotheses considered. The reader will

find assertion, but no argument" Hence the advanced hypothesis is

pseudo-scientific in the extreme lacking all form of rational justifi-

cation and thus is no more than the product of an imaginative guessing

game. where hypotheses which sound plausible are taken without

evidence to be true 
"

The sarne remarks apply to Lazerowitzts mo1.e detailed study of

Bradleyts denial of change" Bradleyrs philosophy is a product of his

own self-estrangenent and feelings of inadequacy (Lazerowitz, 1964,

pp.248-249), The fate of "the finite" is a purely autobiographical

fact. This is seen by Bradleyrs use of dependent inconplete
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adjectives which indicate his need to express his own incornpleteness.

Lazerowitz makes no appeal to clinical or bíographical studies of

Bradley, so we can only conclude that this is an expression on

Lazerowitzrs part of his own obsessions and fantasies. It is unclear

why Lazerowitz has this pleoccupation, but if we are to take his own

philosophy seriously, he can hardly be excluded from his fair share

of neuroses and fears. If this is taken to discredit philosophical

work, it clearly discredits his own. But enough of this ad howinem

guess work, the point is made that virtually atl of Lazerowitzrs

psychoanalytic adventures are gïoundless speculations, in need of

establishment rather than ïepetitive assertion, the product of

imagination rather than science.

lufy second criticism takes up the issue of the scientificity of

psychoanalysis. It is hardly possible in this work to argue through

such an issue on an independent basis. But this is no major problem,

for we have at hand an excellent and recent critical study by David

Stannard : Shy"Lnki,ng Histoty: ûn FYeud and the FaiLut'e of PsyehohistotE

(1980) which achieves such a purpose. The book attenpts the examination

of fairly orthodox Freudian theory and questions its philosophic,

scientific and universalistic status and validity, and is concerned

especially with the application of psychoanalytic theory to historical

documents.

0f special relevance to our concerns here is Stannardrs

consideration of Freudts LeonardD dn Vinct and a Memon¿ of his Child-

hood (Freud, 1964) rmdertaken in chapter one of Stannardrs book.

Freud proposed that da Vincirs rtcool repudiation of sexualityrr and
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'rinsatiable thirst for knowledgerr of his adult life is a result of

sublination where infantile sexual expression has been terninated

by sexual repression. To substantiate this Freud requires detailed

knowledge of da Vincirs mental developrnent in the first years of

his childhood, infornation which is completely lacking. Freud then

turns to a childhood menory of da Vinci, where a vulture came down

to his cradle and opened his rnouth with its tail. This Freud takes

to be a "passivetr homosexual experience, where the tail of the vulture

is a 'rsubstitutive expressionrr for a penis. Freud also notes that

the vulture hras also regarded in classical writings as a symbol of

motherhood (which da Vinci would certainly be aware - but as a child?)

so the vulture-fantasy is da Vinci's expression of being a vulture-

child, of having a mother but no father. The problen of a maternal

image possessing male qualities is resolved by Freud through his

theory of infantile sexuality: da Vinci must have believed his

nother still to have a penis, which allegedly is a universal

assumption of young male children.

This enables Freud to seek a causal connection between da Vincirs

relationship with his nother in childhood to his later manifest but

sublimated homosexuality. Indeed the vultuTe/mother fantasy is

responsible for the greatness of da Vincirs works such as the Morta'

Lisa wítin its remarkable smile" the same smile which his mother once

gave hirn, and the same lips that once passionately kissed his own.

The painting is in short, nothing more than the history of da Vinicirs

childhood, the stoïy of his repressions in paint and on canvas.
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As the rational inquirer would well note, the logical and

evidential leaps in Freud's work are painfully obvious - ignoring

straight-forward biographical erïors, such as the bird in question

being a kite rather than a vulture (Stannard, 1980, PP.12-13).

Since this fact was supposed to make up for the Lack of evidence

about da Vinci's childhood, the contingent hypotheses based upon

this, collapse. There is, as Stannard points out, no evidence to

believe that da Vincirs early childhood was as Freud surmised. Nor

can the absence of evidence for a positive and active sex life of

da Vinci suggest that he did not have one - it nerely indicates

that we dontt know.

Stannard takes Freudts Leonay,d da Vinei as a sample of the sort

of work which psychohistory produces. It may rightly be argued

that the work of such early ïesearchers does face defects which nore

advanced psychohistory could eliminate. But such defects, Stannard

argues are a function of the underlying theoretical structure of

psychohistory. The defects include (1) problems of fact; (2)

problems of logic; (3) problens of theory and (4) problems of

culture. With regard to (1), frequently "just-soil stories are told

and fiction writing and acts of inagination used to fill evidential

gaps" With regard to (2) psychohistory is riddled with post hoe'

ergo proptey, hoc fallacies, where causality between childhood events

and adult events is assuned, but not established. With regard to

(3), frequently psychoanalytic hypotheses are either too vague to

test or else they rest upon already falsified conjectures . Final ly,

the cultural context of the writer or thinker is frequently ignored
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or down played, constituting the fourth najor defect'

The evidence for psychoanalytic theory has seldon been given a

detailed and rigorous examination. The leason for this is that

following the views of K.R. Popper (1959), psychoanalytic theory

has been held to be untestable in principle. Popperfs arguments

have been criticized by Crìlnbaum (1979) , ffid recently philosophers

have extensively examined both the clinical and experimental evidence

for psychoanalytic theory. Gri.lnbaum (1980; 1981) has argued that

there are unsolved epistemological problems in demonstrating that a

therapy is not merely placebogenic, but genuinely effective. (For a

criticisn cf (F1ax, 1931) and cor¡nter-criticisrn (von Eckardt, 1981).)

Erwin (1980(a), tb); 1981) has maintained that there is no acceptable

clinical evidence to support the claim that psychoanalysis is

therapeutically effective, nor is there any firm experimental

evidence for any psychoanalytic hynothesis"

It is of course not possible, nor necessary to sr-unnarize

Stannardts book and the other cited critical material. Enough has

been said I hope to establish some earlier criticisns rnade of

Lazerowitzls psychoanalytic adventures with considerable force.

What Stannard has said about Freudrs study of da Vinci nay be said

about Lazerowitzts own psychoanalytic hypotheses abor¡t outstancJing

philosophers. We know utterly nothing about the childhood of

Parnenides and Zeno, and not-hing much about their adult lives' The

quantity of evidence about the childhood of even thinkers like

Kierkegaa.rd (who deals so long and painfully in his Jot'urm.Zs with

adulthood events such as his broken engagement) is hardly extensive..

and so psychoanalysis faces major clifficulties in this area. All
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the major figures which Lazerowitz puts on the couch , have childhood

histories which are virtually unknown to us. Was Spinoza fascinated

by his birth? Did he have a vague tìaleness of the role which his

father played? The facts of reproduction would have hardly have

been a nysteïy to one of Spinozars genius, and he may or may not

have been fascinated by his birth - he may have been equally

fascinated by al1 aspects of reality since he was a philosophical

systenaticist, as his Ethics well testifies. The astute reader can

only remain sceptical of the validity and even intellectual worth of

Lazerowitzts psychoanalytic adventures, and wonder about the nature

of the repressions ard fears which produced these hypotheses.

we turn now to a consideration of Lazerowtízt s chief logical

objection to doctrines such as scepticisn, rational metaphysics,

and generally any position which stands in conflict with commonsense'

This is proposition (L1) cited earlier" Before doing so however,

sone comment is necessary about Lazerowtizts implicit assumption

that conclusions which conflict with commonsense nust be problernatic.

If this clain was accepted, then Lazerowtiz would have to call

into question many of the c1aÌms rnade by physícists and even psycho-

analysts. David Såhm tor exarnple has documented the respects in

which special relativity nust lead to a revision of conmonsense

concepts of space, time anrl rnotion ¡Oåhrn, 1965) and the psychoanalytic

claims of Lazerowitz hinself are hardly consonant with cornmonsense'

Thus if claims which conflict with commonsense rnust be regarded as

problematic, so nust Lazerowtizrs own psychoanalytical clairns-

This in itself does not constitute a self-referential inconsistency,
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but it does indicate the illegitimacy of singling out the discipline

of philosophy for preferential treatment as an object of criticisn.

Let us consider proposition (L1) . In response to Lazerowítzt s

criticisn of Parmenides, Zeno and Bradley, Brand Blanshard (1966)

has argued in reply to Lazerowitz, that Parmenides, Zeno and Bradley

had attempted to demonstrate that change cannot be real because it

is self-contradictoïy. It is true that these philosophers denied

what theil senses revealed to them. But as Blanshard points out

(ibid , p.348):

I do not think Zeno and Bradley would have
been rnuch perturbed. They would no doubt
reply that the choice between absurdities
confronts us stitl. It is absurd to deny
that we have even the illusion of motion;
grante<l. It is also absurd to say that
even in that illusion we are experiencing
the ending of an endless series. Forced
to choose, these men think it more credible
that we should be deluded about sense
experience than that it should really elude
the 1aw of contradiction" They nay of
course have been mistaken that rnotion does
violate that law. But this is not at the
moment the point. They thought they saw
clearly that it did and if one does think
this, what other course can one take as a
chilosopher? It is surely a hard fate that
an uncompromising devotion to reason should
incur the charge of psychopathology.

In reply to this Lazerowtiz naintains, that phrases using tenporal

(and notive) terninology must have no descriptive use whatsoever.

This however is precisely what the consistent rationalist can do.

The reason for this, is simply that the franework of commonsense is

rejected by them. A criticism based upon this therefore constitutes

a petitio prtncípii against Zeno and Bradley. It may be argued

that they have no good reasons after all for rejecting the framework
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of connonsense, but this is another rnatter, the merits of which require

independent considerat ion .

It remains however to specify what precisely is wrong with (LL). (L1)

is in fact a tacit forn of the well-known parad'Lgm case argument (Passmore'

L961, chp. 6). The response which is given here to that fanous argurnent, is

that it nay well be that prLna facie descriptive phrases involving notion-

terms do not have existing reference. Whilst such phrases are used by

people to nake descriptions, the existence of noving things cannot be

deduced fron the proposition that the tern rmotionr has a descriptive use.

Such a term may be much like the tenn tphlogistont, and would be, if

pannenides and Bradley were right, destined for the conceptual scrap-pile.

The paradigm case argument proposes that we know how to use certain enpirical

statements, such as those statements containing motion-terms, because we

have learnt to do so fron being shown cases of motion, such as a moving car.

So, the supporter of this argument argues , Zeno must be wlrong in asserting

that motion does not occur for we would not have learnt how to use the term

'motionr in the first place. My point here is that Zeno could and would

"bite the bulletil and assert that contraïy to appearances we really havenrt

learnt how to correctly use the term rnotionr at all, or that all of our

supposedly true conmonsense motion statements, are really false.

It nay be said in reply to this, that if this was true, then it is

impossible to see how motion-terms could be taught and learned. This famous

reply is nothing more than a petitio ptincipii. One could just as well

argue that Zeno and Bradley must be wrong because they had to write their

arguments down, and this inplies activity and motion. But it is precisely

the existence of motion that they are denying - rightly or wrongly. If

Zeno and Bradley could deny this, they would hardly be inpressed by

sociological facts about language learning. They could sinply deny that

motive terms are taught and learned. This is no doubt paradoxical and

unnerving, but hardly less so than their initial denial of motion- Hence

(L1) and any plausible variation upon it will fail against the rationalist.
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Scharfstein and ostow (1970) have also developed an argunent

which very closely parallels Lazerowitz's own position. They

distinguish philosophy from the sciences, by the alleged fact that the

philosopher whilst seeking to make statements about the structure of

reality has no technique by which he/she can convince his/her colleagues

that the advanced position is correct. This puts philosophers in a

very strange position (ibid, pp.26I-262, emphasis added):

They consider their views of great importance,
they expend much effort in trying to prove that
they are right, and they remain frustrated in their
attempt " The fact is that they have accidentally
or deliberately chosen a profession that lacks the
publicly recognized methods of proof which we have
cone to identify with those of science. Their use
of formal logic does not change this absence of
proof, because they subject the logic to inter-
pretations that do not convince their colleagues.

If, as their language suggests, the anbition
of philosophers is to prove their case, why have
they chosen a profession which will frustrate
them? Are they somehou choosing to deceiue them-
selues, choostng to faiL, oz'choosing to deaL
uith tnsoLubLe prcbLems because endLess dealing
uith them îs eæactly uhat theg want? The anslter
to the Last question is a qmlified "gestt.

Perennial disagreement in philosophy is a function of a brand of

curiosity which is specific to the philosophical enterprise'

Scharfstein and Ostow clain that a heightened curiosity is the result

of unfulfilled desires for sexual knowledge and for power. Young

children are faced with the mystery of their bírth with few clues to

aid them in their inquiries, They do not see their parents I sexual

organs as much as they want to, and even if they did, they do not in

any case understand their function. This infantile frustration

leaves a residue of thwarted infantile sexual curiosity which stands

as the very basis for the search for knowledge (ibid, p.262). The

search for knowledge is an attempt to come to grips wj.th the unfathom-

able mysteries of our birth and "philosophical curiosity is sexual
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curiosity, sublirnated, of coursetr (ibid, p.26a) .

Scharfstein and Ostow point out that philosophers have in general

had difficulties in gratifying their sexual curiosity because of their

near pathological fear of sex. They document that a number of

professionatly influential philosophers ü/ere sexually fearful :

they conjecture that neither Leibniz, Locke nor Kant had sexual inter-

couïse with a woman (ibid, PP.264-265). Such a fear is, they claim,on

the basis of uncited but I're1iable clinical evidenc"','ttt" result of

oners love for onets mother. Phitosophers are "frightened lovers of

their mothers'r (ibid, p"266), who being unable to sexually and

emotionally express this love, build philosophical systems which are

nothing more than representations of their mothers. However mother

is sexually unobtainable and the philosopher stands in the anbivalent

position of wanting to love his rnother, but being simultaneously

afraid to love her. This ambivalent position is responsible for

sadomasochistic behaviour: "because he often cannot allow hinself

any sensual love pIay, he substitutes the pleasure of sadomasochistic

reasoning for it. In the process, he may well choose to hurt others;

he surely hurts and pleases himself. He prefers to continue to enjoy

the pleasure than to end it by 'solvingr the problems" (ibid, p.271) .2

Now Scharfstein and Ostow propose that it is in the interests of

sound mental health that we do not repTess the facts as they have

uncovered them. Further, it is reasonable to conclude that if their

diagnosis is correct, then we have a medical solution to the problem

of perennial philosophical disagreements. But if this nedical solution

is totally ineffectual, then we have strong inductive evidence against

the assumption of the correctness of their diagnosis.
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Their medical solution to the problen of perennial philosophical

disagreements amounts to this:

(MS1) A philosopher should not suppress his sexual desires and

should have a healthy sex life;

(MS2) A philosopher should not suppress his sexual and enotional

feelings for his mother - perhaps he should have, if she is willing,

regular sexual intercourse with her.

If (MS1) and (MS2) are met, then given that Scharfstein and Ostowrs

diagnosis is correct, there should be observed a convergence towards

consensus within the philosophical community on issues in ethics,

social philosophy, aesthetics, 1ogic, epistemology and netaphysics,

for example" But given the existence of incest taboos and laws

against incest in all countries where there are a significant number

of philosophers, it is enpirically impossible to docunent the success

of (MS2): what philosopher would publicly adrnit to sleeping with

his mother? To do so would be to face social shame as well as possible

legal ramifications.

Empirically matters aI.e not so difficult with regard to proposal

(MS1). There is a balance of leason against the claim that nale

philosophers today live a sexually ascetic life which Leibniz, Locke

or Kant may have lived. Many leadi-ng philosophers today are rnarried,

or have been married, and it is incredible to suppose that most of

these heterosexually orientated philosophers have not had sexual inter-

course. However the problem of perennial philosophical disagreernents

is stil1 with us, which strongly indicates that it is not sexual

repression which is explicitly responsible for the lack of consensus
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about basic issues in any selecteC field of philosophy.

There is another hypothesis which accounts for the sexual asceticism

of Leibniz, Locke and Kant. It is not a fear of sex which prevented

these philosophers from pursuing fleshly pleasures, but the fact

that these men were pleoccupied with their work, and they simply didnrt

have time to endure all the trials, pains and tortures of romantic

love. I can no more give good empirical reasons for believing that

ny hypothesis is true than Scharfstein and Ostow can for their hypo-

thesis. Nevertheless we can explain the alleged social fact that a

nurnber of professionally influential philosopheTs lived sexually

ascetic lives without postulating sone overriding fear of sex which

engulfed then. Considerations of economy support rny explanation

rather than that of Scharfstein and Ostow.

Let us surnrnarize our conclusions. Lazetowitzrs eliminitivist

view of philosophy is itself premised upon both philosophical and

scientific assumptions, In the course of the argument of this

section, bot-h Lazerowitzts appeal to psychoanalysis and his specific

philosophical arguments have been criticized. This means, if ny

criticisms are cogent, that the claims enbodied in (L0) cited earlier,

must fail. In acìdition I have considered and rejected the arguments

of Scharfstein and Ostow which parallel Lazerowitzrs oum argunents^

These authors fail to establish that (PPPD) is due to psychoanalytic

causes, and nor do theír argurnents show (even if Scharfstein and

Ostow do not argue for this point) that philosophy is pseudo-scientific,

an enterprise which should be abandoned in favour of an empirical

science such as psychoanalysis.
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3. (ENE) AND THE STRONG PROGRAMME OF THE SOCIOLOGY OF KNOWLEDGE

A conternpoïary trend towards (ENE) has appeared in the social

sciences stenming fron the tradition of the strong programme of the

sociology of knowledg".3 Of this work, no more explicit statement

of (ENE) has been given than that by John Law in his paper "Is

Epistemology Redundant? A Sociological Viewf' (1975). There Law

proposes that the ttlogic of sciencerr presented by contemporary philo-

sophers of science is vírtually useless as a description of what

scientists do, and if taken as a prescription for scientific activity,

remains far too vague to be of any practical use to any scientist

in the process of research, Law thus views I'episternology" (specifically

the philosophy of science) as redundant and open to replacement by

the sociology of knowledge programme. lVhilst Lawrs proposal is far

frorn clear, such a replacement ïepTesents a virtual theoretical

elinination of epistenology, paratlel to the elimination of mentalistic

languages and theories which elininative materialists look forward to

(Rorty, 1965), (Shope, 1979), (Churchland, 1981).

I have criticized Lawrs position elsewhere (Smith, 1983(b)).

Here I will criticize proponents of the strong prog1'amme of the socio-

logy of knowledge who would atternpt to explain by reference to purely

social causes, the existence of perennial philosophical disputes.

It will be argued that the resulting sociological hypothesis is

virtually incapable of confirmation by any standard social research

methodology. The relevance of this conclusion for netaphilosophical

inquiry is innediate: the existence of perennial philosophical

disputes must be explained other than by recourse to social variables.
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I shall select one significant work from the tradition of the

strong prograrnme of the sociology of knowledge: B. Barnest Interests

and the Grouth of Knouledge (1977) and investigate how one rnight

attenpt to explain why perennial philosophical disputes have occurred.

This book discusses four broad areas: knowledge, ideology, inputation

and the poweï of knowledge. For our interests here, the first three

areas are of importance.

Barnes opts for an instrumentalist account of knowledge:

knowledge is primarily produced and evaluated in terms of an interest

in prediction and control, and it is normative, being sustained by

a corilnunal consensus (íbid, p.18). The significance of this view is

summarized in the following words (ibid, p.24):

The upshot of al1 this is that our current
scientific rnodels and mechanisms are likely
to be seen at some future tine as part of
what is an endlessly unfolding chain of such
mechanisms, constructed and eventually abandonecl
(or stripped of their ontological standing) as
the activity of knowledge generation proceeds.
Clearly then our present theories should stand
symmetrically with earlier scientific theories,
and for that matter with any other instrumentally
oriented knowledge, in aIl sociologically relevant
respects. The diverse real universals postulated
at different times and in different cultures and
contents, should be regarded alike as inventions
of the mind, sustained to the extent that they are
instrumentally valuable in the settings where they
are found" There is no neans of going further and
ranking or evaluating them in a way which does not
sirnply assLrne the priority of one or other of then.

We would then expect Barnes to hold that a significant social pheno-

menon such as perennial philosophical disagreements, must be explained

by reference to interests in prediction an<i control. The difficulty

however is that we do not find here communal consensus between philo-

sophers over questions of how such disputes may be resolved. Hence we
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will need further sociological machinery if this phenomenon is to be

satisfactorily explained at aLI. A theory of ideology would be an

interesting point of deParture.

Knowledge is taken by Barnes to be ideologicatly determined,

rfin so far as it is created, accepted or sustained by concealed,

unacknowledged, illegitimate interestsrr (ibid, p.33). Individuals

may well be consciously unaware of these interests and of the

cognitive processes involved. Such beliefs however, do not carry

their ideological uature as an imprint, starnped as it were upon them.

Nor is there any good ïeason why beliefs related to concealed ínterests

in one context, ïnay not serve legitirnate interests in prediction and

control in another" How then can the existence of concealed interests

be demonstrated?

Barnes rejects two popular ways in which concealed interests

rnight be demonstrated, The first is to show that the beliefs and

theories in question could not be arrived at solely through a rational

attenpt to unclerstand and predict. This residual element would be

then taken to be due to ideological f'orces. The difficulty with

this position, Barnes points out, is that we do not have a sufficiently

powerfi.rl theory of natulal rationality which could show that the

cognitive propensities of agents in a given cultural context would

theorize in a particular way (ibid, p.34). The second atteÍìpt involves

finding isornorphisms between sets of beliefs, where the structure of

one set of beliefs is mirrored in another, and the one is invoked to

legitimate the other, An excellent example of this is seen in an early

seventeenth century refutation of Galileors discovery of the rnoons of

Jupiter (citation fron Taylor, 1982, p.94):
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There are seven windows given to animals in
the donicile of the head, through which the
air is admitted to the tabernacle of the
body, to enlighten, to warm and to nourish
it. What are these parts of the microcosmos:
Tt¿o nostrils, two eyes, two ears and a mouth.
So in the heavens, as in a nacrocosmos, there
are two favourable stars, two unpropitious,
two luminaries, and Mercury tlndecided and
indifferent. From this and fron many other
similarities in nature, such as the seven metals,
etc., which it were tedious to enumerate, we

gather that the number of planets is necessarily
seven.

Nature here is seen to mirror the God-constlucted microcosmos.

The difficulty which Barnes finds with the isonorphism thesis is

that the thesis is ultimately unrevealing in itself. Explanation

and understanding in science, insofar as it makes use of netaphors

and analogies, inevitably generates such isornorphisms. This leads

Barnes to clairn that at the present tirne, there ale no objective

procedures by which the influence of concealed interests upon thought

may be uncoveïed. This leaves us with only a subjective experirnental

approach, whereby we adopt the cultural orientation of the actol, and

assess rvhat plausibility the adopted beliefs have for us (ibid, p.35).

The assessment is made by the "virtual experience't of the investigator

(ibid, p.35). Barnes says little about such experiences apart frorn

the claim that in practical explanations, how the role of concealed

interests is to be assessed in speculation is an outstanding

difficulty (ibid, p.37).

Let us ask, nevertheless, what a plausible sociology of know-

ledge account of the social phenomena of perennial philosophical

disputes might look like fron the material which we have taken so far

from Barnes. The most plausible hypothesis (H1) whích I can cone up
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with is this: it is in the interests of philosophers to disagree

whether they are awale of this or not. The reward system of philo-

sophy in terms of the attribution of fame and honour, is such that

the mere developers of frameworks established by others, are faced by

the prospects of obscurity. Trail blazers however, do not labour

under theshadow of some great philosopher, and indeed get their

notoriety from tearing down the franework established by that great

philosopher. These institutional conditions make the existence of

perennial philosophical disputes quite likely.

(H1) has merits which alternative sociological hypotheses 1ack.

One popular strategy, beloved by structulalist Marxists, is to explain

superstructural phenomena such as the existence of perennial philo-

sophical disputes, with respect to infrastructural variables especially

economic variables. This style of explanation faces irunediate

difficulties here due to the frequent abstract and trans-practical

nature of the explanandum. It rnay well be argued with plausibility

that specific philosophical disputes are of innediate relevance to

the interests of a dominant social c1ass, but it cannot be argued with

any plausibilityr as far as I have ever observed, that aLL philo-

sophical questions are like this. Examples of some that would not

include: "Why is there sonething rather than riothing?tt, I'the antinomy

of the liar", 'rthe paradox of the surprise examination", t'the justi-

fication of deduction" and so on" Structuralism nust somehow relate

such questions to real naterial interests: the problen is, that such

questions are regarded by virtually everybody but the structuralists,

as precÌsely those sorts of questions which carnot be related in any
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sociologically interesting way to real rnaterial interests.

Hypothesis (H1) fares somewhat better than the structuralist

position, in that it seems to provide an explanation of perennial

phílosophical disputes even in quíte abstract areas of metaphysics

and the philosophy of mathematics. But on closer methodological

examination (H1) is demonstrably unsatisfactory. Let us turn to

such an examination.

Difficulties with (H1) not only lie in conceptual problems facing

the notion of interest' and 'philosophical honourr but with the actual

empirical process of testing (H1). Here my concern is with the latter

set of difficulties rather than with the former. The question which

I wish to ask is: could we ever have, within standardly acceptable

Tanges of accuracy, good reason to believe that (H1) is true?

Let us note immediately, that the mere existence of the historical

phenomena of disagreements, ild of the youngeï philosophers tearing

down the established frameworks of the older philosophers is not in

itself evidence for (H1). To argue in this fashion would surely be

circular reasoning. This is the phenomenon which (H1) must accornt

for 
"

Before considering how one would go about obtaining confirning

evidence for (H1), we can note from the outset, a possibte falsifiable

consequence of (H1). If it is the case that philosophers are

primarily notivated by the desire for honour and fame rather than a

pursuit of the truth, we would expect that mere intellectual under-

labourers hanse faced obscurity. To develop and test this inplication

is not inmediately easy: we need sorne operationalízable idea of a

rrgreat philosopher" and a "nere underlabourer'r, as well as some
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satisfactory account of what it means to be a t'successrt in philosophy

and what it neans to be trobscurerr. To explicate these notions would

certainly be difficult, but such notions do have great intuitive appeal

and are not obviously incoherent. If one could succeed in this task,

it is expected that rnere underlabourers would not be successes in

philosophy, and if we found otherwise, then (H1) would be irrnediately

brought into question. Suppose however that (H1) passes this hurdle:

how would one go about obtaining confirning evidence for (H1) ?

To obtain such evidence, we would need confirming evidence for

all historical periods about the relationship between philosopherst

interests in obtaining honour and the reward systen of philosophy of

the tine. This is a task of virtual superhunan proportions, so we

will restrict our attention rnore or less to present day philosophy, let

us say philosophy done this year. Our sample is thus restricted to

authors, most of whom are stil1 alive and in principle at least, open

to questions from a social inquirer. To make our tasks even easier, Iet

us narrow our sarnple down to academic philosophers working in philosophy

departments in the universities of one countTy. In what follows, I will

assume that the reader has a basic understanding of standard nethods of

social inquiry (cf (Moser and Kalton, 1975)).

The least difficult part of our inquiry would be to understand

the reward systen of academic philosophy of today. One could do this

virtually by an appeal to already existing data about awards,

conditions for promotions andpay increases, and so on. The principal

nethodological difficulty in my opinion is atternpting to support the

clain that the interests which philosophers have in obtaining such

rewards leads to situations of perennial philosophical disagreenents.
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Let us run through all the existing popular methods of social inquiry

and see what help they are to us.

Any appeal to existing data on this topic is inpossible: the

issue at stake is how we in fact get such data in the first place,

and without a satisfactory response to this question the proposal is

utterly circular.

One night next try a questionnaire approach. We have stated the

problem so that we do not have very much problen with sanpling and

Teturns. Our subjects, we assume c¿Ln respond to our questionnaire,

The difficulty however is that even if our philosophers answered

truthfully, according to Barnes, a completely negative response to

carefully designed interest-testing questions would not refute (H1).

The interests are not something which a subject need even be consciously

aware of. Another major problem is that if such philosophers were

sirnply doing philosophy for egoistic reasons rather than for reasons

of an altruistic pursuit of the truth, would they adnit it to a

social scientist? Hardly! Such a confession seems outrightly self-

defeating, Even if an individual was protected by a veil of anony-

nity, disclosure of such information nay have severe long term effects

on philosophy which no doubt will threaten all philosopher-egoists.

Why take a rÌsk solely to heì.p a nosey sociologist? Therefore a

questionnaire inquiry is highly irnplausible,

Perhaps one could resort to Þe:nstehen techniques as Barnes

suggests, Yet these as well face severe linitations in areas where

self-deception, lies, cheating and criminal activites are operating.

Can my ernpathetic understancling of a grotrp of philosophers be accepted,

when for all I know, they rnay wel1, ìn accordance with (H1) be
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unconsciously deceiving thernselves and others? Once more, it seems

that the data which I would need as a sociologist is barred fron my

observation.

Sociotogists frequently make recourse to other techniques such

as the observation of ty'aces. The use of various facilities might

for example be roughly gauged by wear and tear. What traces could

possibly be of relevance to our inquiry here? Certainly confession

notes night well be, as might diary entries and other autobio-

graphical data. But most of this material is unavailable to any

pra.cticing sociologist who wishes to stay out of the law courts.

Even if one sought to steal sttch itens, if they existed, the

support which they rvould give to (H1) is minimal. One would need not

only an extensive array of data about any such individual philosopher,

but one would need as well such an alray of data about a significant

number of philosophers in oners sample. The hope to obtain this sort

of material is a hope which is utterly utopian, ignoring even its

gross innorality.

This seems to exhaust the major nethods by which (H1) might be

tested, and confirmed. None of these are even close to being satis-

factory. This then leaves us with the possibility of either accepting

that (Hl) cannot be evidently supported (even though it might weII be

true), or rejecting (H1) as a methodologically invalid hypothesis.

Either horn of this dilenma is sharp enoush for one to wish to avoid

contact with: if (H1) cannot be empirically supported, then there is

no satisfactory sociological account of perennial philosophical

disagreernents. But to reject (Hl) as a methodologically invalid
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hypothesis is to reject what seems to me to be the only plausible

sociological account of perennial philosophical disagreements.

A rnore general moral in conclusion: proponents of the strong

programme of the sociology of knowledge frequently take a Laplacian

view of the explanatory scope of sociology. This is hardly reasonable,

and we have made little pïogïess here with our examination of (H1).

Thus alternative explanations of the existence of perennial philo-

sophical disputes must be sought.

4. (ENE) AND QUINE

The philosophy of Quine does resernble, as Hilary Putnam is fond

of remarking, a large continent with sprawling deserts, lofty snow

capped mountain ranges and Okefenokee swamps, and this is without

doubt far too much territory to even attempt to travel even briefly

here" Consequent.ly I sha11 concentrate solely upon Quiners paper

I'Epistemology Naturalizedr? (1969(a)). This in itself is not arbitrary

choice, since this paper contains Quinefs clearest and most detailed

statement of (ENE) .

Quiners paper at face-value advocates the elinination of traditional

epistenology. He states (ibid, pp.82-83):

Epistenology, or sornething like it, sinply falIs
into place as a chapter of psychology and hence
of natural science. It studies a natural pheno-
menon, viz", a physical human subject. This hurnan
subject is accorded a certain experinentally
controlled input - certain patterns of irradiation
in assorted frequencies.. for instance - and in the
fullness of tine the subject delivers as output a
description of the three dimensional external
world and its history. The relation between the
neager input and the torrential output is a
relation that we are prompted to study for some-
what the same Teasons that always prompted
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epistemology; narnely, in order to see how
evidence relates to theory, and in what ways
oners theory of nature transcends any available
evidence.

He states further in another important passage (ibid, p.83):

The old epistenology aspired to contain, in
a sense, natural science; it would construct
it somehow frorn sense data. Epistemology in
its new setting, conversely, is contained in
natural science as a chapter of psychology.
But the old containment remains valid too,
in its way. We are studying how the human
subject of our study posits bodies and projects
his physics from his data, and we appreciate
that our position in the world is just like his.
Our very epistenological enterprise, therefore,
and the psychology where in it is a component
chapter, and the whole of natural science where -
in psychology is a cornponent book - al1 this is
our own construction or projection from stinu-
lations like those we were neting out to our
epistemological subj ect

There is for Quine then, no "prior" or "first philosophy" 4 For

Quine, there are insuperable problems facing any traditional episteno-

logical response to the sceptic, with regard to the justification of

our knorvledge oftruths about nature. Quine despairs of any satis-

factory ïesponse to the sceptical dilennas raised by Hume. As he puts

it: "The Humean predicanent is the human predicanentr' (ibid, p.72) -

No more is said on this issue, and no nore need be said as Quinets

position is clear, Like Hume he sees no satisfactory response to the

sceptic, beyond abandoning the cultural practice of epistenology in

favour of natural science. Ishall argue that this in itself is no

satisfactory response to t"he sceptic"

The second reason which Quine has for opt.ing out of the cultural

practice of traditional epìstemology is the failure of conceptual reduction

in the form of phenomenalism as represented by Carnapts prograrnme in
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Der Logische Aufbau der WeLt. Not only did Carnaprs progr¿Llnme prove

incapable of conpletion, but Quine algues, in the light of the thesis of

the indeterminacy of translation, statements about the world do not

always have a distinct domain of enpirical consequences unique to

themselves. Thus conceptual reductions where every sentence is equated

to a sentence in observational and logico-mathenatical terms, fail

(Quine, 1969 (a) , p .82) .

It is pointed out by Hilary Putnam that Quine in conversation

has repeatedly said that he has not proposed that the rrnormativerr

be eliminated (Putnam, L982(b), p.19). Indeed as Putnam points out,

Quine in a later papeï (Quine, 1975) has stated criteria for a choice

of "systens of the world"" Putnam is right to find this puzzling:

Quine is inconsistent. Let us however distinguish between I'Quineril

the naturalistic epistemologist, and "Quiner?' the later Quine. Our

concerns are with Quiner.

Regardless of this point, the argunents of Quine's paper

"Epistemology Naturalizedt' require response. Here we can see that

Quine simply has not made any satisfactory case for the claim that

traditional epistemology is illegitimate. The second reason cited

above. is that the programme of conceptual reduction advocated by the

early logical empiricists is inadequate. Ihis is true. Howevet, we

only would establish that aLL epistemoLogy is inadequate, if there

were no alternative epistemologies to that of reductive logical

empiricism - that there is is obviously true. Therefore Ouiners

second argument is unsatisfactory.
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The first argument ís prima facie more substantial: I do not

clain to have any systematic and fu11y detailed response to Humefs

sceptícism about induction. The probtem is ¡¡ot satisfactorily

solved by Popper either - for the reason that at crucial places,

Popper exhales more than a mere rtwhiffrr of inductivisn (O'Hear, 1980)

(cf also (Stove, 1982) for a substantial critique). This controversy

need not be entered here, so let us accept for the sake of argument

that there is as yet no satisfactory response to Humets challenge.

Quiners (ENE) will face immediately a najor problem: the problem of

induction threatens to demonstrate that we do not have anyttnaturalistic

knowledge" as well ! This is the reason in fact why this problen has

received such extensive treatment by philosophers from many traditions

since Hume first explicitly stated the problem. Quine does nothing

to show [unlike Karl Popper) that Hume's problem does not destroy the

very basis of natural scientific reasoning. If Quine proposes that the

problem of induction renders epistemology illegitimate, then he is

also comnitted to claìm (quite against his wishes of course) that the

problem of induction renders natural science cognitively illegitimate

as well. This leaves Quine with the dragon of epistemological scepticisrn,

and without any epistenìc swords to fight i-t. I take this conclusion

to be unreasonable and to constitute a reductio ad absuv'dum the

tenability of Quiners (ENE) 
"

Barry Stroud (1981) has argued that Quiners version of naturalized

epistemology is committed to the coherence of the traditional epistemo-

logical question of the justificat"ion of enpirical and conceptual

knowledge clairns, Since the "input'r from the external world is always
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in general open to isolation frorn everything which we believe about

the world as a result of this I'input?', the general possibility that

the objective world is different from the way we believe it to be,

stands open to consideration, as does the question of how we know that

the scepticrs scenario does not obtain. This Stroud argues is not

answered by any naturalistic episternology. Briefly, an argument

for this proposition, but one not given by Stroud is as follows.

Any natural:_zed epistemology wilt take certain ?rnaturaltr phenomena

to exist: sense data, physical particles ordinaTy material objects

and so on. The epistenological sceptic now asks for a justification

of any of these existential clains. Then the sceptic must show that

for logical and conceptual reasons, the naturalistic epistenologist

fails to solve this problen, or else that the solution which the

naturalistic epistemologist gives is inconsistent with the position

of naturalized epistemology" Quine has replied to Stroudrs paper, so

it will be informative to state his reply, assess its nerits and antici-

pate, if possible, objections to the arguments advanced here.

Quine (f981) begins his reply to Stroud by asking us to consideT

an inclusive theory of the world fornalized within the framework of

predicate logic. Let tFxyt stand for some open sentence that deter-

nines x uniquely for each value oftyt and vice versa' and let tpt

be a one-place predicate. Then reinterplet 'Pzt for each value of

tzt as t(3y)(Fzy& Py)' ancl reinterpret every primitive one-place

predicate in this way, arrd every prinitive nany-place predicate in this

fashion as we1l. Such proxy functions, preserve the structure of our

theory, and even fail to change its links to the observational evidence.
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With this we agree. From this however, Quine claims that all our

inclusive theory of the world rea1ly claims regarding the nature of

the world is 'rthat it is somehow so structuled as to assure the

seqllences of stinulation that our theory gives us to expect. More

concïete dernands aïe indifferent to our scientific theory itself,

what with the freedon of pïoxy functions" (ibid, p.a74) .

Given this statement it is indeed difficult to see how Quine

can avoid the descent into epistemological scepticísm. One well

known form of epl-stemological scepticism proposes that we can have

no knowledge of the world based upon our own sensory experience or

rrstimulationstr. To this scepticism Quine clains that it is an

'roverteactionrr (ibid, p"a75). This clain is however unsatisfactory:

perhaps this "overreaction" ís reasonable? Quiners previous argulnelrt

fron the proxy-functions, is taken to establish that the only real

claim which our inciusive theory of the world commits us to, is that

sequences of stimulations aïe preserved. This the sceptic proposes,

may occur even if the world was Oifferent from what it was, or in the

case of solipsism, if there was no world at aLL. Quine then has no

right to claim that "people, sticks, Stones, electrons, and molecules

are real" (ibid, p"474) - all he has access to as a consistent

physicalist-empiricist are sequences of sensory stinulations. It is

a rnystery as to how one salr¡ages a t^¡orld from this phenomenon without

making use of some epistenologicai principles. Yet to do this is to

irnmediately abandon the enterprise of naturalized epistemology.

Quine believes that a "robust realism" where "sticks, stones'

electrons and moleculesr! are real and not merely I'dirn proxiesrr (ibid,
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p.474) can be secured by naturalism,'rthe recognition that it is

within science itself, and not in sone prior philosophy, that reality

is properly to be identified and described" (ibid, p.47a). Elsewhere

(Snith, 1983(b)) I have argued that such a form of naturalisn is

committed to either dogmatism or relativism. What is this thing called

,,science"? Are the creationists engaging in science or not? If they

are not then why not? Quine's ansu/er would no doubt be that the

creationists are not engaging in science and that this can be shown

by a careful study of "sensory observations'r. But this would only

show that creationism is fa1se, science, not that it is pseudo-science'

Quiners naturalisn wilI place upon us a very great restriction in

ouî range of critical nethods and make us dogrnatists in accepting

rec.eived science rather than some fringe position. The I'furniture

of the world" dwindles to merely 'rmanners of speaking" for the

Quinean naturalist and 'rother purported objects would serve as we11,

and rnay as welL be said already to be doing so" (ibid, p.474)'

Nothing prevent.s us from taking once more these consequences as a

red7¿ctio ad a.bst,ty,dum of Quiners naturalism. Alternatively if science

is not to become choked by met.aphysically problematic yet seemingly

empirically equivalent- systens of the wor1d, then r.ecourse must be

macle to a prior epistenology or metascience which serves as an organon

of critÌcisrn.

It is conc.luded that Quiners (ENE) is untenable. Rather than

escaping fron the need for a traditional justificationist epistemology,

Quiners (ENE) seems to require it, and such a requirenent is straight

forwardly incoherent for a position that claims to have eschewed the

traditional epistemological frame"o"k, 5
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5. ANALYTIC NATURALIZED EPISTEMOLOGY (ANE)

The project of (ANE) attempts to explicate epistemíc notions

such as rjustifiedr, rwatrantedr, rhas (good) Teasonst, thas reason

(to believe)t, ?knows thatt, tis probabler and so on. To illustrate

what is involved here, the readeï nay compare the project of (ANE)

with Harty Fieldts contention (Field, 1972) that Tarski claimed that

his work on truth made semantics physicalistically respectable by

explicating a smal1 number of primitive semantic notions in physical

terns (Tarski, 1956, p.406). This Field argues, has not been established

by Tarski: here I will argue that rny selected specimens of (ANE)

also fail,6

For William Lycan (198+), the place of epistenic notions in the

I'closed causal order we call nature' is unclear, and the task of

I'naturalizingil them is as difficult as the task of naturalízíng moral

goodness. Since Lycan as a naturalist holds that there is no real

differences which are not at bottorn natural differences, to naturalize

epistenology, he nust show that there is sornething in nature I'that

distinguishes reasonable belief from unreasonable belief" (ibid, p.1).

In actual fact however, all that is established by this proposal is

a naturalistic analysis of one episternic notion - but this is by no

means a trivial accomplishnent, if Lycan is successful in this task.

I will argue, that on the contrary he is not. 7

Lycan cites five principles rvhich serve as selection procedures

for distinguishing the best I'theory" from a number of available theories.

For reference these principles are as follows:
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1. Other things being equal, prefer T1 to T2 if
T1 is simpler than T2.

2. Other things being equal, prefer TL to T2 if
T1 explains more than T2.

3. Other things being equal, prefer T1 to T2 íf
T1 is nore testable than T2.

4. Other things being equal, prefer T1 to T2 if
T1 leaves fewer messy unanswered questions
behind (especially if T2 itself v'aises nessy
unanswered questions) .

5. Other things being equal, prefer T1 to T2 if
T1 squares better with rvhat you already have
reason to believe"

The issue as to whether these principles are satisfactory will not be

discussed here: all that is necessary for thepresentargument is for

one to accept that such principles could be satisfactorily expanded

and explicated. Further these principles aTe not intended by Lycan

as a description of the ïeasons people in fact have for their choices

of hypotheses, that is, as a causal explanation of actual theory choices.

Rather, the set of rules is taken to constitute a normative theory of

justification, characterizing the distinction between rational and

irrational theory choices. It is such a distinction which Lycan nust

"naturalize". I shal1argue that he fails.

To do this Lycan advances an I'optirnality argumentft based upon

the metaphor of a skil1ful and benevolent "Mother Nature".8 This

netaphor is adopted by Lycan to sinplify his argunent, and I sha1l

grant this simplification. Shortly howe'ver I shall investigate how

Lycants position might be defended by one with an eye more keen for

questions of biological detail. The question then to investigate is

how one can gïound "naturalisticallytr the above principles of theory

choice, Lycan treats'this as the question of uhy it is good ot'utiLe

to use thes'e principles rather than others, such as the precise

negation of these principles. Thus we rnust ask, what cognitive habits
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would a skillful and benevolent Mother Nature have given us in order

that we rnight go on to forn naximally utile beliefs?

To take one example, Lycan proposes that Mother Nature would have

built us to prefer simpler hypotheses to conplex ones. He advances

the fotlowing reasons for this (ibid, pp.16-17):

(a) Simpler hypotheses are nore efficient to
work with. A simple handbook of ru1es, such
as the Boy Scout Manual, is easier to use than
is the 1976 U.S. Tax Code. (b) As Russell
observed in defense of his version of Occamrs
Razor, complexities incur greater risk of error.
A sinpler device has less that can go wrong with
it (think of a sinplified record turntable or
auto engine). (c) Sinplicity is itself a form
of efficiency. The whole point of obtaining simple
and unified hypotheses in science is to achieve
plenitude of result (in the way of data explained
and results predicted) with parsinony of means.
If we were not able to mobilize a few sinple
hypotheses and thereby obtain maxirnally infornative
analysis of the news, especially ín the way of
experiental predictions, we would be far less
competent in coping with environmental developments;
tire world would pïesent us with too nany surprises
and they would overwhelrn us.

This ?'utilityt' Lycan proposes must be understood on the basis of neo-

Darwinian accounts of I'inclusive fitness'r (Wilson, 1975): the

recipient is the gene-type and the utility is its potential for

being passed on. Thus operating according to the rules of theory-

preference, Lycan alleges, we do maximize our inclusive fitness.

Alleged counter-exarnples which many philosophers have produced,

such that our rationality and science nay well lead to our therrno-

nuclear-extinction (Tennessen, 7973), are dealt with, successfully I

believe, by claiming that it is not rationality alone which produces

such genetically undesirable effects.
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Lycan seems to follow the sociobiological tradition of "just-sorr

panglossian selectionisn which has been satisfactorily demolished in

my opinion by the biologists Gould and Lewontin (1979). Lycan believes

that he can avoid the Panglossian fatlacy by arguing that design is

optimal only relative to various physiological constraints' such as

general anatomy (Lycan, 198+, p.25). This whilst true is not

sufficient to rebut the objection of the Panglossian fallacy and the

spinning of 'rjust-soil stories. Let us detail why.

As is illustrated by Lycanfs case of the sirnplicity rule, what

has been presented is a set of plausible assertions that a skillful

optirnizing lr,lother Nature would build us to prefer sinpler hypotheses

to complex ones. This however telts us nothing about the actual

traits which people have - which L¡'can told us, mãY differ fron his

normative theory. He clained not to be presenting an actual causal

account of hunan reasoning, which is as is well known riddled with

vagueness, wishful thinking and so on. Therefore in the light not

only of evidence of human "irrationality" (taken now to be the failure

of conformitywith Lycanrs normative theory) in both our own culture and

others, the claim that adhelence to Lycanrs principles does result

in a maxirnization of inclusjve fitness requires empirical support.

It is only reasonable to ask a naturalistic episternologist for this

- but no such evidence has been presented. Consequently Lycanrs

position is unsupported. Indeed it is extremely difficult to see

how one could ever test Lycanfs hypothesis, since we would need a

hurnan pcpuLation where (1) propensities to beiieve Lycanrs principles

and act in accordance with them by contrast to not doing this, aÏe

of an inheritable basis and (2) two subpopulations exist of believers
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and non-believers, hrho can be compared in fitness terms. It is

easier to spin nyths.

This is a practical difficulty - there is however a rnajor

theoretical difficulty facing Lycan's position. Selectionist argu-

ments tacitly presuppose the prior evolution of the traits under

consideration. Natural selection only operates if variation exists'

But for variation to exist, the relevant traits must already be present'

Hence any adequate evolutionary theory must be concerned with onto-

genetic aspects of organisms (Ho and saunders, 1979) . In this donain

Lycan's thesis suffers badly. Not only does he assume that the brain

is a linited-capacity inforrnation p"o."rro",9 but he also assumes

that dispositions to specific beliefs such as his prirtciples of theory

choice could be wired in. The former assumption is not only challenged

by the ilframe problem" in cybernetics (Dreyfus, 1979), but lands one

in the dilemna of having to postulate enoûnous quantities of causative

genes, which is totally inconsistent with Lycanrs own canon of

pars]-nony.

Much of human intellectual inquiry is only vaguely, if at all,

linked with survival value. Only the slightest glance at the history

of ideas of human kind informs us that one generation or culture

frequently rejects the basic theories of another - among the grave-

yards of hurnan thought lie vi:rtually every philosophical systen of

the past (as it was initially stated), countless cosmologies, religions

and so on - and yet our ancestols survived to produce us ! It is true

that a nurnber of hunan beliefs if acted upon, rnay have radical effects

on inclusive fitness - leading ultinately to extinction. A critic

of eyolutionary epistemology need not deny this. It is sufficient to
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point out that evolutionaly modes of explanation have their linits,

and ïationality is, f conjecture, one of thelo.10

The problern of accounting for rationality within the framework

of the neo-Darwinism has also been discussed in a paper by Elliot

Sober (1981). The problems facing an evolutionary account of the

origins of rationality are: (1) much of the 'rscientific method'r

appears to confer no practical benefit of survival to those who employ

it; (2) even if it did, the??scientific method?ris not more fit than

cornpeting irrational methods in specific environnents; (3) the

scientific method and its competitols may be "locally equivalentrt

within a specific environment, and hence selectionally blind. Here

I shalladdress Soberts response to (1).

With respect to the first problen Sober gives two replies. The

first is the clairn that scientific reasoning may be a pleiotropic

effect of a single gene combination (ibid, pp.99-100). This, like

the other stories told by sociobiologists is logically possible but

unlikely in view of what the social sciences have told us about the

social genesis of the scientific method. In any case no such gene

conbination has been isolated and until it has this conjecture is

rightly regarded as science-fiction. Soberfs second argument is

addressed to showing that the bifurcation between techniques (or

principles) for processing information which have sone practical

consequences for survival, and those techniques which are central to

pure science and have no impact on inclusive fitness. It is unclear

to me what precisely Soberrs argument is for the conclusion that this

distinction is not represented in nature. Nothing however hinges on

a distinction between theoretical and practical reason. The point
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that nuch of scientific inquiry, theorem proving, netaphysical argu-

rnentation and so on, does nothing to influence inclusive fitness (and

may even distract one from reproductive concerns) rernains unanswered.

Before closing this section I shall discuss the alternative forrn

of (ANE) which has been stated and defended by Alvin Goldnan (1979).

Goldman proposes a theory of justified belief to specify in non-epistenic

terns when a belief is justified. Thus a criteria of naterial adequacy

for his analysis, is that only non-epistenic tems appear in the

explicatun of any proposed analysis. A theory of justified belief will

be a set of principles that specify truth-conditions for the schema

tsts belief in p at time t i.s justifiedr, thus supplying conditions

for the satisfaction of this schema in all possible cases. The

definition which Goldman proposes is recursive'

Goldman ploposes that the failure of rnost current attempts to

explicate epistenic notions is due to the absence of causal require-

ments in these principles. Counter-examples frequently involve beliefs

being caused in some epistenically unacceptable ways. Thus he maintains,

the correct principles of justified belief nust be principles that

nake causal requirements, not only for "base-clauserr principles, but

also for recursive principles as we11. For Goldman the 'rjustifi-

cational status of a belief is a function of the reliability of the

process or pïocesses that calrse it, where (as a first approximation)

reliability consists in the tendency of a process to produce beliefs

that are true rather than false" (ibid, p.10). This is not to say that

there can not be justified beliefs which are false on Goldmanrs

account: how reliable a belief-forming process must be in order that
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its resultant beliefs be justified, is left vague by Goldman because

our ordinary conception of justification is vague in this lespect.

So also is the concept of a rtendencyr in this epistemic context,

which rnay refer to either actual long-run frequencies of truth to

error or to a 'propensityt to generate tlue-belíefs. Finally by a

rprocess I , Goldman means a functional operation or procedule which

generates a mapping fron input-states into output-states (these being

states of believing this or that proposition at a given moment).

We will say that a process ís condítionaLLy z,eliabLe when a

sufficient proportion of its output-beliefs are true given that its

input-beliefs are true. BeLief-dependent cognitiue proeesses, are

processes some of whose inputs are belief-states, 4d belief-independent

cognil;iUe processes are processes none of whose inputs are belief-

states. Goldnan then proposes that the following two prínciples,

with a standard closure clause gives us a conplete theory of justified

belief (ibid, pp.13-14) :

(T1) If Sts belief in p at t results ("inrnediately")
fron a belief-independent process that is
(unconditionally) reliabIe, then Srs belief in
p at t is justified.

(T2) if Srs belief ìn p at t results (rrinnediately")
from a belief-dependent process that is (at
least) conditionally reliable, and if the beliefs
(if any) on which this process operates in producing
Sts belief ìn p at t are thernselves justified, then
S's belief in p at t is justified.

To deal with the diffictrlty that even though the causal ancestry of

Srs belief is futly reliable, S nay have reason to believe that Srs

belief is caused by an unreliable process (perhaps on the basis of a

currently accepted scientific theory which fails precisely in the

rlonain about which S has some specific beliefs), Goldnan advances
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this modification:

(T3) If Srs belief in p at t results from a reliable
cognitive process' and there is no reliable or
coñditionally reliable process a'vai.lable to S

which, had it been used by S in addítion to the
process actually used' would have resulted in
S's not believing p at t, then Sts belief in p

at t is justified.

The final position seems then to be a materially adequate definition.

But is it correct?

Hilary Putnam (1982(b), p'7) has suggested in passing, with

little argument,that Goldmanrs (ANE) is vulnerable to the following

style of counter-example: suppose Tibetan Buddhism is true and that

the Dalai Lama is epistemically infallible. Then the method:

(T4) Believe that which Dalai Lama says

results in a 100e" reliability of assessment of those true beliefs in

a sarnple of true and false beliefs, even though the only argument

which a follower of Tibetan Buddhisn night be able to give for his/

her belief that Dalai Lama is neveï wlong is I'the Dalai Lama Says so".

For this to be a counter-exarnple it rnust be shown that this instance

is not really ruled out by (T1), (T2) and (T3), which Putnam has

failed to do. Let us exanine this question now.

(T4) is conditionally reliable, since 100e" of its output-beliefs

generated in our Tibetan Buddhist are true given true input-beliefs

fron Dalai Lama" Further the processes in question are belief-dependent

cognitive processes, since what our Tibetan Buddhist gets from Dalai

Lama are "beliefsrt (or less loosely, input-information for the fornation

of beliefs) rather than just pieces of rnatter and energy. According

to (T2) the beliefs upon which this whole process operates, i.e,

of Dalai Lama, rnust thernselves be justified by a reliable nethod
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and that there is no other conpeting nethod available to Dalai Lana

which would have resulted in Dalai Larna not believing what is believed.

It would seen at first sight that Putnamrs counter-exarnple

immediately faits: there could be no other competing nethod available

which would result in Dalai Lama not believing what is believed

because all of Dalai Lama's beliefs are true by hypothesis. Whilst

this reply is true, it does not arswer a major problern which lays

at the root of Putnarnrs cornplaint. This is that the long-run frequency

of the selection of true beliefs is inadequate precisely because the

nystical nethods of Dalai Lana lack in any intuitive sense, philo-

sophical justification (and mystics night well agree with this pointing

out that this is so much the worse for Western philosophy!). The

appropriate mechanisn which produces true beliefs, whilst "reliablett

in Goldmants sense, flâI be "irrational in an intuitive sense. But

alas any (ANE) rnust analyse epistemic notions by means of non-epistenic

notions under pains of outright failure. This suggests to ne that

(ANE) is in fact, an outright failure. Putnarn is therefore correct

in his assessnent.

6. JUSTIFICATIONIST NATI.JRALIZED EPISTEMOLOGY (JNE)

The final version of naturalized epistemology which I will

consider in this chapter is (JNE), and I will restrict my discussion

to what I take to be its najor defender: Nicholas Reschet.ll Further

ny discussion will be nuch briefer than with other authors, since

the argurnent which I witl advance against Rescherrs (.fUE) has already

been given against evolutionary episternology. Thus it should be

stressed that I am commenting upon only a selected portion of Rescherrs
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impressive epistenological project, although an inportant portion

at that.

For Rescher, the seemingly infinite regression of justification

(or alternatively the prospects of ttle diaLLeLus) is halted by a

pragrnatist-Darwinian argurnent. Methodological and epistenological

principles are evaluated in the same mannel as we would evaluate

any tool or instlunent: does it work? Does it produce the desired

results? Rationality is thus definable by the concept of knowledge-

wed-to-practical activity in controtling nature. Such a Darwinian

legitination requires a standard of rrfitnessrt. Whilst Rescher does

not take this to be inclusive fitness maximi zatíon, he does regard

the pivotal issue here to be suz'uiuabiLity. Indeed he adnits that

this Darwinian line of rnethodological justification can only be

effective with respect to a culture which has a high density of

interactions with the natural environment.

The question which imrnediately nust be asked is: what if this

condition is not met, as is the case with the alleged logic-violating

beliefs of the lfuer (Kekes, 1979) or perhaps by a possible techno-

logical society of the future where cognitive agents live in elaborate

az,tifíciaZ environments? The answer seens tlnavoidable: Darwinian

survival only could constitute evidence for pragmatic efficacy within

certain ecological settings. In others it is inpotent. For episterno-

logists this linitation is quite intolerable, for wc surely would like

to believe that in an arm-chail society with arnple tine for pure

speculative thought, epistemological theories could stitl be either

justified or' not. The fault then lies with Rescherrs proposal and

his (.rne; fails.
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7. CONCLUSION: STATE OF TTIE ARGI.JMENT

This chapter has considered various accounts of naturalized

epistemology. The final conclusion reached is that none of the above

accounts (i.e. (ENE), (ANE), (JNE)) are tenable, and take us no

distance towards resolving rnajor outstanding problems in philosophy

and especially epistemology. The difficulties which the problem of

perennial philosophical disputes raises for episternology with regard

to both its rationality and progressiveness as a cognitive enterprise

is not addressed by any of these position: if anything they compound

our epistemological problems. Naturalized epistemologies then have

little philosophical virtue. But in stating this, I am not claiming

that scientific inquiry contlibutes nothing to epistemology: on the

contlrary, its contribution is significant. Naturalized episternologies

to be of any philosophical interest must assert noTe than this, and

this extra assertion is, f hAve argued here, rmsubstantiated. In the

next chapter I shal1 consider tlinternalist responsestt to the problem

of perennial philosophical disagreements. This is the natural direction

lvhich our argument should now fol1ow: if no satisfactory response

to the problern of perennial philosophical disputes if forthcoming

fron "externalisttr SouTces, then perhaps a Satisfactory response may

be obtained by exanining factors rrinternal" to philosophical inquiry

itself.
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5. NOTES

1. This chapter draws upon (Smith, 198+(d)).

2. We ignore the strong sexist biases in Scharfstein and Ostowrs
explanation.

3. On the strong progranme of the sociology of knowledge cf.
(B1oor, 1973;1976;1978; 1981(a), (b); (1982), (Barnes, I974;
1982(a), (b)), (B1oor and Barnes, 1982), (Law and French, 1974)'
(Restivo, 1983), (Hesse, 1980), (Laudan, 198L), (Trigg, 1980),
(Snith, 1983(b)).

4. Elsewhere (Quine, 1969(b) p.26), Quine is quite explicit about
this:

Philosophically I am bound to Dewey by the
naturalism that doninated his lasE three
decades. With Dewey I hold that knowledge,
nind and rneaning are part of the same world,
that they have to do with, and that they are
to be studied in the same ernpirical spirit
that aninates natural science. There is no
place for a prior philosophy.

For further criticisn of Quiners I'naturalízed epistenology
cf (Giedynin, 1972).

A physicalist foundation for semantics is untenable in ny
opinion precisely because semantical notions of representation
are already presupposed to interpret the rnathematical fornalism
of our allegedly best physical theories such as the Hilbert
space of quantum mechanics. Hence such physicalist programnes
iñvolve a vitiating circularity (cf also (McDowell, 1978)) '

Lycan devotes considerable space to a defense of his epistenic
position of ?'explanationism'r from sceptical challenge. This
work is welcome, but will not be discussed here. For a

discussion of the explanationist's basic node of anpliative
inference cf (Harrnan, 1968) .

8 On the nature of optimality arqunents cf (Maynard Smith,
1978), and for a critique cf (Snith, 1984).

9. For criticisrns of this assumption cf (Neisser, 1980) .

This attitude need not lead to rnysticism, Platonisn, or any
other disliked doctrine. Despite my scepticisn about the
tenability of the foundations of the neo-Darwinist synthesis
expressed in Reductionism and CuLturaL Being (1984) ' contrary
to rny critics I certainly accept that the human nind is a
product of evolutionary processes. Indeed, even within the
framework of neo-Darwinism, good "just-sorr stories can be
given as for why the skillful 'rMother Naturerrof Lycan, would

5

6

7

10
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in her optinalistic wisdom, produce a human organism which is
behaviourally plastic to a high degree and has a quite small
supply of innate rrknowledge'r (if any): such a creatule could
only survive through extensive learning, cultural innovation
and the resultant lnodification of its environment. It would
be plastic and adaptable to changing environments - The
accornplishments of cosmology, elementary particle physics,
relevänce logic and positivistic epistemology nay be taken
straight forwardly as the products of cultural evolution.
Studying these accomplishnents in this way saves one from
multiplying adaptationist stories and scores of causative genes.

For Rescherts view on the 'rDarwinian" basis of epistenic
legitinacy cf (Rescher, 1973(b) ; 1977(b); 1979(a); 1980(a), (b))'
Thé argument which I consider here is repeated vírtualry word
for woid in most of Rescher's major books, so I shal1 not cite
specific page references.
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6. INTERNALIST RESPONSES

1 STATTÍENT OF THE ARGIIMENT

An internaList Tesponse to the problem of perenníal philosophical

disputes, attempts to account for this problem eiËher through an appeal

Èo some general aspect of philosophical inquiry which is taken to be

incapable of modification without modifyíng the basic naÈure of the

philosophical enterprise, or through some undesirable, deeply íngrained

but modifiable aspect of the philosophical enterprise. Thus internalist

responses díagnose the source of our principal problem without makíng

substantial use of non-philosophícal or externalisÈ data. Among the

most ímportant internalíst responses in Èhe recent literature are (Kekes,

f980), (Moulton, f983), (DorÈer, I977), (Barber, 1958), (Gallie, 1955-56) '

as well as a proposed argument based upon Collingwoodrs notion of abso-

lute presuppositions (Collingwood, 1940).1

Al1 of these internalist approaches locate the perenníal aspect of

philosophícal disputes ín the natura of phílosophícal inquiry. For Kekes

the perenniality of philosophical dísputes arises because philosophy is

concerned wiEh the analysis and justification of ideaLs' which are in

Ëurn (as we shall soon see) intimately related Eo the soluÈion of endur-

ing human problems. Moulton by contrast, sees any style of philosophizing

which intrinsically involves adversary, criticism and refutation as not

only conceptually ínadequate, buË sexist as well. I^ihilst Moulton ís not

expliciÈ about Èhe matter, ít seems plausible to suppose that she would

view perenníal philosophical dísputes as a function of a misguided male-

bíased and aggressive way of philosophízing. These examples illustrate

Èhe tv¡o principal types of internalist response to the problem of

perennial philosophical disagreements. I shall argue that none of the -
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positions discussed in this chapter are logically satísfactory, so that

Ëhey can be irnnediately disqualified as solutions to the Èarget problem.

In each case the view of the nature of phílosophy sketched by each author

fails to do jr:stice to the theoretical richness of philosophical inquiry,

and some positi-ons whilst seeming plausible at a glance, slide into

contradicÈion upon more careful sÈudy. I begin my study with an exam-

ination of Kekest excellent book, The Nature of PhiLosophy.

2. KEKES ON THE NATURE OF PHILOSOPHICAL INQUIRY

For Kekes, phílosophy had tradítíonally attempted to provide a

rationally justified world-view or lleLtanschauurlg, giving an account of

the general nature of realiÈy, a view of the tthuman condition", and a

sysÈem of ideals which give sense and point to human life. The hope of

many philosophers \¡ras to obtain uyLsdom: to gain knowledge and make on

the basis of such knowledge, reasoned and good judgements in the busi-

ness of life.

This is only possible he believes if philosophy can provide know-

ledge. But can one find a single ínstance of philosophical knowledge in

philosophyts 2,500 year history? Even in antiquity, the sceptics made

use of the fact of phílosophical disagreements to discredit philosophy

as a cognitively fruitful enterpríse. There is not a single claím about

the nature of realíÈy which is not repudiated by as many philosophers

usíng prLma faeie convincing arguments, as there are philosophers cham-

pioning it. Is Ëhere then any reason to believe that philosophícal know-

ledge exists, and tlnaE WeLtanschauungs are open to rational examinatíon

and theír fundamental assumptions rationally justífiable? If there ís

no such reason, then as Kekes maintains (Kekes, 1980, p.I2)z

...a11 honestly held convíctions would have an equal
claim upon general acceptance. So scíence and pseudo-
science, history and myth, medicine and quackery' con-
sidered judgement and rabíd prejudice, would be equally
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acceptable. The civilLzing restraints of debate,
críticism, and rational discussíon would disappear
and force and propaganda would take theír place as
the method for settling disputes- Lífe, Èhen, as
Hobbes said, would be "nasty, brutish, and short

I^IheÈher these soci4I consequences would follow from the death of ration-

alíty, is a proposition asserted, but not empirically demonstraÈed by

Kekes. But the stakes involved in a reaffirmation of the traditional

role of philosophy are consequently theoretíealLy hígh even i-f our civíl-

ízation would not collapse if rationaliËy proved to be incapable of

cogent justification.

So much then for scene-setting. Kekest response to the problem of

philosophical dísagreemerits is an ingenious attempt Ëo invert the quesÈion

against those who maintain thaÈ philosophical debates are futile, end-

less discussions of the same kind of quesÈions. Philosophical debates

occur mainly through perennial argumenËs, and whilst Èhese constiÈute a

recurrent discussion of the same type of question, Èhey are far from

futíle. The perenniality of phílosophical problems ís generated by

basic facÈs about the "human conditionrr, that is, by enduring human

problems whose persistent presence is ari inevitable feature of human

life as we know it. Thus Kekesr resPonse to the problem of perennial

philosophical disagreements, is to deny that such disagreements indicate

some inherent defect in phílosophy itself. The perenniality of philo-

sophical problems is therefore a virtue' not a více.

The subject matter of perennial arguments are ideaLs. Ideals are

goals whích are valued by their possessors, and they dírect their behaviour

towards achieving them, or in accordance with such goals. Whether or

not such ídeals are objectively valuable ís a question which is logically

independent of the question of the definÍtion of the Ëerm fidealt. It

is suffícient that the goal be valued by theÍr possessors. Ideals include
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ratíonality, demoetra:c!t equality and sexual responsibility. They also

(arguably) include alcohofism ancl drúg abuse and perhaps other

activities which Pãscal rightly classified as d,iversions.

It is undeniable, I believe, that Èhe goals of some people' namely the

alcoholícs of the world, are little more than the seemingly endless

consumption of alcohol. Such consumpÈive activities are híghly valued by

them as ways of coping with 1ífers problems. Therefore chronic alcoholism

and drug abuse are ídeals. As we shall see later, such phenomena are a

solution to various problems of life which people have. Then I will argue

that Kekes'categories are far Loo general to do justíce to the peculiar

nature of perennial philosophical disputes. At present, the reader should

merely note the conceptual obesity of Kekesr notice of ideals.

Thís objection has already been antieipated by Kekes on pages 46-53

of The Nature of Philosophy (Kekes, 1980) , and üre must nor¡/ consider a

possible rejoínder. There we find that ideals are "human goals whose

concrete expressions may be more or less satisfacÈoryrr (íbid, p.47).

Further, ideals must not be "trivial, persorìal, or idiosyncratíc; Ehey are

important in that they represent available options among which people ín a

given intellectual epoch must choose" (ibid, p.47). In sunmary (ibid, p.52):

t'Ideals, in my sense, are vague and general descriptions of
desírable goals. These may be exemplífíed in socíeties'
instiÈutions, practices, mental states, or conditions of life.
What makes them desirable is that they are seen by their
champíons as the goals to which avaílable solutions of
enduring problems should aim.

None of this mat.erial gives me cause to alter my sceptical attitude about

the adequacy of Kekesr notion of an ideal, a notion urhích plays an

important role in Kekes t epistemology and his solution to the problem of

perennial philosophical disputes. Llhat counts as a rdesirable goalr'

changes wíth the tastes and cultures of socíal grouPs. For example,
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alcoholism and drug taking come out to be ídea1s for depressed groups of

people. My examples of alcoholism and drug abuse are realístic examples

of the (perhaps sadly místaken) ways ín which many young people today deal

r¡iËh the enduring problem of the meaning of life in a secuLar age. Many

teenagers (and noL just a few) opt for a drug-induced flíght from reality

which we feel in no way solUes this enduríng problem. Yet these same

Ëeenagers would say that drug abuse is a desirable goa1, and henee is an

ideaL for them. This is counter-intuitive. The insane may well víew any

arbiËrary goa1, however absurd, as an available solution to an enduring

problem, for all Kekes requires for a goal to be desírable is that it be

"seen by their champíons as the goals to whích available soluËions of

enduring problems should aim" (ibid, p.52). tlhat, therefore, ís not an

ideal? My objection, I believe, must stand because no restríction is placed

upon either the groups that have goals, or upon the type of goals that they

may have. As the case of the insane shows, nothing which Kekes has said

excludes trivial phenomena becoming ideals. Thís severely límits the

usefulness of his explication of the noÈion of an idea as applied to

philosophy.

Perennial argumerits may be either external or ínternal; Èhey are

external íf the debate is abouË the merits and accepÈability of the ídeal

itself and internal if the debaEe is about the ínterpretatíon of the

ideat and not about its merits and acceptabilíty. External perennial

arguments involve conflicting ideals; internal perennial arguments whilst

involving acceptance of the same ideal, ínvolve disputes abouË the

necessity and importance of various components of the ideal. Such argu-

menÈs are said to be perennial not necessarily because they have a long

hístory (although most philosophícal problems and resultant debates do),

but because of "their lack of finalíËy and recurrencetr (t<ekes' 1980' p.

20). Further, in such disputes the participants are well awar:P of the
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arguments the other side advances in support of the ideal, and Èhey

consciously criticíze and champion theír respective ideal. ThÍs dialectic

also occurs with internal perennial arguments.

Internal and external perennial arguments certainly occur; the

interesting question is how to interpret them. Kekes rejects two

mísinterpretaÈions of perennial argumenËs: (1) they are facÈual and are

resolvable once the relevant facts are ascertaíned i Q) they are about

meaning, and are resolvable once the respecÈive debaters become clear about

the meaning of key words. Perennial arguments are not factual because the

point of (external) perenníal arguments is to decide upon whaË ideal should

be used for evaluating the facts. Nor is it the case that all internal

and external perennial arguments are verbalr sÍnce in many debates,

debates are expliciÈly clear about the definítion and senses of key terms

of opposing views. Their debate is a substantive one. It isrhowever,

a special kind of factual debate: perennial arguments are intetp?etiue

factual arguments (ibid, p.28). lfhilst they are not "scientifieally"

resolvable, they are nevertheless rationally resolvable. LeÈ us con-

sider in some detail how Kekes believes that thís is possible.

Perennial arguments are conducÈed to determine the best solution

for problems which face the partici-pants, and a 'rbest choÍce" is deter-

mined by those ideals which guide problem-solving. This is so for both

external and internal perennial arguments. If the perennial argument. is

about whích ideal in accordance with which the problem should be solved,

then the disagreement is an external perennial argument. If the dis-

agreement is however about the ínterpretation of the idea1, then theír

disagreement is an internal perenníal argument. Philosophical theories

are attempts Èo solve problems, and the test of their adequacy is whether

ín fact problems are solved. But this seems to constitute a petitio

pr"Lncipiir as I.rhat counts as a problem depends upon the theory_in ques-

tion. The problem of the paradox of omnipotence for example is only a
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problem for those who hold to a theory of God which takes His nature to

involve omnipotence.

To avoid ttris petitío pz"Lncipii Xekes distínguishes a field of

problems which human beings encounÈer by virtue of beíng in the mídst of

the world, and which face them regardless of what theories Èhey ho1d.

There are three main problem areas: problems concerníng a personts

response to hís/her physícal environment; problems concernlng a personts

response to humanity and fínally problems concerning a personts response

to hirn/herself. In each of these areas there occur two types oi problems:

problems of Life and probLems of refLection. The former problems "occur

because the species has evolved in a particular way and because the

environment is ¡¿hat it isr' (ibid, p.33). Since the solutions of problems

of life are extremely varied, problems of reflection arise in choosing

the most suitable solutions to problems of life. Problems of reflection

are theory-generated; problems of life are not. This dístinction, Kekes

believes, enables him Èo solve one of the most pressing problems of

epistemology. He states (ibid, PP.35-36):

(Kl) The difficulty that beseÈs much of the conÈemPorary
discussion about the rational evaluatíon of theories
is that various evaluative standards offered all
presuppose an already established Èheoretical frame-
work. Those who are dubious of the possibility of
rational evaluaÈion acknowledge that whaË is claimed
to be rational is indeed rational in a given frame-
work, in logic, scíence, religion' or morality, and
then go on to question the rationality of the frame-
work. And, of course, so long as the standards
offered are internal to one framework or another,
their doubt cannot be removed, The merit of the
proposed standard of solving problerns of life is
that r,rith its help the critics I challenge can be
met. A framework is rational, inter aLia' if it
contríbutes a possible solution Èo problems of life.
Sínce problems of life are lndependent of theoretical
frameworks, so is the standard based upon them.

In challengíng Kekest solution to the problem of perennial philoso-

phical disagreements, Ishall in turn challenge the claim of (K1). Then

Ishall seek to establish that by Kekesr account of ratíonalíty, his own

paradigm cases of irrational frameworks - such as that of the Flaggelants
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- come out to be quíte rational practíces. That is to say, his

distinctíon ís completely ineffectual. Second, even whílst agreeing that

problems of life are independent of theoretícal frameworks, the

justification of the inference that the theoretical standards based upon

them are independent of theoretical frameworks ís completely lackíng.

There is at preserit however, further material which requires sunmary.

of the inference that the theoretical standards based upon them are inde-

pendent of theoretical frameworks is completely lacking. There is at

present however, further material which requires summary.

Kekes disÈinguíshes between remouaL probLems and endur"Lng pz'obLems.

Removable problems arise from merely short-Èerm obstacles. Enduring

problems exist by vírtue of human nature and the world, and require to

be constantly dealÈ with. Resolvíng a particular romantíc relaÈíonship

may be a removable problem; onets general response Èo the opposíte or

same sex is a problem to be constantly dealt with afresh throughout onefs

1ife. In the latter case r^re have an exarnple of a problem of life which

ís also an enduring problem. In generàI though, enduring problems t.end

to be problems of reflecÈion, whíle problems of life Èend Ëo be removable.

The reason for this is taken to be that removable problems are more

frequently solvable without reference to a theory, whereas the solution

of enduring problems usually requires a theory to enable the "besË choice"

of policies.

The connectíon between these concepts and that of our initial

concern, perenníal arguments is this: perennial arguments are prompted

by enduring problems in all three problem areas. The attitudes whích one

takes in response to such a tríad of problems is the object of perennial

arguments. There are many solutions to enduring problems and philosoph-

ical theories are reasoned attempts to presenE policies of copíng with

enduring problems. The raËionality of perennial arguments depends upon

the sol-ution of enduring problems: "insofar as philosophical àrguments

are perennial, they deal with problems that need to be solved again and

agaín" (ibid, p.42). The rationality of philosophical theories involves
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demonstrat.ing that the theory in question ttbesttt solves an enduring

problem which prompted it. More precisely, Kekes distinguíshes between

t¡¿o levels aÈ whích the justification of such theories occurs. The first

level is the conteæt of j-ntroduction of a theory, which di-stinguishes

theories which could be successful solutions to enduríng problems and

theories which could not. The second 1evel is the conteæt of acceptøtce

of a theory; one is justified in accepting a theory if and only if it

is reasonable to suppose that it is a successful solutlon to an enduring

problem.

Corresponding to Ehese two levels are tr¿o standards of justification:

probLem-soLuing ar.d tyuth-&Lrectedness. In the context of introduction

problem-solving is primary and truth-directedness secondary (for what is

of inunediate concern is that the theory is a possible sol-ution of an

enduring problern). In the context of acceptance, truth-directedness j-s

primary and problem-solving is secondary (for what is involved in the

acceptance of a theory are the reasons for believing that it is a success-

fu1 solution, in being the closest apProximation of the truth amongst

competing solutions).

I shall argue now for the following propositions:

(S1) on Kekesr account of rationality, as expressed by (K1)

paradigm cases of j-rrational frameworks turn out to

be rational, Therefore Kekesf distincËion is completely

ineffectual.

(S2) Even though problems of life are independent of

theoretical frameworks, the justífication of the infer-

ence that the theoreÈícal standards based upon them

are therefore independent of theoretical frameworks

is comPletelY lacking.
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(s3) The existence of neither problems of life nor enduring

problems supply a satisfactory general explanation of

perennial philosophical disagreements. There are clear

counter-examples to Kekesr position.

To establish (S1), (S2) and (S3) is to establish the general inadequacy

of Kekesr metaphilosophy. This is so because (S1) and (S2) attack his

theory of rationality, whereas (S3) attacks his solution to the problem

of perennial philosophical disagreements. Ishnll no\^7 argue for these

claj-ms. These negative conclusj-ons do not however indicate that I do

not consider Kekest work to be of considerable íntellectual value and

merit. On the contrary, Kekesr work is a refreshing contribution.

I^Iith regard to (Sl) Kekes accepts by virtue of (K1) this definition

of the rationality of frameworks:

(Df) A framer,¡ork is rational =Ur. it contributes a

possible solution to problems of life,

The irnmediate difficulty is, that problem-solving is guided by what

people believe are in their best ínterests, and this may well conflict

with survival as Kekes recognises (ibid, p.35). One problem of life ís

surely what to do about onets sexual urges whilst líving with complicated

social relationships. One way of copíng with this is to establish meaning-

fu1 and satisfying relationships which channel sexuality into socially

accepted avenues. AnoÈher solution is that of the repressive practices

of the Flagellants. This is a possíble soluÈion to a problem of life -

but one which Kekes regards as quite iruationaL (j-bi-d, p.97). Conse-

quently (D1) is not merely unsatisfactory - it involves one in acceptíng

the explicit contradict.ion that at least some irraËional frameworks are

rational.
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perhaps it could be claimed that my criticism of thÍ-s position fails

because it is nowhere claimed that the world view of the Flagellants is

irratíonaL. This would be a surprising and desperate claim. On page 97 of

The Nature of PhiLosophA, it ís stated that a good example of competing

world víews is between ttourtt world view (whatever thaË means) and ttsuch

ghasËly alternatives as the religiosity of some fanatical sect like

the Flagellants". Kekes in hís book goes on to say that "philosophy ought

Ëo be able t,o offer some ground for jusÈi-fication and criticism in such

situations" (ibid, p.98) whích involve choices between such different r¡orld

views. If iË cannot do thís then "the most unpalatable form of scepticism

prevails" (ibíd, p.98). No¡¿ íf the world view of theFlagellants was

regarded as Tat,í,onal by this author then the whole poinÈ of the comparison

between ttourtt world víew and the ttghastlytt, ttf anaticaltt world view of the

Flagellants is lost. This comparison is used in an argument for 'rthe most

unpalatable form of scepticism" and this argumerit only holds if, from an

intuitive standpoint, either one of these \,rorld views is ttirratíonaltt . If

both are rational then the sceptical conclusion noted by Kekes does not

follow as it is meaningless to ask for grounds of rational choice between

rational and incommensurable alternatives (recall that r.¡orld vietrs

determine what constítutes a fact and radically different \torld views may

well differ on what is empirically real). Second, Kekes asserts in his

book that the world view of the Flagellants ís "ghast1y" and "fanatícal".

Therefore he asserts that the world view of the Flagellants is irratíonal

because although not all írrational people are "fanatícalrt, all fanatical

people are to some degree irrational. Let us also note in conclusion, that

if Kekes did accept that the world víew of the Flagellants \¡las raÈíonal,

t.hen it would be totally unclear as Lo what an irrational world view looked

1ike. If the world view of the Flagellants is not irrational, then what

world víew is irrational?
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It rníghÈ be argued in reply, that Ëhis argument utterly ignores

Kekesr distinction between the two levels, the coritext of introduction

and the context of acceptance, and the two standards of justification

corresPonding to these two levels, problem-solving and truth-directed-

ness. Thís is quite correct and requires consideration. However, once

we consider these distinctions,matters are not greatly improved. Before

a theory can be accepted, it must first be introduced. In the context

of introducÈion it is problem-so1vi"ng rather than truth-dírectedness

which is primary. This means that many irrational theoríes and frame-

works satisfy the conEext of introduction.

It may also be argued that my criticism Ís based upon a confusíon

between solutions and frameworks. Flagellation is a solution to various

problems of 1ife, it may be argued, not a framework itself. tr^Iithin some

set of ratÍonal constrainEs to do with probability, say, I might never-

theless make irrational assignments of probabilÍty. Likewj-se Kekes can

a1low irrational solutions within rational frameworks. In response to

this objection I deny that I'Flagellation" Ís a solution to a problem of

life rather than a "framework". The metaphor of the Flagellants ís

used by Kekes in both of his principal books as a paradigm ease of an

irrational framework or system of beliefs. To belong to the Flagellants

is not merely to flog oneself - somethíng which could be done accident-

ally or in acÈing - but to hold to a specific set of religious beliefs

(t shatl take up this point further in response to another objection to

be discussed ín the next paragraph, as even if T am \¡/rong in rny theology,

my basic epistemological críticism seems correct to me). ì{y objectíon to

(D1) is simply this: Kekesr definition is defective because a number of

intuitively regarded trirrational" frameworks contribute possible solutions

to problems of life, and because Kekes wishes to preserve an intuitively

plausible distincÈion between rational and irrational frameworks, his

definition does not serve his self-assigned point
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It may be argued thaË the repressive pracÈices of the Flagellants

fail Ëo qualify for the status of rationality once the sÈandard of Lruth-

directedness is considered at either the level of the context of intro-

duction or the level of the context of acceptance. Kekes does expliciÈly

speak of truth-directedness as involving verisimilitude comparisons

(ibid, p.l0l). But he also speaksof acceptance with respect to the

reasons for believing that some solution is successful. Inlhat is needed

here is an argument r¿hich links the mainstream conception of truth with

the successfulness of solving problems. The repressive and allegedly

trirrationaltt practices of the Flagellants do present a satisfactory

response to the problem of life of dealing wíth oners sexuality, insofar

as tsuccesst means something like rgetting the job over and done withl

or t addressing some problemf . trrlhether in fact such pract j-ces lead to a

fully flourishing human life is a matter whÍch can only be decided by an

independent ethical and psychologi-ca1 theory, and for our specific

example, considerable theological debate. Thus if a general"Christi-an"

lleLtanschauung is accepted, are the Flagellants (and the modern day New

Mexico sect of the Penitentes) right in claiming that self-inflicted

suffering by public flogging for síns (especially sexual sins) can stand

as a penance? But at this point the sÈandards based upon the solution

of such a problem of life are hardly independent of theoretical frame-

works as Kekes believes.2 This leads us dírectly to (S2).

It is granted in response to (SZ¡ that problems of life exist

independent of theoretical frameworks j-nsofar as this means that for any

indívidual any of the principal t.hree types of problems of life may face

him/her regardless of what theories this individual may hold, Thus Kekes

is not claiming that theories may not generate specifie problems of life

Èhemselves (againsÈ a background of other existing problems of life) and

Kekes does not collapse the distinction between problems of life and

problems of reflection as Nathanson (L979, p.23L) claims in discussion of
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Kekesr previous v/ork A Justifical;ion of RationaLity (Kekes, L976). The

real difficulty for Kekest posiÈion as I see it, i-s simply that the stand-

ards based upon the solutíon of problems of life (even if the latÈer are

theory-independent) are not índependent of theoretical frameworks as

Kekesr basic argument ín both of his major works requires. ThÍs is so

because given the distinction between problems of lífe and problems of

reflection, the theoretical standards based upon soluËions to problems of

life musÈ be eLassified wíthin the domain of reflection. These standards

are after all, evaluations of solutions to problems of life by reason and

reflection. But as \,Ie have seen by our example of the Flagellants, the

evaluation of solutions to problems of life may involve us in complex

theoretícal considerations. So since the domain of reflection is theory-

dependent, ít follows that Kekesr standards of evaluation must also be

theory-dependent. Kekes may very well have made a plausible case for

believing that perennial philosophical problems have a constant external

reference, grounded in the human condítion, but Ëhis would aÈ best shor^r

that this external source motivates or generates interest in phílosophical

inquiry - it would not in itself jusÈify philosophical inquiry or give

us any good theoretical reason to belíeve that philosophical knowledge

exists.

My criticism of Kekes then, is that standards of evaluaÈíon cannot

be índependent of theoretical frameworks gíven Kekes t ohrn distinctíon

between problems of life and problems of reflectíon. My criticisrn differs

f,rom that which Corbin Fowler (1978) has advanced against Kekes. Fowlerrs

criticísm was Èhat the criterion of problem-solving fails to satísfy the

sceptíc of rationality in supplying an external st.andard of rationalíty

because the existence of problems of life does not imply that such problems

ought Èo be solved: only if one ís rational musÈ one hold that such prob-

lems are ín need of resolution. The insane or the very ill may choose to
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run or hide, or símply die. However, as far as I can see, on Kekesr

accounÈ of problem-solvi-ng, this does not presenÈ a problem for him at

all. Death may well be a dramatic solution to a wide range, if not all

problems of lífe. My críticism of Kekes is considerably stronger than

Fowlerrs: if my previous argumenÈs are correcË, then Kekes not only

fails to justífy rationality, but some intuitively judged instances of

irrational beliefs (or theories) are classified as being irrational.

I shall argue now for proposition (S3), that Kekes fails to satísfac-

torily solve the problem of perenníal philosophical dísputes.

It was poínted out earlier in this chapter, that even excessive drug

, taking can be taken as an ideal, as Kekes has defíned thís term. The

signíficance of this point requires explanation. Insofar as Kekes hopes

to presen:u a generq.Z solution to the problem of perennial philosophícal

disagreements, many perennial philosophical disagreements are only vaguely,

if at all, related to problems of life and enduring problems. Their

perenniality cannot therefore be explained by the perenníality of prob-

lems of life and enduring problems. I shall now cite various philoso-

phícal problems which shal1 serve as counter-examples to Kekesr position,

whích by contrast Ëo clrug abuse, do not solve any problems of life or

enduring problems. Before doing so, allow me to point out that I am

not thereby eornmitted to accepting that a wide range of philosophícal

problems cannot be analysed as Kekes proposes. The relevance of an

outcome of even quite abstract philosophical debates, such as freedom

versus determinism has an impact upon our moral life, and lawyers such

as Clarence Darrorn¡ (L957) have raised such matters even in the law

courts. My claim is only that there are clear counter-examples to

Kekesr posiríon, and that he therefore fails to supply a general solution

to our principal problem.

Let me now cite some counter-examples to Kekesr position: (1) the
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problem of "Why is there something rather than nothing"; (2) the paradox

of the Liar and other logícal and semantical paradoxes; (3) vírtually all

major philosophícal problems of mathematics (e.g. infinity, infinítesimals,

Èhe ontologícal status of numbers and sets); (4) a significant proportion

of problems in the special sciences such as cybernetics and information

theory (e.g. rwhat is information?r, twhat are programmes?t). The ex-

amples, to whích the reader may add at rnrill his/her ot,rt' are all difficult

and abstracË problems of specuT.atíon. Their connections with problems

of life and enduríng problems may not be totally non-existenÈ, but such

connections are certainly very remote índeed. Some of Ëhese problems may

be by theír very nature insoLubiLia. I have argued elsewhere Ëhat (1) is

such a problem (Srnith and l^Iard, 198+(e)) and will discuss Ëhis issue in

more detail ín chapter 7. But if problems of lífe rm'Lst be solved by

virtue of human nature and the world as it is, it follows thaÈ since

there may exist problems of philosophy which have no solution, not all

problems of philosophy are reflections upon problems of life and enduring

problems. Further, all of the above cited problems are perennial - we

know that (1) was discussed by Leibniz and vírtually all major modern

philosophers up to the present day.

Kekes has a response to this style of criticism. It ís r¡lorth citing

the relevant passage in full so as to avoÍd the possible error of mis-

representing his views (Kekes, 1980, pp.205-206)z

trrlhat, it might be said, does the immense literature
that has grol¡rrt up, for insÈancer around the Gettier-
problem, possible world semantics, the derívability of
ought from ís, the justification of induction, have to
do wíth the construction of world views? The answer ís:
a great deal! For the Gettier-problem is about the ideal
of knowledge, possible world semantics involves rethinking
the ideal of logic, the derívabílity of ought from ís ís
about the nature of value in general, and the justifica-
tion of induction is about the possibílity of science.
Ideals such as Ëhese are the desired goals in accordance
with which the enduring problems of a parÈicular epoch
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are solved. These technical philosophícal quesÈions are in
fact questions that arise in the course of perennial argu-
ments abouÈ some of the ideals of world víews.

It ís true thaÈ Èhe ídeal of metaphysics includes the problem of fI^Ihy is

there something rather than nothíng?t. llhatrhowever, requíres demon-

stration is that this problem is a reflection upon a problem of life or

enduring problem. It does noË appear Ëo be so. Unlike problems such as

how to deal with onets sexuality, a problem of rnetaphysícs or cosmology

such as the problem of rtrühy is there something raLher than nothing? t does

not lead to the impoverishment of lífe. Surely human beíngs can live

with mysteries. But even if Èhis is the case' are my counter-examples

really effectual against Kekesr posiÈion given qualifications which he

makes laËer ín hj-s book? He says for example (ibíd , 206):

At the same time, I must concede that my view of
phílosophy is unlikely to fit phílosophical practice
perfectly. It is possíble to find philosophical preoccu-
paËions which cannoÈ be readily acconmodated by ty
account. I r^¡ould handle such ínstances in one of two
r^rays. There may be practices overlapping philosophy and
other inquiries; there must also be borderline cases; and
idiosyncratic unclassifiable works. To any general thesis
there are such excepÈions. Their mere occurrence is
not an objection to the accuracy of the descríptíon. They
would become objectionable only if they occurred in such
large numbers that they ceased to be excepÈions and had Ëo

be regarded as standard features requiring inclusion in
the description. But I do not Èhink that there are such
exceptions to my thesis.

I disagree; the exceptions of "high-level" speculative questions of logic

and metaphysics are noÈ isolated singulariÈies and are hardly borderline

or idiosyncratíc problems. They are live philosophical issues. To

establish that such questions are standard features of phílosophy would

be a very difficulÈ task índeed. NoE only would I need to be fully

explicit about what such questíons are, but I would need a statistic to

count such questions and establish "standardness". This cannot and need

not be done here. It is suffícient to point ouÈ Ëhat high-level specu-
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latíve questions are e. moÍ'e cotrrmon occurrenee xh.arL Kekes believes. This

is suffícient to casË strong doubt upon the saÈisfactoriness of his

general solution of the problem of perenníal philosophical disagreements.

3. PHILOSOPHICAL MACHISMO AND THE ADVERSARY METHOD

Janíce Moulton (1983) has recenÈly criticízed a feature of contempor-

ary philosophy which has strong relevance to the principal concerns of

this work even if no explicit discussion of (PPPD) is given in her paper.

Moulton is concerned to criticize the rradversary methodtl in philosophy.

According to this posit.ion, the best way of evaluating philosophícal work

is to subject it to debate. One aÈtempts to muster' on the one hand, all

Ëhe evidence which one can to support oners pet thesis, whílst attempting

to produce counter-examples against all opposing positions. Conceptual

conflict therefore seems built into this style of phílosophizing.

Ilhílst the adversary method does not and cannot guarantee truth, ít

does, ít is frequently claimed, subject a thesis to the most extreme

challenges practícally possible. MoulEon believes that philosophers by

this method attempt to be "value-free" (ibid, p.153) and to distinguish

Èhemselves from scientists. She accepts a view of scientífic activity

culled fromKuhn (ß7A(b)), where scientifigknowledge is not certaín and

nor ís it value-free (Moulton, 1983, p.152):

Science involves more than a set of índependent general-
ízations about Èhe world waiting Èo be falsífied by a

single counter-instance. It involves a system, or ttpara-

digm" of not only generaLizations and concePts, but
beliefs about the methodology and evaluat.ion of research:
about what are good questions to ask, what are Proper devel-
opments of the theory, whaË are acceptable research methods.
One theory replaces another, not because it functions
successfully as a major premise in a greaÈer number of
deductions, but because it answers some questions that the
other theory does noÈ - even though iÈ may not answer some
questíons the other theory does. Theory changes occur
because one Èheory is more satisfying tlnarL the other, because
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the questÍons j-t ansr^rers are considered more inrportant.
Research under a paradigm is not done to falsify the theory
buË to fill in and develop the knowledge that the paradígm
provides a framework for.

Philosophy ítself should, Moulton maintains, adopt the methods of

argument and evaluation employed in the scíences, and cease being an

aggressive "macho" enterprise. In particular philosophy should attemPt

Èo assess theses in the light of díscussions of larger systems of ideas

which such theses may relate to. I am very symPathetíc with at least

this aspect of Moultonrs position, as I have also outlined in Reds'tctionism

and Cu-L.kæaL Being (Srnith , L984, chapter 2) . Her feminist criticism of

philosophical ínquiry is, I belíeve, seriously defecÈive.

Before evaluating Moultonrs proposal, some reasons need t.o be given

as to why we are discussing this issue at all. The reason is this:

philosophical disagreements constitute a pr"Lma facie reductío ad absuz'dum

of the claim that philosophy is a eognitívely rational enËerprise only

if we accept that the meÈhodology of philosophical ínquiry embraces the

adversary method. As a paper by Peter Facione (L975-76) illustrates'

the dialectic by r¿hich counËer-examples are produced to theses ís pre-

cisely the sort of phenomenon which results in perenníal philosophical

disagreements. But if this methodology is simply misplaced, then we have

come a sígnificant distance in solving Èhe principal problern of this
t

work.' Th" problem of perenníal philosophical disagreements may be Èaken

as a reducti.o ad absurdum of a way of philosophizíng, as the adversary

method may be taken to lead invaríably to perennial and unsolvable con-

flicts. Reject this meËhod, replace it by a method of inquiry which

seems to be used in the more progressíve sciences such as physícs, and

our princípal problern would seem to immedíately dissolve.

Moultonfs thesis is unsatísfactory. First, it is self-refuÈing.

Moulton through cy"LticaL a.ygwnents in her paper attempts to show the
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inadequacy and at the very leasÈ the limítatíons of the adversary meËhod.

But to do thís ís nothing to engage in Ëhe adversary method once more for

she PresenÈs critical argumenÈs whÍch she belíeves refutes a philosophíc-

al posítíon. Hence her position is pragmatically self-refuting.

Second, Moulton claims that users of the adversary method attempt

Èo be "value-free". Now it may be a sociological fact that many con-

temporary philosophers hold to the notíon that cognit.ive ínquíry can be

"va1ue-free". But they hold to this posit.íon by acceptance of philo-

sophical theses which have no logical relationship to the adversary

method. In general most of these philosophers will support their posít-

ions of "value-freedom" by an appeal to the is-ought distinction, that there

ís a logical gap between factual statements and evaluative staÈements.

Moulton does not show that in value-laden fields of inquiry, such as moral

philosophy, the practice of critícally evaluating arguments and presenting

counter-argumenËs to theses, is either non-existent or seriously mis-

placed. In fact it is empirícally true that moral philosophers do critic-

ally evaluate arguments and present counter-arguments to theses, as the

reader may confirm by examining the latest edit.ion of Ethics for example.

Third, the adversary method as described by Moulton can be shown to

accommodaÈe her principal alternative mode of evaluative reasoning,

namely the consideration of how the reasoning relates to a larger system

of ídeas. Coherence considerations are not alien to contemporary philosophy

(Lehrer,L974),(Rescher, 1973(b) - sowhycanrt the.contemporaryphilosopherwho

makes use of the adversary method appeal to coherence considerations at

the level of supplying a jusËification of his/her own thesis? I know

of no reason agaínst thís. Perhaps contemporary philosophers have lost

a sense of adventure and courage to attempt grand scale intellecÈual

syntheses and syst.erns building, but there is Èo the best of my knowledge

no reason why philosophers with more courage and less pride in matËers
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such as being proved r¡/rong should noÈ attempt to build WeLtanschautmgs

It(Kekes, 1980). '

It ís concluded that noÈ only does Moultonrs position suffer from

considerable difficulEies, but. that our conjectured attempt to deal

with the problem of perennial philosophical disagreements from Moultonrs

position, is a fail.rr..5

4. DORTER: TRUTH AND PHILOSOPHY

Dorter (L977) has questioned the assumpti-on that phílosophical

positions are contradictories or contraries, and proposes instead that

philosophical positions are fundamenÈally complementary. DorÈer is not

therefore adopting a paraconsistent metaphilosophy where mutually contra-

dictory philosophical positions may be taken to be true. (On this topic

see chapter 8 below). To supporÈ his claim Dorter offers three illus-

trations, only the first of which will be cited here. Consider the

dispute between Spinoza and Leibniz on the nature of subsÈance. For

Spinoza there is a single substance, which is infinite and all embracíng.

But for Leibniz there are an infiníte number of substances each of which

is absolutely simple and infinitesimal. This conÈradiction is resolved,

Dorter proposes, once we look earefully aE each thinkerts criteríon of

substance. The criterion of substance for Spinoza i-s cornpLeteness (cf.

Ethics I, def. 3) and for Leibniz incLLuisibiLity (cf.. MonadoLogy, begin-

ning). Thus Spinoza and Leibníz are not engaged in a philosophícal

díspute; Spinoza is viewing reality ín terms of the concept of unÍversal-

ity, whilst Leibniz is viewing reality in terms of individuality. Hence

there is no conÈradictÍon because they are speaking about different

things. Dorter offers the following general resolution of the problem

of perenniat philosophical dísagreements (Dorter, L977, p.11):
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Most philosphi-cal disputes are noË direct cont,radictions,
but alternative ways of represenËing, hence formulating
and categorizing reality. Thus different philosophies
cannot fairly be compared ín what they say on partlc-
ular issues until one has gone Ëhrough (not merely
analysed Ínto lífeless and arnbiguous caÈegoríes)
each position so as to díscover tlne fundnmentaL dispute
that ís at the hearÈ of the parÈicular disagreements.
Phílosophical debates are valuable not in order to convert
onets opponenÈs, a very rare occurrence indeed, but because
they often eventuate in the díscovery and appreciation
of the previously obscure point of fundamental disagree-
ment, and therefore of the irreducible difference of
commiÊment between the two positions, whereupon there
ís generally nothing more Èo be said. One can ultirnately
do no more than defend or formulate a position which most
does justice to onets or{n experience of realiÈy, and here
\.re must resign ourselves Ëo the fact that there are
irreducible differences.

Dorterts proposals stand in contrast to the view of philosophícal

disagreements taken by the German idealíst J.G. Fichte in his Wissen-

schaftsLehv,e of L794 (Fichte, 1970). For Fichte, the possíbility of

a non-arbitrary choíce between comprehensive meÈaphysical WeLtcrtschauungs

such as Idealis¡n and Realism is non-exístent, for these positions are

incommensurable (ibid , p.L2)6:

Neither of these trÀro systems can directly refute its
opposite, for their quarrel is about the first principle
which admits of no derivation from anyÈhing beyond it;
each of the Èwo, if only its first principle is granted,
refutes that of the other; each deníes everythíng in
its opposite, and they have no point at all ín common
from which they could arríve at mutual understanding
and uníty. Even if they appear Ëo agree about the words
in a sentence, each takes them in a differenÈ sense.

For Fichte, the acceptance of a philosophical system ís not a matter of

rational argument buË is a matter of personal inclínation and social

prejudiee. The Realist will never become an Idealist because Realísm

for the Realist ís a doctrine which gives meaning and self esteem to

the Realist; to rejecÈ this doctrine is to devalue his/her person.

Fichte is proposíng thaÈ Idealísm and Realism actually are conflicÈ-

ing irreconcilable posítions. Now I ciÈe Fichtets comments, not merely
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to poinË out one counter-example to Dorterts position, but also to show

that Dorter cannot do justice to differences ín metaphiLosophicaL opinLort.

Consider for example his own position contrasted with thaÈ of Fichte.

For Fichte, Idealism and Realísm are conflict.ing and irreconcilable.

But for Dorter, Idealism and Realism, must be viewed as he viewed the

dífference between Spinoza and Leibníz on substance: not conflícting

doctrines, but merely alternative \^rays of categotízíng reality- Thus

we have our requíred counter-example to Dorterts theory, for DorÈer and

Fichte I s metaphilosophie s d.o conflict .

I,rlhilst Dorterrs poínt about the differing criteria of substance

accepted by Spinoza and Leibniz respectively is a valuable poínt, he is

incorrect to claim that Spinoza ar.d Leibniz are not therefore ín con-

flicË about the nature of substance. Spinoza claims Ëhat the ultimately

correct criterion of substance is completeness, whilst Leibníz claims

that ít is indivisibilíty. Perhaps both are \ârrong, so that Ëheir positions

are not contradictories. But the positions are still contrary to each

other, because a single undivided subsÈance ís not an infinite number

of absolutely simple substances. The metaphysical idea of an undivided

subsÈance differs quite considerably frorn the mathemaËical idea of a

line; ¡¿hilst the linear continuum may be conceived to have a non-denumer-

able number of points, an undivided substance is a whole, a toÈality

which cannot be even in princíplettdivided'i. So the positions are in

conflicÈ: both cannot be true, although both may be false. Contrary to

Dorter, Spinoza and Leíbni-z are ínvolved in a substantial disagreement.

It is concluded that Dorterrs attempË to dissolve the problem of

perennial philosophical disagreements is also a failure. Note as well

that Dorter seems quite prepared to accept that there may be irreducible

dífferences of comrnitment between phílosophical positions (Dorter ' L977,

p.11). This claim ís inconsistenÈ rÀriÈh his general solutíon to the problem
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of perenníal philosophical disagreement.s. Therefore his work ís contra-

dictory, and in any case, unsatisfacËory.

5. BARBER ON PHILOSOPHICAL DISAGREEMENTS

Barber (1958) responds to the problem of perennial philosophical

disagreemenËs, by claiming that the only response to thÍs problem which

does justÍce to the history of philosophy "is Èo accept the diversíties

at face value and learn to live wíth them" (ibid, P.2B). The task of

philosophy is, Barber alleges, to formulate and express statements of

maximum irnport about the whole of knowable realíty. Stated very generally,

the methodology of philosophy is as follows. The philosopher begins

r¿ith the tttotality of experíencetlas this is present to hím/her. The

Ittotalíty of experiencet' is that which his/her philosophical systern must

make sense of. To explain theIttoÈality of experi"rr"."i" to propose

this: if the whole-of-reality ís in itself as the present system

describes it to be, then the tttotality of experiencet'wou1d be just as

it is. To justify a phílosophical system is just to show in comprehens-

ive detail that his/her system is the best available antecedent hypo-

thesis for a hypothesis which has as its consequence thelttotality of

experíencerf. Barber has this Lo say about philosophícal disagreements

(ibid, p.32):

If I have understood the subject matter of the history
of philosophy, it is an irreducíble pluralism of ex-
planatory hypotheses, in whích there can be discovered
broad and profound disagreement about the nature of the
totality of experience requiring explanation; about
the critería of adequacy, both íntrinsic and inferrential,
which any account of the whole of reality must saLisfy;
and about the nature of the implicative bond or verifícat-
ory demonstration by which the explanaÈory pohrers of the
philosophic system are made evident.

luforeover, íf I have given an admíssible account of the
philosophie enterprise and iËs methodology, then this
disagreement seems quite understandable. . Each of the
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Èhree major sÈages admits of indefinitely great variety
of specificatíon; each parÈicular specification can be
held as an absolute tenet by its philosophic partisans;
by self-willed right the philosopher need appeal to no
higher court, and unprincipled compromíse is equal ana-
thema. The future of phílosophy wíl1 wítness and record
the exfoliation and multiplication of systems, if history
is any guide.

This proposal ís the weakest of any explanaÈions for our principal

problem yet considered in thÍs chapter. Barberts proposal amounts to

the claim that there can be and in fact are, philosophical disagreements

abouÈ: (1) what the tttotality of experíencetrís; (2) how to best explain

the Ittotality of experiencetland (3) whether parËícular philosophical

systems are justified. This is nothing more than a restatement of our

principal problem, not its solutíon.

There is a more plausible interpreËation of Barberrs position. The

claim that we must accept philosophicat díversity as a fact of lífe,

suggests that we view such diversity as attnatural state", not in need

of explanation. Once we do this we can then resÈrict metaphílosophical

inquiry to a hermeneutic practi-ce of understanding the diversiËy of

positions which constitute philosophy. Patrick Hill (1972) calls such

a mode of inquiry I the dialogical method I . Investigations of philosophic-

al disagreements should be concerned with the empathetíc understanding

of why the other philosopher is not convinced, and the researcher should

esche\^r "all concern for the truth, validity and worth of the positions

Ëhat would be examined" (ibid, p.7).

Now as I have argued earlier in this r¡rork in a consideratíon of

Rortyrs rnetaphilosophical scepticísmr7 h"t*"n"utic inquiry is noÈ incon-

sistent with the goal of the critical evaluation of arguments and the

pursuit of truth. This beíng so, there is no good reason to be limited in

onets inquiry by the Barber-Hill methodological desíderatum.
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Second poínt: to flatly claim that perennial philosophical dísagree-

ments do not require explanation, is an alarmingLy ad hoc move. To claim

that something is a¡rnatural statet', not in need of explanation, is

usually justified on the basis of some comprehensive explanatory schema

capable of not only explaining a wide range of phenomena' but a1so uni-

faing our knowledge in some domain of inquÍry. In Newtonian mechanics for

example, rest or uníform rectilinear motion is the natural state requiring

no explanation, while all other motions are Èo be explained by unbalanced

forces acting upon bodies. The Barber-Hill proposal faíls to satísfy

these basic conditíons, so that philosophical disagreements cannot be

regarded as natural states.ItThe dialogical methodtldoes not result in

a1¡y un¿fícation of knowledge, but stands only as a methodological desi-

deratum to give aging metaphílosophers something to do once the pursuit

of truth and the critical evaluation of arguments is abandoned. trrle do

not obtain any unification of knowledge, because eæ hypothesi we are

asked to accept phílosophical disagreements at face value. To do this '
is to deprive ourself of a reason for taking philosophical disagreements

as ttnatural states tl.

6. GALLIE'S NSSENTIALLY CONTESTED CONCEPTS

hr.B. Gallie (1964) accepted a víew of metaphysics which is basically

a modification of Collingwoodrs view (ibid, pp.220-224). Isha1l consider

the relevance of Collingwoodts víew of metaphysics to the problem of

perenníal philosophical disagreemenÈs in the next section; for the momenÈ

Ishall discuss Galliers notíon of tessentially contested conceptsr (Gallie,

1955-56) outlining its relevance to the problem of perennial philosophícal

disputes.

EssenÈially contested concepts are concepts which have no clearly
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definable general use, and rvhere there is no standard defínition which

defines correct usage. The proper use of such concePts is subject Èo

perennial debate. Such debates are taken by Gallie to be perfecËly genuine,

and although parties at the dispuÈe are quick to offer arguments and

evidence in supporÈ of their peË usage, such debates are rtnot resolvable

by argument of any kind" (ibid' p.169).

The formal defining conditíons of essent¿aL conteste&t¿ss may nor¿ be

stated: (1) the concept must be appraisiue ilrsofar as ít accredits sorne

type of valued achievement; (2) Èhe valued achievemenÈ accredited by the

concept "must be of an inÈernally complex characÈer' for all that its worth

ís arrribured ro ir as a whole" (ibid, pP.L7L-L72); (3) granted (2)

though, âry explanation of such worth must. make reference to the respect-

ive contributions of the parts; (4) this achievement must be open to modi-

fication, even though the form which Èhís modificaËion takes cannot be

predicted in advance and (5) each party recognízes thaÈ the employed

concept ís anltessentially conÈested conceptr¡and has at least some idea

of their opponent r s criteria for use of the contest.ed concepts. These

condiËions fail to distinguish essentially contested concepts frorn con-

cepÈs seen in a sítuation where dísagreement occurs by the confusion of

two dLffeTent corLcepts lrhose use is not normally debated apart from

siËuations where subjects are mutually confused and may be a\^rare of this

mutual confusion (ibíd, p.175). To deal with this problem Gallie adds

two further conditions: (6) "Ehe derivation of any such concept frour an

origínal exemplar whose authority is acknowledged by all the contestant

users of the concept" (ibid, p.180) and (7) "the probability or plausibíl-

íty, in appropriate senses of these terms, of Èhe claim that Èhe contín-

uous competj-tion for acknowledgement as between t.he contestanÈ users of

the concept, enables the original exemplarfs achievement to be susÈained

andfor developed in optimum fashion" (ibid, p.180).
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An example of an essentially contested concept (discussed by Gallíe)

is the concept oÍ d.emocz,acy. The concept is clearly an appraisive one,

for the achievement of Ittrue democracytl seems to be the goal of both the

líberal and socialist tradítion. The concept is also internally complex

insofar as different aspects of democratic achievement r such as for example

equalíty of opporËunity and "self-government" may be graded in different

orders of importance. Openness to modificaÈion is also a feaËure of this

concept. For example, the democracy of ancient Greece did not extend any

alleged equality of opport.uniËy to slaves. Many users of the concept

of democracy also claim the authority of an exemplar' as illustrated by

the number of polítical movements r¡hich allegedly have drawn their

inspíration from the French Revolution.

Gallie Ís hesitant to offer predictions about ¡,¡hether continuous

debate about the usage of the concept of democracy will lead to an optimal

developmenË of the achievements of the democratic tradition. To meet

conditíon (7) sorne positive forecast must be given about the conceptual

development of the original exemplar. Yet by condiÈíon (4) ' the achieve-

menÈs of the democratic Èradition, whilst open to modífication' cannot be

predicted in advance. Hence Gallíers conditions would appear to be in-

consístent. Moreover conditions (6) and (7), which Gallie adds to

distinguish esseritially contested concepts from concepts seen in a situ-

ation where dísagreement occurs by the confusion of two dífferent concepts,

involve a great implausibility when applied to philosophical topics. It

is far from clear Êhat there is in fact any original exemplar whose

authority is acknowledged by all the contesÈants aÈ the debate, for

perennial debates exist about even the conulonsense meanings of ordinary

concepts such as tm,Lth, knouLedge and inferenee. Tf the origínal exemplar

is vague, or possibly inconsistent, then it cannot stand as a conceptual

authority worthy of acceptance by all conEestants at the debate. I
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conclude that Gallíefs notion of ari essentially contested concept is

extremely problematic. Perhaps Èhis is to be expecÈed: the concepÈ of

an essentially contested concept is itself "essentially contesÈedrt.

Despíte these criticisms, Èhe notion of essentially contested

concepts does not take us very far in giving any satisfactorily general

ansr¡/er to our principal problem. !üe may claim, following Kekes (1980'

p.29) that the key terms in perennial arguments are essentially contested

concepts. It does not follow, and nor does Gallie assert that it does,

that all philosophícal disagreements arise from the use of essentially

contested corìcepts. For a counter-example consider any standard logical

or semantical paradox. Disagreements ín thís field are about how to

best solve the paradox in an intuitively satisfying and methodologically

non-ad hoc faslníorr; the debaÈe is not restr.Lcted solely to issues about

the proper meaníng of some term, although such considerations may play

an important part. Indeed in the case of many standard philosophícal

paradoxes such as the famous paradox of the surpríse examinat.ion, the

concepts involved do not seriously have their meanings contested - there

seems instead to be a conflict involved between some fundamental logícal

principles (Smith, 1984 (d)). If thís ís correct Èhen perennial

philosophical disputes cannot merely be a product of the fact that in

rnany phílosophical debates, essentially conÈested concepts are found.

A final ground of dissatisfaction with Galliers work on essentially

contested concepts applied to philosophical topíc, is that he does not

attempt to explain why it is that some concepts are essentially contested '

whilst others are not. This is to say that our interpretation of Gallíers

work fails to address the problem of perennial philosophícal dísagreemenËs:

\¡re seem to require a solution to our princípal problem before v7e can

ans\¡rer the former problem.
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7. ABSOLUT E PRESUPPOSITIONS AND PHILOSOPHICAL DISAGREN'IENTS

This ís not the place Èo survey Collíngwoodrs metaphilosophy

(Collingwood, 1940),8 brra by way of formulaËíon of our next argument the

following may be stated. For Collíngwood every statement is made in

ansr{rer to a question, including of course, statements made by someone

in Èhe course of soliËary thinking. Every questíon asked ín the course

of a scientific, philosophical or hisËorical inquLxy for example, involves

at least one immediate presupposition fron which ít imrnedlately and

directly arises (ibíd, p.25). A presupposition is eíÈher rel-aÈive or

absolute. A relative presupposition ís one which sÈands relatively to

one question as its presupposition and relatively to another question

as its ansvler. Relative presuPposítíons may be verified, that is, given

an affirmative answer as Èhe presupposiÈion itself ín proposítional form.

Absolute presuppositíons stand relaÈlvely to all questions to which ít

is related as a presupposition, but not as an answer. Consequently abso-

lute presuppositions are not propositions, so that the concept of truth

(and falsity) does not apply to them.

Collingwood gives a number of examples of absolute presuppositions:

rGod existst, tEverythíng Èhat happens has a cause'and Èhe Kantian

princíple of continuity tBetween any t\.Io terms in a series, there is a

third termt. If we take absolute presuppositions Èo be presuppositions

relative to any mode of ínquíry, then we obtain nonsense as Michael Krausz

(1972) has argued. For example, the Kantian principle of conÈinuity ís

ehallenged by a number of quantum mechanical properties. Collingwood

would be committed to the posítion that the KanÈian princíple is not

inconsistent wít]¡ quantum mechanics (since the Kantian principle is not
a

a proposition and hence the concept of truth does not apP}y to it) and

this is utterly irnplausible. The classical principle of continuity formu-

lated as a st.atement in English does conflict wíth mainstream quant.um
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theory. Consequently Collingwoodrs absolute presuppositions must be taken

to be relative to some given and particular syst.ematíc inquiry. Thís

also enables us to ansr^rer a criticism of Collingwood given by Jay Newman

(L973, p.280). Newman claíms that Collingwoodfs examples of absolute

presuppositions are nothing more than answers to philosophical questions.

For any absolute presupposition pr 1^re may ask tp?"; tDoes God really

exist?' Collingwood as I undersËand hím, would hardly claim as Newman

i-nterprets hiur to claím, that such quesÈions do not arise. Rather tcod

exisÈs t is an absolute presupposition of certain theologícal inquíries,

buË it is not an absolute presupposítion of the general philosophy of

religion.

Thus for example, that God exists is an absolute presuPPosition of

reformed dogmatics and is not questioned or defended within this field of

study. However, this presupposition can be examined wiÈhin the philosophy

of religion, where tGod existsr is not an absoluËe presupposition. This

field however would have other absolute presuppositions such as a Èrust

ín the non-paradoxical nature of rational argument which would noÈ be

contested in the philosophy of religion buÈ only in a more fundamental

discipline such as epistemology.

AbsoluLe presuppositions we have seen cannot be eiÈher verified or

falsified uithin the field of inquiry to which they refer, but they rnay

be open to justification and criticism within some other fíe1d of inquiry.

Thís also ans\^/ers I'Iatkinsr (f978) criticism of Collingwood, that Èhe

claim thaË every question q? has a non-analytic presupposition p is false

because "it is necessary that there be a non-analytic statement p such

htrat q entails p and p does not entail q; and this condition is not

satisfied r¿hen we substítute p* for q", (ibid, p'2o4) where P* is taken

to be an absolute presupposition. The reply to l,Iatkins is that his en-

tailment relat.ionship simply cannot hold because absolute presuppositions
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are neither true nor false ï,eLa,t¿De to some systematic inquíry. It is

therefore a mistake to analyse the notion of presuppositions in terms of

entailmenÈ and advance Èhe critÍcism which WatkÍn advances agaínst Colling-

wood. Thís is not to say that I believe that Collingwoodts notion of

an absolute presupposition is satisfactory; I do not for the precise

relationship between the absolute presupposition and the field of study

remains exceedíngly vague. Nevertheless it ís important to state any

position in its strongest and clearest form, even if it is Ëo be dismissed

as ultimaÈely irrelevant to onets concerns.

The result of our defense has however an unfortunate consequence for

any use to r¿hj-ch the theory of absolute presuppositions may be put in

attempting Èo resolve the problem of perennial philosophical dlsagreements.

One may have thought that the Èheory of absolute presuppositions would

lead to a radical metaphilosophical relatívisur; philosophers disagree

about x, and the source of this is differing absolute presuppositions.

Since these absolute presupposiÈions are neither true nor false, disagree-

ment is inevitable. But it has been proposed here, that if Collingwoodrs

position is to be plausible at all, absoluÈe presupposítions musÈ be taken

to be relative Ëo some systematic inquiry. No¡¿ in a philosophical debate,

say over the issue of freewill, the disputing Parties necessarily are

engaged ín the same systematic inquíry - otherwise they will be talking

past each other. Since this must be so, it is hardly necessary that

dÍsputing parties hold to dífferent absolute presuppositions. Indeed ín

the freewill debate, both parties (say a compatibilíst and hard determin-

ist) rnay accept the Itlaw of universal causationtl. The debate will focus

upon the signifj-cance of this principle. Clearly tÍro parÈies then can be

conmitted to the same absolute presupposiÈion, but cl:Lspute the significance

of such a eommitment.

Thus even íf r¿e accept the brief and possíbly unsatisfactory defense
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of Collingwoodrs theory given here, we wíll fail to have a satisfacÈory

general explanat.ion of the problem of perennial philosophical disputes.

This limiËation, combined with other objections r¿hich could be nade to

Collingwood I s positíon (example: there are no good reasons advanced to

shor¿ that absolute presuppositions lack a truth-value) make the relevance

of our suggested reconstruction of Collíngwood t s position quíte minimal

to any satisfactory resolutíon of our principal problem.

B. CONCLUSION

The conclusíon now reached is para11el to the conclusion reached in

the previous chapter: none of the surveyed responses to the problem of

perennial philosophical disagreemenÈs are satisfactory. This is not Ëo

say that I do not believe that any internalist response to our target

problem could be judged to be adequate: if thÍs was so, given my scep-

ticism expressed i-n the previous chapt.er about the satisfactoriness of

externalist responses, it would seem that our target problem is in fact

unsolvable. My own "dissolutionist'r response, to be outlined in chapter

10 is a form of internalism. In this chapter my claim is that only the

surveyed internalist responses can be judged to be inadequate. In chapter

7 I shallconsider anoËher form of ínternalist response to the problem of

perennial phílosophical disagreement which makes use of various mathemat-

ical theories to show that a convergence to consensus of opinion in

cognitive matters is an inevítabIe ouEcome of a rational process of debate.

Hence if philosophy is a ratíonal enÈerprise, a convergence to consensus

ís inevitable. I shallattempt to refuÈe each of Lhese positions, to

establish that philosophy may well be a rational enterprise even if no

convergence to consensus is observed in the philosophieal communíty. This

ís fhe first major proposition which I need to esËabli-sh to formulate my

own solution to the target problem.
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6. NOTES

The style of thís chapÈer will consist merely of outlines and critíques
of the cíted texts. There is líttle to be gained from a critical
conparíson of these works because of their mutual diversity.

Does this lead us then to cogniÈive relaËívism? Not as far as I can
see, by any sound argument. The point made is thaÈ the standards of
evaluation of the satisfactoriness of problems of life are not theory
independent. It does not folLor¿ that the notion of objeet¿ue truth
is íncoherenË, for this notion Ítself, is part of a very general
met aphys í c aL Il eltans chauung - me t aphys ica 1 real i sm .

MoulÈon makes a suggesÈion ín this di-rect.ion when she states (Moulton,
1983, p.156): "The aim of the Adversary rnethod...ís to show thaË Ëhe
other party is wrong, challengíng theur on any possible point, disre-
gardless of v¡hether the other Person agrees. In fact, many contempor-
ary philosophers avoid consideratíons of how to convince, supposing
it to be related to trickery and bad reasoning...the Adversary Method
is not a good r.ray to convínce someone who does not agree with you".

Robert Nozick (1981) has also been critical of the practices of whaÈ
he calls "coercive philosophy". lJhilst this mode of philosophy is
concerned with producing arguments and critically evaluating them,
it is a quite violent activity. Its language is modelled by boxing
and military metaphors (e.g. knockdown arguments, Èhe puneh of an
argument, strategÍes eÈc. ) , and its aim is to force people to believe
things against their will. It is thus he believes,an immoral activiÈy.
Nozick advocates the production of philosophical explanations rather
Èhan arguments. A philosophical Èheory explains varíous puzzles,
rendering them coherent and betËer understood. Now if we wish to
claim ÈhaÈ some philosophical theoríes are bettez, or more satisfaeton¿
explanations of philosophica1- puzzles than other such theories, as
Nozick wíshes to do, critical activity is logically inescapable. And
surely, justifying onets viewpoinË, and demonstratíng inadequaeies in
competing positions is a way of obtaining knowledge and enlightenment?

MoulÈonts reliance upon Kuhnrs conceptíon of scíence also leaves her
open t.o the extensíve array of criticisms that have been advanced
againsË Kuhnrs posítion (Newton-Smíth, 1981).

For a more deÈailed díscussion cf. (Rabb, L975; 1978). The cítation
from Fichte given in the text fj-rsÈ came to my notice from (Rabb,
L978, p.2O2).

cf. Chapter 4.

For deÈailed discussions of Colllngwoodrs metaphilosophy, as Ì{e11 as
his philosophical system cf. (Krausz (ed.), L972), (Rubinoff' 1970).

3

4

5

6

7

B
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7 . ERoTETIC T]NSoLVABILITY AI{D METAPITILOSOPHY

1. STATEMENT OF THE ARGUMENT

I am concerned now with an investigation of the significance of

lunsolvable problemsrr to the issues of philosophical disagreements and

philosophical progress. The questions which I wish to address are these:

(Q1 ) ff there are rrnsolvable problems, what is the

significance of this to the problem of perennial

philosophical disagreements?

(Ç2) If there are unsolvabl-e problems does this put

Iimits upon the extent of theoretically possible

philosophical progress' and if so, what in fact

are these ]imits?

To answer (g1) and (Q2), further questions must be answered. Obviously

the first of these is the semantical question of 'What is the meaning of

the expression tunsolvable problemr?'. Secondr given an ansv/er to the

first question in the form of an explication of the expression

'unsolvable probJ-em' we must ask, 'do we have good reason to believe that

there are in fact unsolvable problems?'

As \^/e have also seen, the problem of perennial philosophical

dísagreements raises an immediate problem for any account of the cognitive

progressiveness of a discipline which relies upon the statistics of hígh

frequency of success in problem-solving. !{here is philosophy's list

of sofved problems? I sha1I argue here, on the basis of work to appear

elsewhere (Snittr and Ward, l-98+(e)) that at least some of the problems of

philosophy are unsolvable. Vlhilst this places limits upon what we can

come to know in philosophy, in the sense of positive resolution of
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philosophicat problems, nevertheless we can obtain a form of knowledge

which has been neglected from serious consideration by aII excluding Karl

popper and his I immediate fol-lowers' . This is knowledge of the limits

and inadequancies of our argumentative methods, knowledge of our

cognitive impotence and fallibility in some domain of inquiry. My

position is, that even if there are unsolvable problems in philosoPhY,

the metaphilosophical sceptic is quite wrong to cfaim that we then have

no philosophical knowledge at afl. I shatl concl-ude in this chapter,

the debate which I began with the metaphilosophical sceptic in chapter 4-

Let us turn now to the issue of explicating the idea of an unsolvable

problem.

2. THE ]DEA OF AN UNSOLVABLE PROBLEM

perhaps we coul-d best approach the semantical question by examining

explications of the expression 'sol-vable problem'. Then we could simply

take an unsolvable probJ-em to be a problem without a solution, at Ieast

as a first approximation. lt also seems a good strategy to exannine

contemporary fields of research which have as their subject matter,

problems, and the solvability of such problems. Two fiel-ds of study may

prove to be of interest to us here 2 metanathematics and ez'otetic Logie.

Let us examine whether this is the case beginning with a very general

discussion of 'solvability' in metamathematics-

Mathematics as a field of study is not merely concerned with

estabtishing the truth or the falsity of mathematical, propositions ' but

seeks as \^lell- aLgotitVans or decision proceduves for various mathematical

questions. For example, consider an arbitrary polynomial equation

P(x1, x2, xn) = O, with integer coefficients. Is there some

mechanical procedure for determining whether or not, in a finiÈe number
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of steps of application of this method, P(xl t x2t xn) = 0 has a

solution in integers or not? This is Hilbert's famous "tenth problem",

and it was solved in the negative by Yu Matijacevið t197ol. Matijacevið

showed that no algorithm meeting the requirements for a solution to

Hil-bert's "tenth problem" existed, and this constituted a proof of the

metamathematical tunsolvability' of the problem. In recursive function

theory, unsolvability results, or as they are more coûlmonly called,

undecidability resultsr may be reduced to questions of whether or not a

set S is recursirr..l The undecidability of the decision problem reduces

then to the question of whether (Ex) ( (x e N) c (-(x Ê S) ) ) for natural

numbers N, provided that we accept Church's Thesis, i.e. the

identification of the class of effectively computabJ-e functions with the

class of general recursive functio.r".'

Undecidability, as a concept of metamathematics does not take us

very far in any bid to explicate the intuitive idea of 'unsolvable

problems' which is used both in philosophy and daily discourse (especially

in romantic life). For we do, in both an intuitive and mathematical

sense have an ans\^Ier to the question of Hilbertts "tenth problem": there

is no algorithm which determines whether an arbitrary polynomial equation

p(xa, x2, xn) = O with integer coefficients has a solution in integers.

We do in fact know, given that l4atijaceviõ's proof is accepted' that

there is no al-gorithm for Hilbert's "tenth problem". V'Ihat however we are

Iooking for, is some account which would, at the very least, make sense

of claims made by metaphilosophical sceptics such as Benson Mates thaÈ

"the traditional problems of philosophy . are intelligible enough,

but . absolutely insoluble" (Mates. 1981-, p. 3). Metamathematics

does not aid us in explicating Mates' intuition, and nor should it. Thus

we had best look for semantical insights elsewhere. But before d'oing so,

t¡/e must recognize that if metamathematics does not aid us in answering
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the semantical- question, it may well still be of relevance once we have

answered this question on an independent basis, in so far as it may aid

us in presenting an argument for the existence of r¡nsolvable problems.

One such argument will be reviewed in section 4 below.

Erotetic Logic is the "Iogic" of questions and. answers. 'Logic' is

not meant here in the sense of a deductive system with proofs and

derivations, but as a loose term for any formal system which has as its

object language a formal apparatus permitting the asking and answering of

questions, and for its metalanguage, a set of concepts for relating and

evaluating questions and ans\^rers. This is how Belnap and Steel understood

the su.bject matter of erotetic logic in their comprehensive text:. The

Logie of Questions and. Anst)ey,s (L976, p. 1).3 Let us advance a thesis,

in a similar spirit to that of Church's Thesis, that every problem can be

expressed as either a what, whether or why-question. Then one would

expect that for any problem P, and its respective question (what (p)?'

hrhy (p) ?, whether (p) ?) , there is a sol-ution to the problem p if there is

an answer to the respective question of the problem of p. However this

thesis differs from Church's Thesis, in that we cannot plausibly supPose

that there is any reasonable identification of the notions of questioning

and problem-statement. That not all questions are the formation of some

problem is supported by simple counter-examples such as: "Wi1l you shut

the door (pl-ease)?". "Did you take out the garbage?".

There is no systematic discussion in the literature of problem-

solving as to what the expression 'the solution to a problem' actually

means. It is inevitable that such an expression will acquire considerable

vagueness, if not outright obscurity, when one views, as Karl Popper for

exampJ-e does, anatomical particul-ars of plants and animals as solving

problems and embodying theories.' 
".tn.n 

and Steel take a question to be

idenÈical- to a set of admissible answers with a selection demand on the

form of the answer.5 They state (Belnap and Steele, 1976, p.17):
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A first approximation to the central idea is that each
question is to be conceived as presenting a range of
al_ternatives as its subject, from amonçJ which alternatives
the respondent is to make a selection as from a tray of
hors dtoeuvres.

Such a proposal suffers however from insuperable difficulties. Assuming

that one does not commit a petitlto pníncípii by assuming that there are

no unsolvable probJ-ems, Be1nap and Steef's proposal feads us to identify

any two rrnsolvable problems, since for each question, the set of admissible

ans\4/ers is the nul-1 set. The strategy of t.aking ans\^ters to questions as

complete sentences which repeat the question, "so that from the question

it is possible for the participants in an erotetic situation to tell what

the direct answers are to be" (ibid, p. 35), does not improve matters.

5i]ne petitio princípii ís committed once more in assuming that such "direct

ans\,r¡ersrr exist. AS we shall see in the course of the argument of this

chapter, this is not necessarily the case.

An 'approximate answer' to our semantic question, should be, I

propose, along the following lines. Excluding whether-questions, which

call for a'yes'or'no' ans\^¡er, the relationship between a question and

the answer (or an answer) to the question, is a refationship of eæplanatory

reLeuance: the ansr^ier should eæplain the question. Note that this

condition excl-udes probÌems such as the following: "Does God exisÈ?", "No" -

where nothing is explained. Questions which are adequately answered by

'yes' or 'no' are not of interest to us here. A number of answers might

explain some question; those that do so correctly, may be taken as the

answers to l-he st-aLecl question, whilst thc¡se tllat clo noL âre i-naclequate.6

It is hardly possible here to present a theory of explanation, and nor

is it a defect in this work not to present such an account merely for the

purposes to which this very basic notion will be used. But some remarks

are in order to il-lustrate how the term operates on my position. Our

sense of the term 'explanation' must be wide enough to incl-ude at one
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end of the spectrum mathematical explanations, consisting of the

presentation of mathematical proofs (Steiner | 1-978, 1983) - to causal

explanations which characterize a significant part of the explanatory

domain of the natural- and social- sciences (Harr6 , L970), (Bhaskar , L97B) -

Nicholas Rescher (I979 (b) in his recent discussion of the completeness

of science, distinguishes beÈween three types of cognitive limits:

(1) insolubil'La, mean|ngfully posed questions which at no time, no

human (or other knowing subject) can ans\¡¡er; (2) uLtimate questions I

which are insoluble from a frøneuork-internaL poLnt of view and which

serve to highJ-ight the fundamental commitments of an explanatory

framework, and (3) inrproper quest¿ons, questions which are either

semantically meaningless or othen^Iise semantically il-l-formed, or else

viofate the essential presuppositions of a considered explanatory

framework. It is cognitive limits of types (1) and' (2) which are of
1

interest here.' These types of questions may be further categorized to

illustrate types of insolubilia. one suggestion is as follows:

(A) OntoLogícaL fnsoLubiLia: Q is a meaningful question

which is semantically proper, but for which no

correct or appropriate ansv¡er can be given, for no

soLution eæists¡

(B) Epistenic fnsoLubòLiaz Q is a meaningful question

whichissemanticallyproperrbutforwhichthereis

lìo correct or appropriate ans\^ter which \¡¡e can know or

which other knowing subjects can know.

For ultimate questions, the quatification 'from the framework-internal

point of view of O¿t needs to be added. Then degrees of 'ontological

unsol-vabiì-ity' and 'epistemic unsolvability' may be readily distinguished"

A question e is stnongLy ontoLogícaLLy unsoLuabLe if and only if there
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couLd not eæist any fact of the matter about what would constitute an

answer to Q. A question Q is weakLg ontoLogicaLLy uvtsoLuabLe if and

only if there does not eæist any fact of the matter about what would

constitute an answer to Q. Strong ontological insolubilia cannot have

answers because, although they are proper questions, the proposal that

they are answerable leads to demonstrable contradictions or incoherence.

lVeak ontological- insolul¡ilia are also proper questions, and it is not

incoherent to suppose that they are answerable, but it is as a contingent

matter of fact, that they are not answerable. Strong ontological

insolul¡il-ia are necessarily unsolvable, weak ontological insolubil-ia are

contingently unsolvabl-e. The same distinction can also be drawn for the

family of epistemic insolubilia. Just as there is still supposed by many

logicians to be both necessary and contingent truths, so I propose that there are

boLh necessary and contingent insolubil-ia.

!{ith this rough working account of insolubiLia, I sha11 now turn to

the next question which can naturally enough be asked: "are there

ontological insolubilia and/or epistemic insolubilia?" Before presenting

my own answer to this question, I shall examine two very interesting

arguments for the existence of insoLubiLia: Richard Routley's (1981)

argument for unknowable truths anð. sty'ong epístemic insoLubiLia, and

A.H. Basson's (1956-57) argument for the existence of strong ontological

insolubilia. I argue that both arguments fail.

3. ROUTLEY ON UNKNOVüABLE TRUTHS AI{D UNSOLVABLE PROBLEMS

Richard Routley (1981) has recently argued for the position that there are

unknowable truths, and hence that it is impossibte to know "everything",

that some truths are unknowabler and hence that there ls no method by

which anything whatsoever can be known. Routleyts argrments are of

direct relevance to Ëhe principat thesis of interest here, since if there
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are unkno\^Iable truths, then it is easily shown that there are also

epistemíc insoLubiLia (either strong or weak), because for any p, such

that p is an unknowable truth, p? can be asked, but not definitively

answered.

Routley gives two basic arguments in support of his thesis: the

first is a direct argunent in sentential logic, the second, and I think the

philosophically stronger argument, consists of using the Finsler-Gödel

argument for the generation of undecidable propositions, to generate by

d.iagonalizatlon, statements which assert of themselves that they are

unknowabfe.

The first argument assumes as its underlying fogic so5, although

SOs0 would also be satisfactory.t ,Ou adds to classical- sentential logic

S, the one place primitive connective ! and apart from the standard

transformation rules of uniform sul¡stitution, material detachment and Èhe

rufe:

(r) If o is a valid wff of SO. 5, then l- o o

we have the following axioms:

(Pr) op * p

(Pz) a(p * q) -+ (Dp -+ trq).

The system SO. so results from SO. s by deleting only (Pr). Routley adds

to this logic a one place primitive epistemic connective K, where if A is

any wff, KA is another. This system is called KSO.5. K is a knowledge

functor, interpreted as eithertsomeone knows that at some timeror as a

creature-relative functor 'every creature knows thatr. other

interpretations of K such as 'it is provable that'or'a rationally

believes thatr are also considered. K must in addition satisfy these

conditions:
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(Ao) q +'oKq (i.e. whatever is true is possibly known)

(Ar) Kq 'J q (i.e. necessarily, whatever is known is true).

A weaker condition than (A1) is:

(Ar*) Kq*3 "K*Kq (i.e. necessarily, for whatever is known'

it is epistemically possibte that it is known)

(Az) r(q & r) € Kq e Kr (necessarily, each conjunct of a

known compound proposition is known).

Routley shows that in KSo.s, Fp -+ Kp, i.e. whatever is true is

known. Let us qualify this claim by recalling that we are not merely

considering human knowers here, but also Divine omniscient knowers such

as God. But further conments on that matter later. Routleyts proof of

l-P * KP is as foll-ows:

(7-1) ..o(q & -q) Necessitated Non-contradiction.

0-2) -o(Kp & --t<p) Substitution in (7-1).

(7-3) K.Kq -l-Kq BY (Ar*) or (Ar)-

(7-4) Kq & K-Kq *3 Kq & -Kq From (7-3) by Composition.

(7-5) -o(Kq n -"q) + *ô(Kq & K-Kq) From (7 -4) by standard'

definition of "3t.
(t-6) -ô(Kp & K-Kp) By (7-2) and (7-s).

(7-7) r(p & -Kp) + Kp & K-Kp Substitution in (Az).

(7-8) -o(Kp & K-Kp) + -oK(p c -Kp) From (7-7) by:

A *lB + (--oB *..oA).

(7-9) -oK(p n -rp) Bv (7-6) and (7-8) -

(7-l-0) -(p & -Kp) From (t'91 by (Ao).

(7-11-) -p v Kp From (7-10) by: -(A & B) ê-A V -B and--3<-+ B.

(7-L2) p -+ Kp From (7-11-) by: -.A V B then (A -) B).

Proposition (7-I2) is, Routley maintains, self-evidently false, and the

mistaken assumption in the argrument is (Ao) which leads from (7-9) and
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and (7-l-O) from what is true, to what is false.

An extension K* of KSO. s is obtained by adding the axiom:

(As) (eS) (s n -aq) (i.e. for some 9, Q is true but not

known by any subject).

That there are in principle unknowable truths, and hence st0ong epistemic

insoLubíLia is readily provable:

(7-13) -oK(p n ".*p) From (7-9) .

(7-I4) (vr)-or(r c -Kr) Generalization of (7-9) -

(7-15) (Er) (r & -Kr) From (a:) .

(7-16) (Er) [-or(r & -Kr) & (r & -Kr)] From 0-a4) and

(7-l-5) byr (vr)e ç (Er)e + (Er) (A & B) for rAr and

'Bt containing a free 'rr.

(7-I7) (ES) (q ç -ÔKq) From (7-L6) by particularization.

Routley's argument can be criticized at a number of points

(Vüilliamson, 1982). First, is it in fact the case that p + Kp for any

knower inctuding God, is seff-evidently false? God being omniscient by

definition knows every truth so p + Kp certainly does hold for God'

Routley has however an argument against this proposal, which we shall

consider shortly. For the moment, Iet us consider the objection that

could be made to accepting Fp * Kp, based upon interpreting rKr as a

human knowledge functor. This it seems does have a strong counter-

intuitive flavour. However, (Ao) is not the only principle in the

argunent (7-f) & (Z-2) &... & 0-AÐ -+ (7-12), which cou1cl be plausibly

rejected. The principle -A V B + A -t B also seems criticizable on grorrnds

of relevance, and it is surprising that a relevance logician such as

Routley did not counter such a repIy. For if r->r is taken as a sign of

the ordinary language notion of 'follows from', then ..A V B may be true

whilst A + B is false solely because B does not 'follow' from A.
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Without the principle: .^A V B then A + B, we have no good reason for

accepting that p + Kp foltows from -p V Kp. Indeed we could take Routleyrs

argument as showing that the allegedly valid prínciple: -A V B then

A + B ís inuaLid (truth preserving). The proposition p + Kp is surely

false (lVill-iamson, 1982, p. 203). But as Kp + p, then -p V Kp implies

-p V p which even if it is not a logical truth' can certainly be true

whilst p + Kp is false. Hence the principle: ..A V B then A -+ B is

invali-d. These considerations, d.espite their brevity, show that (aO) is

not the only principle that can be questioned. But Routley's argument

for the existence of strong epistemíc insoLubiLia depends upon this being

the case. Hence this argument fails.

A second point can be made in criticism. His argument for the

demonstration of unknowable Èruths hinges upon the acceptabílity of (Aa):

(gq) (S n *aq). Routley gives no argument at all as to why (As) should be

accepted rather than its negation, apart from of course, his rejection of

p + Kp. The plausibility of outrightly rejecting (Ao) thus depend.s upon

the acceptability of his second basic argument for the existence of

unknowable truths, which wil-l now be considered.

The second argument given by Routley makes use of the Finsler-Gödel

argument for producing und,ecidable propositions by diagonalizaEl-on. It

is required that one demonstrate the existence of a true p such that:

(Fr) p e-oKp.

One such statement is allegedJ-y (Fz):

(Fz) This very statement (Fz) is not knowabl-e.

Routley argues that since (Fz) is the statement that (Fz) is not knowable,

(Fz) satisfies (Fr) and any p conforming to (Fr) is true but unknowable.

He concludes that since statements of the form (Fz) are exhibitable, no

being including God is omniscient, and. hence that there exist unknowable
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truths. It is however arguable, that since God is by definition

omniscient, hence ít is statement (Fz) which is in fact problematic. To

avoid a petití,o principíi some independent grounds other than that

already cited about the nature of God (at least as an object of thought,

even if (S)He does not exist) must be given. This I shall now attempt

to do.

The assumption that is contestable j-n Routley's argument is that

truth-teller statements such as:

(TT) This very statement, (TT) is true,

are in fact true.9 Mortensen and Priest (1981-(a) have argued that whilst
A

there does not exist any proof that (TT) is either true or fa1se, there

is a proof that (TT) must be either true or false. Suppose that (TT) is

neither true nor fal-se. Then (TT) is not true and (TT) is not fal-se.

But sínce (Tr) asserts of itseLf that it is trwe" it is faLse, thus

contya.d¿cti,ng the suppos¿t¿on that it is neithez' true noz' faLse. The

proof that (TT) is either true or false may be stated more formally by

letting '(TT)' be an abbreviation for the sentence (TT) and not the name

of the sentence. and letÈing quasi quotes be used as name forming

functors. The proof is as follows:

Ler lml = h' Tmlr (1)

Now (-'rr lrrl ç *r Iml ) t -.tr Trrlr (2)

Bur Trrf = rrr lrrlr + (-rr lttl + r Ìml ) (3)

rhen t-rr Trrl c -r [rrl * ¡' [ml (4)

(4) from (1), (2) , (3).

rhen ,-'¡' [rrl n -r ftrl ) + (rr Tml v r lrrl ) (s)

since t-t' [rrl e .^r Ìml ¡ (6)

rhen rr lttl v r lrtl (7)

(7) from (5) and (6).
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T have previously proposed that (TT) should be regarded as being

trr".10 The argument may be summarized as follows. l,le have a proof

that (TT) must be either true or false, so if (TT) is to have a truth-

value at all, our range of options are restricted to either the truth-

value ttruetor the truth-va1ue'false'. There seems' I argued' to be

more reason to take (TT) to be true rather than false, even if neither

ascription pz'dma facie feads to contradiction, since (TT) asserts of

itself that it is true, not that it is false. But the ascription of

falsity to (TT) leads to problems. Let us assume that 'Tr(p) ++p' and

'F(p) ++-p'. Then the truth-teller sentence (TT) may be represented by:

(7 -18) rr (P) .

The claim that (TT) is fal-se is the sentence:

(7-1e) r (rr (p) ) .

Further, to claim that (TT) is false entails that (TT) is not true:

(7-2o) r(rr(p) ) + -rr(p) .

But from (7-2O) and (7-19) by modus ponens we infer:

(i-2L) -rr (p)

which contradicts (7-18) .

Consider now the assumption that (TT) is true. This does not Lead

to contradiction by a parallel style of argument:

(7 -22 ¡ tr (rr (p) ) + ".F (p)

(7-23) rr (rr (p) )

(1-24) -r (p)

(7-25) -r(p) <+--Tr(p)

(7-26) tr (p)

CIassica1 entailment.

Assumption.

From (7-22) , (7-23) , modus ponens.

Classical equivalence.

From (7-24), 17-25) , modus ponens and

double negation.

This I concluded gave us good reason to regard (TT) as being true.
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Some points of self-criticism need to be made Ìrere- First, I

implicitly assumed that given lrr lrrf V r Tml and the problematic

nature of the assumption that r [rrl , that therefore tt [ttl . But

merely showing that the assumption that (TT) is consistent, does not

constitute a ground for believing that (TT) is as a matter of fact true.

There does not then seem, contrary to my previous argrumentsrto be any

fact of the matter about the truth-value of (TT). This being so, the

most reasonable methodological policy to adopt is to regard (TT) as

having no truth-value at all.

This proposal, it may seem, runs into difficulties allegedly

presented by the Mortensen-Priest proof that (TT) is eiÈher true or false.

This argument however, only succeeds, as do my own previous arguments,

by tacitty accepting Tarskirs truth criterion rr(p) êP. But this

principle and the proposition that some propositions are neither true or

false leads to contradiction as McCalI (1970) has proved. The proof is

as fol-lows. Let x be a proposition which is neither true nor fal-se.

Then:

(7-27) ..rr(x) &-F(x).

But since F(p) ++T(-p) , then:

(7-28) -Tr(x) & Tr^(x)

by replacement in (7-21) above. But by the principle Tr(p) <=+p \^¡e obtain:

(7-29) -x & *-x (i.e. "-x & x) .

Since Mortensen and Priest assuÍie Tarskits equivalence in their proof

that (TT) is either true or faIse, their proof is ultimately a petit¿o

principií against the position that (TT) is truth-valueless.

Do \^/e have stronger reasons for taking (TT) to be truth-valueless

rather than true? It is an unjustified dogma of formal logic to expect
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11_
a 'prooft that (TT) is truth-valueless- Rather, as is frequently done

in areas outside of the logico-mathematical sciences (especially in

epistemology and metaphysics), a methodoLogícaL decision needs to be made

as to how we deal with the alleged truth-value or truth-val-uelessness of

the sentence (TT). That there is no fact of the matter about (TT)'s truth,

contrary to what I once thought. is a good reason for taking (TT) to be

truth-valueless .

The implications of these inquiries for Routley's argument that

there are demonstrable unknowable truths, establishable by diagonalization'

is immediate. He assumes, wrongly, that truth-te1ler statements are true.

Without this assumption, which in any case he nowhere defends, he cannot

reasonably claim that statements such as (Fz) are true. Therefore Routley's

second argument for the thesis that there are unknowable truths, and hence

stv,ong epistewic insoLubilía, coll-apses.

4. BASSON AND STRONG ONTOLOGTCAT' INSOLUBILIA

Basson atternpts to show through an application of Churchrs Theorem,

that there are problems which can be expressed in a standard natural

language such as English, but whose solutions, if they exist at all,

cannot be expressed in that language. Basson considers a particular class

of meaningful English sentences Instruct¿ons, and a sub-class of this

class, Sequence-fnstructions, these being instructions to write down a

sequence of numerals. Sequence-lnstructions are of two kinds:

(1) instructions for writing down a finite sequence of numeralsi

(2) instructions for writing down an infinite sequence of numerals.

Basson,s unsol-vable problem is to describe a method for deciding for any

arbitrary given letter sequence, the class to which it belongs. Assign

positive integers to each Sequence-Instruction, and let those positive
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integers assigned to instructions for writing down an infinite sequence'

be called S-numbers. Basson's allegedly unsolvable problem reduces now

to the form: describe a method or algorithm for deciding for any

arbitrarily given ntunber, whether or notít is an S-number.

Basson attempts to show that for any sequence formed by an

instruction G, there is a diagonal sequence which wiÌl not occur in any

row of the matrix array of sequences of S-numbers generated by G. This

Cantorian argument is the well-known claim that for any infinite list:

(7-30) Sr, Sz, S3,

of sets of positive integers. \¡/e can define a Cantorian diagonal set as

follows:

(7-31) For each positive integer n, n is in D(L) if and only

if n is not in S¡.

To attempt to repair the gap in one's enumeration caused by D(L), by

adding D(L) to the list as a new first member is general-Iy taken to be a

fruitless strategy, for then a different set D(L*) can be shown not to be

in the augmented l-ist. To suppose that for some positive integer m such

that s* = D(L), enables the deduction of a contradiction for m = n. For

by (7-31,) m is in D(L) if and only if m is not in S¡. But if Sm = D(L),

then m is in D(L) if and only if m is not in D(L). This contradiction is

generally taken to show that there exists a set of positive integers not

in the original list.

I have argued against the claim that the Cantorian argunent is sound

elsewhere (Smith, l-98+(a)) and have also suggested that Richard's

'paradox' is not in fact a paradox, but a veduct¿o ad absu.rdum of. d.iagonal

arguments (Srnith, L98+(h) ) (cf . also (Broyles , 7977)) . If I am correct in

these arguments, then many classical undecidability, indefinability and
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incompleteness results in metamathematics can be rejected. These claims

are of course quite controversial and may prove to be ultimately fallacious.

Even so, results in metamathematics shoul-d not be treated as established

dogmas, unopen to challenge, and so I believe that such criticisms even

if ul-timately unsuccessful are of great intellectual value. But for the

moment, let us cast some doubt upon diagonal arguments by

showing that they lead to contradiction.

Consj-der the infinite list in (7-30), only let us suppose that there

is a set s¡ of positive integers which is defined as follows:

(7-32) Sn = df The set of all sets of positive ínËegers.

lVe allegedly show according to Cantor's argument, that there is a

diagonal set which does not occur in the infinite list 51, Sz, Se Sn:

(7-33) For each positive integer n,

if n is not in Str.

n is in D(M) if and only

Now from (7-33) we conclude that D(M) is a set of positive integers not

in S¡. But S¡ is eæ hypothesi the set of all sets of positive integers

and by definitíon contains al-I such sets of positive integers. Thus D(M)

is a set of positive integers if and only if it is not a set of positive

integers. But why take this argument to show that the problem lies with

the notion of the set of alt sets of positive integers? It is true that

the notion of a tset of all setst can l-ead to paradoxes, the most famous

being Russellts paradox. The contradiction here however is not obtained

merely by a definition and. Iogical principles; the contradiction here

involves a conflict between a postulated set and Cantor's premise (7-33)

which is justified by Cantor's diagonal argument. VIhy shouL&t't we accept

Cantor's diagonaJ- argument as being invatid? l¡lhat non-guestion begging

reason can be given against the reasonabl-eness of the postulation of a

set of all sets of positive integers? None seem to be forthcomirtg'l-2
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A second paradox can be produced by considering the infinite list in

(7-30) once more, only this time letting the sets Sr, Sz, 53, Sn,

be sets of positive integers produced by aIi- Log'LcaLLy possibLe

applications of Cantorts diagonal argument. Then we can obtain the

diagonalization of these diagonal sets as follows:

0-34) For each positive integer n, n is in D(n) if and only

if n is not in S¡"

But if D(N) is a diagonal set, then ex hypothesi it musÈ occur in our

infiníÈe list. And by Cantor's diagonal argument we establish that D(N)

is not in our infinite fist. This is a contradiction-

These sorts of contradictions are afso to be seen more d'ramaticall-y

in the 1926 paper of PauI Finsler "Formale Beweise und die Entscheidbark-

eit" (Finsler, 1-967). Finsler shows by means of Cantor's diagonal

argument that there exist in any fixed system F of finitely many

mathematical signs, binary sequences of signs which are not definable in

F. Yet we can unambiguously specify the antidiagonal sequence itself as

being one of the binary sequences not a finitely definable, so that it

must be finitely definabl-e after all (ibid, p. 442). Finsler claims that

because a binary sequence cannot have the properties of both meeting

Cantor's requirements as well as satisfying the condition that "every

object that is unambiguously characterized by a definition consisting of

the words of [F] must be finitely definable" (ibid, p. 443), then it is

\^¡rong to say that the antidiagonal sequence has been finitely defined.

Finsl-er does not solve the paradox in my opinion. He grants us that the

antidiagonal sequences can be unambiguously characterizedr as well as the

second condition cited a moment ago. It follows by mod'us ponens that the

antidiagonal sequence is thereby finitely defined after all.

The same criticism can be made of Finsterts construct of a formally
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undecidable, but false proposition in F. There Finsler shows by

diagonalization that the associated binary sequence defined on p. 443 of

his paper cannot belong to the sequence defined on the same page. Yet he

also proves in F that the antidiagonal sequence also contains infinitely

many zeros (ibid, p. 444 Línes 7-12). Finsler objects to this proof only

by saying that since the proof makes reference to a binary sequence which

cannot occur in the defined sequence on page 443, the proof itself cannot

be valid. This presupposes the correctness of diagonalization, it does

not show it. Clearly if one accepts the proof given on p. 444 l-ines 7-L2,

then we have a counter-example to Cantor's diagonal method.

Such radical and controversial modes of argument are not necessary to

rebut Basson's argument. Vühat Basson allegedly shows is that there cannot

be any algorithm for deciding for any arbitrary letter sequence, the class

to which it belongs. Hence the answer to Basson's question is, in EngLish:

the problem is undecidabte. This however is a long way from showing that

there are problems which can be expressed in English, but whose solutions,

if they exist, cannot. As I pointed out earlier, undecidability results

in recursive function theory do provide (negative) answers to decidability

questions. lrle then do not have any satisfactory argument for the existence

of insolubil-ia as defined in this chapter.

THE EXISTENCE OF INSOLUBTLTA, PH].LOSOPHICAI PROGRESS AND DISAGREEMENTS5

Are there insoLubilia ín phitosophy? The questions of philosophical

discourse have often been taken by both philosophers and non-philosophers

to berrunsolvabl-efr. The explicit argument for this, if one is cited at

al1, is the fact of perennial- philosophical disagreements: philosophers

have disagreed about the solutions to all major philosophical problems,

such as the mind-body problem, universals and particulars, the nature of
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mathematicaf truth, and also about the nature of philosophy itself.

This has l-ed Benson Mates (1981-) to claim that all of the problems of

philosophy are unsolvable, being incapable of even being dissol-ved as

pseudo-problems (ibid, p. 3). Mates adopts the ancient maxim Ou malLon,

proposing that the ïeasons given on both sides of any philosophical

issue are egually good. Philosophy then, as a cognitive enterprise,

seems to be riddl-ed with Kantian style antinomies.

vühilst Mates' discussion of the problems of free wil-l-, and the

existence of the external world has been subjected to critique (Feldman'

1983) , Mates' arguments for his metaphilosophical maxi:n of Ou maLlon

are less than compelling, and in fact the argume4t of his text merely

contradicts the thesis which he advanced in the preface of his book. fn

the text of Skeptíca.L EssaAs Mates argues that there exist no satisfactory

solution to any of his three considered philosophical problems. But at

no point does Mates engage in a rigorous dialectic. as one might expect

from one who upheld the maxim of 0u maLLOn, where both a thesis T and

its antithesis -{ are both defended. Without this, the thesis that

philosophy is riddled with Kantian style antinomies is not supported.

Indeed, if the metaphitosophical sceptic is to be consistent, then an

antithesis to this thesis itsel-f must afso be defended. and an argument

from self-referential consistency can be deveJ-oped against the position.

For we might now suppose that the following meta-thesis is true: both

metaphilosophical scepticism M and anti-metaphitosophical scepticism -M

are rationally defendable. But this meta-thesis MT should al-so be counter

balanced by a defense of ..MT. The metaphilosophical sceptic then seems to

be making no decid,able claim at al.l .

Now it might be argued in reply that an appeal to the meta-thesis MT,

need not be made by the metaphilosophical sceptic, for the position might

be simply taken to refer to object-language statements. The use of this
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familiar Tarskian strategy to avoid sel-f-referential refutaÈion will not

succeed in this instance, whatever its merits are in solving the

semantical paradoxes. This is so because even though metaphitosophy ís

,'about philosophy", it rs a phiLosophicaL investigation of philosophy'

just as metascience is a philosophical investigation of science. Thus

thesis MT is in fact a philosophical thesís, and should therefore fall

within the scope of the concerns of the metaphilosophical =."pti".13

These general remarks do not support the claim that there are no

specific philosophical- insoLubilia, although this cl-aim is not put

forward very frequentty for specific phíLosophical problems. An

interesting suggestion was recently made by MaIcoIm Acock (1983), that

"Russel's hypothesis" that the world sprang into existence five minutes

ago, is unsolved. But f have argued in reply to Acock, with Sharyn Ward,

(Smith and lVard,, 198+(a)) that "Russel-I's hypothesis" can be criticized

and rejected on methodological grounds. lVe have also argued (Smith and

Ward, 1-98+(e)) that the question 'V'Ihy Is There Something Rather Than

Nothing?', is weakly epistemical-Iy r:nsolvabl-e and hence that the

principle of sufficient reason is not in general true. All the general

responses to this question are either theoreticalty defective or commit

a petùtio pz,incipii by failing even to address the real issue of the

question. If this is so, then we have an inductiUe argument for iJne

existence of a weak ontologically unsolvable problem, contingent of course

upon both the present state of argument and the comprehensiveness of our

initial survey. other i.nsoLubiLia may also exist.

Given that there are at least some reasons to believe that there are

insoLubil.La, winat is the significance of this result for the problem of

perennial philosophical disputes, and the issue of philosophical

progress? As we have seen.the problem-solving in contemporary metascience

takes the progressiveness of a disciptine to consist in the solvability of
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problems. Laudan (1"917) for example, states that problem-solving

effectiveness is determined "by assessing the nr¡nber and importance of

the empiricat problems which the theory solves and deducting therefrom

the number and importance of the anomalies and conceptual problems which

the theory generates" (ibid, p. 68). But íf \^¡e accept that there are

genuine philosophícaL insoLubiLia, a nrunber of outsÈanding metaphilosophical

probJ-ems can be directly attacked.

First, philosophicat progress need not consist in the solving of

philosophical problems. If there are genuine philosophical insoLubiLia,

then this view cannot be correct. Whilst hle may come to accept some such

problem pp as unsolvable, our knOULedge is adUanced. For now we have

come to the conclusion that alt the argunents of the inquirers in our

field are in one way or a¡other defective and so we shal-I not further

al-low our minds to be seduced by them. This in itself is a discovery of

major importance, and it should therefore be counted as a progressive move

in any reasonabl-e theory of cognitive progress. In philosophy then, the

discovery of insoLubiLia ís not a cognitive catastrophe, but constitutes

a growth in our knowledge. It is of course undeniable that insoLubiLia

demonstrate the erotetic incompleteness of our knowledge (Rescher, 1979) -

What however \¡/e lose in knowledge of solutions r v¡e gain in knowledge of

insolubilia, of the limits of our cognitive methods and styles of

argument. More on this in chapEers 8, 9 and 10.

It may be argued in reply, and, with some plausibility' that such a

view of cognitive progress is so general as to be theoretically useless.

what doesn't count as progress in philosophy? The answer to this

objection is that if we cannot determine whether some problem is

unsofvabte or solvable, then no progress is occurring in this field' A

field may become clogged by power-politics, by ad honrLnem arguments and
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bitter personal attacks. The empirical documentation of this is legally

difficult, but I am sure that the aware reader wil-l recognLze this ugly

aspect of the disciptine. When debate becomes a rabble, it is an

intellectual sin to speak of cogrnitive progress occurring, not merely

the stating of a false proposition.

If there exist insolubiLia ruhen we also have an immediate explanaÈion

of the occurrence of some philosophical disagreements. Such disagreements

have existed because the philosophical problem in question is unsolvabl-e.

Both parties in the d.ispute are therefore incorrect. Matters however

cannot be feft at such a brief statement of our resolution of the problem

of philosophical progress, and the remaining chapters of this work shaIl

present what I believe is a more satisfactory response to this problem

than any of the positions considered earlier in the work. The points

which I make here are as follows: (1) philosophical disagreements may

arise if the problem under debate is (unknown to the debaters) an

insoLubíLia¡ such disputes shall be perennial sirnply because the

problem under debate is unsolvable; (2) the existence of insoLubiLia

does not constitute an evidential ground for the belief in metaphilosophical

scepticism.

Is the proposal that perennial philosophical disagreements may exist

because the debated phitosophical problem is unsol-vab1e, merely circular

reasoning? One explains the occurrence of a particular philosophical

disagreement as arising from the fact that the problem is an insoLubiLòa.

And yet, the method of argument employed in reaching this concl-usion can

itself only be by criticj-zj.ng each solution-candidate in turn, and

concluding that each solution-candidate fai1s, and this method merely

Ieads us back into the domain of argumentative controversy. But ín reply

to this objection, it is maintained that this alleged circul-arity is not

vicious. To establ-ish that some philosophical problem is unsolvable will
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be made by argnrments Ar, A2, A3r... A¡. The explanatory hypothesis as

to why that particular philosophical- disagreement has been perennial is

not in any \^Iay deduced by vatid deductive arguments from A1 , A2, A3,

An. Rather, it is an explanatory hypothesis, which requires examination

along with any other explanatory hypothesis about the existence of that

perennial philosophical dispute.

6. CONCLUSION: THE STATE OF TTIE ARGUI{ENT

In this chapter I first asked the questions: (1) "what are

rrnsolvable problems?" and (2) "do we have good reason to believe that

there are unsolvable problems in phitosophy?". After answering the

first question, a detailed examination of the arguments of Routley (1981-)

and Basson (1956-57) for the existence of insoLubiLia., was undertaken.

These arguments proved to be defective. Neverthefess whilst disagreeing

with the rnetaphilosophical sceptic Benson Mates (l-981-), that aII

philosophical probl-ems are unsolvalcle, we do in fact have reason to

believe that there are at least some philosophical insolubiLia. The

implications of this proposal for the metaphilosophical problems of

progress and perenniat philosophicat disputes were detailed. The

existence of philosophical insoLubiLía wh:-LsÌ. necessarily demonstrating

the erotetic incompleteness of philosophical inquiry, does not mean that

no growth of philosophical knowledge occurs at a tmeta-Ievel'; further,

that many long standing philosophical àisputes may in fact be over

ínsoLubiLia stands as an interesting explanatory hypothesis, well worthy

of further inquiry. Furthermore, the existence of unsolvable problems

refutes the standard convergence to rational consensus models of Lehrer

and V'Iagner (1981-). As I have argued, if a philosophical problem is

unsolvable, and this is not known, then aI1 philosophers who put forward

positive solutions to be philosophical problem will be wrong' a consensus
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about the truth will not be reached anC yet these philosophers would

still be rational, in an intuitive sense and also according to the

theory of rationality to be sketched in chapter 8-

úùhy then is this inquiry not immediately furthered here? The

reason is, that in my assessment there are few philosophical insolubiliat

and so we cannot satisfacÈorily answer our principal thesis (P.T.) by

such considerations. Thus in the next chapter I shall consider an

alternative argument in a bid to satisfactorily answer our principal

thesis (P.T.).
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7. Notes

For surveys of recursive function theory and undecidability results
cf. (Kleenet 7952), (Davis, l-958), (Tarski, Mostowski and Robinson,
l_968) .

For Church's statement of this thesis, cf. (Church' L936). For
criticisms, cf. (Bowie, Lg73), (Ross' Ig74), (Kalmár' 1959),
(Smith, 198+ (h) ) .

That there is an erotetic logic distinct from the standard logic of
propositions, has been guestioned by P. Tichf (1978). tichf's
proposal is that when a subject utters an interrogative sentence,
the speaker refers to a function defined on possible worlds, roughly
speaking, a pïoposition. The unnaturalness of this proposal is
explaíned away by Tichf, by maintaining that Èhe critic must then
accept that betiefs are not propositions either. But rather than
this latter claim being taken as a I'eduetio ad abswdun argument,
this conclusion may well be taken as a plausible thesis, which has
been argued for quite strongly by various authorsr ê.9. (Routley'
1980, pp. 685-687).

cf. (Popper, 1972, p. 26L)¡ for a discussion of more plausible
ecological models, cf. (Smith, 1'984) and for a discussion of
Popper's evol-utionary naturalism (Smith, 198+(d)). For discussion
of problem-solving, cf- (K1einer, I97O), (Laudan I t977), (Hattiangadi'
1978) , (Wettersten and Agassi , L978), (Wettersten and Goode , I982',) .

In the problem-solving metascience of Laudan (L977 ) ' 
problem-solving

is explicated in a fashion reminiscent of the deductive-nomological
account of explanation: "any theory, T, can be regarded aS having
solved an empirical problem, if T functions (significantly) in any
scheme or inference whose conclusion is a statement of the problem"
(ibid, p. 25). The difficulty with this proposal, and it is one
not addressed by Laudan, is that a question p? is not usually
regarded as the sort of entity which can be (at least in principle)
true or false, a condition which is necessary for p? to feature in
an argument.

The identification of a question with the set of its logically
possible answers has also been advanced by Stahl (l-969) and Hamblin
(1e73).

An inverse of the view stated here is given by P. Achinstein (1'977),
where the notion of an explanation is explicated by means of the
notion of "a correct ans\^Ier to a question" - This position is
committed to the counter-intuitive consequence that if K is nlt a

corTeet ans\¡ter to a question Q?, then K does not explain the topic
of puzzl3ment Q. Consequently, most of the theories in science,
being strictly speaking incorrect, must on Achinstein's account be
non-explanatory.

If this work was written during the 'hey day' of Logical Positivism,
then the issue of whether all major philosophical problems offend
against the verificationist theory of meaning, and hence are
cognitively meaningless pseudo-problemsrwould require rebuttal. But
this is (rightly) no longer a live issue today in metasciencer to
state the obvious.

4
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On SO5, cf. (Lemmonr l-957¡ 1959), (Cresswell,1966¡ L97O), (Rennie,
t971,) , (Routley, 1968 (a) ; l-968 (b) ) .

For a discussion of the truth-teller sentence' cf. (Mortensen and
Priest, 1981 (a) ) .

10. Cf. (Smith, 1984(f)). The argument of this paper is itself
unsatisfactory and the textual discussion here is based. upon a
revised, but unfortunately unpublished version of the paper.

11. Mortensen has made this requirement in conversation. But the
formalist demand that every thesis to be discussed, must be capable
of a 1ogical1y rigorous proof, leads us headlong into the trilemma
of an infinite regress, circularity or an arbitrary stopping point
(cf. (Lakatost 1962)). So much the worse for the formalist's
demands.

12. Hence a popular ground for the rejection of the Richard paradox as
a Teductio ad absuz,dum of diagonal argrments, namely that the
infinite list Sr , S 2, Sn, ... does not exist (Cargile, 1'979,
p. 3O1), cannot be made to rebut this counter-argtunenÈ, for such
arguments beg the question at issue of the validity of the diagonal
argument.

13. For an alternative response to the metaphilosophical sceptic cf.
(Rapaport , L982). The argrment of this chapter meets the demand

made by Renford Bambrough (L966) for an example of an "unanswerabfe"
question.
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8. THE PROGRE SS AND RATIONALTTY OF PTIILOSOPHY I:

A DTSSOLUTION OF THE PRINCIPAI PROBLEM

].. STATEMENT OF THE ARGUI{ENT

The l-imitations of vaïious existing solution candidates to the

problem of perennial philosophical disagreements have been exposed in

previous chapters. In this chapt"tl t shall argue that there is no

existing satisfactory and cogent argument to a conclusion asserting the

irrationality of philosophy as a cognitive enterprise, from premises

describing the existence of perennial philosophical disputes. This aim

witl be achieved by a rejection of an assumption about the rationality of

scientific discourse, which underlies the argument from perennial

philosophical disputes. This assumption I shall caII, the assutnpti.on of

the y,ationaL consensus of scientific knouLedge, is an assumption which we

encountered in our consideration of mathematical responses to PPPD in

chapter 2 of this work. According to this position, widespread

controversy across a discipline is problematic because one criterion of

truth is that of ideal consensus between raiional thinkers.2 The

propositions which those who are regarded in a cutture as being the "experts"

accept and believe to be true, are probably true' and it is reasonable for

any arbitrary individual to accept such propositions as being true.

Consensus between ideal thinkers is a reason or ground for accepting a

proposition as being true. Of course the subject of the idea.lconsensus

is Èhe truth status of a proposition, whether p is true, false,

meaningless or undecidable. tine definitiOn of rtrue' need not involve

consensus consid.erationsi a correspondence of "semantic" definition of

truth may be accePted.

Even in taking rational consensus as a criterion of truth, the
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rational consensus position is not committed to claiming that the experts

cannot u1timately be shown to be \Á¡rong in any matter to which they once

held rational consensus. Ho\^/ever, in so far as they are justifiably

regarded as being mistaken this must always be because of a consensus

formed by (1) some larger group of experts; (2) some grouP of even more

respected experts or (3) a nev¡ consensus formed by the very same members

of the formerly discussed group, about Èhe incorrectness of previously

held. or presently held beliefs and theories.3

It is of interest to note that the assumption of the rati-onal

consensus of scientific knowtedge, is an assumption widely accepted by

actually practicing scientists. It is not thereby advanced as a rational

reconstruction by the present author of the theoretical and metatheoretical

behaviour of scientists. !V.O. Hagstrom (1965) has concluded from a study

of scientific disputes, that scientists view disputes in science as

counter-productive and incompatibte with scientific rationality and

4progress. Secondly, in so far as Kuhnrs (1970(b) well known view of

scientific progress is sociologically accurate, periods of normal science

are basically nothing more than periods of consensus about the satisfactory

nature of some "paradigm". It is true that many scientists may not be

fully a\^rare of the nature of the paradigrm that controls their work, but

this d.oes not affect the point which I wish to make (which is not an

exercise in Kuhnian exegesis). To consent to a set of propositions it is

not necessary to be fully a\^/are of the logical implications of each

element of the set. It is sufficient that no proposition in the set is

expticitly rejected by the subject and that the truth of some other

propositions presuppose the truth of the propositions in s. In so far

as a scientist works within a paradigrm which controls his/her research'

I shall- say that the scientist consents to the paradigm.

These periods, Kuhn proposed, are characterized by both a virtual
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absence of debate about the satisfactory nature of the paradigm itself

and extensive research done within its confines. For Kuhn, statistic-

ally, there is a much more extensive portion of the history of science

devoted to normal science than there is devoted to revolutionary science -

if for no other reason than that the existence of some accepted theory

must be presupposed before revolutionary science can occur and scientific

theoriesr like Rome, are not built in a day.

It is al-so an important part of the rational consensus vie\^/pointt

that dj-sagreements and d.isputes which are not the resuft of an inadequate

data base held by one or both of the parties at the controversy are

incapable of being resolved by rational means. So-called l'disagreements

in principletfare taken to be unsol-vable because for any argunent to be

rationall-y acceptable and of persuasive force, it must appeal to premises

already accepted by the person to be persuaded, or else commit a petitio

princi.pii. If the premises of the argument incfude the principle which

is being contested, then the argument wifl not be acceptable to the

opponent; on the other hand if the argument consists of premises which

do not inc1ude the principle in question, then one does not succeed in

presenting an argument for the principle in question, as deductive

arguments are generally taken to be non-creative in an information-

theoretic sense (Dayton, 1981). In philosophical disputes however, what

is precisely at issue is the acceptabil-ity of certain very general

principles. and the existence of the dispute establishes that no common

ground for the resolution of the dispute could exist. All that remains

then, is to offer sociological or psychological explanations of the

existence of philosophical disputes as \^¡e have already seen in earlier

chapters.

Finalty, according to the rational consensus viewpoint. mature

sciences do not exhibit a state of internal discord among its leading
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researchers. It is this which methodologically distinguishes sciences

such as physics, mathematics and biotogy from the so-called und,erdeveloped

social sciences and philosophy.

The first part of the argument of this chapter will be an attempt to

u¡rdermine the rational consensus viewpoint. First I shallargue that the

rational- consensus view of rationality is far from compelling and the

mere existence of perenniat disputes does not support any negative

assessment about the rationality of such dísciplines characterized by such

states of discord. For the supporter of the rational consensus viewpoint,

the existence of consensus is not in need of explanation; it ís to use

Robert Nozickts term a "natural state", and it is thus states of

disagreements which are problematic (Nozíck, 1981, p. 122). Ho\dever,

once a successful argument has been produced for the conclusion that the

mere existence of perennial disputes does not support any negative

assessment about the rationality of philosoPhY, there is no good reason

to take states of perennial disagreements as unnatural states in need of

explanation any more than consensus sÈates are in need of explanation.

An important segment of the first part of the argument of this

chapter wil-l- be an attempt to undermine the explicit metascientific

assumption of the rational consensus viewpoint, which sees the natural

and mathematical sciences as essentially free from the state of internal

discord which atlegedly characterizes philosophy as a discipline. To do

this, I shall use two basic argJments. First, it is an empirical fact

that major disputes exist in many areas of the natural and mathematical

sciences, which are by no means philosophically trivial. Second, the

naturaf sciences do not fail to escape a variant of the problem of

perennial philosophicat disagreements: the history of science supports a

sceptical metainduction - this being that a wide range of natural

scientific theories have been found to be fal-se, hence, probably, all of
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humankindrs natural scientific theories are strictly speaking false. If

Kuhnrs metascience is approximateJ-y true, then whilst science may exhibit

periods of consensus, in the long run, human natural scientific inquiry

is a matter of discord and dispute. Lack of consensus will be found not

only between the proponents of differenÈ theoreticaf frameworks throughout

historical intervals, but also between the proponents of theories

throughout such historical intervals.

2 PERENNIAL DTSPUTES AI{D RATIONAL DISAGREEIVIENT

To begin my critique of the rational consensus viewpoint, I shall

address one of the strongest arguments advanced in support of this view.

According to this argument, disagreements which are about matters of

principle, and not merely about matters of fact are incapable of

resolution by rational- means. For any argrment to be rationally

persuasive it must already appeal to premises aLready accepted by oners

opponent, and in the case of a disagreement, if the principJ-e at debate

is included in the premises of the advanced argument, a petitio pz'incipii

is committed. On the other hand, if the premises of the advanced

argument do not contain the principle under debate, then Èhe argument

wil-l not be satisfactory because the needed conclusion can only be

validly inferred from premises which include the principle in question.

Eric Dayton (l-981) has pointed out that the above argument entails

that no one could rationally infer that his/her present beliefs are

mistaken, and that the only change possible in one's belief-set, is an

addition. However, Dayton argues, it is not always irrational to conclude

that one is mistaken in one's betiefs; therefore the rational

persuasiveness of an argument cannot depend upon one's prior acceptance

of the premises of the argument. Dayton attempts to formulate what the
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necessary conditions of an argumentts rational persuasiveness are' On

Dayton's theory of rational inference (Dayton, 1976), the rationality

of inference is explained in terms of the explanatory pov¡er of the beliefs

inferred and this can be understood as adding or subtracting from the

belief-set S of a person P at tj:ne t. Dayton claims that for P there will

,'douJ¡tl-esslyexist" forP a set I of beliefs such that SgI' but where I

includes sets of beliefs which P has some 'respect 
for. No argument which

is incompatible with every member of I will have any tendency at all to

persuade P. The following defintiions are first (i.e. (vrA)) of the

weight of an argument A for P at t, and second (i.e. (WAM) ) of "more weight"

(WA) a = {pr, P2t... Pn, C} has weight for P at t if and

only if , (a) P understands A, (b) (pr c pz g & pn+

C), (c) A is the intersection of the subset of the

members of some sub-set, SA of I, and (d) A causes P

to consider whether some member of SA is true'

(wAI{) A has more weight than A' for P at t if and only if

(a) both A and Ar have weight for P at t and (b) after

considering A and A', P concl-udes that A is more

IikeIY to be true than Ar-

one is said to have a good practical argument for accepting a proposition

if and only if the argunent is Uea.klA peTsuqsíU¿ as defined by the

following:

(!VPA2) A is weakly persuasive for P at t if and only if,

(a) has weight for P at t and (b) for al-l A' , such

thatA'hasweightforPattrAhasmoreweightfor

P at t than Ar.

It follows that:
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(SPAC) A ought to accept C at t on the strength of (pr & pz c

& pn * c) if and only if A is weakly persuasive at

t for P.

FinaIIy Dayton offers the following criterion of epistemic reasonableness:

(SPA2) A is strongly persuasive for P at t if and only if'

(a) A is weakly persuasive for P at t and (b) P is

persuaded by A to accept C.

Dayton,s view of rational inference does not make the persuasiveness

of an argument depend upon the prior acceptance of the premises of the

argument, as is assumed by the ratíonal consensus viewpoint. It remains

to be stated, first,how in fact one could rationally infer that one's

present betiefs are mistaken, and second how disagreements in principle

can be resolved. Dayton ans\¡ters only the second question and his

presentation leaves much to be desired by way of clarity and completeness.

He first suggests that disagreements may simply be resolved in the same

way that other disagreements can be resolved. A less trivial answer is

also proposed where it is claimed that we examine the unique role which

such principles play in our cognitive enquiries. On the view that

principles can be víewed as canons of inference which offer the best

explanatory account of what one believes, disagreements are resolved by

recognizíng that the epistemic policy proposed by one's opponent at the

debate, or in general that some other epistemic policy, has more weight

for one than oners ov/n policy. This alternative policy is seen to

constitute a better explanation of one's belief-set than the policy which

one already has in facthas.

This account leaves unexplicated the notion of a rbetter explanationt,

but this is hardly a major cognitive crime, r.or this concept proves to be

one of the most important, and yet most difficutt concepts to explicate
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in metascientific considerations. It is by far too much of a tangent at

this point to canvass a philosophy of explanation, so the argument will

proceed from the assumption that this notion is intuitively comprehensible

and capable of explication.

If this crucial- assumption is granted (and it is unreasonable not to).

then we can also outline how it is possible that one may discover that

one's present beliefs are mistaken. What is involved in such a discovery

is a recognition of the defectiveness of one's present epistemic policies.

There are a quite large number of ways in which this may be done,

corresponding to the various canons used in formulating an account of

explanatory rationality. In what foll-ows, no more than a brief listing

is possible.

(1) It may be discovered that one's previous epistemic policy is

defective because it is not as cotftpvehensiÙe as some other epistemic

policy. To discover this, it would need to be shown Èhat the competing

epistemic policy explains a much wider range of phenomena than onets

present epistemic policy, To discover this is to discover the limitations

of one's o\ntn epistemic PoIicY.

(2) It may be discovered that one's epistemic policy gives rise to

an array of philosophicaL, semantic ot, LogicaL paradoæes and antinomies-

That is to sayrone discovers that oners epistemic policy is in some \^Iay

rinternally incoherent'. There is a variety of ways in which this may be

discovered. It may on the one hand be shown that certain crucial

supporting arguments which one accepts (a) are mutually inconsistent;

(b) are viciously circular; (c) lead to a vicious infinite regressi

(d) support some philosophical position which can be shown by some other

arguments not questioned at the present debate to be defective. On the

other hand the position which one accepts may be shown to be outrightly

inconsistent, or to lead to some clear cognitive absurdity. In short,
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if one's epistemic policy is parad.oxical, then it is defective and in

need of modifi-catio.r.5

(3) It may be discovered that one's epistemic policy is inconsistent

with a much wider set of epistemic poticies which one either holds, or

could in principle be rational-ly persuaded to ho1d. In such a situation

an epistemic policy may be rejected a¡rd an alternative accepted, even if

this alternative is less comprehensive in the sense of point (1) above.

lVhat is at stake here is the need to maximize the overall- coherence,

comprehensiveness and non-paradoxicalness of one' s WeLtAnSChAUUng.

VÍhilst this work does not attempt to present any systematic philosophy

of explanation, neverthel-ess, the previous remarks establish the

unsoundness of one of the arguments of the rational consensus viewpoint.

ff it was the case that for an argument to be rationally persuasive it

must appeal to premises already subject to consensus, then it would

readily be established that the extreme disagreements between philosophers

renders the enterprise of philosophy less than rational. This conclusion

has however been blocked by our criticism of the antecedent claim.

3. A SECOND ARGUMENT AGAINST THE RATIONAL CONSENSUS VIE!{POINT

It is an assumption of the rational consensus viewpoint' that if

various I'distorting forces" are removed, then the I'natural state" of

rational consensus wil-I be inevitabfy reachecl. Failure to obtain

consensus may be due to many I'distorting forces". On the one hand there

are sociological factors such as the presence of sel-f-interests which may

be served by failure of rational consent, the existence of political,

academic and sexual oppression, and in general- the existence of non-

emancipatory societies with inegal-iÈarian social- structures and various

communication distorting factors. This style of explanation characterizes
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the so-cal-led t'criticaf theory'l tradition, especially the work of

Jürgen Habermas (cf. (Smith and Boey, lg72(c)). On the other hand various

psychological forces are often cited as caLlses of disagreements. These

include obsessions, Ìogical errors due to neurophysiological defects,

fears and madness. Disagreements may also be a function of the cognitive

situation which one finds onself in, and may include factors such as lack

of evidence, the possession of different evidence or of different methods

of evaluating the same evidence. Disagreements may also be a result of

genuine misunderstandings and J-ogical errors. According to the rational

consensus viewpoint, once these sources of disagreement are eliminated,

disagreement would be impossible. To refute this position it is

sufficient to show how disagreements may arise between even I'ideally

rational thinkers'l who are not subject to any of the previously mentioned

forces of distortion.

Roy Sorensen (1981-) , has recentJ-y given an argument for the thesis

that i'ideally rational thinkersrl mây disagree. Sorensents ingenious

argument is based upon the asymmetric credibility of certain Moorean

sentences. A putative statement is said to be doxastically indefensibfe

if and only if the person in question cannot consistently believe it-

Both Ba(ea(-pcp)) andBa(-Bap&p) are indefensible (where rB' is a

belief-predicate, ta' and 'b' constants designating epistemic subjects,

and ,p, a constant designating a proposition), but neither Bb(Ba(--pcp))

nor Bb(-Bap&p) are indefensible provided that a I b and a and b know

their identiÈies. A disagreement between ideal- thinkers mighÈ be

engendered simply by virtue of their different identities. Consider two

ideaf thinkers, Art and Bob who both know that they are ideal thinkers.

Both agree that Harry Higher and Larry Lo\n/er are authorities on the

matter of the national song writing contest. Both judge that Higher is

more rel-iab]e than Lower on this matter, in so far as whenever Higher and
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Lower make conflicting claims, Higher is more likety to be correct than

6
Lo\^¡er.- Higher tells ,Art and Bob thaÈ:

(8 -1) Winners of the last contest will not believe that they

won until- Thursday.

Letting 'a' designate Art and 'b' designate Bob, we have assuming that

both Art and Bob are aware of each other's beliefs:

( I -2) sal (vx) (Wx + Bx-Vüx) ] c e¡¡ 1vx) (I'lx + Bx-Wx) l.

Lower also asserts that:

( I -3) Art is the winner of the last contest.

Both Art and Bob correctly infer that:

( I -4) Art is a winner of the contest but wi]l not believe so

until Thursday.

Given that Art believes ( g -r) , he must disbelieve ( I -3) , fot if he

bel-ieved ( 8-3) he would have an indefensible berief : BatBa(Vx) (IaIx-+Bx-wx)

& BaWal, and if he neither bel-ieved nor d,isbelieved ( I -3) then he would

again have an indefensible belief : Ba[Ba(Vx) (Vlx + Bx-v'lx) & -Ba-{\la & -BalVa].

Hence as an ideally rational thinker, Art must disbelieve ( I -3) . Bob

however can believe ( 8 -4) since Bb[vÙa & Ba--v']a], so he need not reject

( g -1) or ( 8 -3). Thus both Art and Bob have formed opposing beU-efs

Ba-Wa & BbV'Ia. Thus two ideal thinkers may disagree by virtue of their

different identities. To argue that such a disagreement cannot occur

between such ideal thinkers on the grounds that ideal- thinkers cannot

disagree if they have the same evidence and know that they are in

disagreement is a petitio pt'incipíi.l

Sorensen's counter-example to the rational consensus viewpoint may

be readily given a restatement to be of more interest to a philosophical

audience. One need. only take the matter to which Higher and Lower are
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authorities to be the rational plausibility of some philosophical theory

or set of arguments, and appropriately perform the necessary semantical

plastic surgery upon sentences (l-O-1) , (l-O-3) and (f-O-4) 
^bot"' 

B

There are at feast two other ways in which ideal thinkers may

disagree in philosophy. The first of these ways has been stated by

hl.T. Jones in a number of publications (Jones , 196I¡ L965¡ 1969-70¡ 1'972).

The disagreements found not only in philosoPhY, but also in the natural

and social sciences, art and l-iterature ' are accounted for by Jones by

differences in wortd views or WeLtanschauungs. Jones in his paper

"Philosophical Disagreements and World Views" (1969-70) offers the

following definition of the term 'world view' (ibid, PP. 24-25):

(Dr ) By a world view I mean a configuration of cognitive
and evaluative sets, analogous to the perceptual
sets that cause different aspects of the experiential
field to "stand out" and become noticeabfe -
analogous, that is, to the sort of set that causes
my name to stand out (for me) from the noisy and
otherwise undistinguishable babble of sound at a

cocktail party.

In his later paper "World Views: Their Nature and Function", (1972) |

Jones offers an alternative definition (ibid' p- 83):

(Dz ) The world view of any individual is a set of very
wide range vectors in that individual's belief
space (a) that he l-earned early in life and that
are not readily changed and (b) have a determinate
influence on much of his observable behavior, both
verbal and nonverbal but (c) that he seldom or
never verbalizes in the referential model, though
(d) they are constantly conveyed by him in the
expressive mode and as latent meanings.

Neither of these definitions. despj-te some anthropoligical merit, have

the same sense as Pepperts "v¡orld hypotheses", (Pepper,1942), the

"ultimate cosmology" of Benedict (1934) or the climate of opinion of

Whitehead (Ig25; l-933) . Alternatively WeLtansehauungs may be viewed as the

most generaf descriptions of the world and objects of thought possible'
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This does not result, as Nichol-as Rescher (1978, p. 222) has claimed, in

a generation of an inconsistent n-ad of alternative positions. Rather

the rejection of the common assumptions of both the disputants enables

the initial debate to be resol-ved. It may however be the case that the

third position is in turn found to be defective for independent reasons.

This is however not a point against Ramsey's maxim but only indicates

that no philosophicat position is immune to revision.

Let us now sunmarize our explanation of the fact of the diversity

of opinion in matters philosophical- and metaphilosophical. Already I

have discussed one source of this diversity: id'eal thinkers may disagree

in philosophical matters if the actual philosophical- problem being

debated is unsolvabl-e. A second source of the diversity of philosophical

opinion is due to the fact that the subject matter of philosophical

inquiry is an utterly vast and complex reality of which only a fragment

can be grasped by any phitosophical system; thus afl such systems are in

some way incomplete. As Böhm (1961) has recognized, nature is "infinitely

complex", so that just as no scientific theory can be recognized as final,

so can no philosophical theory or philosophical system be regarded as

final- and unrevisable. I shall- leave the issue of the 'infinity' and the

super-complexity of the worl-d undefended until the next section, giving

further explication and argumentation there. Here, it is sufficient to

point out that the problem of perennial philosophical disagreements, is a

quite natural product of the eöfrm-Vigier position and a view of the nature

of philosophy which I have argued for elsewhere (Smith , 1984). Philosophy

shouLd attempt to provide a comprehensive and coherent theory of the

universe drawing upon, criticizing and revising the entire spectrum of

available scientific knowledge.9 It is a second-order activity. It is

in the very nature of this activity that cognitive diversity arises,

which I will now outline.
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n lleLtanschauung is a system of thought consisting of a cosmology,

metaphysics, epistemology philosophical anthropology as well as a

comprehensive socio-political--ethical account of the human animaÌ. A

WeLtanschauung attempts to systematically ans\^rer questions of a very

general nature such as 'what is there in the world?r, thow do we know

what is there in the world?' , 'what should one do?' , 'what is the righÈ

and just way to live?, and so on. Obviously a WeLtanschauung may be

incomplete in various stays, Ìacking answers to at least some of these

questions.

An important rofe of WeLtanschauungs is I'wor1d picture making'1. A

WeLtanschauung supplies us with very general images and metaphors of the

world. It is easier to give exampì-es of this than to analyse each and

every one of these rather vague but suggestive terms. One metaphysical

image of the worl-d is that of atomism which sees the world as composed of

discrete entities which are not connected to each other in any necessary

way. Humean atomism has been argued to be responsible for not only a

number of problems in metaphysics and metascience, such as the problem of

induction, (Harré, I}TO), (Harré and Madden, a975), but atomism has also

been seen as responsible for a number of outstanding theoretical problems

in biology (fVester and Goodwin, 1981.- L982); (Smith, L984), and physics

(Böhm, 1980).

Disagreements arising from a I'clash of metaphysical images'l are at

many times very difficult to localize. Frequently in philosophical

disputes which involve a I'clash of metaphysical images't which do not seem

capable of decisive settlement, the advice of Ramsey is quite sound

(Ramsey, l-931, PP. 115-11-6) :

In such cases it is a heuristic maxim that the truth lies not
in one of the two disputed views but in some third possibility
which has not yet been thought of , which \^7e can only discover
by rejecting something assumed as obvious by both the
disputants.
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If the arguably correct aim of philosophy is to produce a

comprehensive and coherent metaphysic'aL WeLtanschauung, obviously the

philosopher cannot avoid controversies which exist within specific

disciplines and,/or about specific scientific theories. For example if

the phil-osopher is to criticize and evaluate arguments, some theory of

logic must be accepted. But is there a "correct logic"? lVhat d'oes it

mean to say that say a many-valued relevant logic is "adequate" or

"correct" whilst a cl-assicat logic in which p & -p + q is a theorem is

"inadequate" or "incorrect"? These matters are far from trivial since

whether classical logic is accepted or not will affect our views about

theory choice and rejection. A theory may have an isolated inconsistency:

d.oes this inconsistency, to use a popular metaphor, spread and infect the

whole of the theory with triviality? Hence on my view of philosophy' the

philosopher inherits most of the foundational problems of the analytic,

physical- and social sciences peculiar to specific disciplines and,/or

about specific scientific theories.

Ho\^tever, philosophy as a form of master science al-so faces the

problem of dealing with inconsistencies which may arise between various

disciplines and,/or specific scientific theories. Examples of such

conflicts include the alleged conflict between evolutionary biolog-y and

,'fundamentalist" Christian theology, classical logic with its distributive

rule R & (Ar V Az) = R & Ar V R & Az and the non-distributive r'logic'l of

the Hilbert space. Further examples of such inconsistencies will- be

d.ocumented. in section 4 below. Reconciliation of conflicting fields of

knowledge is a task not generally tackled by the specialized scientist,

so the job is usually left to the philosopher. Diversity of opinion may

readily arise here because there are a number of ways such conflicts can

be resolved, and seldom does any onethinker systematically explore all of

these opinions in the formulation of his/her solution of the antinomy'
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The options which I have referred to are these: (1) both theories are

false; (2) one or other theory is fal-se; (3) the inconsistency is only

apparent or (4) both theories are true and the inconsistency in question

is a "true Hegelian contradiction" (and we recall here our previous

discussion of this matter in chapter 4). I will now attempt to account

for the diversity of philosophical opinion by a conjecture about the

structure of philosophical arguments.

ft is generally assumed that valid philosophicat arguments consist

of a nrunber of premises Pt, Pz, P3, ..., Pn and a conclusion C¡which

may be validly deduced from the premises of the argument, where the

premises and conclusion of this argument is given a philosophical

interpretation. Qn a rm,LLtiple-cOncLusion view of argunents (Shoesmith

and Smiley, 1978), a multiple conclusion argument can have a number of

conclusions say Cr, Cz, C3, ..., Cm. Multip1e conclusion arguments do not

have concl-usions which are merefy bundles of conventional proofs with

each of the C¡ as the respective conclusions. Rather just as a proof

from P!, P2, Ps, ..., Pn is different from a collection of proofs from

Pt, P2 and so on, so is a proof from Pa, P2, P3, "', Pn to C1, C2, C3,

... ¡ C¡¡ different from a mere collection of individual proofs. Multiple

conclusions function collectively in a disjunctive way, just as the

premises of a standard argument function collectively although in a

conjunctive way. To say that Cn fol-lows from Pt, P2, Pz, "', P¡ is to

say that any interpretation of P1, P2¡ Pst ...¡ P¡ which makes Pl & P2 &

Ps & ... & Pn true, will make C¡ true. To say that C1, C2, C3r"'t Cm

follows from P¡, P2, P3, P¡ is to say that any interpretation which

makesPl &P2 &P3 & &Pntrue'makesclvc2vca v... cmtrue.

Multiple conclusions are not by the same token simply to be equated with

the components of a single disjunction. WhiIst any finite set of multiple

conclusions is equivalent to a disjunctive single conclusion, to establish
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such an equivalent we must appeat to the rule of inference 'from A, B,

infer validly A V Br which clearly is two separate propositions, and not

one disjunctive proposition. It would thus be circular to make use of

the equivalence in question to reduce the rule of inference to a singJ-e

proposition.

I conjecture that philosophical arguments are best analysed by means

of a mul-tiple concl-usion logic than by standard single conclusion logics.

The case of the inconsistency of two theories Tt and T2 discussed above

may be represented by the foll-owing multiple conclusion argument:

(A*) (Pr) T1 and T2 appear to conflict,

Therefore,

(Cr) T1 and T2 are both fatse V(Cz) one theory is

false V(Cg) the inconsistency is only apparent

V(C'+) the contradiction is a "true Hegelian

contradiction" and 5e¡¡ Tr and T2 are true'

In this argument there is no conclusion which is "the" conclusion.

Different philosophers opt for different conclusions depending upon their

background knowledge and prior logical, semantical and metaphysical

commitments. Thus for example conclusion (c,+) would be rejected by a

philosopher accepting classical logic and. semantics because P & "? + q,

a theorem of classical togic would be counter-model-Ied, and classical

logic shown to be unsound-

It is of course impossible here to show that my conjecture about the

source of perennial disagreements is true. Nevertheless the position can

be made plausible if it can be shown that a number of philosophical

disputes conform to the pattern of argumentation of (A*) above. This I

think is the case, and the truth of this claim will be evident upon

consideration of a number of standard philosophical problems' Consider
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the fotlowing problems:

(i) freewill versus determinism'

(ii) scepticism versus cognitivism,

(iii)anyparadoxes:theLiar,lottery'preface,andNewcomb

paradoxes "

These problems can easily be represented in the form of (A*). For

example in the freewill versus determinism debate T1 ma! be taken to be

a scientific theory, such as the special theory of relativity (which

Rietdijk (1966) cl-aims implies determini"*to), whilst T2 ma! be taken to

be a commonsense theory of human action. The standard positions taken in

response to this problem conform to (Cr), (cz) and (Cs) of the argument

1e*). For example the position of compatibilism conforms to conclusion

(Cs). It is left as an exercise for the reader to interpret (ii) and

(iii) as substitution instances of (A*), a somewhat mechanical- exercise-

Is it true that all the theory of philosophical arguments being

analysed, by means of a multiple conclusion logic amounts to, once the

formalism in which the conjecture is couched is removed', is that

different people believe di-fferent things for different reasons? T do

not make this claim. and I believe that this objection is incorrect- hle

are not interested in why different people believe different things for

diffeyent reasons, but why different people believe different things for

g¡e same reasons. If philosophical arguments are multiple concl-usion

arguments, then it is easy to see how this is possible: different people

can validly deduce different conclusions from iJne same premises, if in

fact the "conclusion" \das a multiple conclusion proposition. If this

r¡ras so then it would account for many philosophical disagreements where

philosophers seem to accept each other's premises but draw a different

conclusion. I conclude then that this criticism of my position is

unsatisfactorY.
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There is a problem though with taking aLL phíLosophical arguments to

be multip1e conclusion arguments. How can any phitosophical position be

rationally justified if any argumentative situation presents us with a

maze of disjunctive propositions as our multiple concl-usion, it seems

that we could never establ-ish by argument concfusion T, where T is a

thesis which one wishes to defend. For if by another argument T V R was

establishedr -R would need to be established so that T could be inferred

via the disjunctive syllogism. But to establish -R some philosophical

arguments must be best analyzable by means of single concl-usion logics.

Further discussion of this matter will be postponed untif chapter 12.

Let us no\Âr sum up the state of the argument of this section. To

undermine the rational- consensus viewpoint, I have attempted to show

that states of consensus are not as Lehrer and Wagner suppose them to be,

natural- states which are inevitably reached once all sociological and

psychologicat distorting forces are removed. I attempted to show how

disagreements may arise between evenItideally rational thinkers'1, who

are not subjected to any of the previously mentioned forces of

distortion. To conclude the argument of this chapter, I shalJ- now

examine the finat outstanding dog'ma of the rational consensus viewpointt

that the natural- sciences are quite free from the internal discord which

is taken to characterize phitosophy and the social sciences.

4. DISAGREEMENTS IN THE NATURAL SCIENCES

Despite a wide range of theoretical difficulties facing T.S. Kuhn's

account of scientific practice, his view of the natural sciences as

having periods of 'normal sciencer, has met with some degree of

acceptanÇe. Nevertheless. it is an argument based upon the permanent

possibility of scientific revofutions, which shows thaÈ in the long run

the natural- sciences are not free from the internal disputes which

characterize philosophy.
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Argumentsagainstthepossibilityofafinalstateofscientific

knowledge, based upon the 'infinite complexity of the world' have been

presented by popper (l-963) , Böhm (1-g6L) and Vigier (1957). As Vigier has

said in reflecting on the attempts which he and göhm have made to present

a 'satisfactory' interpretation of quantum theory (ibid, p' 77):

We would prefer to say that at all leveÌs of Nature you have a
mixture of causal and statistical laws (which come from
deeper and external processes). As you progress from one

tevãt to another you get new qualitative laws. causal l-aws

at one level can result from averages of statistical behaviour
at a deeper level, which in turn can be explained by deeper

causal behaviour, and so on ad infinitWn. If you then admit
that Nature is infinitely complex and that in consequence, no

final state of knowledge can be reached, you see that at any

stage of scientific knowledge causal and probability l-aws are

necessary to describe the behaviour of any phenomenon, and

that any phenomenon is a combination of causal- and random

propertieã inextricably v/oven with one another' All thinqs
in Nature then appear as a dialecticat synthesis of the
infinitely complex motions of matter out of which they surge
and grow and into which they finally are bound to disappear'

Even if it is the case that there is an historical convergence towards

lone true theory'r, the existence of scientific revolutions in the history

of natural science indicates that the rational consensus view of natural

science is myopic. Disagreements will exist between successivs ltparadigmst"

and given the Itinfinite complexity of the worldtr, even if convergence

towards l'one true theoryt¡as a limit of scientific inquiry occurs' there

is no good reason to assume that any theory is final. Thus in :;ne LOng

TnUnt tjne natural sciences stand contrary to the metascientific assumptions

of the rational consensus viewpoint'

williarn Kneale (:- 967) tras argued that the principte of the perpetual

revolution of scientific inquiry cannot be justified by an appeal to the

cosmological hypothesis of the 'infinite complexity of the \^Iorfdr ' This

is to say that even if the world is infinitely complex, iÈ sÈill may be

reasonable to believe that naturaf scientific inquiry could terminate in

the acceptance of a single theoretical- framework better than all
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conceivable others. Kneale distinguishes between three forms of the

I'infinite complexity of the world'r thesis: (1) the world conÈains an

infinite muJ-tiplicity of particul-ars i Q) the world contains an infinite

variety of natural phenomena and (3) the world contains an infinite

nrmber of distinguishable levels of fine structure. It is the third

thesis which at least eöhn and Vigier accept, and f snaff concentrate

upon Kneal-e's criticism of this thesis'

Knea1e's centrat criticism of the proposal- that thesis (3) supports

lhe principle of the perpetual revol-ution of scientifíc inquiry' is that

thesis (3) means that there is no single theory of the whole world, but

at best an infi-nite conjunction of explanatory theories' Kneale is right

in stating this entailment of the Böhm-Vigier viewpoint- This is however

precisely what one would expect if the world is composed of r'layerstr:

monistic forms of reductionism advocated by the unity of science movements

fail (Smith, 1-984). It does not show that the principle of the perpetual

revolution of scientific inquiry is false (Niiniluoto, 1980, p. 436).

Robert Afmeder (1973) has also claimed that the principle of the

perpetual revolution of scientific inquiry is false. He maintains that

if scientific inquiry was to proceed. forever, then science would ultimately

terminate in the acceptance of a single theoretical framework better than

all other conceivable frameworks. Almeder's argument for this c]aim, is

based as Niiniluoto (1-980, pp. 437-438) has observed, on the proposal

that the probable success of scientific theories in timit entaifs that

the I'true theory't, will be found in a finite number of steps. This

entailment does not hold as there is a difference between reaching a

Iimit through a finite iteration and approaching a limit indefinitely.

It is concluded that the strongest, presently existing criticisms

of the principle of perpetual- revolution of scientific inquiry fail- It
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remains no\^7 to respond to a strong criticism which may be made of my

ctaim that perpetual scientific revolutions constitute cases of rational

disagreement. It is true that the sequence of scientific theories

Tnr Tn+r t ln*2, ... is for the scientific realist, monotone convergent

with regard to the degree of verisimilitude. Let us grant this assumption-

Even so, it does not follow that in the case of some theory Tk which

TepLaces a previous theory T¡-r, that T¡ and T¡-1 are not itn conflict

either in terms of the criteria of logical consistency and empirical

adequacy. The positivist view of scientific progress' which took

succeeding theories to be extensions of previousty held theories (which

in turn were vie\^/ed as true in limiting cases) has been widely criticized

and is highly problematic' so Trr-l and Tr. may welf conflict'

I will develop a second argument now for my thesis of the inadequacy

of the rational consensus view of the natural sciences' Let us refresh

our memories to the fact that the natural- sciences are at present

permeated with many J-arge scale disagreements of a quite radical nature.

In the cases which I shall cite, these disagreements challenge the

cogency of the science or theory in questio:r. It is unreasonable to

claim that such disagreements are due to non-rational factors such as

the need to advance scientific careers, because the disputes to be cited

are global, and if anything, the careers of the critics have been

damaged by their challenge.

(1) The fnconsistency of CLassicaL Mathematics. The inconsistency

of classical mathemaÈics has been proposed to be demonstrable by Ed'uard

wette (1971,¡ 1974¡ 1976, t9'77¡ 1979¡ 1981-). He has claimed to have proved

the inconsistency of elementary nurnber theory, recursive function theoryt

the principle of mathematicat induction and the classical propositional

calculus. These claims have been met by the mathematical and logical

community with considerable scepticism. Nevertheless it is interesting
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to note that the respected mathematician and founding father of

mathematical intuitionism, L.E.J. Brouv¡er has argued that classical

mathematics is inconsistent and that a number of important theorems of

cl-assical mathematics are open to counter-examples (Heyting, 1966, pp.

I2I-I24). For example, it is contradictory that for every real number a'

a+O and alO woul-d imply a) O. It is also contradictory that for

every real number a, a+O would. imply a7O or al 0. As another example

he established that in Euclidean plane geometry, it is contradictory that

every two l-ines which can neither coincide nor be parallef, intersect.

Thus it is difficul-t to propose that intuitionalist mathematics is

anything but a riva1 to classical mathematics, since one can prove

intuitionatistical-Iy, that classicaf mathematics is inconsistent'

(2) Neo-Datuinism. Difficul-ties facing the neo-Darwinist theory

of evolution have been discussed elsewhere (Smith, 1984) and do not

require immediate repetition.

(3) Quantum Theoz,y. There exist a wide range of interpretations

of the mathematical formalism of the quantum theory, from the mainstream

"copenhagen view", to the "real-ist" many world view (Jammer, I974).

This in itsel-f is a situation which the rational consensus theorist

should view with alarm, especially since it is very difficult to know

what exactly the quantum theory is - quantum field theory certainly does

not contain quantum mechanics as a limiting case (Strauss t L972, PP.

240-24:-). The quantum theory is most likely one of the most controversial

scientific theories ever advanced, and the existence of widespread

d,ebates within this field is undeniable.

(4) Cancer, Research. A unified theory of cancer at present does

not exist. Explanations range from the familiar viral theory to Simmonst

psychogenic theory (Simmons , 1-966), the view that cancer is a glandul-ar

malfunction caused by emotional stress.
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(5) The Theorg of SpeciaL ReLatiuitg. Herbert Ding1e (1'972) has

for some years argued that the special theory of retativity is inconsistent,

and hence false. fnterestingly enough Dingle has prese¡ited evidence that

his criticisms have been "ignored, evadedr suppressed and, indeed, treated

in every possible $¡ay except that of answering it" (ibid' p. 15). If

Dingle is right, then one of the basic theories of contemporary physics

is inadequate, and should be rejected.

(6) Quantum theory presupposes a Minkowski space of infinite

extent, general relativity a Riemannian space. so that the theories posit

different space structures and, are incompatible in regions of strong

curvature (Stephani , L982, P. 282) '

One need not multiply examples (although this is very easily done)

to show that the natural sciences are not free from wide ranging

foundational disputes. To claim in reply that all of these disputes are

simply philosophical- debates, is a somewhag ad hoc and clearly trivial

strategy. In doing this, one simply tegislates that the disputes in the

natural sciences which are contrary to the predictions of the rational

consensus viewpoint, belong to phitosophy. As a defense of the position'

this strategy is clearly circular. consequently I reject the view that

the natural sciences aïe qualitatively different from philosophy in being

in general- free from a wide range of disputes, Note that the disputes

cited are not trivial, but are basic disputes in many cases challenging

the cogency of the theory in question. Debate' argument, counter-

argunent and controversy seem to be an omnipresent part of human

intellectual life, and thus not peculiar to philosophy'
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5. CONCLUSION: STATE OF THE ARGUMENT

The argunent of this chapter has been directed toward,s dísSOLUing

the problem of perennial philosophical disputes. states of consensus are

not natural states which are inevitabty reached once distorÈing

sociological and psychological- forces are removed, as Lehrer and V'Iagner

believe. Rather, disputes may exist between even ideally rational

thinkers. Certainly the natural sciences are not, as the critics of

philosophy would propose, generally free fromwideranging and basic

disputes. It is not claimed that issues such as the inconsistency of

number theory are of primary interest to atl practising mathematicians,

the "working mathematician". Of course it is not, and is only d'iscussed

within a small circl-e of researchers. But issues in metaphilosophy, such

as the progressiveness of philosophy as a cognitive enterprise have al-so

not received as much discussion recently' as say the problem of universals

(as consultation of The PhiLosophey,ts Inder will confirm). My point is

that rational consensus between ideal thinkers cannot be taken as a

criterion of the truth or probable truth of proposiÈions. That Wette's

work for example is widety rejected by mathematical logicians does not

give me the slightest reason for believing thaÈ lrlette's l^/ork is problematic.

That philosophy as a discipline is subjected to wide ranging perennial

disputes, gives me no good reason to believe that there is no

phitosophical knowledge and that philosophy is not a cognitively

progressive enterprise. I have also argued in both this chapter and in

ear1ier chapters, that there are a nrmber of very different lreasons rùhA

perennial philosophical debates may exist, so that no un¿fied theot'y of

perennial phiLosophicaL debates can be giuen.

This leads us to a major problem. How can we establish the

progressiveness of a discipline or theory once rational consensus is

rejected as a criterion of truth or probable truth? Recall that my aims
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were to defend a view of cogmitive progress which defined progress as an

increase in verisimilitude. Not only must the logical antinomies facing

the theory of verisimilitude be solved, but we must also solve the

epistemological problem of justifying claims of the alleged degree of

verisimilitude of a theory. These difficult questions wilt be discussed

in chapter 9. chapter 10 will outline a solution to a problem which has

been left outstanding from section 3, which witl call for a discussion of

the methods of reasoning and the very point of philosophical inquiry itself'
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8. Notes

The argument of this chapter appears in (Smith, 1984 (S) ).

By the expression 'criterion of trutht I mean what Nicholas Rescher
means by this expression in (Rescher, 1-973) .

There is an argument against the rational consensus position which
should be considered and rejected at this point: the position
commits an elementary informal logical fallacy: the faLLacA of the
appeal to authotity or angumentum ad uerecundiøn. Many logic texts
have rejected an appeal to authority as a legitimate source of
knowledge, with the seeming consequence that the bibliographic method
of most research papers in the sciences woul-d be unjustified, and
the arguments of such papers fallacious. lVoods and l{a]ton (l-982)
have argued that an appeal to authority constitutes knowledge only
if the following conditions are all met (ibidr PP. 86-l-09):

(i) The authority must be interpreted correctly.

(ii) The authority must have special competence in the field,
and not simply glamour or popularity.

(iii) The authorityrs judgement must actuatly be within his/her
special fiel-d of competence.

(iv) Direct evidence must be available in principle

(v) A consensus technique is required for adjudicating
disagreements among equally qualified authorities.

He:re f will follow lfoods'and !'Ialton's position, with the difference
that I rejected condition (v). tf the experts disagree, then the
argumentum ad DerecunÅ.ian is genuinety fallacious because the ground
upon which the'premises of your argument is based, expert opinion on
the matter, is inconsistent.

I have been led to Hagstrom's work by Andrew Lugg's citation in his
(Lugg I 1978, pp. 276-277).

It may well be argued in reply to this proposal that the condition
of the non-paradoxical-ness of a viewpoint or epistemic policy'
commits an outrageovs peti.tio principii agaínst paraconsistent
positions (e.g. (Routley, 1980) ). Hor¡rever, there seems to me to be
good reason for accepting that even if there v/ere "true Hegelian
contradictions", that nol- ALL paradoxes are unproblematic. (Both
Graham Priest and Richard Routley have stated to me in personal
correspondence that the paraconsistent logician does not need to
accept as true "any old contradiction".) Arg"unentation can be given
for this position" If one was Èo propose that paradoxicalness was

not at least a pr¿ma facie defect in a position, then it is difficult
to see how any sort of rational criticism is possible. The argument
in support of this conclusion was developed in (Smith, L984(S) ) .

3

4

5
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It is important to add a qualification to Sorensen's story which
he unfortunately neglects to add. Thís is, that Higher and Lower
are not ideal thinkers. If they were then it would be an utterly
obvious circularity to claim that Higher and Lower make conflicting
clai:ns.

This example also refutes the Lehrer-lrlagner rational consensus
epístemology discussed previously, that under t'heir specifically
staÈed assumptions, the failure of two thinkers to obtain consensus
indicates that one or other of these thinkers are irrational.

For an outline of some of the defects in standard attempts to
dissolve "Moorers Paradox", cf. (vflilliams, 1982).

Apart from (Smith t 1,984), I will discuss the matter of the nature
and methods of philosophy further in chapter 10.

10. On this issue, cf. also (Stein, 1968).

7

I

9
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9. THE PROGRESS AND RATIONALITY OF PHILOSOPHY Ïf:

A THEORY OF COGNITIVE PROGRESS

1. STATEMENT OF THE ARGUMENT

In this chapter I sha1l defend a real-ist view of the cognitive

progressiveness of philosophy, the view that philosophy attempts to "arrive

at statements, in the form of hypotheses or theories, that claim to be

true, and true expticitly with reference to the nature of the investigated

phenomena as uncovered by the various investigative procedures"

(Loewenberg, 1959, p. 31).1 To do so, a sorution must be given to the

problem of verisimiliÈude discussed in chapter 3. There we sav/ that there

is no logicaÌly cogent and non-paradoxical definition of 'verisimilitude';

in section 2 below I shall- outline and defend a new definition of

verisimititude which avoids the Miller-tich1í-ttarris result, yet is

"structurally" si-milar to Popper's original definition of 'qualitative

verisimilitude'. The second part of the argument of this chapter must

establ-ish the cogency and tenability of viewing phitosophical progress as

an increase in verisimilitude, including specific examples of philosophical

fields where such an increase in verisimiliturle has occurred. A discussion

of the various "investigative procedures" whereby reason is established

for the acceptance of the truth of philosophical hypotheses and theories

will be given in chapter 10 below.

2. AN EXPLICATION OF '9UAL TTATIVE VERISIM]L]TUDE I

It is a merit of any account of verisimilitude tirat it is not only

intuitively plausible, but that it is as weIl, formally simple and hence

easy to operate. Most of the existing accounÈs of verisimil-itude violate

this requirement of simplicity; they seem to add increasingly complex
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epicycles rather than increasingly deep iñsights. I shall present, and

defend, an intuitively plausible and formally simple account of verisimili-

tude, which also avoids the Miller-Tichf-Harris Theorem. Further, frY

account wiII meet David Mi11er's requirement that any adequate account of

verisimifitude shalf not permit any proposed ordering by the relation of

verisimilitude, to be reversed by a simpte linguistic reformulation- The

section concludes with a response to the problems which Miller has

raised in his paper "The Accuracy of Predictions" (1975) '

The "truth" may be viewed as a superset It which contains aII true

statements, and the superset Ip contains every false statement. In my

opinion truthlikeness or verisimilitude, is best viewed as the "closeness"

in size of theories to 11, and "smallness" in size to Ip. I take the

metaphor of 'size' to be best explicated by the notion of the cardinality

of a set. Rather than define cardinal nwnbers as certain types of ordinal

numbers it is proposed that one simply adds to some 'logically regimentedl

set-theory, such as Zermelo-Fraenkel set-theory the following axiom for

cardinal- nunbers:

(ACN) Card¡(A) = CardN(B) ++ A=B

We will say thaÈ a set A has a greater cardinal number than a set B if and

only if there is a l--1 correspondence between B and a proper subset of A,

but no 1-l- correspondence between B and the whol-e of A. The set A will be

said to have a smaller cardinal number than a set B if and only if B has a

greater cardinal number than A. It is hardly necessary to present a fully

formal theory of cardinal- num.bers to supplement this gloss, since the

reader can readily find this in the standard texts on set-theory (e'g'

(Suppes, 1960)). Without further ado, our definition of verisimilitude is

given:
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(SDv) A )., B = at{ lcara¡(er) ) card¡(e1) )

& (Card¡¡ (er) ( Card¡ (BF) ) Ì

¡ d (car¿u (er) ) Card¡ (Ba) )

s (Card¡(er) ( Card¡(BF))Ì

This definition is similar to Popper's original qualitative definition of

verisinilitude. It has however added advantages, ignoring for the noment

the problem of the Milter-fichf-Harris Theorem. First, on Popperrs

definition when dealing with infinite sets v/e get no satisfactory indication

of the siZe of the respective sets of truths and falsehoods' The theory of

cardinal ntunbers is especially devised to speak of the sizes of both finite

and infinite sets, so any definition of verisimititude based upon it will

be quite general. second, on Popperts definition. \¡/e are committed to

the claim that if A )r, B, then if Br C At, then if þ e 81, 0 e AT' rt is

impossibte to speak of verisimifitude rel-ationships hoJ-ding between theories

where some sentence þ e 81 is not also an element of Aa. That the more

comprehensive theory must contain aLL of the truths of the less comprehensive

theory, is an assumption which I have no use for, and further it is

directly responsible for generating the various limitation results, as is

obvious from my proofs given in chapter 3 above'

There is no doubt that it may be fel-t that some anal-ogue of the

Mi1ler-Tichf-Uarris Theorem might be provable for (SDV) ' so this issue

should be addressed, and disarmed. The fol-lowing limitation theorems might

be suggested as suitable analogues:

(1) (LTr) A )v B + cardN(A) < Card¡(I1')

(LTz) A )., B + cardN(AT) > Card¡(I1)

(LT:) A )v B + CardN(Ar) ( Cards(I'¡)

(LT+) A )v B -+ cardx(At) ( card¡(Bt)'

suppose þ{r,rr). All this would mean is that a verisimilitude

relationship would not exist between A and B if Cardl¡(A1') ) Card¡(I1) which
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is quite true. Indeed the latter proposition is self-contradictory since

there is no O e AT which is not atso in 11, bY definition of 'IT'. If on

the other hand ltlts), then one would not merely refute my account of

verisimilitude, but one would have raised a major problem for Èhe theory

of cardinal- numbers in general, for v¡e may interpret T to be the set of

truths of mathematics and rework !tf,tr) to produce a contradiction in the

theory of cardinal- numbers. In both cases however, it is difficult to

imagine how such proofs could be forthcoming-

If ltf,fr) this would only mean that our theories must always faII

far short of being absolutety comprehensive in their set of truths. Since

no one can know that there are no unknowable truths (by definition) it

would hardly be much of a limitation if f-{r,rr).

Suppose on the other hand that l{ltul. This would' completely refute

my account of verisimil-itude. However T see no \^¡ay of establishing this

theorem without in the process raising once more, major problems for the

theory of cardinal numbers.

rt may be objected, as Tichf Q974) has suggested, that the

verisimilitude of any fal-se theory A would be increased by adding to A an

arbitrary sentence which does not follow from it. Against this it may be

replied that verisimil-itude comparisons, if they are to have a point at

al1, must be strictly between the togical consequences of theories. tichlí's

arbitrary sentence does not foll-ow from A and we take this as a conclusive

reason for disregarding it in our verisimilitude assessment. !{e should'

further note that this argument of Tichf is undermined by John Harris' proof

that we cannot increase the truth-content of a false theory by conjoining

a logical1y independent sentence b to it, without also increasing the

falsity content and vice versa, whether b is true or not (Harris t a974,

p. 163).
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It is al-so noted that (SDV) does not involve one in having to have an

impossible comparison theory 11, to make verisimilitude estimates' IT

stands as a metnphor', and. is not a part of Èhe formal mechanics of (SDV) 
"

Verisimil-itude comparisons are made without recourse to any third

comparison theory. Hence John Harris' problems about verisimilitude

comparisons between A and B with respect to a comparison theory C, do noÈ

arr_se.

Perhaps (sDV) might be taken to fail for theories which are

inconsistent within the framework of classical- Iogic. This however is not

so. The possibility of a classically inconsistent (and hence trivial

theory) being closer to the truth than a non-trivial theory is excluded by

cardinaf number comparisons of the respective sets of false statements of

the two theories. Since p & .^p + q in classical logic, for a classically

inconsj-stent theory A, Card¡(A1) : Card¡(It) and also CardS(Ap) : CardN(IF) '

I shall also add here, that considerations of verisimilitude need noÈ

be made soleLy on the basis of the total number of truths and falsehoods

of two theories. If the set of truths and the set of falsehoods of both

theories is infinite, then some filter mi.ghlu be placed upon these sets to

decrease their sizes. Thus the set A1 of truths of A may be deflated by

considering the resul-tant truths relative to a set of problems or some set

of interests. This will determine a set SAT= 41, of tine significartt ot

TeLeuant truths of A. Criteria for deciding this can hard]y be expected

to be presented in a discussion of merely the explication of the concept of

verisimilitude.

richf (19781a) , p.1-75) takes it as non-controversial that the person

who maintains that there are exactly eight planets in the solar system is

closer to the truth than his/her opponent who insists that there are only

five. Agreed. This being granted, this situation does not constitute a

counter-example to (sDV) " It is one thing for a theory to be closer to
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the truth than another, another thing for a statenent to be closer to the

truth than another. The account of verisimilitude advanced here is a

purely qualitative one, which assumes that the truth valuations of

statements are not 'degrees of truthr. If there existed a satisfactory

account of partial truth, then the theory here would need to be modified

to incorporate its insights.

This completes the defense of (SDV) which shall be offered here.

Needless to say, there are still quite substantial epistemological and

methodol-ogical questions about verisimilitude assessments which cannot be

addressed here. Thechapterwill be concl-uded by a response to difficufties

facing accounts of verisimilitude which David Mill-er (L975) has presented'

and to which any tenable theory of verisimilitude must have a response.

David Miller has claimed to show, that if theories A and B answer the

same quantitative questions and evaluate the same quantities, then the

constants that A predicts truly cannot aII be constants that B predicts

truly unless B always predicts truly. Hence the constants that B predicts

falsely cannot all be constants that A predicts falsety, unless B always

predicts truly. Whilst Milfer gives a general- algebraic argument to this

conclusion, it is more informative to review an example which he himself

cites "

let @ and O be two physical constants, and suppose that A asserts

that = I and Õ = 0 and B asserts that = 7 and Q = 2. Suppose that

@'= true value is O, whilst Õ's is 2. The theory A is then incorrect with

respect to both constants, whilst B is right about one of them. Miller

then asks us to consider tlne physicaL constants Y and X, defined as

Y and X are now such that A is correcÈ about X, but \^trong about \r, whilst B

+ Q and x = @ + 40. The predicted values and the true values of

is wrong about both. Indeed, as long as A is false for both

B for only one, there will always be a linear combination of

and Q and

and Q for
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which A predicts the true value whilst B is in error

!{e can see that something is drastically \^¡rong with Milter's argument

if we allow Y = f( ,Q) andX=G( ,0). Suppose I^Ie take Miller's own

values for @ .rru Q as given in the above example, and let V = @ .0 and

.0. Then for Mill-er's o\nIn values, A which was false for both

and Õ is now true for both Y and X and B which \^Ias true about Q is now

false for both V and X. As a second example, consider f.J. Good's (1975)

proposal, that a switch between A and B can occur even when they refer to a

one dj:nensional parameter. Suppose that the values of the parameters

predicted by theories A and B are u and p respectively, such that

O ( a ( S, then ín some cd.ses, by taking the decimaf representation of the

respective nr¡nbers and interchanging the first two digits. then the third

and fourth digits, and so on, it will be found that the transformed values

O¿r and ß' are such that O < ß' ( C[t. Thus if O¿ = C!*.araz and

ß = ß*.brbz then O¿, = O¿*.a2al- and ßt = ß*.bzbr and. a2 ) ¡2.

In reply, it is alleged that the strategies of Miller and Good' are

outrightly bogus. Miller hasn't shown how his result can be produced in

any physical theory, and until he does, the cfaim that V and X are 'physical

constants' is unjustified. The physical significance of reversing decimal

points is a game played by manipulating slzmboJ-s, of no philosophical and

scientific significance.

3. VERISIMILITUDE AND THE SCEPTICAI METAINDUCTTON

A response has now been given to the principal semantic question of

the theory of verisimilitude. fn sunmary it has been shown how we can

still hold to the intuitive notion of "closeness to the truth" \^rithout

falling into the paradox of Mil-1er-tich$-Harris. The question which must

in turn be considered is r 'is it tenabl-e to vie\,\¡ philosophical progress
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as an increase in verisimilitude and if so give examples? There is an

epistemological problem which must be dealt with before even this question
)

can be answered, the problem of the sceptieaL metaínduction.-

The problem of L:ne seeptíeaL metaì,nduction is this: past theories

have turned out to be fa}se, and there is no good reason to believe that

present theories are in any way exceptional. Hence it is reasonable to

believe that all scientific theories are strictly speaking false- This

argument destroys any applicability of my theory of verisimilitude:

verisimilitude rankings presuppose on my account, reason to hold that some

theoretical implications of scientific theories are true, and withouÈ this

assumption, verisimilitude comparisons cannot be significantly made'

The Popperian tradition in the philosophy of science (Popper, 1972) ,

(Mill-er, 1980), (Radnitzky, 1980(a); (b)) provides a concise and logically

coherent response to this probJ-em. Hume's general problem of induction

shows that no empirical or non-logical theoretical claim is capable of

justífíeAtion, even if 'justification' is taken to mean 'to attain some

degree of "refiability" or "probability"t . Even claims about the

falsification of theoretical- claims are conjecturaL. The radical challenge

of the popperian view of "knowledge" has not been appreciated because of

popper,s own inability to abandon use of success-words such as "knowledge",

"Iogic of discovery" (stove | L982). Mil-l-er (1980) has given a clear

statement of the Popperian position which avoids many of Stove's objections:

scientific knowledge in the classical sense of justífied true,befiefs,/

propositions does not exist (ibid, p. 1'29) z

.inthenormalrunofthingsrscientificknowledgeis
everything that a classical epistemologist says it ought not to
be: it is unjustified, untrue, unbelief' From this point of
vier^¡ a logic of induction would not be wanted, even if it were

available - for no effort is made, or should be made, to justify
even the tiniest fragment of our knowledge' This new

epistemology is, obviousl-y, one that philosophers find so hard
to digest that mosÈ would rather commit themselves to the

t
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absurdities of inductive logic and the search for justification-
Butrindeedritneedneverbeaskedagaínwhethersciencecando
without induction- It does'

I have said that lulitler avoids mãny, but not allrof stove's objections'

becauseMitlercannotfacetheconsequencehimselfthatscientific

propositionsareunjustifiedruntrue,unbelief'Millerstiltcannotresist

speaking of ,,know1edge,,. If he was consistent, he wou]-d have no further

use of such cfassical epistemological concepts and would witlingly fting

them upon the conceptual scrapheap along with phlogiston and vital

spirits.

Popperian sceptical rationalism precludes any realistic view of

scientific progress. If scientific propositions are unjustified, untrue'

unbel-ief, then there is no point in advancing theories of verisimilitude

atall(Stove,1'982).ThisisadesperatepositioninconsistenthTith

scientificpractice:whateverrationalitygapsexistinscienceitisa

factthatscientistsdoattemptrperhapsguiteinadequately'tojustify

scientific theories by appeal to evidence and argument' Disputes about

the coherence of the speciar theory of rerativity, the neo-Darwinian theory

ofevolutionrtheadequacyofclassicallogic'citedintheprevious

chapter become meaningless if Popperian sceptical rationalism is accepted'

ThisisnottorejectimportantinsightswhichPopperhasgivenuS,such

as his view of scientifiq activity as a ctítical entet'pt'ise¡ rather it is

to reject hi-s view that the justificationist enterprise is bankrupt'

This itself can only be done by means of a solution to the problem of

induction. g.rté and Madden (1975) and Bhaskar (1978) have given what is

in my opinion a solution to this problem and I have defended their position

against criticisms elsewhere (smith , L982 (b) ; 1984 (b) ) ' and sha1l not repeat

such discussj-ons here. Here f wiLl attempt to undermine the argument of

the sceptical metainduction by rejecting the claim that we have good reason

to believe that aLL scientific theories are false" By use of the method

¡
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of counter-example"r3I will cite a scientific theory which was accepted

very early by V'Iestern science and is still accepted today. !{hen this is

done, the sceptical metainduction can be rejected.

Consider this problem: where do human babies come from? Most

cultures recognize that human females give birth to the succeeding

generation, and this fact is not in any way refuted by any technological

innovation such as purely artificial wombs. But not aII cultures have

agreed that the general sexual theory of human reproduction is true, this

theory being the view that the reproduction of the human species is a

function of a male "contribution" and a female "contribution". I wish to

beg no questions of genetic detail here and so I use the deliberately vag\¡e

term tcontributiont. Not al-I culÈures have believed that the male makes

a "contribution" to human reproduction through coitus: many Aboriginal

tribes bel-ieve that a \^roman conceives a child because' she has stood upon

a fertility rock. The "contribution" of the mal-e to human reproduction is

quite conjectural because intercourse leading to conception and the

resultant childbirth are separated by a period of time which may at its

maximum be equal to the gestation period of the human species of

approximatety nine months. Thus the general sexual theory of human

reproduction is far from triviat. Yet we and most contemporary Aborigines

believe that it is true. Medical- evidence against the general sexuaf

theory of hr¡nan reproduction is ni1, and further evidence will today do

nothing to increase our confidence in the truth of the theory. The theory

therefore is not merely pz,obabLe or highly confirmed, it is definitively

true.

The critical- fallibil-ist, impressed by received opinion in the

philosophy of science such as the Duhem-Quíne thesisrn *-O argue that the

general sexual theory of human reproduction is mistaken. lf necessary

appeals to hallucinations and systematic del-usions couLd be made. fndeed
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they could. This strategy does not show in patticular lnovt the general

sexual- theory of human reproduction is ,mistaken, foT we have here nothing

more than the epistemol-ogical sceptic's argument against all knowledge

claims based upon the possibility of being mistaken. No doubt it is

1ogicaIly possible that the general- sexual theory of human reproduction is

false, just as it is logically possible that a1-1 presently existing

scientific theories are in fact true. This does nothing to establish that

the theory ís actually false.

Other examples of true scientific theories can be readily given: the

blood of animals circulates throughout the body being pumped by the

heart, exfoliation of rocks is a product of differential heating and

cooling in the presence of moisture and that pulmonary tubercul-osis is

caused by a bacterial infection rather than by "bad air" and "gases".

Nevertheless, consistent with the fallibilism of the previous chapter' it

is likely that many of today's accepted theories are in fact fal-se. It is

one thing to accept such a cautious scepticism, quite another to accept

the conclusion of the argument from sceptical metainduction.

I have noted previously (Smith, L984) that philosophy of science in

this century has taken physics as the science par eæceLLence and

metascientific model-s almost exclusively are devised to deal with problems

in physics. Popper was greatly impressed by the replacement of Newtonrs

theory of gravitation by Einstein's theory of gravitation; Kuhn bases his

view about scientific paradigms predominantly upon data taken from the

history of physics; Feyerabend supports his epistemological anarchism on

the basis of case studies taken from the his'Eory of physics and the Sneed-

Stegnüfter structuralist account of scientific theories takes mathematical

physics as its model. As f have previously argued, nothing compels us to

accept this received prejudice and there are good reasons for rejecting it.
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Hence the argument from the sceptical metainduction does not challenge our

account of verisimil-itude: not aLL scíentific Èheories are strictly

false, although very many are.

4 PHILOSOPHY AIID THE NEW THEORY OF VERIS]MTLITUDE

Is it at all plausible to view philosophical progress as an increase

in true or highly truthl-ike information about the objects of philosophical

discourse? Indeed it is, and there are at least Some exampfes of such

philosophical progress. Recognizing that many current scientific theories

may be false we conclude that philosophy cannot be reasonably viewed as a

degenerating research programme.

A gain in truthlike information occurs when a solution to a philoso-

phical problem is given. Whilst in the experimental- sciences such as

molecular biology, or the strongly mathematico-theoretical- sciences such

as quantum gravity. there are as yet unanswered research problems, in

phiJ-osophy (excluding mathematical logic) there are no unanswered

philosophícal problems, except for the instance when a new paradox is

first put forward and before published responses can be given or verbal

responses in conferences or research seminars made. By tansweredr I mean

'given a response, although not necessary a correct responser. There is

thus a great abundance of riches in phitosoPhY, which must be culled,

pruned and regimented. This suggests another area in which a gain in

truthlike information can be obtained in philosophy - through uncovering

defects in positions, unjustified assumptions and fallacious argrments

(Blanshard, 1966) , (RapapotL, 1982) -

philosophy is a critical enterprise. A significant part of research

in philosophy consists in sealing off bLind alleys, exposing errors and

misinterpretations, exhibiting fatlacious arguments and contradictions. and
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establishing the Ìimitation of various positions and principles. It might

seem at first glance to an outsider that sUch a negative process may

serve to clear away philosophical dead wood, but it could hardly serve to

provide truthlike information. This however is not so. It is of interest

in philosophy to establish negative results, to establish the limitations

of various methodologies and philosophical orientations. Articles which do

no more than discuss defects in some already advanced philosophical theory

are quite readily published in leading philosophical journals. The journals

serving the natural and behavioural sciences do not publish polemical and

purely critical articles as frequently as those journals serving the

philosophical community (Hagstrom, t965r PP. 276-279) ' 
(Lugg, 1978). It

therefore seems reasonable to suppose that the critical aspect of philosophy

supplies another source of truthlike information: to uncover the

fal-laciousness of some argr:ment is to uncover a philosophical truth. Even

to argue that some problem is weakly epistemically unsofvable, as has

already been discussed in chapter 9, is to make a significant philosophical

claim. Such negative results advance our philosophical knowledge, just as

eöaetrs theorems and the various other limitation theorems in mathematical

Iogic advance our logical- knowl-edge in establishing that certain propositions

are t'unprovablen'.

Another area in which truths may be uncovered in philosophical inquiry

is in the conceptual explication and clarification of problems, in

outlining what one is commited to. This process does not merely

involve clarifying basic terms by semanticaf analysis, as has been stressed

by the linguistic turn in philosoPhY, but it also invol-ves studying the

interrelationship between the problem in question and a set of other

phitosophical- problems. The reason for this is that in philosophy, as in

other disciplines, overall systemic consistency is vital- between the

various ans\^rers given to a wide range of phil-osophical problems. It is
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important then to produce a coherent, consistent and systematic system of

phitosophical thought, and this as any working philosopher Lnot",'i" .ro

easy matter. In so far as contradictions and defects are uncovered in

systems of philosophical thought, further phil-osophical truths are

presented.

It may be objected at this point that my view of philosophy as a

critical enterprise is incongruent with rny theory of verisimilitude, as f

have only defined verisimilitude comparisons for theoz'íes, not positions.

The objecÈion is superficial. A theory T can be regarded as a set

theoretical entity {t1, t2, ..., tn, ...} where ti is an arbitrarily chosen

theoretical consequence. A phiJ-osophical proposition can be regarded as a

unit theory {ti} and a philosophical position as a set of philosophical

theories.

Let us now ans\^¡er the request for examples of ntont."" in philosophy.

If I held to the rational- consensus viewpoint, then one could cite the

recent rejection of sense - data theories of perception, the col-Iapse of

the logical empiricist metascience (and hence the solution of many problems,

just as the justification of the observational-theoretical distinction,

which \^rere a function of this specific metascience) , as examples of

philosophical progress. Unfortunately, to argue in this fashion, would

resuft in a major inconsistency in this work. Perhaps most philosophers of

science reject logical empiricism - perhaps they do so wrongly. AII that

one can do is examine at first hand the relevant arguments and state onets

conclusions explicitJ-y. A philosopher can do no more, and no less.

Philosophical inquiry, whiÌst sociologically dependent for its very

existence upon a community of thinkers, is from an epistemological point of

view, an indiuiduaListic entezpz,ise.s Even as a collectivist Marxist, one

can do no more than state the vea.sons uhieh one has for believing that

collectivist Marxism is true.
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Hence, no systematic answer can be given to the question of whether

philosophy as a who1e in each of its fields is progressive. That would

require a comprehensive philosophical system. I take it to be the role

(or "ca1ling" if you like) of the philosopher to have as a life research

project, the construction of such a system (smith, 1984), but this can

hardly be canvassed here. However what can be offered at this point is an

answer to the solva-l¡itity sceptics' challenge. Applying the very criteria

of this chapter self-reflexively it can be shown that philosophical

progress occurs. ff the arguments of this work ho1d, then the problem of

perennial philosophical disputes has been solved and the solvability

sceptic answered. Yet if my critics do uncover major defects in this work,

then at least one cl-aim will survive. Progress would have occurred in

discovering my errors. As my case either ho1ds or does not hold, it

follows that philosophical progress occurs. Thus the major thesis of this

work is established.

5. CONCLUSION: THE STATE OF THE ARGUMENT

The tasks set for myself in section 1 are now completed. An account

of verisimititude has been given which avoids the Miller-tichf-Uarris

result. Further the cogency and tenability of viewing philosophical

progress as an increase in verisimilitude has been argued for, and reason

given to believe that philosophical progress occurs. This leaves us \^Iith

one remaining task: to discuss the various "investigative procedures"

whereby reason is established for the acce¡rLarrce of the truth of

philosophical hypotheses and theories. Chapter 10 will address this task'

as lvell as addressing an outstanding problem from chapter I - whether

there are single conclusion philosophical argunents that may be taken as

the objects of philosophical knowledge.
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9. NOTES

This however is not to embrace Loewenberg's metaphilosophy, which
whilst having many cognitive virtues, cannot number comprehensiveness
among them. Loewenberg (1959r pp. 83-l-02) attempts to avoid the
problem of perennial philosophical disputes by questioning the
identification of all knowledge with scientific knowledge. Philosophy
is characterized as a cognitive enterprise by refLeæiUitgi as he puts
it (ibid, p. 88):

l{hat distinguishes philosophic activity as reffexive is
this: matters elsewhere viewed as introductory or
heuristic become here independent subjects of investigation'
inchoate quesÈions of method, f.ot exampl-e, culminating in
methodology and initial probtems of definition in
semasiology (or semantics). To speak of philosophy as a

disciptine chiefly intent upon method of method or meaning
of meaning or theory of theory or knowledge of knowledge i:
to convey in terse fashion the reflexive or self-conscious
aspect of the philosophical enterprise.

Such a view of philosophy has immediate difficulty in accounting for
first-order philosophical research in areas which are not derived
from any natural or social science - questions in ethics such as rwhat

is goodness?t, twhat is justice?t, rwhat is value?t; questions in
aesthetics such as 'what is beauty' and metaphysical and epistemologi-
cal questions such as 'is epistemological scepticism refutable?' ,
twhy is there something rather than nothing?', 'what reason have we to
believe that the worl-d was not created five minutes ago, complete
with all possible traces of an old world¡ by an evil demon?t.
Philosophy is thus noL meteLy metascience, although metascience ís
one of the most importanÈ fields of philosophy.

For a further discussion of the problem of the scepti.cal metainduct'Lon,
cf . (Newton-Smith, 1-981 , chP. 8).

The metho<l of cr¡unier-exampfes will- be discussed in some detail in
chapter 10.

On the Duhem-Quine thesis, cf. (Harding (ed-), ]-976)-

Nothing of course precludes such "individuals" from being teams or
groups. Joint papers, in so far as they are written at all in
philosophyr are written so as to be a "coflective voice".

2

3

4

5
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]-0. THE PROGRESS AI{D RATIONALITY OF PHTLOSOPHY IIf:

A THEORY OF PHILOSOPHICAL RATIONALITY

1. STATEMENT OF THE ARGUMENT

one of the most important problems discussed in twentieth century

metaphilosophy was precisely how philosophical inquiry could result in

philosophicaL l<rtowLedge. If philosophy could produce no ne?r) knowledge¡ and

if it is questionable as to whether there is any philosophical knowledge

at all, then philosophy can no more cl-aim to be a rational cognitive

enterprise than any other pseudo-Science one might care to cite' Ross

Harrison (1974, p. 1) gives an accïrrate description of this problem:

philosophy is often dismissed by non-philosophers as being
merely a misguided competitor to science. ThiS is because it
seems both to share the scientific aim of attempting to
understand the nature of the world yet also to use
inappropriate methods for making such an attempt' Unlike
scientists, philosophers neither go into laboratories nor
seem to be particularly wetl informed about what is known

by those who do. Instead they feel themselves able to
dispense with the services of observation and experiment and

so able to work with pure reason alone. Yet a common

assumption of both philosophers and non-philosophers is that

"o^"ora 
operating with pure reason alone cannot discover the

nature of the actual world. Armchair science is not a

respectabl-e activity; and it is not clear to the non-
philosopher' nor sometimes to the philosopher himself, how

pfr:-tosoptry differs from armchair science'1

In this chapter I shal-t outline a solution to the problem of the

rationality of phitosophy, bY showing how philosophical inquiry results in

philosophical knowledge. Fgrther, I shal-I take up an outstanding issue,

of showing that there is good reason to believe that there are single

conclusion arguments in philosophy. In short, I shall state what I

believe philosophicat rationality to consist in, and why philosophy done as

I conceive it to be is a rational cognitive enterprise generating

rationally appraisable, knowledge claims'
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2 ON PHILOSOPHICAI METHOD

I wish to contrast my own views about philosophical method with

Hector-Neri Castañeda's (1930) discussion, this contrast being one of

basic orientation rather than of matters of detail- Castañeda states that

his concern is wílch phenomenoLog¿cal ontoLogA ot primary ontology (ibid'

p. 1-3) but discussions in his book range over the whole of philosophy

including issues in epistemology (ibid, p. 46) and ethics (ibidr PP' 79-80) '

It is not unreasonable then to propose that Castañeda's views, if valuable,

should be extended to produce a comprehensive metaphilosophy. It will be

argued here however, that there are fundamental problems facing Castanedars

approach even as a metaphilosophy of phenomenological ontology'

Castañeda distinguishes between four main types of philosophical

activity:(i)proto-philosophical,(ii)slrm-philosophical'(iii)dia-

philosophical and (iv) meta-philosophical. Proto-philosophical activity

consists in the collection of both empirical and linguistic data from

which criteria of adequacy for philosophical Èheories are formulated'

Sym-philosophical activity consists in Èhe development of philosophical

theories based upon such data. Dia-philosophical activity involves the

comparison of such philosophical theories, to establish through iso-

morphisms among them, a system of invariances which gives us insight into

the general structure of the world and experience. f concentrate my

attention upon proto-philosophical activity'2

For Castañeda, any experience or any aspect of reality can be a

source of philosophical questions. To iltustrate this, he considers the

exampre of a comma on his page.3 *h" conma is an object (of ink) rather

than a property, it has a history and is a subject of change' it is a

Iinguistic token in a sentence of English word tokens' Philosophy begins

with the initial empirico-existential assumption that the world contains
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certain particular entities. It is an empirical matter that objects in

the world have particular structures of individuation, differentiation,

causation and predication, rather than different Structures, and

philosophical theories must be constantly tested against this basic data.

This data includes both ordinary daity experience and scientific

experience (ibid, pp. 31-32). Yet every experience reveals only a small

fragrment of the infinitely complex worl-d. To obtain a rational conception

of underl-ying patterns Castañeda suggests that we engage in the following

process (ibid, p. 1O2):

(1)

(2)

gather a large collection of data;

make a careful exegesis of the gathered
secure points through which the pattern
must pass; such poi-nts serve also as a
adequacy for the testing of theories at

data so as to
sought after
criteria of
step (4) below;

(3) hypothesize the connections between the secured points,
connections that taken all together constitute the
proposal of a theory of the pattern sought after;

(4) Èest the theorized pattern by deduction of the points
distilled from the exegized data: this is the ad hoc
adequacy of the theory;

(5) test the theorized pattern against new data of different
types and sorts: this establishes the fruitful-ness of
the theory;

(6) repeat the steps (1)-(5) by embedding the theory in a

more comprehensive one.

Kekes (l-983, p. 223) has recently pointed out that philosophical

theories cannot be compared solely on the basis of their capacity to

explain the same data because theories disagree about what counts as data.

Data could be mul-tiplied infinitely without some prior constraint upon

what data is to be explained. !úhat data are to be explained' depends upon

theoretical consid,erations: different data are relevant to different

philosophical theories. Keke cites the example of thedatumof the existence of

genuinely evil acts and natural evil, which is of high significance to

Christian theism (whichpostulates the existence of a perfectly good,

omniscienÈ and omnipotent God), but which is commonplace to a Darwinian
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ontologv. Kekes, observation that philosophical data is not theory-

neutZ,AL prevents Castañedars method from proceeding from sym-philosophical

activity to dia-philosophicat activity. It also prevents castanedars

method from even proceeding from first base¡ proto-philosophical activity'

This is because the criteria of adequacy for philosophical theories, which

are formulated from proto-philosophical data, in actual fact belong to

stage 4: meta-philosophy. Castañeda's metaphilosophical principles

(C.P.1) (Castañeda, 198O, p. 49), (C.P.2)-(C'P'5) (ibid, p'52) and (C'P'6)-

(c.P.].6)(ibidlPP.:'-l'2-]-:-4)areimposeduponthedataasregulative

principles and are in no way formulated on the basis of data'

Castañedars meÈaphilosophy ís also criticized by Kekes on the ground

that he finds no resembfance between what philosophers who have made

important contributions to ontology were doing and what castaneda

recomme!¡ds should b- done. This failure lies, in my ópi'-ion, ín

Castañeda's neglect in outlining what is unique about philosophical

inquiry: its stYle of argumenÈ.

Philosophy, like any science, is a probtem-solving activity

control-Ied by rational criticism; in this respect I am in agreement with

the metaphilosophy of Kekes. The source however of philosophical problems

is not merely problerns of life, it is rather as castañeda has noted,

pregnant in any aspect of our experience. To illustrate this consider a

philosophical pro-blem posed by K. Lehrer and R. Taylor (l-965). A person'

smith, is presently at the country airport where a plane will depart at

3.30 p.m. for the city. It is now shortty before 3.30 p.m. and smith has

business obligations which require him to get to the city by 4.00 p.m.

No alternative form of transport could get smith Èo the city to meet the

4.00 p.m. deadline, so if smith does not Èake this plane at 3.3O p.m. then

he will not meet his deadline. Suppose that although there is nothíng to

stop Smith leaving on that plane at 3.30 p.m., Smith decides not to go'

I
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Thus the fotlowing four statements are all true of Smith:

(l-O-1) ff Smith does not leave at 3.30 p-m., then he cannot

arrive aE 4.00 p.m.

i7O-2) If Smith does leave at 3.30 p.m-, then he will arrive

at 4.0O p.m.

(1O-3) Smith can leave at 3.30 P.m.

(10-4) Smith does not leave at 3.3O p.m-

The set of statements {(10-1), (Lo-2), (10-3), (10-4)} are despite

appearances. inconsistent. For:

(10-2) If Smith does leave at 3.30 p.m., then he will arrive

at 4.OO P.m.

and

(10-3) Smith can leave at 3.30 p-m- '
entail

(fO-S¡ Smith can arrive at 4-00 p-m.

Ho\ntever

(10-1) If Smith does not leave at 3-3O p.m., then he cannot

arrive al 4.0O P.m.

and

(fO-¿) Smith does not leave at 3.3O p-m-

entail

(10-6) Smith cannot arrive at 4.0O p.m-

Statements (LO-5) and (10-6) seem to be contradictions. lVe have fallen

into a seeming paradox since statements (10-5) and (Lo-6) both cannot be

true, contrary to the views of some paraconsistent logicians (Rout1ey,

1980) .

To solve the Lehrer-Taylor problem one or more of premises (l-O-1)-

(10-4) must be faulted and/or it must be shown that one or both of the two

entailments does not hold.
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The Lehrer-Taylor problem is a standard type of philosophical

problem. Aparadox, or a strongly counter-intuitive result is obtained from

seemingly innocuous premises. If the argument in question is formally

valid and, the premises were tÏue, then the conclusion is also true' But

if we have independent reasons for regarding the conclusion as being

false, then one or more of the premises must be shown to be false' A

phiLosophicaT theo?A gjves a solution to a philosophical probtem. Like a

scientific theory, philosophical theories involve a non-demonstrative

rea.son'Lng to the best erpLanation (Harman, 1973) (Thagard' l-978) ' A

philosopher, after reflection upon a certain problem for some time,

obtains rational insight into the nature of the philosophical problem at

hand. This "insight" or "intuition" d.oes not itself constitute knowledge,

it is nothing more than a hypothesis about the source of the problem at

hand and how it may be sol-ved (Passmore, !966, p' 358)'' It must be

explained how the hypothesis at hand solves the problem and evidence cited

in support of the position must be given. n ,ot example, the Lehrer-Taylor

problem woutd be resolved if it was shown that premise (10-2) of the

argument was false (atthough I do not support this solution) and this

claim was rigorously defended against al-L presentLy conceivable non-trivial

objections. Further, opposing solutions to this probl-em must be criticized'

It is instructive to give an example of how a philosophical position

can be defended; I choose as an example the position of panpsychism' a

position almost universal-ty regarded as absurd by contemporary philosophers'

Panpsychism is the thesis that there is a mental aspect to all-, or most

things that exist. In particular panpsychists have held that matter such

as that to be found in non-living particUlars such as rocks, has a mental

or proto-mental aspect. Thus to defend the thesis of panpsychism it is a

sufficient condition to show that at least some mental properÈies -

perception, thought, rationality etc. are possessed by non-living material

I
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objects such as rocks or electrons. As a philosophical thesis attempting

to sol-ve the mind-bod.y problem, panpsychism has only a handful of recent

defenders (Globus , 1976), (Butler , L978) and many critics (for a survey

of objections, cf . (Ed.ward,s, 7967)). Here' I r,ttilt show that panpsychism'

even if it is false, is capable of rational defense in accordance with

metaphilosophical position.

One of the best known and most concise attempts to refute the

doctrine of. metaphysicaL reaL¿sm (the doctrine that unobserved and

imperceptible objects exist) was given by W.T. Stace (l-934). How could the

metaphysical- realist know anything about objects existing unobserved?

There are only two ways Stace replied: by observation and perception or

by inference. But it is sel-f-contradictory to claim to have observational

or perceptual knowledge about unobserved or imperceptible objects- This

leaves the metaphysical realist the avenue of inference. Inference is

either enumerative inductive or deductive- To know that unobserved

objects exist by induction requires a solution to what is essentially

Hume's unsolved problem of induction, so this avenue is blocked, Stace

believes. However we cannot know that unobserved or imperceptible

objects exist by deductive means because it is not self-contradictory to

suppose that unobserved and imperceptible objects do not exist. Hence we

have no knowledge of unobserved and imperceptible objects, and although

Stace does not draw this conclusion, we can conclude that there is no

good reason to postulate the existence of those mysterious unparsimonious

entities which the metaphysical realist entertains as being existents.

The weakness in St.acets argument is that there are only two modes of

inference: (enumerative) induction and deduction. But there are other

modes of inference, such as explanatory inference, or reasoning to the

best explanation. The metaphysical reafist would point out that meta-

physical realism offers a much better metaphysical framework for the
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understanding of the success of sciencei indeed it is the one framework

where the success of science is not an outright miracle - or so the

argument goes" lVhether this is so or not requires independent argument.

Berkeley himself had hoped to avoid this implication of the position

of subjective ideatism by the postulation of a universa] perceiver, God.

But there is another avenue which might be taken, which involves the

subjective idealist becoming a panpsychist. This is as follows: postuLate

that the so-caLLed unobsey'ùed and inrperceptibLe obiects of the metaphgsicaL

reaList haue obseruationaL and. perceptuaL cdpae¿ties. This is precisely

what the panpsychist claims. There is thus no need to postulate the

existence of a Berkeleyian God, and no need to become a metaphysical

realist to explain the success of science. Electrons are postulated by

our new panpsychist to have perceptual capacities and exist so1e1y by

virtue of Èhis property (through apperception), lr, .ãaition to aII the

other properties whích physics says that they have. Further, electrons

exist independently of human minds, but they do not exist independently of

perceivers. So on the one hand the subjective idealisÈ can hol-d to the

doctrine r¡¡aÌ- to be is to be pence¿Ued, whilst on the other, not having

to reduce the fact of the success of science to the level of cosmic

coincidence.

This sketch of a defense of a doctrine which most philosophers regard

as absurd, stands as a good test case for my metaphilosophical position.

The position developed here is in any case nothing more than the style of

argument employed throughout both this work and others, so that this work

and its implicit metaphilosophy stand or falt together. Philosophy as

so far described, seems to be no more than a very general science. It ís

however in philosophers' methods for criticizing argurnents and philosophical

theories that philosophy can be methodologically distinguished from the

natural and social sciences. These are single conclusion arguments,
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primarity designed to show the inadequacy of a philosophical position

(Passmore, 1,966, I}TO). In the sections to follow I will- discuss:

(1) self-referentiaf arguments, (2) arguments to inconsistencies, (3) the

method of counterexamples and (4) Petitio princípii, vicious infinite

regresses and ciïcularities, as examples of such critical arguments. This

exposition should serve as a I'reminder" (cf . (Passmore, J-970, pp. 8-l-3) to

the metaphilosophical sceptic that philosophical inquiry is far from an

empty procedure.

3. SELF-REFERENTIA], ARGUMENTS

J.M. Boyle (1969) in his Ph.D thesis on the argument from self-

referential consistency, takes such arguments to be "uniquely philosophicaÌ"

because of "the need of philosophy to include itself in its subject matter"

(ibid, p. l_). Further, philosophers "have claimed that this type of

argument can be used to terminate philosophical disagreements and that it

may be used to establish certain metaphysical claims" (ibid' p. 2).

Grisez (l-975) uses this argument quite extensively in d,eveloping his

philosophical theology, in criticizíng empiricism (ibid, pp. LL4-721),

Kant's epistemology (ibidr PP. 152-180) and Hegelian absolute idealism

(ibidr pp. :-g5-2O4). Boyle, Grísez and Tollefsen (7976) have used a self-

referential argument to defend "freedom of will"; I have criticized this

position elsewhere (SmiÈh ,1982 (d) ) . Self-referential arguments have also

been used quite recently in attacks upon the strong prograÍune of the

sociology of knowledge; I have also criticized this position (Smith,

l-983 (b) . I have however made extensive use of this argument in this work;

first in attacking metaphilosophical relativism, and second in the

previous chapter in demonstrating that phitosophical progress occurs.

This method of argumentation requires both exposition and defense.5
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Following Boyle, Grisez and Tollefsen (1976, p.125) I take a

statement to be self-referential "if and only if the proposition which is

aÍfirmed refers to some aspect of the statement - that is, either to the

sentence, or to the performance of affirming or uttering, or to the

proposition itself". Self-referential arguments for Boyle, Grisez and

Toflefsen, show that certain statements are perfot'matiUelg faLse, the

inconsistency arising between a statement and some aspects of its utterance

or usage. Such arguments produce necessary Statements which have a

distinctive necessity which is neither physical necessity nor logical

necessity (Grisez, !9'75, p.113). This view, as f have argued elsewhere

is not sufficiently strong enough to refute doctrines such as hard

determinism (Smith , 1-g82(d) ). This type of argunent has not been employed

in this l^tork.

A stronger form of self-referential argument is ábso]ute self-

refutation. A proposition p is absolutely self-refuting if and only if p

entaíls that p is false. Thus if p is true, it is false, and if p is

false, then it is false (Passmore, L970, p.60), (Mackie,1964). The

statement rThere are no true statements' is necessarily false because

if it is assumed to be Èrue, it implies that it is false and if it is

assumed to be false, then it is false. The statement rThere are some

truths' is necessarily true. Absofute self-refutation is a special form

of philosophical argument which enables us to show that certain positions

refute themselves, and that the contrary positions are necessary truths.

Since the statements describing these contrary posiÈions need not refer Èo

logical or mathematical data, contrary to Mackie (ibid, p. 2o3) we do

present a problem to empiricism. It seems that there are at least some

necessarily true statements which are not only synthetic, but d. pY¿OTi.

Statements which obtain their truth-value by means of absolute self-

refutation must be distinguished from semantically paradoxical statements.

I
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This distinction ena-bles us to reject the view of Russell and Whitehead in

Principia Mathematica (1927, vol. 1r PP. 37-38, 60-65) that all self-

referential statements are nonsensical since they violate the "vicious

circl-e principle". The Liar sentence 'This very statement is false' is

paradoxical because the sentence entails its truth on the assumption of its

falsity, and its falsity on the assumption of its truÈh. It is easy to

show in classical togic that the Liar sentence is both true and false,

that is paradoxical. But a statement which is necessarily false is not

paradoxical. To ban aI1 self-reference to solve the semantical paradoxes

is il1egiÈimate: it is too extensive a reform which does not precisely

d,iagnose why some self-referential statements lead to paradox, whilst

others do not (Priest, L9'79) .

It is concluded that there are no good arguments for the illegitimacy

of the use of self-referential arguments in phitosophy. Consequently the

use of such arguments, made in support of cruciaf theses in the present

work is justified, and the conclusions of such arguments are objects of

philosophical knowledge.

4. ARGU¡4ENTS TO INCONSISTENCIES

Another method of philosophical argunentation, which supplies a

vírtua11y conclusive refutation of an opponent's philosophical theory is

to demonstrate that the theory is inconsistent. The problem with an

inconsistent theorY is, as f have argued elsewhere (Smithr 198+(f)), that

it contains a manifest fafsehood. There are no good reasons for

supposing that there are "true contradictions" (Smith, 198+(f)). Hence

the paraconsistent logicianrs strategy to undermine the famous Lewis

argnment for Eæ FaLso SuodLibet fails: p & -p + q and (..p v q) & p + q

cannot presently be regarded as countermodelted.6 In any caset even

though disjr:nctive syllogism is rejected by both relevant and
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paraconsistent logicians, as a un¿ue?saLLy vaLLd rule of inference, it is

upheld as satisfactory in "normaL reasoning situations (Mortensen, 1983).

Normal reasoning situations are situations where \¡¡e do noÈ encounter

interpretations such that vlpl = True and vl-pl = Truei that is, we do

not encounter true contradictions. Thus consider a "normal reasoning"

situation where Vlpl I vl-pl (unfess Vlpl = False). In such a situation

disjunctive syllogism is valid. But now the Lewis argument goes

through: in normal reasoning situations not invoÌving true contradictions,

the principl-e of Eæ tr'also Quodlibet holds. The paraconsistent logician

may be able to show that not any arbitrary statement is implied by a tTue

contradiction, but he cannot show by countermodetling techniques that .Dr

FaLso QuodLibet fails ror vlpl I vl-pl t,-f."= vlnl = Fal-se). h7e have good

reason then to be fearful of contradictions - a theory containing a

contradi-ction is either false or trivial.T

To illustrate the use of the argument to inconsistencies, I will once

more outline a very radical thesis which I shal-l- defend: from the

perspective of classicaf logic, formal el-ementary number theory is

inconsistent, By the expression rformal elementary number theory' I

understand a formal theory such as N given in Kfeene's MathematicaL Logic

(1967), having as j-ts underlying logic, classical logic. Let us argue

that if a natural number is even (symbolized as 'Ex'). then it is not odd

(symbolized as ' Ox'). Hence the fol-l-owing proposition is true:

(10-7) (vx) (Ex -+ *^ox).

But we may also symbolize Èhe statement 'if a Àatural nr¡nber is even then

it is not oddr as:

(10-8) (vx¡-(Ex + ox) -

Both of statements (10-7) and (10-8) are correct formalizations of the

naturaL language statement t if a natural nr¡nber is even then it is not
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oddr, and no contradiction can be produced by their mutual affirmation.

Consider now the following argument:

(r_o-8)

(10-e)

(l_0-10)

(vx¡"-(Ex + ox)

(vx)-(-Ex v Ox)

(vx) (Ex 6, -ox)

Ma'bhematical Truth

(1O-8), Transformation of the Conditional

(fO-g), Duality Law

Proposition (10-l-O) is the claim that all natural numbers are even and no

natural number is odd; it implies that all naturaf numbers are even. Vte

can readily d.emonstrate that aLl natural numbers are odd. But this is

impossible if N is consistent. It is the most certain and elementary

result of elementary number theory that there is at least one odd number,

i.e. (Ex)Ox, and there is at least one even number, i.e. (Sx)Ex. The

number 3 for example is odd, whilst the nr¡nber 4 is even, as \¡¡e would all

agree. YeÈ if we accept the al¡ove argument, we must.be led to deny such

facts.

Perhaps the most reasonabfe response to make to this argument is to

deny that (10-8) is a "correct" formalization of the statement 'if a

natural number is even then it is not odd', and to cl-aim that in the light

of my paradoxical- conclusion, that (10-7) must be the correct formalization.

This counter-argument however conmits a petitio principií. The production

of a paradox is not a good reason for rejecting (10-8) as a formalization

of a natural langrrage statement. The paradox may be the result of the

inconsistency of number theory. The critic presupposes that elementary

number theory is consistent: if we accept CöAet's second theorem, we have

no logical guarantee that this is the case, as the formula Consis expressing

in Ñ tne consistency of Ñ, is unprovable in N. In any case, proposition

(l-0-8) is an accurate formalization of the natural language statement 'it

is not the case that if a natural ni¡nber is even then it is odd'. The

burden of disproof is upon my critics.
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Thus we must concLude that from the perspective of classical logic,

formal elementary number theory is inconsistent. This inconsistency is no

merely tocal phenomenonrsince we could interpret rExr to mean rthe

natural nurnber x is prime' and 'Oxt to mean tthe natural- number x is

composiÈe'. consequently every mathematical problem is "solved": Fermatrs

theorem is both true and false! The price which we pay for this however is

the destruction of mathematics as a cognitive enterprise. surely then the

paradox must be resolved by admitting that the classical propositional and

predicate calculi are unsound. If we do not reject standard soundness

proofs, then we must accept that the metalanguage of these classical calculi

are inconsistent.

I cite another example of the argument to inconsistencies. Patrick

Grim in his paper "There Is No Set Of All Truths" (1984) offers a proof

that there is no set of a]l- truths. Grimrs argument i" "i*pJ-y 
this: the

assumption that there is a set of all truths conflicts with Cantor's power

set theorem, thez,efore t:nere is no set of all truths. Grim uses this

result to undermine a popuJ-ar approach to possible worl-d semantics, which

takes possible worlds as proposition-saturated sets. Here I shall criticize

Grim's argument that there is no set of all- truths, underminíng in the

process his criticism of possible worlds viewed as proposition-saturated

sets and establishing Èhe inconsistency of standard, set theory.

Grím ASSum¿S that because the set of all truths has a greater

cardinality than its power set, that such a set cannot eæ¿st; he gives no

argunent against the existence of the set of al-l truths apart from

showing that the assumption of the existence of this set is precluded by

the power set theorem. He does not show that the set of all truths is an

inconsistent set as the RusseII set has been shown to be. The Russell set,

the set of all sets which are not elements of themselves can be shown in a

naive set theory supplemented by classical logic to be an element of
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itself if and only if it is not an efement of itseff. In the axiom of

abstraction: (gy) (vx) (x e y <-+d(x)) (where 'y' is not free), consider

d11¡.) = -(x e x) r which gives us as an instance of the axiom of abstraction:

(uy)(vx)(x e y++-(x e x)). Let x = y to infer y e y<-+-(y e y)' from

which y e y c -(y e y) is provabte by means of classical logic. Thus the

Russell set is a'contrad.ictory set'or tinconsistent objectr to use the

terms of paraconsistent logicians. The set of all- truths is not itseLf an

inconsistent object: it is probJ-ematic only because its cardinality

violates the dictates of the power set theorem-

Why then rm,Lst we conclude that there is no set of aII truths? Why not

accept that there is such a set and that the power set theorem is false?

If this was so then set theory, both naive and axiomatic, would be shown to

be inconsistent, for the power set theoremr a basic theorem of any

mathematically useful set theorY, is both provable on the basis of the

axioms of standard set theory, and refutabte by a counter-examp1e.

It may be thought that the set of all truths is a set which offends

against the vicious circle principle. However this principle cannot

exclude the set of all- truths by any non-arbitrary means. Unfike the

Russell set. the elements of the set of al-I truths are non-set theoretical

entities. If set theory must be so severely regimented that restrictions

must be placed on what sorts of non-set theoretical entities can be

members of sets, then set theory has a limited application in philosophy

and science.

Some readers will reject such set-theoretical nihilism immediately:

Èhe price to pay for retaining the set of atl truths is high even by

British standards of inflation. Indeed it is but this is hardly a good

philosophical argument against the alternative interpretation of Grim's

result given above. My critics may be right in recognízíng my disrespect
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for matters of economy, but in doing so they do not show that my set-

theoretical nihil-ism is untenable. The set of all truths is not an

inconsistent set and its guilt must not be assumed \^tithout argunent- But

what argnrment have we against the claim of the existence of Èhe set of all

truths? OnIy Grim's argument, but to cite this against me is to commit a

petitio príncipii, for the issue which \¡/e now debate concerns Etre eorrect

interpretation of Grim's result and my critic presupposes without argument

the correctness of one view of Grim's result. There seems to me to be no

non-ad hoc or non-question begging argument against the claim that there is

a set of all truths and thus I accept that naive and axiomatíc set theories

which have the power set theorem as one of their theorems' are inconsistent.

These are certainly very important results if correct (and like all

such controversial results, they may be simply the result of a fallacy of

reason). If cfassical logic was the cotYect logic, then mathematics would

be refuted! But if not, then cl-assical- logic is unsatisfactory' Also

reason has been given to believe that standard set theory is inconsistent.

These examples illustrate the po\¡rer of the argunent to inconsistencies.

Further. the method provides a definitive refutation of a position' If

the argr.ments are sound, then the criti cízed positions , if not outrightly

trivial, are certainly false. There is littte need to further document the

use of this method in philosophy: virtualty every philosophical work has

attempted to show that opposing positions are contradictory, or that some

philosopher is inconsistent. If such arguments are taken to be a vital

part of philosophy, and f have given first hand arguments in this work that

they are, then philosophical knowledge exists. Therefore philosophical

knowledge exists.

Does it fol-Iow that because there are legitimate philosophical

methods, there must therefore be philosophical knowledge? Of course this
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conclusion does not follow, and it is not in any case my position- $lhat

I have outlined in this work is a dialectical- mode of argumentation

which uses error elimination to reach phitosophical truth. Unlike

scientific questions there are usually only a limited number of answers

to a philosophical problem: we are either free, determined or both are

compatible; we either have knowledge or \^re do not; motion either exists

or it does not as Zeno believes. The importance of certain philosophical

methods is that they give a decisive refutation of alternative positions

if it can be shown that these methods have been correctly applied- This

requirement does not in itself show that none of the alternative solutíons

to a philosophical problem can be eliminated. On the contrary it may well

be easier to establish the legitimacy of the use of some argument, such

as the argument from self-referential consistency or the argument to

inconsistencyf then it would be to give first hand argument for a

position. If either position p or -p is true, as they are suitably

exhaustive of cognitive alternatives, and p is self-referentially

inconsistent, then -p is acceptable as being true-

5. THE METHOD OF COUNTER-EXAI{PLES

The method of counter-examples to demonstrate a flaw in a thesis is

one of the most widespread, yet infrequentty discussed methods in

metaphilosophy. Peter Facione (1,976) has,however given an accurate

description of this method. Professor McBrain wishes to explicate the

notion of "being an F" and proposes the following explication:

(10-11) (vx) (Fx = (Ax & Bx & Cx) )

Professor Discard however argues that (12-l-l-) is faulty and should be

rejected, in one of two ways. First he/she argues that:
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(l-O-L2) (Ex) (Fx & (-Ax v -Bx v -Cx) )

is true, so that (Lo-l-l-) is too strong in that it rules out genuine Frs'

Alternatively Professor Discard argues that:

(1-O-l-3) (gx) (Ax 6¿ Bx & cx & -Fx)

is true, so that (10-11) is too weak, allowing things to be Frs which are

not F's.

Facione and schfesinger (1983) view the method of counter-examples as

providing anything but a philosophical "knock down" argument. After al-l'

when an alleged counter-example is supplied to a position, either (a) the

position is shown to be untenable, (b) the position is reformulated to

avoid the counter-examp]e, or (c) it is argued that the a11e9ed counter-

example does not really refute the position in question - which is anything

but a sÍngle conclusion. Ho\^/everr upon closer rettection \^/e see that two

of these alternatives can be dismissed. As Facione (1976, p' 524) recognizes'

it is usually very difficult to show that the alleged counter-examples are

not genuine - as the extensive literature surrounding the Gettier problem

itlustrates (Pappas and swain (eds.), 1978). There can be no guard against

mistakes in philosophy. Thus possibility (c) can be dismissed. This

feaves possibilities (a) and (b), and I need only deal with (b) ' Now any

position can be saved from refutation by refinements; this is wilringly

granted. Nevertheless, the mere fact that a refinement is necessary

indicates that the original position is untenabfe and has been abandoned'

ff the new position is not to faII prey to the same counter-example, then

at least it cannot be strictly identical to the o]d position. This is

to change the problem. Thus to provide a genuine counter-example to a

position is to provide a definitive refutation of it'
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Facione recognizes that the process of counter-example and

re-explication may reach an impasse. The disagreement may shift its focus

to the question of the adequacy of the two protagonists' orntn conceptions

of "being an F". This may have the following result (Facione, L976,

p. 529) z

When the issue becomes . whether the proposed counter-
examples are "genuine" or not, then it is fair to say that
one philosopher's idea about what is being explicated is
just not the same as the other philosopher's idea' A

fundamental intuitive disagreement separates the two
philosophers. It is the kind of disagreement that counter-
examples cannot resolve for it is a disagreement that has

resulted from offering counterexamples and disputing their
authenticity. Each new counterexample, at this level,
unless it is accompanied by some fundamental philosophical
attack . . . must, if it is not delíberately tailored to
suit the other protagonists apparent conception of what

"being an F,, means, seem irrelevant at worst and question-
begging at best.

Meyn (L977, p. 46) argues that Facione's argument leads to a teductiO ad

Absurdum of analytic philosophy. The method of counter-examples is Èhe

most popular method of criticism of analytic philosoPhY, and since it

fail-s to resolve disputes involving fundamental- intuitive disagreements,

the method itself is bankruPt.

Meyn's attack upon the method of counter-examples is quite misguided.

Vle can agree that this method will- fail in a grave situation of fundamental

intuitive disagreement. ft does not follow from this that the method

cannot suqceed where there is at least some conmon ground between

protagonists. But suppose that there is no common conceptual ground

between protagonists, that the situation is of radical incommens-urability.

If this is so, then the assumption that there is actually a disagreement

between the two parties becomes problematic. If there is no cognitively

significant dispute to dissotve, then Meyn's criticism of the method of

counter-examples coflapses. In either case Èhen, Meyn's criticism is

unfounded.
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The method. of counter-examples is thus defended against recent

criticisms. lVhether this method has or has not "always produced happy

results" (Schlesinger, 1983, p. L23) is of no interest for discussion

here. No doubt there have been, and witl be many errors made in the use

of this method. This does nothing to establish that the method is not of

significant and widespread use, and Schlesinger certainly does not view

this method with the same scepticism which Meyn views it. To produce

then a genuine counter-example to a position is to provide a definitive

refutation of it and hence to provide philosophical knowledge.

6. PETITIO PRINCTPU VIC IOUS ]NFINITE REGRESSES AND CIRCULARTTÏES

I will consider now three methods of criticism of philosophical

positions which if soundly used provide a definitive and virtually knock

down refutation of a position: petitio pz'incipii, vicious infinite

retression and circufarities. These three methods of critique are united

in the famous "criterion argument" or the diaLLeLuS. The classical

formulation of the argument given by Sextus ftnpiricus in his }utLínes of

Pyru,honism (1939, pp. l-63-165) is as follows:

. in order to decide the dispute which has arisen about
the criterion, we must possess an accepted criÈerion by
which we shall be able to judge the dispute; and in order
to possess an accepted criterion, the dispute about the
criterion must first be decided. And when the argument thus
reduces itself to a form of circular reasoning the discovery
of the criterion becomes impracticable, since we do not allow
them to adopÈ a criterion by assumption, while if they offer
to judge the criterion by a criterion we force them into a
regress ad infinitum. And furthermore, since demonstraÈion
requires a demonstrated criterion, whilsÈ the criterion
ïequires an approved demonstration, they are forced. into'
circular reasoning.

The problem of the criterion is a recurrent problem in the philosophical

work of Nicholas Rescher (l-973(a), (b); L911(b) ¡ 1-979(a); 1980(a) , (b) ).

Perhaps the clearest formulation of the problem of the criterion in
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Rescher's work occurs in his The Cohez'ence TheoY'A of Tv'uth (l-973(b),

pp. 72-1,7). A criterion of truth is of the form: whenever a proposition

p meets requirement R' then p is true:

(c) (vp) (R (p) + r (P) ) -

To establish the truth of p is to give a deductively sound argument:

c s. R(p) * t(p). Now if this argunent is sound, then it must be both

formally valid, and, have true premises. Consequently, if C e R(p) is to

be established as true, \^¡e must establish T (c) . To give a deductively sound

argument for T(c) by taking c to be self-applicable, is to give an argument

of the form: c s¿ R(c) + T(c). To establish T(c), it is necessary that

the truth of c is established, i.e. T(c), and we thereby fal-I into vicious

circularity. If C is not self-applicable, then T(C) is establ-ished by use

of another criterion C1 by an argument C1 & R1(C) * T(C)' For this

argument to be accepted, it must be established to be deductively sound.

To do this, we must establish that T(cr). To appeal to another criterion

Cz leads us into an infiniÈu tu9t"=".8

There is a considerable literature diagnosing the problem with

infinite regresses, especially distinguishing virtuous from vicious

infinite regresses (Nathan, Ig77), (Fo]ey, L9'78), (Post, 1980). Authors

seem to be universally united in betieving that vícious infinite regresses

are problematic in some way dependent upon the infinite series of acts

that such a regress a]legedly commj-ts orr" to.9 This however is not so

(smith , 1982 (b) ) . consider for example the infinite regress of reasons

(Deutscher, I973): no proposition is justified unless justified by another

justified proposition. Suppose we cited P2 lo justify P1, then P1 is not

justified, since P2 is not justified. If we attempt to justify P2 by P3

then nothing is achieved unless P3 is justified. But to justify P3 only

repeats our problem. Any step in the series of the regress leaves us
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equallyasbadlyoffasthe initial- problem is not solved, it is merely

restated. The problem raised by an al1egedly vícious "infinite" regress

is an epistemological problem, the problem of failure of explanation'

Regress arguments are often confused with circularity arguments ' and

circularity arguments in turn with petítio principii. Circutarity in an

argument is an epistemic fallacy; r:ne petitio principi¿ is a dialectical

fa11acy, arising in contentious debate. In both cases the argument

advanced may be semantically and 1ogically valid'

I fol-Iow Hambtin (1970, p. 73) in taking petitio pt'incípii to be a

fallacy arising in debate when one participant asks the other, or simply

takes it for granted, that a premise witl be mutually accepted but which

contains the substance of what is in dispute. To commit a petitio

pz,incipii is to fail in some way to meet the burden. of prooí-,onus pz'obandi'

hnus - assignment does not depend upon the acceptance of certain onus -

assigning propositions¡ because there are none (Brownt l97O) ' The

analysis of onus pTobandi given by Rescher 11977(a)) is accepted here.

There are t\^¡o distinct but related conceptions of onus pyobandi' The

first, the probative burden of an initiating assertion. is the basic rule

that whi-chever side initiates the assertion of a thesis has the burden of

proofofsupportingitinargument.Thesecond,Èheevidentialburdenof

proof of further repl-y in the face of contrary considerations, is the

basic rule that when strong arguments have been given in support of a thesis '

the thesis stands until a sufficiently strong rebuttat has been given to it.

The burden of agenti íncunbít probatio remains constant throughout the

argument, whilst the evidentiaf burden of proof may shift from si-de to side

as the debate Progresses.

Johnson (l-968) ill-ustrates the importance of the petitio principíí

argument in phitosophy.l0 Many philosophical positions are question-
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begging; empiricism with its verificationist theory of meaning begs the

question against alternative positions which reject this theory of meaning

(ibid, p. 138). Johnson believes that a pr¿ma. facie pJ-ausible case can be

made that aLL philosophical arguments are question-begging (excluding

those concerned simply with logical imptications). This is so because

frequently philosophers accept certain principtes as ultimate principles

without in anlzway arguing foz. t]nern rather |u]nan fnom them. He comments on

this (ibid, p. 135):

Unless one qan demonstrate that some arguments are not question-
begging, phitosophy, as a discipline leading to knowledge,
becomes impossible. But the damage does not end there. For
failure to solve this problem precludes finally the possibility
of any knowledge whatsoever. Although contemporary epistemolo-
gists have devoted a good deal of attention to the issue, the
results they have achieved have not been notably successful-
In fact most of their theories seem to fall into the very trap
they have been designed to avoid; somewhere they beg a vital
question. fs this because the trap is unavoidable? Or is it
because the philosophers in question have failed to find a \^ray

of avoiding it?

This question will be ad,dressed in section 7 below; but l-et us note here

that Johnson's problem establishes the undeniable importance of petitío

principii to philosophy. As a method of criticism it is as Johnson

recognizes one of the most successful ways to win a debate: "If you are

sufficiently skilful in asking him leading questions and have a good

sense of timing you can usually succeed in stripping him to his bare

principles, with no ascertainable means for their support." (ibid, p. 135).

The classical- notion of a circular argument depends upon two

conditions: iù:ne dependency condition and the equ¿uaLence condition (!'loods

and V,talton, 1975). An argrument is circufar if either some premise actually

depends on the conclusion as part of the evidential backing of the

premise-conjunct or where the conclusion is equivalent to, or identical !o'
l_1

some premrse-conjunct.-* A more detailed breakdown of these conditions is

paraphrased as follows (ibid, p. 1-09):
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(a)

1co)

(cDE)

(cM)

(b)

(cQ)

(cr¡

(CQE)

Dependency Conditions

The conclusion entails some premise-conjunct'

In order to know that some premise-conjunct ís true, a

must know that the conclusion is true'

There is some premise-conjunct that can be known to be

true only by inference from the conclusion'

Equivaf ence Conditions

The conclusion is equivafent to some premise-conjunct.

The conclusion is identical- to some premise-conjunct'

To know that a premise-conjunct is true is to know

that the conclusion is true, and vice versa'

One has to state the conclusion in order to state
some premise-conjunct, and vice versa.

(cP)

The classical account of circularity, making use of the equivalence

condition is taken by Woods and V'talton to be too wide a criterion,

attributing circularity to single-premised arguments such as:

(vx) (Rx -+ Ax) I .. ru(Hx) (Rx & -Ax), and certainly to A, A. I do not

view Èhis as a problem. Suppose someone questioned the conclusions

A or -(gx) (nx & -.Ax), believing them to be false. Citing the premises

A and (Vx) (Rx + Ax) would do nothing to advance the debate, because if the

critic is correct, then the premises are fal-se. But Èhe argtunent P,

p + Q , .'. Q is not a circular argument if valid. Accepting the validity

of mod,us ponens, to establish soundness all one need do is to establish

the truth of P and P + Q. If the critic agreed l-]nalL modus ponens utas

valid, that P was true and P + Q was true, but that Q was fALse, then we

would have at hand a semantic paradox more challenging than any yet

explored. We would not however have a circular argtxnent.

I conclude that the classical account of circular argr.unents survives

Woods and V'lalton's criticism. Before discussing an example of the use of

the three arguments discussed in this section, it remains to point out why
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regress, circul-arity argunents and pet¿tio prin'cipii supply virtually

concfusive refutations of a position, at some stage of a debate' The

reason simply is that a position which is circular. regressive, or

guestion-beggíng fail-s to convince idealty Ïational opponents' or rational

but neutral truth-seekers. An argument is only epistemically satisfactory,

if it is formally sound and has persuasive force. The discussed fallacies

alf show that the convicted argument, if it is circular, regressive or

commits the petitio pr.incipíi gíves an ideally rational thinker no reason

at a1l- to accept the position which the argument is advanced to defend-

No increase in knowledge occurs and debate is not progressed.

7 AN OBJECTION: RATIONALITY SCEPTICISM

As Johnson (1968, p. 135) recognizes, the problem of the criterion or

the dialLeLus ra::ses grave problems for the cfaim that there is

philosophical knowtedge, and this difficult problem can hardly be passed

by unaddressed. A more detailed discussion of this problem has been given

elsewhere (Smith | 7982 (a) ; 198+ (c) ) so f shall canvass my solution without an

exposition and criticism of opposing positions.

r interpret the criterion arg¡ument to show that there can be no

presuppositionless knowledge. that our cognitive inquiries must begin on

the one hand with both instances of knowledge as \^¡e1I as criteria of

knowledge, to avoid the vicious chicken-and-egg regress which the criterion

problem seems to present us with. But on the other hand, f see no way in

which we can exclude the possibility that aII of the instances of our

knowledge are systematic delusions, and that our criteria and principles

of knowledge self-destruct in mutual inconsistency. For the sceptic to

conclude that no knowledge is possible unless the rationalist meet this

impossible burden of proof, is a petitio ptincipii. There is an escape
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from the dialLeLus which has seldom been taken; this is to deny that if

justification stops, it must stop at an arbitrary point which begs the

question against the sceptic.

suppose in a debate against the sceptic one is pushed back to some

ultimate principle which one claims is sel-f-justifyinçf' or self-evident-

The sceptic denies this, stating that this defense is arbitrary and a

petitío princdpdi since no principle is self-evident to him/her- lVhat is

wrong with being arbitrary at tine Last point of the debate? The problem

seems to be that arbitrariness Ieads to tn'íuialitg. If knowledge inqui-ries

could begin just as well with counter-deductive criteria and opposing

knowledge cl-aims, then anA ptoposition could be justified. The rationalist

cannot accept this state of affairs, the sceptic only too willingly points

out, because if any proposition is justified, then so is the proposition

'no proposition is justified'. Apart from being absolutely inconsistent'

the rationalist is seen to be a sceptic after all-.

Scepticism would be refuted if it was shown that at least one cognitive

principle was not arbitrary. The sceptics' objections to rationalism,

voiced in the paragraph gives us one principle which is not arbitrary:

what putnam (1,glg) cal-Is the minimal principle of non-contradiction, not

every proposition is true. 'I]ne presupposition of the truth of the minimal

principle of non-contradiction is a ptiori (Thompson, 1981, p. 463).

Consider the sceptic's claim that this principle is arbitrary' Then the

counter-deductive principle of triviality: 'every proposition is true',

is just as satisfactory. Then because the proposition 'every proposition

is true, is aæhypothesi true, it follows that the proposition'not every

proposition is true' is true. If this is so, then the entire motivation

for the counter-deductive argunent collapses, becaüse we have reaffirmed

the very principle which we sought to criticize. There are of course many

other principles of rationality (Nielson' !974), (Kekes, L976) ' They too
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are justified by demonstrating that they are presuppositions of theoretical

practice, necessary conditions for the processes of explaining, theorizing

and criticizing to occur. Reject these principles and one is led into

silence. Silence requires no refutation-

Does this style of argr-unent beg the question against scepticism? I do

not believe that this is so. The claim being made is that there are non-

arbitrary,cessatíon points in justification, not that there coul-d not be any

sound reductio ad absu.r,dwn argument which demonstrated the incoherence of

even our best theory of rationality. The evidential burden of proof is

upon the sceptic to show othen¡i¡ise, and to ceaselessly demand justif ication

for knowledge claims, not only makes scepticism an epistemically superficial

position: iÈ begs the question. Hence rationatity scepticism does not

refute my thesis that philosophical knowledge exists (Snith, 198+(c) ) -

B. METAPHTLOSOPHY AND MONTSTIC-SYSTEMIC PERSPECTTVTSM

It remains to state how the theory of philosophical rationality,

sketched in a tentative form in this chapter coheres wiLh the position of

monistis-systemic perspectivism discussed in Reduct'Lonism and CuLturaL

Being (Smith, ]-gt,4). Now it seems that a major inconsistency exists in

the present work. I have argued that virtually all of the leading

approaches to the problem of perennial disputes are inadequate. This

seems to be anything buÈ the process of the combination and synthesis of

different points of view into a unified whole.

This criticism fails to meet the mark. (MSP) does not involve

recognizing that every position contains some significant truths; it is

quite consistent with the fact that virtualty all the J-eading approaches

to the problem of perennial philosophical disputes are inadequate' The

solution which I have given to this problem, that consensus states are not
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necessarily "natural states", and that philosophical discord is to be

accounted for by a nultipticity of causes does seem to be quite consistent

with my previous writings. This work thus illustrates the (MSP) response

to (PPPD).

In this chapter T have argued that philosophy is a rational cognitive

enterprise because philosophicaf knowledge exists, and philosophical methods

exíst by which knowledge may be obtained. One of the most salient features

of this discussion is the incornpLeteness of the theory of rationality

sketched here. I have done no more here than scratch the surface of a very

fertile terrain, but even this surface soil has proved surprisingly rich'

Yet each of the methods of philosophical argumentation discussed here

requires book length investigation. This is recommended as a research

programme. No mention has been made of philosophical arguments making use

of pararneterS of systemicity such as wholena"=, "on"onance, 
architectonicity,

functional unity, regularity and simplicity (Rescher , 19'79 (a) ) ' This is yet

another research toPic.

It is al-so worthwhile at this point to reconsider in more detail-

how the master science view of philosophy is capable of providing ans\^/ers

to evaluative philosophical questions, and how this point of view can be

correctly seen to be compatible with the "socio-political-ethica1" account

of human beings which f believe to be necessary to any adequate

understanding of human nature. How can my position suçlgest answers to

questions such as 'what shall we do?t , 'what is the right and just way

to live?'and'what is the nature of reality?'? Note that it is

unreasonable to expect a metaphitosophy to generate mechanically sofutions

to specific philosophical problems; unreasonable because any such generAl

theory cannot deal adequately with details peculiar to a particular

philosophical problem. Nevertheless a metaphilosophy gan give a general
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methodology which may be of great use in solving particular philosophical

problems.

T believe that philosophy does, and should, provide answers to

philosophical probtems in the fo1lowing fashion. In philosoPhY, unlike the

sciences, there usuaLLg exists a finite number of answers to any specific

philosophical problem. By contrast, for aII we know, there may be an

indefinitely large number of conceivabl-e theories of gravitation- The

nature of the question rwhat is gravity?' by no means suggests any limits

to the number of theories of gravity which could be outlined. In the

case of a philosophical problem, such as the criterion of truth problem

examined in chapter L, we are not faced with an indefinite series of

options. Either the sceptic is right - in whích case no standard of Èruth,

rationality or knowledge is justified - or the sceptic is wrong. These

are the only two T^A,L options. Faced then with two answers to a

philosophical question, both of uhich haue intuitiue pLausibility, one

then attempts to examine arguments for and against each position according

to the dialectical model of argumentation outlined in chapter 2. The

correct philosophical position is the one which answers satisfactorily all

serious objections to it, as weII as advancing telling objections to an

opposing position. Thus the dogmatist in our previous example must show

some defect in the sceptic's criterion argument and show how his/her own

epistemology avoids this problem. If this is done, then until further

criticism is given, we have good reason to believe that the advanced

philosophical theory is tmte. This state of affairs is consistent with

us rejecting this theory in the light of further argument: aII that this

means is that v¡e \^¡ere mistaken in taking that philosophical theory to be

true.

This metaphilosophical position is advanced as both a description of

what actually occurs in philosophical practice, as well as a prescription,
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of what should occur in philosophical practice. virtually any

philosophical article or book which you may select at random, if it is

concerned with arguing for a thesis, begins by critici-zíng alternatives

to the author's position, eliminating them, and then giving reasons for

accepting the author's position which remains as the only position

surviving criticism. fhis is not a "bleak view of philosophy", but is

what I think a social scientist with no "philosophical axe to grind' would

see when looking at philosophicat practice-

I al-so see no reason to give evaluative phitosophical questions such

as tdoes life have a meaningt any special treatment that any other

philosophical problem does not receive. Again to answer the question

'd,oes life have a meaning?' we need to consider arguments advanced by the

rational pessimist seeking to show that life has no meaning at a1l- These

arg\rments are tested for soundness, and if found to be unsound may be

rejected. Given a comprehensive survey of all known and serious arguments

seeking to show that life has no meaning, \¡¡e can concl-ude from a

successful critical survey i-inal- Lífe has a mean¿ng. This is a pos¿tive

philosophical proposition, established by my proposed metaphilosophical

methodology. We do not of course establish what precisely this meaning

is, but nor should we hope to be able to do this so simpty. That would

require further argument. So one would be mistaken in claiming that my

method of philosophical criticism is basically "negative": to do so would

be to forget that if -p is shown to be false, then given the truth of

p v -p, p must be true.

My view of philosophical progress must be distinguished from a

position which sees philosophical progress not as the acquisition of new

knowledge, but as the el-imination of mistakes. It could be said that no

cognitive activity "progresses" by eliminating poor answers (or errors or
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false conjectures) and since this is what f am saying' my view is

defective and empty. In saying this one seems to forget the existence of

themetascienceofKarlPopperwhichdoesinfactclaim(statedroughly)

that the basic elenents of the scientific process are bold conjectures

andrefutations.Thisview,iffalse'isfarfromempty'Butmyposition

mustbedistinguishedfromPopperts.Ihavesketchedadialecticalmodel

ofargumentinchapter2andhavesaidabovehowtheeliminationoferrors

can lead to phÍIosophical knowledge, not merely ,'negative'' statements. If

v¡e can show that epistemological scepticism for example is self-contradictory

andthateitherepistemologicalscepticismordogmatismaretrueasthey

exhaust all the real cognitive alternatives, then we do in fact knou t}Iatr

dogmatism rstzue.Hencewehavephilosophicalknowledge,andthus

phitosophical progress occurs. The situation in philosophy is quite unlike

the situation in science. Progress in science cannoÉ occur merely by the

elimination of errors: it is always possible that the existing theory is

wrong and that some undiscovered alternative is right' In philosophy this

isfortunatelynotalwayspossible.Forexampleweeitherhaveknowledge

or we d.o not- The alternatives are limited'

Finali-y the material in this chapter has a ,'rationa]-istic'' bias.

obviously (!lSP) ¡nust in addition accept principles of rationality and

empiricalmethodsofargumentexploitedbytheempiricisttradition.In

metaphilosophyresearchinthisareahasbeendonebyPepper(196].)and

Lee(1983),andlamsympatheticwiththeirposition.ftisnotnecessary

to present a more complete theory of rationality in philosophy to support

(pr) ; ,,scepticism,, denies that philosophy is a rationar enterprise at arl '

and scientism denies that philosophy is a sui geneTis enterprise with

methods distinct from the empiricat sciences' Here I have opposed both of

these positions, arguing that philosophical knowledge exists ' and

philosophicalmethodsexistbywhichfurtherknowledgemaybeobtained.
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9. CONqL USION : STATE OF THE ARGUMENT

This chapter completes the argr¡ment of this work. On the basis of

these argunents I present my response to the problem of perennial

philosophícal disagreements. I have given reason to believe that

philosophy is both a progressive and a rational cognitive enterprise'

Thus I conclude that philosophy is not a degenerating research prograrune'

If the arguments of this chapter and that of my other papers are correct'

then philosophy is not merely an under labourer of the sciences; it is

"dang'erous stuff", capable of showing the inadequacies of scientific

theories. The principal thesis of this work is now established'
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]-0. NOTES

Whilst citing Harrison's description as an apt description of the
problem of the genesis of philosophical knowledge, ,I strongly
disagree with Harrison's view that the resulÈs of philosophy "are
immune from subsequent discoveries based on science and observation"
(Harrison, L974, p- 9). This disagreement stems from a difference
about the nature of tz,anseendental argunenús in philosophy. (On

transcendental arguments cf. (Bieri, Horstmann and Krüger (eds.),
1g7g), (Bhaskar, 1982). !Ùilkerson (L976, pp. 2OO-2O2) has given good

reason for rejecting the view that transcendental arguments are
analytically necessary. This leaves as the only serious contender
about the nature of transcendental arguments, that they are
synthetically necessary - that is that the relation between the
premise and the conclusion of a transcendentaf argr:rnent is synthetic
à priori. Wilkerson (ibid, pp. 205-206) points out that this view
faèes the objection of historical parochialism, that it makes a
necessary truth out of the conceptual idiosyncrasies of contemporary
thought. After all , wasn't Kant \^Ironçt in granting a finality to
Euclidean geometry and Newtonian mechanics? This criticism, whilst
quite damaging to Harrison, only establishes that it is always
empirically possible that we could be wrong in taking certain
propositions to be synthetic necessary truths. ft does not establish
that there are no synthetic necessary truths.

For more comprehensive criticisms of Castañeda's metaphilosophy cf.
(Sontag' l-983, PP. I99-2Ol) , (Kekes' 1983, PP. 222-224) '

Blanshard (1966¡ pp. 331-332) takes the example of a pebble to
illustrate the ancient problems of substance, the nature of matter,
the status of sense-data and others. As he puts it: "lvletaphysical
problems lie round us on alt sides, and usually just a few steps away.
There is nothing artificial about these problems; they rise naturally
in the reflection of any thoughtful man; indeed many of them are
questions that a child could ,ask, though the most determined of
metaphysicians might find it hard to answer them" (ibid' p. 332).

I will not beg any questions here about how a satisfactory theory of
explanation shall explicate the notion of an "explanation", as I
foresee no difficufties in applying the notion of "explaining" to
philosophical matters which woutd not raise difficulties for the
metascientific application of this notion.

Self-referential argunents have been used to refute the positions of
scepticism, behaviourism, pragmatism, intuitionism and the coherence
theory (Boyle, 1969, p.5), and have featured quite prominently in
the work of the "transcendental Thomists" such as Bernard Lonergan
(1e63).

The ,'Lewis argument" iS a proof that p & '-p -> q is a theorem of
classical logic. The proof is as follows:
(L1) p &-p AssumPtion

(L2) p (L1), Conjunction

(L3) -p (L1) r Conjunction

)

3

4

5

6
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(L4)

(L5)

pvq
q

Paraconsistent logicians have argued that the Lewis argr.unent is
invalid (Routley, 1980), (Priest, 198+(b) ) - Given that some

interpretation of p a -p can be given such that vlpl = True and

Vl-pl = True, then vlp c -pl = True. eut Vlql = False for at least
some interpretations of the wff q. Hence the theorem p & -p + q

can be counteltnodelled and the classical propositional calculus is
shown to the unsound. The fault here has been placed upon the
shoulders of the disjunctive syllogism by al I paraconsistent
losicians- Giventt'å;"1;i-= it'-t"-and vl-pl jtt't"' then vlp t sl =

True and an interpretation of q can readily be given such that
VlSl = False. Hence, concludes Èhe paraconsistent logician, the
disjunctive syllogism fails to invariably transmit truth from
premises to conclusion.

This modified form of the Lewis arg¡ument is sufficient to trivialize
any paraconsistent logic which does not outrightly reject the
disjunctive sytlogism, and John Burgess (1981) has given strong
argnments against the radical- relevantism l-ina;t cornpLeteLy outlaws
the disjunctive syllogism.

This argument is not affected by the strength of the togical connective
t->r, it could just as easily be taken as inductive entailment and the
same problem would be generated.

Schlesinger (1983r PP. 2]-8-2]_9) remarks that the infinite regress
argument has never been subjected to a thorough analysis beyond
Passmore's (1-970) pioneering work. Schlesinger himself gives no clear
statements as to what constitutes a vicious infinite regress, although
he is quick to judge that this method has been misused. Despite this
point Schlesinger gives a brilliant defense of our belief in the
efficacy of induction by means of the infinite regress argument- This
demonstrates that the infinite regress argument is not solefYr as

Passmore (1970, p. 1'7) has asserted, a principally d'estructive
argunent. I do not agree however that Schl-esinger has succeeded in
solving the problem of induction. He defends the rationality of the
choice of the rule:

(R1) Assume that the regularity described by the equation y = f(x)
which has been obeyed by the instances which we have checked
in the past is also obeyed by future instances,

over the counter-inductive rul-e:

(R2) Assume that the regularity in (R1) wilt not hol'd in the future,

on the grounds that (R2) does not yield a unique hypothesis. This
defect can be easily corrected. we specify quite arbitrarily a

unique function g(x), which is of the same degree of simplicity as
the function f(x) over the domain of past events and future events'
but which gives different vafues for future events: call this rule
(R2*). Thus if f (x) = ax + b, 9(x) = ax * b for past events, but
S(x) = a*x * b* for future events where if a* = a, b* I b and if
b* = b, then a* i a- Schlesinger no doubt feels that counter-inductive
rules are arbitrary - but he ignores the rejoinder which could be made

by the inductive sceptic, that no reason has been given as to why one
should believe that it is (R1) which is arbitrary and not (R2¡t) '

(L2), Addition
(L4), (L3), Disjunctive SYllogism

7

I

o
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Johnson takes an argument to be a petítio principií' if the argr:ment
arbitrarily rules out some competing theory advanced by a dialectical
opponent, presupposing the truth of the proponent's theory in the
piã..s= of criticism. This conception of petitio p?íncipií wouJrd

ãott.spottd on Rescher's position to a faiture to meet the evidential
onue probandi.

The dependency cond.ition and equivalence condition can be formulated
so as to rely upon each other, cf. (Woods and Vlalton, L982, p.81 ).
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l-1. CONCLUSION : GENERÄL STATE OF THE ARGUMENT

The central- argument of this work is now complete and the principal

thesis (PT) stated in chapter 1, rationally supported. The bulk of this

work has criticized various metaphilosophical responses to the problem of

perennial philosophical disagreements (PPPD). Nevertheless, consistent

with the position of monistic-systemic perspectivism (MSP), I have

recognized that many of these metaphilosophical responses offer valuable

insights into the genesis of (PPPD). I reject the view that there is one

underlying cause of the perennial discord which we find in philosoPhy;

the causes are rather multifarious. Nevertheless the most important

innovation added to this fie]d of discussion by the present work is the rejection

of the thesis that consensus between rational thinkers is a criterion of

truth and rationality, and indeed that a failure of debate to converge to

consensus is a clear symptom of irrationality, as Lehrer and Wagner

believe (cf. chapter 7). Iî EssaAs on ULtinate Questions: Aga¿nst

Receiued Opiníon in Science and PhiLosophy (198+(a)) r witl "empirically"

supplement the arguments of this work by a critique and proposed rejection

of a number of leading theories in science and philosophy; (Smith, l-984)

in its critique of leading paradigms in the allegedly secure domain of

theoretical biology, is another empirical supplement to the view of the

nature of phiJ-osophy which T have given here.

The picture painted of cognitive inquiry then, is both a critically

fallibitistic one, and a strongly individual-istic one. It stands in rigid

opposition to the over-socialized, over-biologized and over-relativized

conceptions of inquiry which are quite widely accepted today. Nevertheless,

despite this strong fallibilism and epistemological individualism, I have

attempÈed to show that philosophy is both a progressive and rational
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enterpriser philosophical progress occurs and genuine philosophical

knowledge exists.

So much then for the proposed achievements of this work. It would be

seff-referentially inconsistent to conclude at this point without

expressing some severe limitations of the present work, and recommendations

for future research. As a field of philosophical research, metaphilosophy

is very undeveloped compared to fields such as metascience. Much of the

time of metaphilosophers in this century has been spent defending the

tenability of philosophy as a cognitive enterprise, against attacks from

positivists, Wittgensteinians, relativists and sceptics. Little attention

has been given to the systematic sÈudy of the methods of argunentation in

philosophyr âs Schlesinger (1983) repeatedly observes. Certainly chapter

l-3 of this work does litt1e more tha¡¡ outline some of these methods (and

my argument does not require more than this), although in another work

enritted lhetaphiLosophicaL MethodoLogU, a fuller description is hoped to

be given. Questions such as "what is the relationship between

confirmation theory and philosophical inquiry?", "what are philosophical

theories, systems and world views?", "what are the dynamics of the

interaction between philosophical systems and scientific theories?" have

hardly been addressed. But they are important and they should be

addressed in the future.

It can only be something of a scandal that an ultra-critical

enterprise such as philosoPhY, an enterprise which asks such basic

questions and is so critical of the rest of cuLture (Rorty , 1979), devotes

so little of its community time and resources to a critical examination

of itsetf. If this work does prove to be \^Irong in defense of all its

major theses, then it will still be of value if it delivers a prick to the

philosophical community's metaphilosophical conscience.
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